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Abstract
A general-purpose digital computer program (named ELAS) for the in-core
solution of linear equilibrium problems of structural mechanics is described for
potential and actual users in Volume I of this report, and is documented in
Volume II. The program requires minimum input for the description of the
problem. The solution is obtained by means of the displacement method and
the finite element technique. Almost any geometry and structure may be handled
because of the availability of lineal, triangular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral, hexahe-
dral, conical, triangular torus, and quadrilateral torus elements. The assump-
tion of piecewise linear deflection distribution insures monotonic convergence of
the deflections from the stiffer side with decreasing mesh size. The stresses are
provided by the best-fit strain tensors in the least-squares sense at the mesh points
where the deflections are given. The selection of local coordinate systems when-
ever necessary is automatic. The core memory is efficiently used by means of
dynamic memory allocation, an optional mesh-point relabelling scheme, imposi-
tion of the boundary conditions during the assembly time, and the straight-line
storage of the rows of the stiffness matrix within variable bandwidth and the
main diagonal. The number of unsuppressed degrees of freedom that can be
handled in a given problem is 500 to 600 for a typical structure, but might far
exceed these average values for special types of problems; the execution time
of such problems is about four minutes in 32K IBM 7094 Model I machines. The
program is written in FORTRAN II language. The source deck consists of about
8000 cards and the object deck contains about 1400 binary cards. The physical
program (standard ELAS) is available from COSMIC, the agency for the dis-
tribution of NASA computer programs.
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I. Introduction
Volume I, User's Manual, of this report gives a general Sections II, III, IV, and V of the Addendum briefly
description of ELAS,* a general-purpose digital com- describe the main programs and the subroutines of
puter program for the in-core solution of linear equi- Links 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, of the ELAS program
librium problems of structural mechanics, and contains with reference to the flowcharts illustrated in Section VI,
the information necessary for input preparation, arrange- and the source program listings given in Section VII.
ment of the physical program, and interpretation of out- Program descriptions include all subroutines that are
put and error messages. Volume II, Documentation of not in the FORTRAN library. The standard ELAS is
the Program, is published in two parts: the basic coded in FORTRAN II, with the exception of subroutines
Volume II, which gives the theoretical background of the LEBIN, SEBIN, and TICK, which are in FAP. The sub-
program and contains tables and figures describing routines are described in alphabetical order under each
the COMMON variables, their meanings, and their main program. The flowcharts, which are also in alpha-
arrangement in COMMON; and this report-Addendum betical order, present semidetailed diagrams of the se-
to Volume II-which contains program descriptions, flow- quential logic and decision points in the program. The
charts, and source program listings for all program ele- source program listings are a straight listing of the first
ments of ELAS/Level 3. (The original version of the file in the program tape that contains the physical
ELAS program made available from COSMIC** in program.
April 1968 is designated ELAS/Level 0. Subsequent
program corrections made in January 1969, March 1969, The user of this Addendum will need both Volume I
and May 1969 updated the program to ELAS/Level 1, and the basic Volume II for reference because of nu-
ELAS/Level 2, and ELAS/Level 3, respectively.) merous cross-references to figures and tables contained
therein. The information in the referenced figures and
tables is essential to interpretation of the content of the
Addendum. Reference is also made herein to program
**Computer Software Management and Information Center,
Computer Center, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, input and output items and error messages, 
which are
30601, telephone 404-542-3265. described and identified by number in Volume I.
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II. Main Program and Subroutines of Link 1
A. Main Program of Link I Before using any input information, the main program
The flowchart and the source program listing of the checks it against the input specifications (see Sect. III
main program of Link 1 are given in Fig. VI-1 and and IV, Vol. I). If the program encounters an irrecov-
Table VII-1, respectively. The logical function of the erable error in the input information, it always branches
to statement 300, which prints out COMMON both in
fixed- and floating-point modes and skips the related
(1) It defines IN, IT, IDEG, ITYPE, IGEM, ISTR, IH, job. In transferring information from input cards into
18, IBN, IP, IPRS, IMAT, NTIC, ISDT, ISDY, the proper locations in COMMON, the program uses
ISDZ, IARE, IMMX, IMMY, IMMZ, IMFI, INX, DUMMY (also called IDUM) area in COMMON for
INP, ISHUF, ICOR, IBUN, IMES, IPIR, ITAP, temporary storage. The main program calls subroutine
ITAS, CG, G2, G3, ACEL directly from Input TABL to print out Output Item 1; subroutine TICK to
Item 2. measure time; subroutine BUNG to generate deflection
boundary conditions (dbc) input units automatically, if
(2) It computes constants ISUM, IND, IORD, IORD1, IBUN = 1; subroutine CORG to generate coordinates of
and ZGEM, and pointers J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, the nodes automatically, if ICOR = 1; subroutine MESG
J8, J9, J10, IBB, IBO, IID, IIA, IDT, IDY, ITE, to generate mesh topology and element properties auto-
ICAR, ICIX, ICIY, ICIZ, ICFI, IXX, IYY, IZZ, matically, if IMES = 1; subroutine COOR to read in,
IIC, IDEF, IST, IIS, IU, and IDZ from the infor- examine, and store nodal coordinates; subroutine MEST
mation given by Input Item 2. to read in and store element data; subroutine TOPO to
examine and separate the element data in storage; and
(3) It generates the vectors related with pointers J1, finally, subroutine SRAT to obtain internal node labels
J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, J10, IBB, IBO, IIC, in vector ISIR, and the highest internal label in the node
IXX, IYY, IZZ, and IDEF (partially) directly or set of each node in vector IMAX (refer to Input Item 17,
indirctly from the input information of the job. Sect. IV, Vol. I). Among these subroutines, subroutine
SRAT has its own subroutine. The contribution of(4) Depending upon the value of INX, it transfers con- the prescribed concentrated loads to the right-hand-side
trol either to statement 2700 or to the main program vector of the equilibrium equations before the displace-
of Link 3. ment boundary conditions are imposed is stored in the
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IDEF-pointer-related vector, first as in item (1) of row order IN, and column order ISUR of matrix ABIN
the IDEF entry of Table 111-3, Vol. II (basic), and then as are available in COMMON. In performing logical func-
in item (2) in the same entry. Probably the most impor- tion (2), the subroutine also generates vector IMIN. Sub-
tant function of the main program is the generation of routine ARAN calls subroutine OUTPT to print out mesh
vectors defined by pointers IBB, IBO, and IIC. The topology (P) of Output Item 5 (see Sect. VI-F, Vol. I),
meanings of the entries of these vectors are given in subroutine EXCH to interchange to successive rows and
Table 111-3, Vol. II (basic), and Table VI-2, Vol. I. These their respective columns in the connectivity matrix ABIN,
vectors are first generated as if all deflections were function LEBIN to find out if a node is connected with
independent and with IBB numbers always equal to another node, and subroutine TICK to measure relabel-
IND + 1. Then the numbers are modified with the dbc ling time. The algorithm for logical function (2) is given
input units to recognize linear dependence. Finally, when in Ref. 1. The standard ELAS assumes that a word con-
vectors ISIR and IMAX are provided by subroutine sists of 36 binary bits, and this is assumed in subroutine
SRAT, they are finalized. Vectors defined by pointers ARAN. (See Appendix, Vol. I, for instructions on how to
IBB, IBO, and IIC are first used in the main program change this constraint.)
to compute the contribution of the prescribed concen-
trated loads to the reduced right-hand-side vector in the 2. Subroutine BUNG. Subroutine BUNG is called by
IDEF-pointer-related vector. Later in Link 2, they are the main program of Link 1, if IBUN = 1. The standard
used in computing the contributions of the element stiff- ELAS contains only the dummy version of this subrou-
ness matrices to the reduced stiffness matrix in the IST- tine, as shown in Table VII-3. If IBUN = 1, the sub-
pointer-related vector and the reduced load vector in the routine should be rewritten by the user, as explained in
IDEF-pointer-related vector, and the contributions of Sect. V-D, Vol. I. The logical function of the subroutine
the element load vectors to the reduced load vector in the is to place IBN number of dbc input units into DUMMY
IDEF-pointer-related vector. In Link 3, these three vec- or IDUM area.
tors are used in obtaining the deflections of all nodes
from the reduced deflection vector in the IDEF-pointer- 3. Subroutine COOR. Subroutine COOR is called by
related vector. The standard ELAS Link 1 main program the main program of Link 1, if ICOR = 0. The flowchart
assumes that IN < 540 and ISUM < 10000. (See Ap- and the source program listing of COOR are given in
pendix, Vol. I, for instructions on how to change these Fig. VI-3 and Table VII-4, respectively. The function of
limits.) this subroutine is to read the cards of Input Item 14 in
blocks of not greater than 1000 nodes, to examine whether
B. Subroutines of Link 1 the node labels are sequential, and to generate IXX-,
1. Subroutine ARAN. Subroutine ARAN is called by IYY-, and IZZ-pointer-related vectors. If IGEM = 0, the
subroutine SRAT. The flowchart and the source program IZZ-pointer-related vector will not be generated. In case
listing of ARAN are given in Fig. VI-2 and Table VII-2, of error, the subroutine returns control to the calling pro-
respectively. The logical function of the subroutine may gram with IERR = 1, without completing its function.
be summarized as follows:
4. Subroutine CORG. Subroutine CORG is called by
(1) Subroutine ARAN generates vector IMAX for sub- the main program of Link 1, if ICOR = 1. The standard
routine SRAT. ELAS contains only the dummy version of this subrou-
(2) If 0 < ISHUF < 3, the subroutine modifies vec- tine, as shown in Table VII-5. If ICOR = 1, the sub-
tor ISIR and computes vector IMAX accordingly, routine should be rewritten by the user, as explained in
to minimize the shaded area of the coefficient Sect. V-B, Vol. I. The logical function of this subroutine,
matrix shown in Fig. II-1 (Vol. I). when ICOR = 1, is to generate vectors related with
(3) If ISHUF = 2, the subroutine reads cards for vec- pointers IXX, IYY, and IZZ.
tor ISIR, modifies matrix ABIN accordingly, and
performs the function given in (2). 5. Subroutine EXCH. Subroutine EXCH is called by
(4) The subroutine produces relabelling output items subroutine ARAN. The flowchart and the source program
(Output Item 5) according to Sect. VI-F, Vol. I. listing of EXCH are given in Fig. VI-4 and Table VII-6,
respectively. The function of this subroutine is to inter-
In performing these tasks, subroutine ARAN expects change the Ith row with the IPth row of the ABIN ma-
that connectivity matrix ABIN, ISIR vector of labels, trix, and Ith binary column with the IPth binary column
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of the same matrix; MI is the smallest binary column num- the validity of M number of the element descriptors (see
ber of the first nonzero binary entry either in row I or Table IV-3, Vol. I), then to store words J1W, J2W,
in row IP; MX is the largest binary column number of J3W, J4W, J5W, and if they exist, J6W, J7W, J8W, J9W,
the last nonzero binary entry either in row I or in row IP. J10W of the element descriptors into the proper locations
Since ABIN is a symmetric binary matrix, MI and MX in the respective vectors related with pointers J1, J2, J3,
also define the limits of the Ith and IPth columns. Inter- J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, and J10, and to check the positive-
change operation is carried out only within these limits. ness of the vertex labels. In case of error, the subroutine
The subroutine expects ABIN, I, IP, MI, and MX to be returns control to the calling program with IERR = 1,
available in COMMON, and it assumes that a word con- without completing its function. If no error is encoun-
sists of 36 binary bits. (See Appendix, Vol. I for instruc- tered, the subroutine performs its operations on the input
tions on how to change this limit.) Subroutine EXCH cards of every element, sequentially, until all element
calls function LEBIN to obtain the value of a certain bit data are processed.
of a word, and subroutine SEBIN to store 1 or 0 in a
certain bit of a word. 10. Subroutine OUTPT. Subroutine OUTPUT is called
by subroutine ARAN, if INP = 2. The flowchart and the
6. Function LEBIN. The subprogram LEBIN is called source program listing of OUTPT are given in Fig. VI-8
by subroutines ARAN and EXCH. The flowchart and the and Table VII-10, respectively. The function of this sub-
source program listing of LEBIN are given in Fig. VI-5 routine is to print out Output Item 5(P) (see Sect. VI-F,
and Table VII-7, respectively. The coding is in FAP for Vol. I). This subroutine assumes that a word is 36 binary
the IBM 7094. The logical function of LEBIN is to return bits and IN < 540. (See Appendix, Vol. I for instructions
as a FORTRAN integer the value of the bit, shown in on how to change these limits.) Subroutine OUTPT ex-
the second argument, of the word shown in the first pects ISIR, IMIN, IMAX vectors, ABIN matrix, IN, and
argument. It assumes that the word length is 36 binary ISUR to be available in COMMON.
bits. For any other machine, this function should be
rewritten. 11. Subroutine SRAT. Subroutine SRAT is called by
7. Subroutine SEBIN. Subroutine SEBIN is called by the main program of Link 1. The flowchart and the
subroutines EXCH and SRAT. The flowchart and the source program listing of SRAT are given in Fig. VI-9
source program listing of SEBIN are given in Fig. VI-6 and Table VII-11, respectively. The functions of this pro-
and Table VII-7, respectively. The coding is in FAP for gram may be summarized as follows:
the IBM 7094. The logical function of SEBIN is to store 1
or 0 (as shown in the third argument) in to the bit (shown (1) If ISHUF = 3, subroutine SRAT reads the cards
in the second argument) of the word (shown in the first of Input Item 17 for the generation of internal
argument). The subroutine assumes that a word consists node labels in vector ISIR, and the highest internal
of 36 binary bits. For any other machine, this subroutine label in the node set of each node in vector IMAX
should be rewritten. (refer to Input Item 17, Sect. IV, Vol. I). If
ISHUF -z 3, subroutine SRAT generates vector
8. Subroutine MESG. Subroutine MESG is called by ISIR by assuming that internal and external labels
the main program of Link 1, if IMES = 1. The standard of the nodes are the same; computes ISUR, which
ELAS contains only the dummy version of this subrou- is the number of words whose binary bits are
tine, as shown in Table VII-8. If IMES = 1, the sub- enough to provide one bit for each of the IN
routine should be rewritten by the user, as explained in nodes; generates connectivity matrix ABIN from
Sect. V-C, Vol. I. The logical function of this subroutine, the mesh-topology information of Input Item 16
when IMES = 1, is to generate vectors related with and from the deflection boundary condition input
pointers J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, and J10. units already in the IBO-pointer-related vector; and
calls subroutine ARAN to obtain the finalized
9. Subroutine MEST. Subroutine MEST is called by values of vectors ISIR and IMAX. (In generating
the main rogram of T.in 1 if TIMES = 0. The flowchart the ivi atrix ABN, subroutine
..... ........ .. .. .. l u n ly culectui ity inarix DIl , subroutine
and the source program listing of MEST are given in SRAT first clears matrix ABIN; then it processes
Fig. VI-7 and Table VII-9, respectively. The function of elements one at time by first listing the labels of
this subroutine is first to read the cards of Input Item 16, the vertices of the element and the labels of the
one or more at a time, into DUMMY area, and to check nodes connected with these vertices through the dbc
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input items; and then indicates, by means of a 13. Subroutine TICK. Subroutine TICK is called by
binary 1 in the proper places in matrix ABIN, the the main program of Link 1. It is also called by subrou-
fact that all these nodes are connected with each tine ARAN and by the main programs of Links 2, 3,
other. In matrix ABIN, one row and one column and 4. The flowchart and the source program listing of
are assigned to every node so that ABIN is a sym- subroutine TICK are given in Fig. VI-11 and Table VII-13,
metric matrix. If a node i is connected with a respectively. The coding is in FAP for the IBM 7094. The
node j, the ith row and the jth column, and like- subroutine expects the time in units of 1/60 second in
wise the ith row and the ith column, of the binary the absolute memory location 5 as a binary integer. Its
matrix ABIN contain a binary bit 1. All diagonal function is to return, as a FORTRAN integer in the argu-
elements of the binary matrix ABIN are binary ment, the time, in 1/60-second units, elapsed since the
bit 1. If a node is constrained completely by means first call. (See Appendix, Vol. I, for instructions on how
of dbc input items the only nonzero bit in the row to change this subroutine for other machines.)
and the column of this node is on the diagonal.
The ordering of rows and columns of the binary  t  i  14. Subroutine TOPO. Subroutine TOPO is called byin vectormatrix ABIN is done by the order that is available the main program of Link 1. It is also called by subrou-
tine SRAT. The flowchart and the source program listing
(2) If INP -/ 0, subroutine SRAT generates and prints of TOPO are given in Fig. VI-12 and Table VII-14, re-
out Output Item 6. spectively. The function of this subroutine may be sum-
(3) It generates the vector related with pointer IU, and marized as follows:
if INP = 0, prints it as Output Item 9.
(4) It computes the number of words between points D (1) It extracts from J1-, J2-, J3-, J4-, J5-, J6-, J7-, J8-,
and F, and between the beginning of COMMON J9-, and J10-pointer-related vectors for the Mth
and point G, designated in Fig. III-1, Vol. II (basic), element the vertex labels in Ni vector, the pres-
and prints out Output Items 7 and 8. sure type number in JPRS, the material type num-
ber in IMET, the thickness type number in ITIC,
(5) It prints Error Message 5 (see Table VII-1, Vol. I) the temperature increase type number in ITEM, the
if the number of words to the left of point G is less temperature gradient in y-direction type number
than 12,750, which is based on the assumption that in JSDY, the temperature gradient in z-direction
the core memory is 32,768 words. (See Appendix, type number in JSDZ, the cross-sectional area type
Vol. I for instructions on how to modify the pro- number in JARE, the torsional constant type num-
gram for other core memory sizes.) ber in JMMX, the y-moment of inertia type number
in JMMY, the z-moment of inertia type number in
Subroutine SRAT calls subroutine TOPO in obtaining JMMZ, and the angle for principal axes type num-
the vertex labels of the elements, subroutine SEBIN in ber in JMFI, as described in Table 111-2 (Vol. II,
generating binary matrix ABIN, and subroutine ARAN to basic).
obtain vector IMAX and the corresponding vector ISIR.
12. Subroutine TABL. Subroutine TABL is called by (2) It checks whether the vertex labels and the prop-
the main program of Link 1. The flowchart and the erty type numbers are within the bounds pre-
source program listing of TABL are given in Fig. VI-10 scribed in Input Item 2. In case of error, the
and Table VII-12, respectively. The function of this subroutine continues scanning the properties of
subroutine is to print out Output Item 1. It expects the the Mth element and prints out Error Message 3
contents of Input Items 1 and 2 to be available in (see Table VII-1, Vol. I) after executing the imple-
COMMON. mentation of the message.
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III. Main Program and Subroutines of Link 2
A. Main Program of Link 2 ITTT = 0, ITTM = NAV = 1, and CFE = 1. Variable
ITTM is not in COMMON. For element types 1, 2,The flowchart and the source program listing of the
The flowchart and the source program listing of the 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 18, ITTM = NAV = 1main program of Link 2 are given in Fig. VI-13 and
and CFE = 1., and ITTT is made 1 at block 5100 ofTable VII-15, respectively. The logical function of the
Table VI-, respectively. The logical funtion of the Fig. VI-13. For the remaining element types, that is, ele-
ment types 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, the program estab-
(1) It clears the reduced stiffness matrix area (the IST- lishes subelements as described in Table VI-5 (Vol. I).
pointer-related vector of Table 111-3, Vol. II, basic). For element types 6, 8, 12, 14, and 16, the program
obtains two triangles for every quadrilateral in two ways,
(2) It generates the elemental matrices in S and P as shown in Table VI-5 (Vol. I). Since such a procedure
areas, and assembles these into IST- and IDEF- is equivalent to doubling the material volume of the
pointer-related vectors, sequentially. structure, the elemental matrices are weighted with
constant CFE = 1/2 (See block 4902 of Fig. VI-13);
(3) It stores on tape ITAS (if available) the elemental ITTM is the number of the subelements and ITTT is the
matrices, sequentially. subelement count in each way of subdivision, and
NAV - 1 is the count of subdivisions. For example,(4) Depending upon the value of INX, it transfers NAV = 2, ITTT = 2 means the second triangle of the
control either to the main program of Link 1 or to first way of subdivision, and NAV = 3, ITTT = 1 means
the main program of Link 3. the first triangle of the second way of subdivision. The
same symbolism applies fur element type 10, where
In carrying out function (2) listed above, the program ITTM = 5, which indicates that there are five tetrahe-
executes a DO-loop on element labels M. In this loop, drons for every way of subdividing an hexahedron. The
for any element M, it first clears a certain work area subdivision procedure is achieved as indicated in
(see block *133 in Fig. VI-13) and sets the variables block 504 of Fig. VI-13, with the help of subroutine CUTE.
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In the DO-loop on elements, after the initialization of are called, the main program sets in vector UV the list
block *133 (Fig. IV-13), by means of subroutine TOPO, of vertex deflections due to DT of the free-free element.
the descriptive words of the element (the quantities The subroutines called by subroutine STFS modify this
listed in J1- through J10-pointer-related vectors) are vector properly so that the portion of the element
extracted and analyzed to obtain the vertex labels in load vector due to temperature changes can be added to
N block and the property type numbers. Next, the vertex P as the product of the free-free stiffness matrix of the
labels are copied to NOO block in preparation for the element (the quantities in S) times the deflections in
subdivision operation and IMS is established. Following UV by means of subroutine DMM. This is shown in
this, the order of the element stiffness matrix IDS is block 951 of Fig. VI-13. In this figure, Block 953 corre-
determined, actual values of load and geometry con- sponds to the inquiries on constants IPEN and IPBG.
straints are obtained, and the material constants are The modification to vector P in the main program
prepared. Even if an element is subdivided, the same consists of adding certain constant values derived from
load, geometry, and material constants are used for the CONS, PRCO, and PD values to certain subvectors of P
subelements. The following constants are prepared, as as indicated by IPEN and IPBG. The values of IPEN,
explained in Sect. III-C, Vol. I: E and G for element IPBG, CONS, PRCO, and PD are determined by the
types 1, 2, 3, and 4; D21 for element types 9, 10, 15, subroutine that generates S and P.
and 16; D33 for element types 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, and
14; and E22 for element types 7, 8, 11, 12, and 18. The After the generation of S and P in the DO-loop on
constant E is the Young's modulus, G is the shear modu- elements, the main program scans each entry of S and P
lus, D21 is the upper half of the 6 x 6 material matrix, one at a time and assembles it to the governing equations
D33 is the material constants matrix for in-plane defor- of the system. This is the operation in block 9532 of
mations, and E22 is the material constants matrix for Fig. VI-13, which ends just before block 95*. The assem-
out-of-plane deformations. Finally, arrays related with bly procedure is described in Sect. II, Vol. II (basic).
subelement vertex coordinates and labels are prepared With the notation given there, a, e', z, and b, 'e, j are
(see block 5100, Fig. VI-13), the subelement count ITTT generated in IQE, CCCI, IBS and JQE, CCCJ, JBS loca-
is set, and the number of entries in the free-free stiffness tions of COMMON, respectively, by means of subroutine
matrix, IDS2, is obtained; and S and P areas are cleared DARN. After the assembly of the subelement/element
for elemental matrices of the subelement/element (see matrices S and P, if a scratch tape is available, the opera-
block 5600, Fig. VI-13). tions shown in block 9982 (Fig. IV-13) are for future
reference. Next, ITTT is compared with ITTM, and the
In the DO-loop on elements, for every subelement/ value of NAV (which is updated by subroutine CUTE)
element, a free-free stiffness matrix and a load vector are is inquired. When the last subelement of the last sub-
generated in S and P, respectively. For this purpose the division is completed, the process is repeated for the next
program calls subroutine STFS, which, in turn, calls element until all the elements are handled. Then, scratch
the proper subroutine determined by the type number tape ITAS (if prescribed) is rewound, the total time
of the current element. These subroutines are S01, S02, elapsed since the first entry to the main program is ob-
S03, S04, S05, S07, S09, S11, S13, S15, S17, and S18. The tained by means of subroutine TICK and recorded, and
numeral in these names corresponds to the type number the transfer of control is made.
of the element for which the subroutine is directly appli-
cable. In all these subroutines, the input information is The main program of Link 2 is also responsible for the
in X, Y, Z, XD, YD, ZD, DT, DG, DGY, DGZ, TE, AL1, production of Output Items 14, 15, 16, and 17, as pre-
AL2, AL3, E, G, D21, D33, E22, PRES, ACEL, N, CONS, scribed by INP and subroutine CAS2 (see Table VI-1,
UV, and COMMON 200-328 locations. The output con- Vol. I). At the end of Link 2, the coefficients in the
sists of S, P, and sometimes IPBG and IPEN constants. shaded areas of Fig. II-1, Vol. I, are generated and stored
The latter two constants indicate whether the element in IST- and IDEF-pointer-related arrays of COMMON.
load vector in P is complete, or whether some additional
operation is necessary in the main program. If IPBG is B. Subroutines of Link 2
nonpositive and IPBG<IPEN, no additional operation
is expected from the main program to modify load vec- 1. Subroutine ADM. Subroutine ADM is called by
tor P. The thermal portion of load vector P is always subroutines S05, S07, S09, S15, S17, and S18. The flow-
completed by the main program. Before the subroutines chart and the source program listing of ADM are given
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in Fig. VI-14 and Table VII-16, respectively. The sub- COMMON(264). The first row of DIR corresponds to
routine has seven arguments. The function of the subrou- local x-axis, the second row corresponds to local y-axis,
tine is to add a constant times a square matrix to another and the third row corresponds to local z-axis. (See
one which is symmetric. The constant is given by the Table 111-3, Vol. I, and the description of Input Item 13,
seventh argument, the matrix to be added is given by Sect. IV-B, Vol. I, for the rules covering the local coor-
the third argument, and the matrix to be increased is dinate systems of these elements.) The subroutine sets
given by the first argument. The order of the latter ma- IERR = 1 and returns control to the calling program as
trix is given in the second argument, the order of the soon as an error is detected.
former by the fourth argument. Since the orders are dif-
ferent, the row and column numbers of the entry in the 5. Subroutine CORT. Subroutine CORT is called by
matrix of the first argument corresponding to the first subroutines S11 and S13. The flowchart and the source
entry of the matrix of the third argument are given with program listing of CORT are given in Fig. VI-17 and
the fifth and sixth arguments. The addition operation is Table VII-20, respectively. The subroutine generates the
carried out such that the matrix of the first argument direction cosines of the local coordinate axes for ele-
always remains symmetrical. Both matrices are assumed ments 11 and 13 in DIR(3,3) array, which is located in
to be listed columnwise, with the column orders as pre- COMMON(264). The first, second, and third rows of
scribed by the second and fourth arguments. The order DIR correspond to the first, second, and third local axis,
of the matrix in the third argument cannot be larger respectively. (See Table 111-3, Vol. I, for the rules in
than 4. There is no error return of the subroutine. In all selecting the local coordinate system for elements 11 and
cases, the matrix in the first argument is the free-free 13.) After computation of direction cosines, the subrou-
stiffness matrix of various types of elements, and the tine replaces X, Y, and Z values with the coordinates of
matrix in the third argument is usually a submatrix re- the vertices in a coordinate system located usually at the
lated with given degree-of-freedom directions. centroid of the element and yet parallel to the local co-
ordinate system of the element. Next, the subroutine
2. Subroutine BEAM. Subroutine BEAM is called by computes in XD, YD, and ZD the coordinates of the
subroutines S02 and S04. The flowchart and the source second and third vertex in a coordinate system that is
program listing of BEAM are given in Fig. VI-15 and located at the first vertex, yet is parallel to the local co-
Table VII-17, respectively. This subroutine generates, in ordinate system of the element. There is no error return
local coordinates, the free-free stiffness matrix of a planar in the subroutine.
beam element and stores it in A(6,6), which is located in 6. Subroutine CUTE. Subroutine CUTE is called by
COMMON (200). The matrix may be partitioned with the main program of Link 2. The flowchart and the
respect to degrees of freedom (nine submatrices, 2 x 2 source program listing of the subroutine are given in
each). In generation of the stiffness matrix, the shear Fig. VI18 and Table VII21 respectively. This subrou-
deformations are ignored. Fig. VI-18 and Table VII-21, respectively. This subrou-tine has the ITTM value as an argument (see Sect. III-A).
The subroutine is called twice for element types 6, 8,3. Subroutine CAS2. Subroutine CAS2 is called by the 10, 12, 14, and 16 and is not called for other types of
main program of Link 2. The standard ELAS contains elements. Each time it is called for an element, the
only the dummy version of this subroutine, as shown in subroutine increments NAV (see Sect. III-A) by 1;
Table VII-18. If Output Items 14, 15, and 16 are to be determines ITTM, IMS, IELT, IDS values for the sub-
produced selectively, the subroutine should be rewritten elements; and generates in NOO array the list of mesh-
by the user, as explained in Sect. V-G, Vol. I. The logical point labels that conform to the (NAV - 1)st row in
function of this subroutine is to change the value of INP part A or B of Table VI-5, Vol. I, depending upon
as desired in the DO-loop on elements of the main pro- whether the value of ITTM is 2 or 5, respectively. Forgram of Link 2. example, for a quadrilateral element with mesh-point
labels 13, 8, 51, 16, the value of ITTM is 2, and if4. Subroutine CODI. Subroutine CODI is called by NAV = 2, according to the first line of Table VI-5A,
subroutines S02, S03, and 04. l e fowchart and the Vol. I, the NOO array contains the following list: 13, 8,
source program listing of CODI are given in Fig. VI-16 51, 51, 16, 13. There is no error return in the subroutine.
and Table VII-19, respectively. The subroutine generates
the direction cosines of the local axes for element types 2, 7. Subroutine DARN. Subroutine DARN is called by
3, and 4 in DIR(3,3) array, which is located in the main program of Link 2. The flowchart and the
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source program listing of the subroutine are given in source program listing of RLOC are given in Fig. VI-23
Fig. VI-19 and Table VII-22, respectively. The subrou- and Table VII-26, respectively. Its function is similar to
tine has four arguments. The last three arguments, KBS, that of subroutine ADM, described in Sect. III-B. The
CCC, and KQE, correspond to i,, Z, and a (or ji, 'e, arguments in this subroutine are all implicit. They are S,
and b), respectively, of Sect. II, Vol. II (basic). The first A, IDS, II, JJ, IR, JR, NY. The subroutine assumes that S is
argument is the label of the degree-of-freedom direction an IDS X IDS matrix; A is a 6 X 6 matrix. The objective of
under question (see Sect. III-A). To achieve this func- the subroutine is to put NY X NY submatrix of matrix A
tion, subroutine DARN interprets the entries of IBB-, on matrix S. The constants II and JJ are the row and col-
IBO-, and IIC-pointer-related vectors, as described in umn numbers of the first word of NY X NY submatrix of
Table VI-2, Vol. I. In case of error, the last argument is matrix A. The constants IR and JR are the row and col-
set to zero, and the subroutine returns control to the call- umn numbers of the corresponding word in matrix S. In
ing program. contrast to subroutine ADM, subroutine RLOC does not
add, but replaces the entries of matrix A on S. After the
8. Subroutine DMM. Subroutine DMM is called by replacement, the processed portion of A is nullified.
the main program of Link 2. The flowchart and the There is no error return in the subroutine.
source program listing of the subroutine are given in
Fig. VI-20 and Table VII-23, respectively. The subrou- 12. Subroutine S01. Subroutine S01 is called by sub-
tine has four arguments. The first argument is a square routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program
matrix, and the second and fourth are vectors of order listing of S01 are given in Fig. VI-24 and Table VII-27,
given by the third argument. The square matrix is as- respectively. The subroutine generates in S the free-free
sumed to be listed columnwise (the number and orders stiffness matrix of element type 1 in the overall coordi-
of the vectors being equal to the third argument). The nate system, and determines constants PRCO, CONS,
subroutine adds on the vector in the fourth argument IPBG, and IPEN for the generation of load vector P (also
the product of the matrix in the first argument by the in overall coordinates) in the main program of Link 2, as
vector in the second argument. There is no error return described in Sect. III-A. The portion of the load vector
in the subroutine. related with the temperature change is also handled in
9. Subroutine ELDI. Subroutine ELDI is called by the main program of Link 2. To obtain the direction co-
subroutines SO1, S02, and S04. The flowchart and the sines of the unit vector in the pressure direction, subrou-
tine S01 calls subroutine ELDI. When an error condition
source program listing of ELDI are given in Fig. VI-21 is encountered, subroutine S01 sets IERR to 1 and returns
and Table VII-24, respectively. The subroutine generates
in vector PD the direction cosines of the pressure direc-
tion for element types 1, 2, and 4. (See description of
Input Item 4, Sect. IV-B, Vol. I, and Table 111-3, Vol. I, 13. Subroutine S02. Subroutine S02 is called by sub-
for the rule for determining the pressure direction.) If routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program list-
the element is in the general wind direction, the pressure ing of S02 are given in Fig. VI-25 and Table VII-28,
is set to zero. If an error is encountered, IERR is set to 1, respectively. The subroutine generates in S the free-free
and the subroutine returns control to the calling program. stiffness matrix of element type 2 in the overall coordinate
system, determines constants PRCO, CONS, IPBG, IPEN,
10. Subroutine PLBE. Subroutine PLBE is called by and modifies vector UV so that load vector P expressed
subroutines S03, and S04. The flowchart and the source in overall coordinates can be generated by the main pro-
program listing of PLBE are given in Fig. VI-22 and gram of Link 2 (see Sect. III-A). By calling subroutine
Table VII-25, respectively. This subroutine generates, CODI, subroutine S02 first generates the direction cosines
in local coordinates, the free-free stiffness matrix of a of the local axes in DIR(3,3). Then subroutine BEAM is
grid beam element in A(6,6), which is located in called to generate in A(6,6) the free-free stiffness matrix
COMMON(200). The matrix may be partitioned with of the element in the local coordinate system. The direc-
respect to degrees of freedom (nine submatrices, 2 x 2 tion cosines of the direction normal to the element are
each). In generation of the stiffness matrix, the shear obtained and stored in PD(3) by means of subroutine
deformations are ignored. ELDI. Then the free-free stiffness matrix, in local coor-
dinates, is carried from A(6,6) into S by means of sub-
11. Subroutine RLOC. Subroutine RLOC is called by routine RLOC. Finally, by calling subroutine STRA,
subroutines S02, S03, and S04. The flowchart and the subroutine S02 obtains and stores in S the description of
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the free-free stiffness matrix in the overall coordinate subroutine ELDI. The stiffness matrix in the local coor-
system. The content of COMMON location IERR is trans- dinates is obtained in two steps. In the first step, sub-
mitted intact to the calling program for error handling. routine BEAM is called to obtain the stiffness of the
element in the local xy plane for storage in A(6,6). Then
this matrix is carried into S by calling subroutine RLOC
14. Subroutine S03. Subroutine S03 is called by sub- four times. In the second step, subroutine PLBE is called
routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program list- to obtain the stiffness of the element for deformations out
ing of S03 are given in Fig. VI-26 and Table VII-29, of the local xy plane for storage in A(6,6), and the matrix
respectively. The subroutine generates in S the free-free is carried into S by calling subroutine RLOC once. The
stiffness matrix of element type 3 in the overall coordi- description of the free-free stiffness matrix is first ob-
nate system, modifies vector UV so that the portion of tained in local coordinates, then by means of subroutine
element load vector P related with the thermal loads can STRA, in overall coordinates, for storage in S. So that
be generated in the main program of Link 2, and gener- the thermal load portion of P can be properly obtained
ates the remaining portion of element load vector P in in the main program of Link 2, subroutine S04 first com-
the overall coordinate system. By calling subroutine putes into UVG the distortions of the free-free element
CODI, subroutine S03 generates the direction cosines of due to temperature gradients, in the local coordinate
the local axes in DIR(3,3). Then, by means of subroutine system. Then, by means of subroutine TRAN, this vector
PLBE, the free-free stiffness matrix of the element in the is expressed in the overall coordinate system and added
local coordinate system is obtained and stored in A(6,6). to vector UV. The content of COMMON location IERRThe free-free stiffness matrix in local coordinates is car- is transmitted intact to the calling program for error
ried from A(6,6) into S by means of subroutine RLOC. handling.
By calling subroutine STRA, subroutine S04 obtains and
stores in S the description of the free-free stiffness matrix
in the overall coordinate system. The load vector due to 16. Subroutine S05. Subroutine S05 is called by sub-
pressure and acceleration is obtained in the overall co- routines STFS, S11, S13, and S15. The flowchart and the
ordinate system and stored in P. The distortions of the source program listing of S05 are given in Fig. VI-28
free-free element due to temperature gradient are first and Table VII-31, respectively. When called by STFS
obtained in the local coordinate system, then, by means (COMMON location IGEM is zero when called by
of subroutine TRAN, in the overall coordinate system, STFS), subroutine S05 generates the free-free stiffness
and both descriptions are placed in UVG. Vector UVG matrix S and partially generates load vector P of element
is then added to vector UV, so that the main program of type 5 in the overall coordinate system. When called by
Link 2 can handle the thermal portion of P (see subroutines S11 and S13, it generates S and P (partially)
Sect. III-A). The content of COMMON location IERR in the local coordinates of the element, for element types
is transmitted intact to the calling program for error 11 and 13, respectively, for membrane stretching. Actu-
handling. ally, for the latter type of elements, X, Y, Z, XD, YD,
and ZD contain local coordinates of the vertices. By call-
ing subroutine TRIM, subroutine S05 first generates [M]
15. Subroutine S04. Subroutine S04 is called by sub- and [N] matrices (defined in Ref. 2), in EM and EN
routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program list- locations in COMMON. The [D] matrix (Ref. 2) corre-
ing of S04 are given in Fig. VI-27 and Table VII-30, sponds to D33 in the subroutine. As far as the free-free
respectively. The program generates in S the free-free stiffness matrix is concerned, the objective of this sub-
stiffness matrix of element type 4 in the overall coordi- routine is to generate the [Km] matrix of Eq. (46) in
nate system, and the description of the element load Ref. 2 with a = b = c = d = e = 0. Submatrices [P],
vector P in the overall coordinate system is partly ob- [Q], and [R] (Ref. 2) are obtained by executing the
tained. The remaining portion of element load vector P triple matrix products by means of subroutine TRM, and
is obtained in the main program of Link 2. By calling then placed into S by means of subroutine ADM. For
subroutine CODI, subroutine S04 first obtains and stores element types 11 and 13, pressure loading is not consid-in DIR(3.31 the diretinn cosines of the lcal axe. Then eed in this subroutine, but for element type 5, the pres-
the contributions of the pressure and the acceleration sure loading is handled in this routine. In the latter case,
loadings to the description of element load vector P in if the element is a subelement, the pressure is considered
the overall coordinate system are partly obtained. In only for the first subelement of both ways of subdivisions
obtaining the pressure direction, subroutine S04 calls (see Sect. III-A). Constants IPBG, IPEN, and CONS for
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the handling of the acceleration loading in the main pro- pressure loading is generated in subroutine S09. The sub-
gram of Link 2 are generated in this subroutine for all routine generates the values of IPBG, IPEN, and CONS
cases. The temperature loading portion of element load values for the handling of the acceleration loading por-
vector P is also handled in the main program of Link 2. tion of P in the main program of Link 2, which also
When an error condition is encountered, the subroutine handles the thermal load portion. The submatrices of the
sets IERR to 1 and returns control to the calling pro- free-free stiffness matrix are obtained in the form of
gram. The explicit expression of the free-free stiffness triple matrix products computed by means of subroutine
matrix may be obtained from Ref. 2. TRM. These submatrices are properly placed in S by
means of subroutine ADM. If the volume of the element
17. Subroutine S07. Subroutine S07 is called by sub- is too small relative to a reference volume, an error mes-
routines STFS and S11. The flowchart and the source sage is printed out and the generation of S and P is
program listing of S07 are given in Fig. VI-29 and skipped. If an error condition is encountered during the
Table VII-32, respectively. If the calling program is S11, execution of the subroutine, IERR is set to 1, and control
then X, Y, Z, XD, YD, and ZD contain the local coordi- is returned to the calling program.
nates of the vertices; therefore S and P represent the
free-free stiffness matrix and the element load vector for 19. Subroutine S11. Subroutine S11 is called by sub-
bending of element type 11, in local coordinates. If the routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program
calling program is STFS, S and P represent the free-free listing of S11 are given in Fig. VI-31 and Table VII-34,
stiffness matrix and the element load vector of element respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to gen-
type 7, in the overall coordinate system. The portion of P crate the free-free stiffness matrix and partially generate
related with pressure loading is generated by subroutine the element load vector in S and P, respectively, of
S07. The constants IPBG, IPEN, and CONS are gener- element type 11, in the overall coordinate system.
ated by subroutine S07 so that the portion of the vector P The matrix in S is that of Eq. (61) of Ref. 2, with
related with acceleration loading can be handled in the a = b = c = d = e = 0. Subroutine S11 first calls sub-
main program of Link 2 (see Sect. III-A). The portion routine CORT to obtain and store in X, Y, Z, XD, YD,
of P related with the thermal loads is also handled in the ZD, the coordinates of the vertices in the local coordinate
main program of Link 2. Subroutine S07 generates in system, and the direction cosines of the local axes in
vector UV the distortions of the free-free element due to DIR(3,3). Next, by calling subroutine S07, subroutine S11
temperature gradient (see Sect. III-A). By calling sub- generates the bending portion of S and P by assuming
routine TRIM, subroutine S07 first obtains [M], [N], the order as 9. Next, the quantities in S and P are prop-
and [L] matrices of Ref. 2 in locations EM, EN, and EL. erly relocated so that S and P are of order 18. The same
The matrices [D] and [D'] of this reference correspond relocation is applied to vector UV, which is generated by
to D33 and E22 in the subroutine. The triple matrix subroutine S07. After this, subroutine S11 calls subrou-
products indicated by Eqs. (45) and (51) of Ref. 2 are tine S05 to generate the membrane portion of S and P.
carried out by means of subroutine TRM, and are prop- The P vector is partially generated in subroutine S11. The
erly placed into S by means of subroutine ADM. The acceleration loading and the thermal loading portions of
objective of subroutine S07 in generating S is to obtain P are handled in the main program of Link 2 (see
the shaded portions of [Ke] and [Ks] matrices given by Sect. III-A). Subroutine S11 calls subroutine TRAN to
Eqs. (49) and (55) of Ref. 2. In generating the shaded express P and UV in overall coordinates, and subroutine
portion of [Ks] given by Eq. (55) of Ref. 2, the subrou- STRA to express S in overall coordinates. The content of
tine uses the "constant trace scheme" of Ref. 3. When COMMON location IERR is transmitted intact to the
an error condition is detected, the subroutine sets IERR calling program for error handling.
to 1 and returns control to the calling program.
20. Subroutine S13. Subroutine S13 is called by sub-
18. Subroutine S09. Subroutine S09 is called by sub- routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program
routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program listing of S13 are given in Fig. VI-32 and Table VII-35,
listing of S09 are given in Fig. VI-30 and Table VII-33, respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to gen-
respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to com- erate the free-free stiffness matrix and partially generate
pute the free-free stiffness matrix and the element load the element load vector in S and P, respectively, of ele-
vector of element type 9, in the overall coordinate system, ment type 13, in the overall coordinate system. Subrou-
into locations S and P. The portion of P related with tine S13 first calls subroutine CORT to obtain and store
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in X, Y, Z, XD, YD, ZD the coordinates of the vertices in 23. Subroutine S18. Subroutine S18 is called by sub-
the local coordinate system, and the direction cosines routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program
of the local axes in DIR(3,3). Next, subroutine S13 calls listing of S18 are given in Fig. VI-35 and Table VII-38,
subroutine S05 to generate the membrane rigidity and respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to gen-
the corresponding load vector in S and P. The pressure erate the free-free stiffness matrix and the element load
load portion of P is generated in subroutine S13, and the vector of element type 18, in locations S and P, expressed
acceleration loading portion and the thermal load por- in the overall coordinate system. Only the thermal load
tion of P are generated in the main program of Link 2 portion of P is generated in the main program of Link 2
(see Sect. III-A). Having generated S and P in local co- (see Sect. III-A). The generation of the free-free stiffness
ordinates, subroutine S13 calls subroutine TRAN to ex- matrix is performed as described in Ref. 5. For this pur-
press P in the overall coordinate system, and subroutine pose, subroutine S18 first calls subroutine S17 to generate
STRA to express S in the overall coordinate system. The the membrane portion of S and P. The triple matrix
content of COMMON location IERR is transmitted in- products of Ref. 5 are performed by means of subroutine
tact to the calling program for error handling. TRM, and properly placed in S by means of subrou-
tine ADM. The terminology in Table VII-38 should be
21. Subroutine S15. Subroutine S15 is called by sub- interpreted in the light of Ref. 5. Before returning con-
routine STFS. The flowchart and the source program trol to the calling program, the subroutine modifies
listing of S15 are given in Fig. VI-33 and Table VII-36, vector UV for the inclusion of thermal gradient effects.
respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to gen- The content of COMMON location IERR is transmitted
erate the free-free stiffness matrix and the element load intact to the calling program for error handling.
vector of element type 15, in locations S and P, expressed
in the overall coordinate system. Only the thermal load 24. Subroutine STFS. Subroutine STFS is called by
portion of P is generated in the main program of Link 2 the main program of Link 2. The flowchart and the
(see Sect. III-A). The generation of the free-free stiffness source program listing of STFS are given in Fig. VI-36
matrix is performed as described in Ref. 4. The terminol- and Table VII-39, respectively. The subroutine has one
ogy of Table VII-36 should be interpreted in the light argument, which is the type number of the current ele-
of Ref. 4. Subroutine S15 calls subroutine TRIM to ob- ment being processed by the calling program. The func-
tain the EM and EN arrays corresponding to M and N, tion of this subroutine is to call the proper subroutine
respectively, of Ref. 4. The triple matrix products of from among S01, S02, S03, S04, S05, S07, S09, S11, S13,
Ref. 4 are performed by means of subroutine TRM, and S15, S17, and S18 to suit the type number in the argu-
properly placed in S by means of subroutine ADM. The ment. The functions of these subroutines are to generate
first term in Eq. (9) of Ref. 4 is obtained in S by means the free-free stiffness matrix, and partially generate the
of subroutine S05. In case of error, IERR location is set element load vector, in locations S and P, expressed in
to 1 and control is returned to the calling program. the overall coordinate system. There is no error return
in the subroutine.
22. Subroutine S17. Subroutine S17 is called by sub-
routines STFS and S18. The flowchart and the source 25. Subroutine STRA. Subroutine STRA is called by
program listing of S17 are given in Fig. VI-34 and subroutines S02, S03, S04, S11, and S13. The flowchart
Table VII-37, respectively. The objective of this subrou- and the source program listing of STRA are given in
tine is to generate the free-free stiffness matrix and the Fig. VI-37 and Table VII-40, respectively. The objective
element load vector of element type 17, in locations S of this subroutine is to generate in S the description of
and P, expressed in the overall coordinate system. Only the free-free stiffness matrix, in overall coordinates,
the thermal load portion of P is generated in the main from the description in local coordinates in S, and the
program of Link 2 (see Sect. III-A). The generation of directions cosines of local axes in DIR(3,3). The subrou-
the free-free stiffness matrix is performed as described tine assumes that S is an IDS X IDS matrix. By calling
in Ref. 5. The triple matrix products of this reference are subroutine TRAN, IDS times, subroutine STRA first ob-
pPrf.rmPrd by mean of subroutinc TRM, andU piopely tains and places the description of each of the IDS
placed in S by means of subroutine ADM. The terminol- vectors of S, in overall coordinates, in the same S loca-
ogy in Table VII-37 should be interpreted in the light tions. Then it generates in S the transpose of IDS x IDS
of Ref. 5. In case of error, location IERR is set to 1 and free-free stiffness matrix. Finally, by calling subroutine
control is returned to the calling program. TRAN, again IDS times, subroutine STRS obtains and
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places the description of each of the IDS vectors of the and DIR(3,3) (the directions cosines of local axes). The
transposed matrix, in overall coordinates, in the same S description of the vector in the local coordinate system
locations. The final matrix is the description of the free- is in the array indicated by the first argument, just after
free stiffness matrix in the overall coordinate system. the entry indicated by the second argument. The sub-
There is no error return in the subroutine, and all argu- routine first computes the description of the vector in
ments are implicit. the overall system in DUM block, and then carries it
on the local description. There is no error return in the
26. Subroutine TICK. Subroutine TICK is called by subroutine.
the main program of Link 2. It is identical with sub-
routine TICK of Link 1. For further information, see 29. Subroutine TRIM. Subroutine TRIM is called by
Sect. II-B-13. The source program listing of this program subroutines S05, S07, and S15. The flowchart and the
is given in Table VII-41. source program listing of TRIM are given in Fig. VI-40
and Table VII-44, respectively. The objective of this
27. Subroutine TOPO. Subroutine TOPO is called by subroutine is to obtain in blocks EM, EN, and EQ the
the main program of Link 2. The flowchart and the matrices [M], [N], and [L] of Ref. 2 from the informa-
source program listing of TOPO are given in Fig. VI-38 tion in XD and YD. There is no error return in the
and Table VII-42, respectively. The objective of this sub- subroutine.
routine is to extract and analyze the descriptive words
of the element being currently processed by the main 30. Subroutine TRM. Subroutine TRM is called by
program of Link 2. The subroutine is identical with sub- subroutines S05, S07, S09, S15, S17, and S18. The flow-
routine TOPO of Link 1 up to the statement whose num- chart and the source program listing of TRM are given
ber is 1450 (see Fig. VI-38). As a result of the analysis in Fig. VI-41 and Table VII-45, respectively. The objec-
of the descriptive words, the vertex labels and the prop- tive of the subroutine is to perform triple matrix prod-
erty type numbers of the element are obtained in N block ucts of the type [B]T [A] [B] or [CT ] [A] [B] where [A]
and in locations IELT, IMET, JPRS, ITIC, ITEM, JSDY, is always a symmetric matrix of order 3 or less, and [B]
JSDZ, JMMX, JMMY, JMMZ, JMFI, JARE, respectively. and [C] matrices of order (3X4) or less. The subroutine
In case of error, the subroutine returns control to the call- has five arguments. If the last argument is negative,
ing program. [CT] [A] [B] is performed; if the last argument is posi-
tive, [B] T [A][B] is performed. The order of the sym-
28. Subroutine TRAN. Subroutine TRAN is called by metric matrix [A] is given by the fourth argument. The
subroutines S03, S04, S11, S13, and STRA. The flowchart absolute value of the last argument is the column order
and the source program listing of TRAN are given in of [C] or [B]. The matrices [A], [B], and [C] are in-
Fig. VI-39 and Table VII-43, respectively. The subrou- dicated by the first, second, and third arguments, respec-
tine has two explicit arguments. The objective of this tively. The subroutine returns control to the calling
subroutine is to generate the description of a vector of program by placing the triple product into the array
order (IGEM + 1)*IMS*3 in the overall coordinates from indicated by the third argument. There is no error return
the description of the vector in the local coordinates, in the subroutine.
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IV. Main Program and Subroutines of Link 3
A. Main Program of Link 3 (5) Depending upon the values of INX and ITAS, the
main program transfers the control either to Link 4
The flowchart and the source program listing of the
or to Link 1, as the logically last operation.
main program of Link 3 are given in Fig. VI-42 and
Table VII-46, respectively. The logical function of the In carrying out function (1), the program calls sub-
program may be summarized as follows: routine VELAS, which requires as arguments the number
(1) The program generates and stores the upper de- of equations in the system, the pointer of the list of
composed stiffness matrix in the IST-pointer- pointers of the diagonal elements of the coefficient ma-
related vector, and the unknown deflections in the trix, the pointer of the coefficient matrix, and the pointer
IDEF-pointer-related vector. of the right-hand-side vector. The successful solution of
linear equations is indicated by the zero content of the
(2) Possibly destroying some portions of the decom- second argument. Function (2) is carried out with the help
posed stiffness matrix, the program generates in of the information in IBO-, IBB- and IIC-pointer-related
BB array the complete list of nodal deflections, arrays and within the framework of Table III-1, Vol. I.
and carries them onto the IDEF-pointer-related The program produces Output Item 19 from BB block,
vector. and calls subroutine PUNC for other modes of output
(3) If execution of the stress link is requested, i.e., if (see Sect. V-F, Vol. I). Then, the information in BB block
INX = 4, the program computes into the IST- is carried out to the IDEF-pointer-related vector for use
pointer-related vector the forces acting on mesh in Link 4. To carry out function (3), the program calls
points (see Output Item 20, Sect. VI-D, Vol. I). subroutine RESI, and to produce Output Item 20, it
calls subroutine RESW. Function (4) is carried out by
. , .. o t- ui e I 3- means of subroutine ELST. nhe main program, in mea-
pointer-related vector the list of labels of the ele- suring the elapsed time in executing Link 3, and solving
ments meeting at the mesh points, immediately the linear equations, calls subroutine TICK. Output
after the residual forces computed in (3), and Items 18, 19, and 21 are directly produced by the main
saves this list on tape ITAS for use in Link 4. program.
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B. Subroutines of Link 3 in the overall coordinate system, in the IST-pointer-
related vector. Such forces consist of nonthermal element
1. Subroutine ELST. Subroutine ELST is called by forces less the elastic forces (element stiffness matrix
the main program of Link 3. The flowchart and the times the vertex deflections). In the absence of thermal
source program listing of ELST are given in Fig. VI-43 loading, these forces represent the round-off errors at a
and Table VII-47, respectively. The function of the sub- nonboundary point, and the reaction force at a boundary
routine is to generate, for each node, information listing point where the deflections are prescribed, or prescribed
the labels of the non-one-dimensional elements meeting concentrated loads where the deflections are not pre-
at a node. This information is listed as a one-dimensional scribed. In this context, these forces are labelled as the
array starting immediately after the residual forces pro- residual forces. The residual forces are used in Link 4
duced by subroutine RESI (between points E and E' in to compute average resses at the boundary points. To
Fig. III-1, Vol. II, basic). For this purpose, 13 words are compute the reses, subroutine RESI clears the
compute the residual forces, subroutine RESI clears the
assigned for every mesh point. The first word contains first IND words of the IST-pointer-related vector, and
the number of non-one-dimensional elements meeting considers that the residual forces are to be listed as in
at the mesh point, and the remaining words the labels of Table III-3 with increasing mesh-point labels and con-
these elements. Whenever there are more than 12 non- forming with Table III-1, Vol. I (i.e., the residual forces
one-dimensional elements meeting at the mesh point, of the first mesh point are to be listed first, the residual
subroutine ELST returns control to the calling program forces of the second mesh point are to be listed second,
by setting ITAS to zero, thus preventing the execution of etc.). Since tae ITAS is already positioned by the main
Link 4 even if INX = 4. When the number of non-one- etc.). Since tape ITAS is already positioned by the main
Link 4 even if INX = 4. When the number of non-one- program of Link 2 for this purpose, the subroutine readsdimensional elements meeting at a mesh point and their in sequentially the element matrices (the stiffness matrix
labels are obtained successfully, the subroutine generates and the load vector without thermal load contribution)
one logical record on tape ITAS for each mesh point to one at a time, and performs the operation of "elementone at a time, and performs the operation of "element
contain such information, and thus releases the corre- load vector less element stiffness matrix times vertex
sponding core area. These records are listed after the deflections," and assembles the resulting vector onto the
elemental matrices, and are ordered with the labels of vector of residual forces. In the case of subelements,
the mesh points. The subroutine also counts the one- the scaling factors discussed in Section III-A are prop-
dimensional elements and saves the total in COMMON erly considered. If an error is detected during the tape
location IONE. If a mesh point does not have any non- handling, the subroutine sets the contents of ITAS to
one-dimensional elements, the respective record in tape zero and returns control to the calling program, thus
ITAS contains the label of this mesh point and two nega- preventing the execution of Link 4 even if INX = 4. The
tive integers. The subroutine, before returning control to residual forces are kept intact in the core until the exe-
the calling program, positions the tape to the nodal set cution of Link 4 is completed.
information of the first mesh point by means of IN num-
ber of BACKSPACE commands. 4. Subroutine RESW. Subroutine RESW is called by
the main program of Link 3, if INP = 0. The flowchart
2. Subroutine PUNC. Subroutine PUNC is called by and the source program listing of RESW are given in
the main program of Link 3. The standard ELAS con- Fig. VI-45 and Table VII-50, respectively. The purpose
tains only the dummy version of this subroutine, as of this subroutine is to produce Output Item 20. This is
shown in Table VII-48. If the user wishes to produce achieved by looping on mesh points. At every loop cycle,
the subroutine first abstracts the residual force of theOutput Item 19 in different media and format, he may
do so by writing his version of this subroutine, as ex- respective mesh point from the list of residual forces in
plained in Sect. V-F, Vol. I. The logical function of this the IST-pointer-related vector, and arranges the compo-
subroutine is to copy deflections from BB block to the nents to a complete six-component vector in accordance
desired output media with the desired format, with Table III-1, Vol. I, and finally prints a line for these
components. The ordering of the residual forces is ex-
plained in Table 111-3, Vol. II (basic). In arranging the
3. Subroutine RESI. Subroutine RESI is called by the components of a mesh point, the subroutine uses the con-
main program of Link 3. The flowchart and the source stant IELT, which is generated by the main program of
program listing of RESI are given in Fig. VI-44 and Link 3 for Output Item 19 (the ordering of Output
Table VII-49, respectively. The function of this subrou- Items 19 and 20 is similar). There is no error return in
tine is to generate the forces acting at the mesh points, the subroutine.
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5. Subroutine TICK. Subroutine TICK is called by the to in Fig. VI-46 as U(I,J)) on the coefficient matrix (re-
main program of Link 3. It is identical with subroutine ferred to in Fig. VI-46 as A(I,J)); then by a forward
TICK of Link 1. For further information see Section II- sweep it obtains the auxiliary solution (referred to in
B-13. The source program listing of this program is given Fig. VI-46 as Y(I)) in the right-hand-side vector (referred
in Table VII-51. to in Fig. VI-46 as B(I)); and finally, by a backward
sweep, it obtains the solution vector (referred to in
Fig. VI-46 as X(I)) in the right-hand-side vector (referred
6. Subroutine VELAS. Subroutine VELAS is called by to in Fig. VI-46 as B(I)). During decomposition, if the
the main program of Link 3. The flowchart and the quantity under the radical sign is nonpositive, the sub-
source program listing of VELAS are given in Fig. VI-46 routine returns control to the calling program by setting
and Table VII-52, respectively. The purpose of this sub- the location of the associated diagonal element relative
routine is to solve linear equations with positive-definite, to the beginning of the coefficient matrix in the second
symmetric, and variable-banded coefficient matrices. The argument. If the first argument is nonpositive, the return
subroutine has four explicit and no implicit arguments. is made by setting the second argument to -1. The sub-
The first argument is the order of the linear system routine assumes that a quantity is positive if it is larger
(i.e., the number of equations); at entry to the program, than the 10-16 multiple of the smallest diagonal element
the second argument contains the pointer of the vector (in magnitude) of the coefficient matrix. During decom-
listing the pointers of the diagonal elements of the co- position, the subroutine uses NN locations immediately
efficient matrix; the third argument is the pointer of the after the array related with the third argument to store
coefficient matrix; the fourth argument is the pointer of the number of matrix elements in the columns of coeffi-
the right-hand-side vector. Subroutine VELAS assumes cient matrix within the shaded area shown in Fig. II-1,
that the arrays related with the last three arguments are Vol. I. Here NN is the order of the system. The subrou-
all in COMMON. By applying the Cholesky scheme, the tine assumes that the coefficient matrix is arranged as
subroutine first obtains the decomposed matrix (referred described in Table 111-3 under IST-pointer-related vector.
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V. Main Program and Subroutines of Link 4
A. Main Program of Link 4 -and 111-5, Vol. II, basic) and point E (see Fig. III-1,
Vol. II, basic) are overlapping. If overlapping occurs,
The flowchart and the source program listing of the Error Message 23 is produced and no stress computation
main program of Link 4 are given in Fig. VI-47 and is done. Otherwise the main program loops on mesh
Table VII-53, respectively. The logical functions of the points with the objective of computing stresses at a
program may be summarized as follows: mesh point for each material group and for each class
(1) For line elements, by means of subroutine DIMI, group (see Output Item 22 in Sect. VI-E, Vol. I). When
the program computes stress resultants at the end the loop on mesh points is satisfied, if there are line
points of the elements and prints out Output elements in the structure, the main program calls sub-
Item 24. routine DIMI for function (1). During the performance of
function (2), the program calls subroutines ABEQ, BOFI,
(2) For non-one-dimensional elements, it computes, CAS4, DINA, FINDQ, FINDX, GENE, INLZ, LEST,
with the method described in Sect. II, Vol. II CAS4, DINA, FINDQ, FINDX, and STRS. The program
(basic), the stresses at the mesh points and prints calls subroutine TICK to measure the time spent incalls subroutine TICK to measure the time spent in
out Output Item 22, by means of Link 4 programs Link 4. The main program is directly responsible for the
production of Output Items 22 and 25.
(3) It transfers control to the main program of Link 1
as the logically last operation. B. Subroutines of Link 4
By checking the contents of IONE (see Sect. IV-B-1), 1. Subroutine ABEQ. Subroutine ABEQ is called by
the main program performs either function (1) or (2) or the main program of Link 4, if the current mesh point
both. ICN is on the boundary of a two- or three-dimensional
continuum. The flowchart and the source program listing
If function (2) is to be performed, the program checks of ABEQ are given in Fig. VI-48 and Table VII-54, re-
whether the starting point of vector FF (see Tables 111-4 spectively. The objective of this subroutine is to generate
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the first IEQ rows of the augmented matrix A (see best-fit strain tensor from the strain deflection equations
Table 111-5, Vol. II, basic), the corresponding weights in in a manner that satisfies the stress boundary conditions
vector IWG, and the actual values of the prescribed more correctly than the remaining equations, the subrou-
stresses in vector SR. The first IEQ rows of the aug- tine assigns the stress boundary equations a weight of
mented matrix A correspond to the IEQ number of stress 100 in the corresponding entries of vector IWG. The sub-
boundary conditions at the boundary point ICN. These routine also updates the equation count ICON, and saves
equations are generated as discussed in Sect. II, Vol. II the prescribed stress values in vector SR in the order
(basic). The subroutine first copies the residual vector shown in Table V-2. There is no error return in the
(see Sect. IV-B-3) of mesh point ICN into RES vector. subroutine.
Then, depending upon the class type of current ICth
group, it computes certain parameters listed in Table V-1. 2. Subroutine AGEL. Subroutine AGEL is called by
The program carries two right-hand-side vectors for subroutine DINA if the IPIR field of the control card
class 6 and 8 structures in the strain deflection equations, (see Table IV-2, Vol. I) is 2. The standard ELAS contains
because of the symmetry in strains and curvature changes only the dummy version of this subroutine, as shown in
(see Ref. 2). This is very useful in minimizing the column Table VII-55. If the user wishes to prescribe local coor-
order of the strain deflection equations. dinate systems at the mesh points of shell structures, he
In Table V-1, the parameters used by the subroutine may do so by writing his version of this subroutine, as
are defined. The meanings of these parameters are as explained in Sect. V-E, Vol. I. The logical function of
follows: IEQ is the number of the stress boundary equa- this subroutine is to define matrix DIN for the direction
tions (note that the number of stress boundary conditions cosines of the local axes of mesh point ICN.
is the product of IEQ*IRIG); IRIG is the number of
right-hand sides in the strain deflection equations; ICOL 3. Subroutine BEST. Subroutine BEST is called by
is the column order of the coefficient matrix of strain subroutines BOFI and QUAD. The flowchart and the
deflection equations; vector N lists the component num- source program listing of BEST are given in Fig. VI-49
ber (see Table VI-6, Vol. I) of the prescribed stress (as and Table VII-56, respectively. The objective of this sub-
stated in Sect. VI-E, Vol. I, the local coordinate axes on routine is to obtain the direction cosines of the normal
a boundary point are such that the first axis is the outer of the best-fit plane (in the least squares sense) related
normal of the boundary surface, and the second and the with the mesh points listed in the array referenced by the
third axes are tangential to the boundary surface; second argument and mesh point ICN. The number of
the stress boundary conditions are expressed in the local mesh points listed in the second argument is given by
coordinate system); IREB and IREN are the entry num- the third argument. The subroutine places the direction
bers of the beginning and the end, respectively, of the cosines of the normal into the array indicated by the first
portion of vector RES to be used in generating the pre- argument. One condition equation is generated for each
scribed stress values for the right-hand sides of the stress mesh point listed in the array referenced by the second
boundary condition equations. Because of the ordering argument to express the situation for that point to be in
of the residual forces (first, force components, and then the sought-for plane. The mesh-point coordinates are ob-
moment components) for the second right-hand side, the tained by means of subroutine FINDX. The equation of
program takes IREB and IREN as IREB + 1 and IDEG, the plane is arbitrarily expressed in a coordinate system
respectively. The first and second columns of matrix that is parallel to the overall, but located at a point with
NEK list the labels of the local axes to be used in pro- coordinates 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17 less than those of mesh
jecting the portion of vector RES for obtaining the pre- point ICN. Once the condition equations are established,
scribed stress components, for the first and second the coefficients of variables (i.e., quantities proportional
right-hand sides, respectively. Matrix REK, like matrix to the direction cosines of the normal) are solved by least
NEK, indicates whether any sign change is to be per- squares, by first premultiplying both sides of the condi-
formed for the correct sign of the prescribed stress. tion equations by the transpose of the coefficient matrix,
Scale factors CR and CL are used in scaling a stress and then solving the resulting equations by means of sub-
boundary condition equatinn to AcEivsimilar ordr routine INT. If t inversion fails --- INVI. the - ............ . in suboutine 11N v,
of magnitude in the whole set strain deflection equations; subroutine BEST attempts to approximate the direction
CR is for the right-hand side, CL for the left-hand side. cosines of the normal, as explained in block 45 of
The basic format of a stress boundary condition equation Fig. VI-49. This latter process necessitates a vector prod-
is shown in Table V-1. To obtain the components of the uct, which is carried out by means of subroutine VECT.
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Table V-1. Values of important parameters used in subroutine ABEQ for various classes (see Sect. V-B-1 for discussion)
m Class IRIG, ICOL, IDR,
I N IEQ N(1) N(2) N(3) IREB IREN NEK(I,1) NEK(I,2) REK(1,1) REK(1,2) CR CLNo. (NES(2)) (NES(1)) (NES(3))
1 1. ARE ARE'1 2 1 3 1 2 1 30 TE*DDi,, DD,
2 1.-TE *ARE ARE'
M 12*DD,,, DD,
-I
3 2 1 3 1 2 1 ) ARE ARE2
XX*DD,, DD,.j
4 3 1 3 5 1 3 1 2 6 1 ARE
ARE' ARE'5 1 1 1 2 1 1 ARE2  ARE
6 1 12 1 2 ARE ARE
XX*DD ,. DD,
7 2 1 3 1 5 ARE ARE'
8 2 1 3 1 3 2 3 0DD,,, DD,,l
_ DIN (1,2)
i. DIN (2, 2)
DIN (3, 2)
2 RES
D- DIN (1, 1)
o i
'  DIN (2, 1)S100000 1 (DIN (3, 1)
001000 IRE = IREN .
ri ICN If IRIG =2 IREB= IRENprevious +
T77C BO UNDARY AREA IREN IDEG
DIN (1, 3) IS ARE In shells of revolution ARE = element length(CL)[b] [DD] R.}{, (C)  DIN(2,3)CDIN( 3 ,3) 3 XX = XN(1) (if XN(1) = 0, XX = i.)
Class
SR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SR(1) o M a o NI N: NI NgTable V-2. Arrangement of prescribed boundary forces
by subroutine ABEQ in SR vector for the eight classa types SR(2) TC7 Mt T 4 TV? MC NC/ NO
SR(3) __ M:
SR(4) M
nSee Table VI-6, Vol. i.so ___________________________I.
Before returning control to the calling program, subrou- The source program listing of this subroutine is given
tine BEST calls subroutine UNIT to normalize the vector in Table VII-59.
in the first argument. There is no error return in the
subroutine. 7. Subroutine DIMI. Subroutine DIMI is called by the
main program of Link 4, if IONE is positive. The flow-
chart and the source program listing of DIMI are given4. Subroutine BOFI. Subroutine BOFI is called by in Fig. VI-51 and Table VII-60, respectively. The objec-
the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the tive of this subroutine is to obtain the end forces of the
source program of BOFI are given in Fig. VI-50 and one-dimensional elements in the local coordinate system
Table VII-57, respectively. The objective of this subrou- and to produce Output Item 24. For this purpose, the
tine is to determine from the element set information in subroutine rewinds tape ITAS and processes the
subroutine rewinds tape ITAS and processes the meshNEL whether mesh point ICN is on the boundary. If elements one at a time. If a one-dimensional element is
mesh point ICN is not on the boundary, the subroutine encountered, by means of subroutines CODI, STRA and
returns control to the calling program without any TRAN, the element stiffness matrix, the element load
action. However, if mesh point ICN is found to be on
vector, and the deflection vector of the vertices are first
ASthe boundary, the subroutine sets INBON = 1 and expressed in local coordinates of the element (see Fig. VI-1,
AST = 1H*, and computes the direction cosines of the Vol. I), and then the end forces are expressed as the
outer normal of the boundary at mesh point ICN into product of the element stiffness matrix and the vector of
vector BIR. To obtain the direction cosines, subroutine vertex deflections less the element load vector. If an error
vertex deflections less the element load vector. If an errorBOFI calls subroutine INER to obtain a general vector encountered during the tape handling, the subroutine
heading towards the structure, and calls subroutine BEST sets IERR = 1, ICN = the element number, and the
to obtain the direction cosines of the best-fit plane to explicit argument of the subroutine with the record num-
explicit argument of the subroutine with the record num-boundary nodes neighboring mesh point ICN. After re- er as read from the tape, and returns control to the
directing the normal of the plane with the general vector
heading towards the structure, the normal of the best-fit
plane is assumed to be the outer normal of the structure 8. Subroutine DINA. Subroutine DINA is called by
at the boundary node. If any trouble arises in finding the the main program of Link 4, if the current class group
outer normal, subroutine BOFI will assume that mesh is of shell type (i.e., ICAS is equal to or larger than 5).
point ICN is an internal one. The subroutine also gener- The flowchart and the source program listing of DINA
ates in ARE an average boundary surface area if mesh are given in Fig. VI-52 and Table VII-61, respectively.
point ICN is on the boundary. The number of repeated The objective of this subroutine is to determine the direc-
interelement boundaries in the element set and the num- tion cosines of the axes in which the stresses are to be
ber of unrepeated element boundaries are used in deter- expressed in DIN and find the value of ANGLE associ-
mining whether mesh point ICN is on the boundary. In ated with these axes. If the IPIR value of the control
performing its function, BOFI also calls subroutines card (see Table IV-2, Vol. I) is larger than 1, subroutine
FINDX, SCAL, and UNIT. There is no error return in DINA calls subroutine AGEL to do the job. Otherwise,
the subroutine. subroutine DINA calls either subroutine QUAD or sub-
routine REVO, depending upon whether the shell is gen-
5. Subroutine CAS4. Subroutine CAS4 is called by the eral or axisymmetrical type, respectively, to perform its
main program of Link 4. The standard ELAS contains function. There is no error return in the subroutine.
only the dummy version of this subroutine, as shown in 9. Subroutine EPAN. Subroutine EPAN is called by
Table VII-58. If Output Item 23 is to be produced selec- subroutine QUAD, if there are less than eight neighbor-
tively, this subroutine should be rewritten by the user, as ing mesh points in the element set of mesh point ICN
explained in Sect. V-H, Vol. I. The logical function of
this subroutine is to change the value of INP as desired (subroutine QUAD is called only for the general shell
in the DO loop on mesh points in the main program of case). The flowchart and the source program listing of
Link 4. EPAN are given in Fig. VI-53 and Table VII-62, respec-
tively. The objective of this subroutine is to expand the
vector containing the labels of the mesh points in the im-
6. Subroutine CODI. Subroutine CODI is called by mediate neighborhood of the current mesh point ICN by
subroutine DIMI. It is identical with subroutine CODI the element set information of the mesh points in the
of Link 2. For further information, see Section III-B-4. immediate neighborhood of mesh point ICN. When
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control is transferred to the subroutine, vector NSET con- 13. Subroutine INER. Subroutine INER is called by
tains the labels of the immediate neighbors of mesh point subroutine BOFI, if mesh point ICN is on the boundary.
ICN, and NB contains the order of this vector. By mini- The flowchart and the source program listing of INER
mum tape handling, the subroutine obtains the element are given in Fig. VI-57 and Table VII-66, respectively.
set information of each of these immediate neighbors The objective of this subroutine is to generate the com-
from tape ITAS and expands vector NSET with the ponents of a vector heading towards the structure at
mesh-point labels of the neighbors of neighbors of mesh mesh point ICN, and store them in the vector indicated
point ICN and updates NB correspondingly. Before it by the argument. At the time of entry to the subroutine,
returns control to the calling program, the subroutine vector NSET contains the labels of the neighboring mesh
repositions tape ITAS to the position at the time of entry. point. The subroutine simply adds the vectors, joining
There is no error return in the subroutine, mesh point ICN to its neighbors to obtain the required
vector. The mesh-point coordinates are obtained by means
10. Subroutine FINDQ. Subroutine FINDQ is called of subroutine FINDX. There is no error return in the
by the main program of Link 4 and by subroutine SETA. subroutine.
The flowchart and the source program listing of FINDQ
are given in Fig. VI-54 and Table VII-63, respectively. 14. Subroutine INLZ. Subroutine INLZ is called by
The function of this subroutine is to compute, in overall the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the
coordinates, the deflection components of the mesh point source program listing of INLZ are given in Fig. VI-58
indicated by the first argument into the vector indicated and Table VII-67, respectively. The function of this sub-
by the second argument. There is no error return in this routine is to initialize the values of IROT, BST, DIN, W,
subroutine. TE, DT, DG, ICOL, IRIG, IDR, ANGLE, ICON, IERR,
and BAS quantities for the stress computation corre-
11. Subroutine FINDX. Subroutine FINDX is called sponding to the current values of ICN/IM/IC (see
by the main program of Link 4 and subroutines BEST, Table 111-4). In initializing these values, the subroutine
BOFI, INER, INLZ, QUAD, REVO, and SETA. The assumes that the mesh point is an internal one and the
flowchart and the source program listing of FINDX are local coordinate system is parallel to the overall coordi-
given in Fig. VI-55 and Table VII-64, respectively. The nate system. Values of TE, DT, and DG are obtained as
function of this subroutine is to compute the overall co- the arithmetical average of those of the related mesh
ordinates of the mesh point indicated by the first argu- elements. Values of IRIG, ICOL, and IDR are obtained,
ment into the vector indicated by the second argument. depending upon the class type number of the current
There is no error return in the subroutine. mesh-element group (see Tables 111-4, Vol. II, basic, and
V-1). To perform its functions, INLZ calls subroutines
12. Subroutine GENE. Subroutine GENE is called by FINDX and UNIT. There is no error return in the
the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the subroutine.
source program listing of GENE are given in Fig. VI-56
and Table VII-65, respectively. The objective of this sub- 15. Subroutine INV. Subroutine INV is called by sub-
routine is to generate the columns of matrix NEL, other routines BEST, LEST, QUAD, and REVO of Link 4. The
than the first (the first column of NEL is already gener- flowchart and the source program listing of INV are
ated by the main program of Link 4), the corresponding given in Fig. VI-59 and Table VII-68, respectively. The
matrix MAC, vector ICLAS, and variable IMEL. The purpose of the subroutine is to solve a set of linear equa-
format of NEL and MAC matrices is given in Table VI-7, tions by Gauss elimination. The coefficient matrix is re-
Vol. I. Since the rows of matrix NEL contain information ferred by the first argument, and the right-hand-side
about the elements meeting at mesh point ICN, subrou- vectors are referred by the third argument. The second
tine GENE calls subroutine TOPO to extract such infor- argument is the order of the system, and the fourth argu-
mation from COMMON. Matrix MAC is generated by ment is the number of right-hand-side vectors. When the
the information in completed matrix NEL. Vector ICLAS subroutine returns control to the calling program, the fifth
and variable IMEL are generated as a by-product of the argument contains the value of the determinant of the
generation of matrix MAC. Error conditions that may be coefficient matrix, the first argument contains the inverse
encountered during the generation of matrix MAC may of the coefficient matrix, and the third argument contains
cause the production of Error Messages 18, 19, and 20. the solution vector if the fourth argument and the deter-
There is no error return in the subroutine. minant are nonzero. This subroutine is borrowed from
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the IBM 1620 library of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory boundary, and vector BIR contains the direction cosines
as of September 1966. of the outer unit normal vector of the boundary surface
at mesh point ICN. In reorienting the local axes, subrou-
16. Subroutine LEST. Subroutine LEST is called by tine MDIN calls subroutines UNIT and VECT. There is
the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the no error return in the subroutine.
source program listing of LEST are given in Fig. VI-60
and Table VII-69, respectively. The objective of this sub- 18. Subroutine META. Subroutine META is called by
routine is to obtain the components of the best-fit strains the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the
from the strain deflection equations. At the time of entry source program listing of META are given in Fig. VI-62
to the subroutine, matrix A contains the augmented ma- and Table VII-71, respectively. The objective of this sub-
trix of the strain deflection equations, ICON contains the routine is to obtain the material matrix (see Fig. III-2b,
number of equations, JMM the number of columns in Vol. I) and thermal expansion coefficients of the current
the coefficient matrix, JMR the number of right-hand element group associated with ICN/IM/IC, in DD and
sides (therefore JMX = JMM + JMR is the column AL1, AL2, AL3, respectively, in the local coordinate sys-
order of the augmented matrix), and IWG the weight tem of mesh point ICN. If the material axes of the cur-
assigned to each of the strain deflection equations. Con- rent group are not parallel to the local axes of mesh point
sidering the multiplicity of the equations as given in ICN, subroutine META calls subroutine ROTA to ex-
vector IWG, the subroutine premultiplies both sides of press the material matrix in the local coordinate system.
the strain deflection equations by the transpose of the Before returning control to the calling program, subrou-
coefficient matrix, then calls subroutine INV to obtain tine META rearranges the rows and the columns of DD
the best-fit strain components, and reorders the compo- such that the material matrix is arranged with the order
nents in matrix C and redefines JMM and JMR such that of 11, 22, 12, 33, 13, 23. There is no error return in the
the first column contains the usual strain components subroutine.
and the second column contains the angular strain (cur-
vature change) components. For axisymmetrical struc- 19. Subroutine QUAD. Subroutine QUAD is called by
tures, cases in which mesh point ICN is on the axis of subroutine DINA if a general shell structure is under
revolution are handled separately in the subroutine by question. The flowchart and the source program listing
considering the thermal strains, if there are any. For of QUAD are given in Fig. VI-63 and Table VII-72,
shells of revolution, if mesh point ICN is on the axis, respectively. The objective of the subroutine is to gen-
vectors DDIS, DROT, and DCOR contain the relative erate in DIN the direction cosines of the local axes of
displacement, relative rotation, and relative coordinate mesh point ICN of the shell structure, and find the value
of the opposite end of the nodal line with respect to of ANGLE. The subroutine first obtains in vector MSET
mesh point ICN. These vectors are expressed in the local the labels of the nodes appearing in the mesh elements
coordinate system of mesh point ICN. If the inversion corresponding to the current values of ICN/IM/IC. Then
performed by subroutine INV is not successful (indicated it obtains in ZD a vector in the general direction of shell
by zero determinant), subroutine LEST sets IERR = 1 normal (block 10* of Fig. VI-63). After this, the subrou-
and returns control to the calling program. If INP is 2, tine extracts from vector MSET a list of unrepeated
the best-fit strain components are printed out as part of labels in vector NSET. The order of NSET is in NB. If
Output Item 23. NB is not smaller than 9, a best-fit quadratic surface
passing through mesh point ICN and its immediate
17. Subroutine MDIN. Subroutine MDIN is called by neighbors may be possible. If NB is smaller than 9, sub-
the main program of Link 4, if mesh point ICN is on the routine QUAD calls subroutine EPAN to enlarge vector
boundary. The flowchart and the source program listing NSET and NB to include in the list the labels of the
of MDIN are given in Fig. VI-61 and Table VII-70, re- immediate neighbors of the mesh points that are already
spectively. The objective of this subroutine is to obtain included in vector NSET, without repetition.
the direction cosines of the local coordinate axes at mesh
point ICN with th .. fion described in Set. -, Next, Uy calling subroutine BEST, subroutine QUAD
Volume I; i.e., the first local axis is always normal to the attempts to generate in vector ZTA the direction cosines
boundary. At the time of entry to the subroutine, matrix of the normal of a best-fit plane (in the least squares
DIN contains the direction cosines of the local axes of sense) to the family of mesh points listed in vector NSET.
mesh point ICN, assuming that the mesh point is not on If this fails, vector ZD is taken as vector ZTA. Then,
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assuming that the first local axis is in the direction of cause the production of Error Message 22. The normal
vector BAS, the subroutine generates the first approxima- direction of the fitted curve is taken as the third local
tion of matrix DIN (the first, second, and third columns axis. The overall Z axis is taken as the negative of the
of matrix DIN are referred to as vectors XII, ETA, and second local axis. The first local axis is tangent to the fit-
ZTA). If NB is not smaller than 9, subroutine QUAD ted curve and heads towards the increasing arc distance
generates in matrix D the condition equations for a quad- on the meridian (the meridian curve is assumed directed).
ratic surface passing through the mesh points listed in The first, second, and third columns of matrix DIN are
vector NSET. The condition equations are obtained in the named as vectors XII, ETA, and ZTA, and contain the
first approximation of the local axes. These equations are direction cosines of the first, second, and third local axes.
next solved by a least squares method with the help of In obtaining the direction cosines of the local axes, sub-
subroutine INV. If the solution is successful, the local routine REVO calls subroutines FINDX, SCAL, UNIT,
normal is taken as the normal direction of this quadratic and VECT.
surface, and matrix DIN is corrected accordingly. With
the use of the new matrix DIN, the process of locating 21. Subroutine ROTA. Subroutine ROTA is called by
a best-fit quadratic surface is repeated to increase the subroutine META if the local axes are not parallel to the
accuracy. If the process of finding a best-fit quadratic material axes. The flowchart and the source program
surface fails, the subroutine prints out Error Message 21 listing of ROTA are given in Fig. VI-65 and Table VII-74,
and returns control to the calling program with the first respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to ex-
approximation of matrix DIN. Otherwise, the subroutine press the material matrix DD in the local coordinate sys-
examines the value of IPIR. If IPIR is larger than 1, the tem defined by matrix DIN (see Table 111-5, Vol. II,
subroutine rotates the local axes about the normal until basic). There is no error return in the subroutine. In
the first local axis is in the smaller principal curvature obtaining various unit vectors, subroutine ROTA calls
direction of the best-fit quadratic surface. Initially zero subroutines SCAL, UNIT, and VECT.
value of ANGLE is changed to the degrees value of the
angle between vector BAS and the final orientation of 22. Subroutine SAME. Subroutine SAME is called by
the first local axis. In performing its functions, QUAD the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the
also calls subroutines FINDX, SCAL, UNIT, and VECT. source program listing of SAME are given in Fig. VI-66
There is no error return in the subroutine. and Table VII-75, respectively. The objective of this sub-
routine is to output stresses for the current ICN/IC/IM
group, in the local coordinate system if mesh point ICN
20. Subroutine REVO. Subroutine REVO is called by is a boundary point, and the group is not of shell type.
subroutine DINA if a shell of revolution is under ques- Therefore, this subroutine produces the last portion of
tion. The flowchart and the source program listing of Output Item 22. There is no error return in the subroutine.
REVO are given in Fig. VI-64 and Table VII-73, respec-
tively. The objective of this subroutine is to generate in 23. Function SCAL. Function SCAL is called by sub-
matrix DIN the direction cosines of the local axes by routines BOFI, QUAD, REVO, ROTA, and SETA of
fitting, if possible, a fourth-order polynomial to the me- Link 4. The flowchart and the source program listing
ridional curve. The normal of this curve is taken as the of SCAL are given in Fig. VI-67 and Table VII-76, re-
direction for the third local axis. For this purpose, spectively. The objective of the program is to return to
the subroutine first finds the labels of the first four im- the calling program the scalar product of the vectors re-
mediate neighbors of mesh point ICN and places them ferred by the first and second arguments. There is no
in vector NSET. Vector NSET also contains the label of error return.
ICN. The order of NSET is NB. If for some reason NB
is less than 5, the subroutine fits a polynomial curve of 24. Subroutine SETA. Subroutine SETA is called by
degree NB-1 to the meridional curve. The conditions for the main program of Link 4 once for every mesh ele-
the mesh points listed in vector NSET on the polynomial ment in the group of current ICN/IM/IC. The flowchart
curve are generated on matrix B and vector C. The un- and the source program listing of SETA are given in
known coefficients of the polynomial are obtained from Fig. VI-68 and Table VII-77, respectively. The objective
these conditions by means of subroutine INV. If the sys- of the program is to add one additional row to the aug-
tem is singular, and a polynomial curve fit is not possible, mented matrix of strain deflection equations for each
the program will use the line segment joining the mesh direction joining mesh point ICN to the remaining ver-
points confining mesh point ICN as the fitted curve and tices of the mesh element. The subroutine assigns a
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weight of 10 or 1 to the equation of a direction, depend- ROTA and XF generated by subroutine SETA as DCAR.
ing upon whether the vertex is on the boundary or not. There is no error return in the subroutine.
The weights are recorded in vector IWG. The subroutine
generates the row of the augmented matrix as described 28. Subroutine TICK. Subroutine TICK is called by
in Sect. II, Vol. II (basic), by considering thermal strains, the main program of Link 4. It is identical with sub-
When a row is added to the augmented matrix, row count routine TICK of Link 1. For further information, see
ICON is also updated. In obtaining the thermal strain Sect. II-B-13. The source program listing of this program
per unit temperature in a given direction, subroutine is given in Table VII-81.
SETA calls subroutine TEMP. In achieving various vec-
tor operations, it also calls function SCAL, and subrou- 29. Subroutine TOPO. Subroutine TOPO is called by
tines FINDQ, FINDX, UNIT, and VECT of Link 4. subroutine GENE. It is identical with subroutine TOPO
There is no error return in the program. of Link 2. For further information, see Sect. III-B-27.
The source program listing of this program is given in
Table VII-82.
25. Subroutine STRA. Subroutine STRA is called by
subroutine DIMI. It is identical with subroutine STRA 30. Subroutine TRAN. Subroutine TRAN is called by
of Link 2. For further information, see Sect. III-B-25. The subroutines DIMI and STRA of Link 4. It is identical
source program listing of this subroutine is given in with subroutine TRAN of Link 2. For further informa-
Table VII-78. In performing its function, STRA calls sub- tion, see Sect. III-B-28. The source program listing of the
routine TRAN. program is given in Table VII-83.
26. Subroutine STRS. Subroutine STRS is called by 31. Subroutine UNIT. Subroutine UNIT is called by26. Subroutine STRS. Subroutine STRS is called by
the main program of Link 4. The flowchart and the subroutines BEST, BOFI, INLZ, MDIN, QUAD, REVO,
source program listing of STRS are given in Fig. VI-69 ROTA, and SETA of Link 4. The flowchart and the
and Table VII-79, respectively. The objective of this sub- source program listing of UNIT are given in Fig. VI-71
and Table VII-84, respectively. The objective of the sub-
routine is to obtain the components of the best-fit stress
tensor for current ICN/IM/IC, and list them in vector routine depends upon the contents of the second argu-
SR to comply with Table VI-6, Vol. I. At the time of ment. If the second argument is zero, the subroutine
entry to the subroutine, matrix DD contains the material computes the magnitude squared of the vector indicated
constants, matrix C contains the components of the best- by the first argument and returns control to the calling
fit usual and angular strains in the first and second col- program. If the second argument is nonzero, the sub-
umns, respectively, and SR contains the prescribed routine replaces the vector in the first argument with aumns, respectively, and SR contains the prescribed
stresses in the order shown in Table V-2. The subroutine unit vector and the second argument with the magnitude
first generates in vector RED the best-fit stresses, then of the original vector. If the second argument, at the
modifies them with the prescribed stresses in SR, and beginning, is a positive number, the unit vector is paralleland i  the same direction as the original vector. If the
finally copies the final set into vector SR in the order and in te same direction as the original vector. If the
shown in Table VI-6, Vol. I. There is no error return in second argument, at the beginning, is a negative num-
the subroutine. ber, the unit vector is parallel and in the opposite direc-
tion of the original vector. There is no error return in
the subroutine.
27. Subroutine TEMP. Subroutine TEMP is called by
subroutine SETA if temperature loading of an anisotropic 32. Subroutine VECT. Subroutine VECT is called by
material is under question. The flowchart and the source subroutines BEST, MDIN, QUAD, REVO, ROTA, and
program listing of TEMP are given in Fig. VI-70 and SETA of Link 4. The flowchart and the source program
Table VII-80, respectively. The objective of this sub- listing of VECT are given in Fig. VI-72 and Table VII-85,
routine is to obtain the lineal strain in the direction respectively. The objective of this subroutine is to obtain
given by the unit vector in XF (see the comment in in the vector indicated by the first argument the ross-
'Table V11-80) due to unit temperature increase, and to product of the vector in the second argument times the
store this quantity in the explicit argument. To do this, vector in the third argument. There is no error return in
the subroutine uses matrix W generated by subroutine the subroutine.
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VI. Semidetailed Flowcharts
This section contains semidetailed flowcharts of ELAS/ of the first statement in the source program listing corre-
Level 3. The flowchart of each program element is treated sponding to this block. If the first statement does not have
separately, and given a figure number. The flowcharts are a statement number, the nearest statement number is used
arranged alphabetically by the subroutine names, under with an asterisk in the block. An asterisk before the num-
the main program of each link. The meanings of the sym- ber in the block means that the first statement of the block
bols used in the flowcharts may be obtained from the text is before the statement indicated by the block number. An
description of the corresponding subroutine given in the asterisk after the number in the block means that the first
preceding sections and/or Tables 11I-2 and 111-4 of Vol. II statement of the block is after the statement indicated by
(basic). Each flowchart should be considered together the block number. Multiple asterisks indicate qualita-
with the corresponding source program listing in Sect. VII, tively the distance between the statement with the num-
and the descriptive paragraph of the earlier sections. The ber and the first statement of the block in the source
number attached to a block in a flowchart is the number program listing.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
MAIN PROGRAM OF LINK 1
2700 Cal subroutine TABL for Read in y-moments of inertia ror
title page if any, check sequence of 300
Start measuring time by type numbers, store, and
calling subroutine TICK list if requested
Read in material properties, Error 1 1 1 1
check sequence of type
Clear upper COMMON numbers, store, and list Readin-omentsof inertia,
if requested if any, check sequence of Err 300
type numbers, store, and
list if requested
Read in pressures, if any, 6208Read in title card check sequence of type Er
numbers, store, and list 300 Read in angles for principal
if requested axes, if any, check Err 300
sequence of type numbers,
Sstore, and list if requested
Read in control card 6218
Read in thicknesses, if any 830
check sequence of typ Error
numbers, store, and list 
0
if requested /ICOR = O?
If scratch tape (ITAS) is
prescribed, rewind it =
Read in temperature increases, 831 8311
2971 if any check sequence Error
Set error indicator to zero gradients, if any, check ErrorIERR = 0 sequence of type numbers, 30 s 0
S0), assustore, and li st if requested read in nodal coordinates 300T =0
and to check sequence coordinates
IDEG ITYPE, IG ISTR, 300 Read in z-temperature
IH, IMAT, INX, NP for gradients, if any, check Error
admissibility sequence of type numbers,
store, and list if requested List ndal coordinates rroac o Red in cross-sectional areas 30000
Chif eckny, check sequence of Startert to prepare vectors
type numbers, stre, and defined by pointersnumbers
tore, and list if r eques queste d Listnodal coordinates
I if requested
Compute constants for /6214
allocation Read in cross-ectional areas, Ereor 300
if eny, check sequence of Error bond ared icts
Fig. VI-1. Flowchart of main program of Link 1 (input link)
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3171 959 820
Call subroutine SRAT for List displacement and force
/0 connectivity information boundary conditions if
IBUN= 0? and possible relabelling requested
4=0 2520
Complete generation of IBB- Store concentrated load
3171 /372 and IBO-pointer-related vector properly
Read in deflection boundary Call subroutine BUNG to vectors
econdt ons from cards generate deflection
condiions from crds boundary conditions
Read in prescribed Update pointer of reduced
concentrated lods; Error300 stiffness matrix3check for possible oads;
Check deflection boundary check for possible
conditions for errors; errors and store
modify IBB-, IBO-, ond Error 3
IIC-pointer-reloted See if DUMMY area in
vectors by the deflection COMMON starts before
boundory conditions 820 stiffness matrix; if so,
print message
List erroneous multiple 353
deflection boundary Measure elapsed time
conditions, if any, and print
ignore them
300 /51 5i
560 Print error message; set Read END card of job








Call subroutine MEST to 7908 Print IA and AA
Call subroutine MESG toinfa.to ha.nd ch~ck C generate mesh infor ationb
numbers
Fig. VI-1 (contd)





Skip input cards of
79 this job up to and INX=1? 2700
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SUBROUTINE ARAN
*0 i 1100
Initialize procedure Prepare for a new sweep
*10 1100
Find off-bond element count
ISHUF < 2> Yes 
XSA of current sweep
No 1105*
10 No




1107 Enough no- Y 1985
gain sweeps?
Rearrange connectivity matrix
ABIN with new labels using Error 3100 Start anew sweep
subroutine EXCH; check n No
labels for errors
Clear storage for IMIN and Measure time elapsed
IMAX vectors
Generate initial IMIN and Time to print?
IMAX vectors using functioan Error
LEBIN and check ABIN for 3100
errors
71111
Yes I/thisfirst Print messgeabout
No message? progress of relabelling
No
Yes 111No1
750 Punch out current labelling
Start measuring relabelling system
time
*800 1110'-1 12O
Begin lower sweeping step Begin upper sweeping step
Yes
800 Find change in XSA (IG+IL)
Call subroutine OUTPT to if interchange is done




Fig. VI-2. Flowchart of subroutine ARAN (Link 1)
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1270 1985
(IG+IL) -, 0, +? + Yes INP>I?
0 1990
Call subroutine OUTPT to
1280 print out I1R, IMIN,
No change in XSA. Compute MAX, and connectivity
NZG-NZL to determine if








Adjust IMAX values so that
e 0variable bandwidth is never
Interchange criteria are
satisfied. Interchange
current successive rows in 2100*
ABIN matrix
ISHUF ? Y
Update label vector ISIR Print error message Punch out ISIR and adjusted
1600








Yes Was any Which is Upper
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SUBROUTINE COOR
*831*1063
Set error indicator and node
count to zero: IERR = 0,
L =o I(IGEM-1) -. 0 +? 300=0
830
1063
Set INTE as an even integer
that is less than 1001 and
minimizes (IN-L-INTE) Store also Z coordinate
833
Read in INTE fields of node
label and coordinates.
Set I =0
Set L-IN + 300 Error. Set error indicator to I
83140





0 Node label - i 300
0, +?
8316




Update node counter L; find
storage location of X, Y,
Z and store X and Y
Fig. VI-3. Flowchart of subroutine COOR (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE EXCH
Compute column numbers in
ABIN matrix of
extremes within bonds
of rows (and columns) to
be interchanged
Interchange words in that
portion of rows that is
within the band
Compute word counts (i.e.,
column numbers in ABIN)
and bit counts of columns
corresponding to rows FUNCTION LEBIN (A, I)
interchanged
*150





15+ 0 location I (second
Interchange JBth bit of Jth nterchange JBth bit with rgument, which is
word with JPBth bit of JPth JPBth bit in J = JPth FORTRAN integer)
word in every row within word in every row within
the band the bond





from location A (first
Fig. VI-4. Flowchart of subroutine EXCH (Link 1) argument)
Make accumulator zero or
nonzero depending upon if
Ith bit of A is zero or 1 by






Restore index register 1 (XRI
Return
Fig. VI-5. Flowchart of function LEBIN (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE SEBIN (A, I, N)
Save storage indicators
Save index register I (XRI)
Load storage indicators from
location A (first argument)
Load accumulator from
location I (second argument,
which is a FORTRAN
integer)
Place complement of I
into XRI
N (third argument) Yes
zero?
No
Make Ith bit of A in storage Make Ith bit of A in storage
indicator 1 by ORing indicator 1 by resetting








Fig. VI-6. Flowchart of subroutine SEBIN (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE MEST
7910, 7916
Set element (M), sequence
(MT), word (L) counters to
zero, minimum word counter Lthword -MT No
(NBE)= -19, maximum
word counter (NFI)= 0
Yes
7917
J7910 Obtain element type number
(IELT) as least significant








Determine number of words
7913 necessary for element
description and number
Increment NBE and NFI by 20 of vertices
and read in 20 more words
Obtain word count of
7912 last descriptive word (UK)
0 Lth word
-, +? 792




(L+I)th word No No
in core? IERR > 0? 300 7923
Augment NBE and NFI by
Yes Y 20 and read in next
S20 words
7914 7925
Set M =M+ V Set L = L-M
MT= MT+1 MRC




Set L = L + I update
MT-999 -, 0 +? 300 UK count, store LJKth










Fig. VI-7. Flowchart of subroutine MEST (Link 1)
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Shecift last-read 20 wordscripive




0 Error. Set IERR=
Return
stFig. VI-7 (ontd)element?





Shift ',,-real 20 words
1,c k an, se, E i
NFI =20
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SUBROUTINE OUTPT
Print heading for connectivity
information
Print new and old labels,
IMIN and IMAX vectors,
and (in octal) ABIN matrix
170
Does









Fig. VI-8. Flowchart of subroutine OUTPT (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE SRAT
*23 941*1100
Call subroutine ARAN for
Yes obtaining adjusted IMAX




Generate label vector [SIR, Read in labels and 942 1100
compute column order of corresponding IMAX values Set JB as column bit t Initialize IMAXB, IMAXN,
ABIN, and clear ABIN area of ABIN corresponding to KN, LBAND, and LIBO
Jth vertex and KM as for first node (working
number of suppressed label)
degrees of freedom of
Jth vertex
Loop on elements (M)
sequentially to generate
connectivity matrix ABIN 981*1100*
Loop on nodes (I-working
No labels) sequentially to
KM = IDEG? generate IBAND vector;
Obtain descriptive compute IMAXG
information of Mth element
by calling subroutine TOPO Yes
983 *1940
Obtain number of vertices No J? Yes
(IMS) of Mth element; check IMAXB > IMAXN?
if nodes exist
Yes
Expand element vertex vector 982 1940
by those nodes that are Compute KN as total number
related to the vertices by Put 1 to JBth bit column of of suppressed egrees of




Loop on vertices (I) of Mth Print error messag10
element, sequentially Loop on J No 972satisfied? Compute IMAXN and IMAXB
for next node
Yes
Set IB as row of ABIN 99
corresponding to Ith vertex,
and KN as number of 95 Compute bandwidths of
ouppresed degrees of retained equations of Ith





Loop on vertices (J) of Loop on I satisfied? No
MthLoop on I atified?
Loop on M No 71Yes
972* satisfied? 71
2300*






Fig. VI-9. Flowchart of subroutine SRAT (Link 1)
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s811 420
Yes Yes
INP >0< INP = 07
No No
811 814
Print out bandwidths of Print out main diagonal
rows of reduced stiffness element counts of upper
matrix reduced stiffness matrix
812 813
From IBAND vector compute Return
main diagonal element
counts of upper reduced
stiffness matrix
From IBAND vector compute
storage necessary for upper
reduced stiffness matrix
into FORD
Update pointer (IST) of
reduced stiffness matrix
Compute maximum common
length into FILEN and




word of Link 2 within
first 12, 750 words '1001(32K)?
Print out contents of
Yes title card
419
Print out warning message 51
Print out IN, IT, IDEG,
ITYPE, IGEM, ISTR, IH,




Fig. VI-9 (contd) Print out ISDT, ISDZ, IARE,IMMX, IMMY, IMMZ,
IMFI, INX, INP, ISHUF,
COR values
Print out IBUN, IMES, IPIR,
ITAP, ITAS, GI, G2, G3,
ACEL values
Return
Fig. VI-10. Flowchart of subroutine TABL (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE TICK (ITIM)
Yes ONCE= 0?
Subroutine was called before
Subroutine is being called first (at time recorded in INITL).
time. Make contents of Take contents of location 5ONCE nonzero l gically
Take contents of absolute
core location 5 (which Subtract contents of INITL
contains time in 1/60 to find elapsed time
-second units) logically
Store contents of absolute Make a FORTRAN integer
core location 5 into INITL from elapsed time since
logically first call
Sr Stare thisinteger into
Store zero to argument ITIM argument ITIM
Return I Return
Fig. VI-11. Flowchart of subroutine TICK (Link 1)
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SUBROUTINE TOPO
10 1408 1630
Set zero to type numbers of
descriptive information of Node labels es Thickness Yes
Mth element and N(l) block acceptable type (ITIC)
odmissible?
lo !No No
Find and onalyze first
descriptive word of Mth 1450 1631
element for type numbers Correct ITIC as maximum
Print error message allowable in descriptive
word. Augment error
0oo counter NDX by 1
Find and analyze second
descriptive word of Mth
element for type numbers 1600
Set error counter NDX to zero 1640






800 Correct ITEM as maximum
Find and onalyze fourth No allowable in descriptive
No fourth word descriptive word (if there word. Augment error
is any) of Mth element for 1611 counter NDX by 1
type numbers Correct IPRS as maximum
allowable in descriptive
word. Augment error
counter NDX by 1 1650
Find and analyze fifth Y-
No fifth word descriptive word (if there temperature Yes
type numbers 1620 admissible?
I No sixth word descriptive word (if there No Correct JSDY as maximum
is any) of Mth element for allowable in descriptive
type numbers word. Augment error
counter NDX by I
Correct IMET as maximum
allowable in descriptive
word. Augment error
counter NDX by I
Fig. VI-12. Flowchart of subroutine TOPO (Link 1)
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1660 1690 1720
z-
temperature y-moment of YesNX Yes
allowable in descriptive allowable in descriptive mode of correcion
word. Augment error word. Augment error
counter NDX by 1 counter NDX by 1
1670 1700 Retu m




Correct JARE as maximum Correct JMMZ as maximum
allowable in descriptive allowable in descriptive
word. Augment error word. Augment error
counter NDX by 1 counter NDX by 1
1680 1710 Retu
CrTorsionstant Yes princip type Yes




Correct JMMX as maximum Correct JMFI as maximum
allowable in descriptive allowable in descriptive
word. Augment error word. Augment error
counter NDX by 1 counter NDX by 1
1680 1710
Fig. VI-12 (contd)
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MAIN PROGRAM OF LINK 2
13 '98 '82
Copy N block to NOO block;Save print indicator INP find IMS of Mth element; if Error Yes
any negative node labels, DT = 0
set IERR = 2 and branch to 1
132 No
Start measuring time by 2 82
coalling subroutine TICK Compute IDS, and using type
numbers, obtain TE, DT, Print error message and Generate UV vector
DG, DGY, DGZ, PRES, current values of M, ITTT, assuming dilation only
*132 ALI, AL2, AL3 values of IERR
Clear storage area of Mth element
reduced stiffness matrix
and set ZGEM = IGEM 83
t999 Call subroutine STFS toObtain material information
select and execute proper
subroutine for generation
132' E22, D21, E, and G of S, P (may be partially)
and modify UV if necessary
Loop on elements (M)
reduced stiffness matrix Not multiple
sequentially to generate Not multiple
r duced stiffness matri element Set IERR = 0, and check if 5041and reduced load vector Mth element is multiple
element
ultiple element INP l? No
Restore INP Set ITTT = 0, increase Yes
Save IMS of Mth element element type number by 1,
into IMST and copy NOT(I) block into 85
N(I) block Print out descriptive
31' information of element
Call subroutine CAS2 to (or subelement)
change INP if necessary
86Call subroutine CUTE to
'133 prepare information for
(ITTT+l)st subelement of NoSet IERR = P(I) = UV(I) = TTelement subele IERR = 0?
X(I) = Y(I) = Z(I) =
XD(I) = YD(I) = ZD(I) =
COMMON (200 - 328) Yes
DG = DT = PRES = DGZ=
DGY = ITTT= 0 and 951




1 Any thermal load No
Obtain type numbers of Yesdescriptive information and 5100
node labels of Mth element Update ITTT, IDS2, PRCO, 952
by subroutine TOPO N(I), X(l): Y(l), z(),byXD(I), YD(I), ZD(I) for Increase P by thermal nodal
current element forces for distortions in UV




matrix (), element loadAny





Modify P for pressure and
acceleration loadings
I-
Fig. VI-13. Flowchart of main program of Link 2 (generation link)
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957 *912
INP > I? No CCURI= 07 Yes
sNo
9531 912
Add contribution of current
Print out element load vector element of element load
vector to reduced load
Svector
9532
Loop on degrees of freedom (1) 911
elemet tiffnesor assemblind load Loop on degrees of freedom
matrices (J) at a node
9531 911
Loop on vertices (K) Loop on vertices (L)
sequentially tequentilly
Set JE and JS as associated
Set IE and IS as associated row column numbers of free-
numbers of free-free element free element and overall
and overall stiffness stiffness matrices,
matrices, respectively respectively
Call subroutine DARN to Call subroutine DARN to
generate IBS and CCCI generate JBS and CCCJ
vectors and IQE (number of vectors and JQE (number
related rows) of related columns)
*307408
IQE > 0? No
Yes
308 r307
Loop n related rows (IQ) Set IERR = 6
3084
Set IB and CCURI as
associated row number,
and constant, respectively,
of reduced stiffness matrix
Fig. VI-13 (contd)
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*408 93
No No Loop on JJQE> 0? 307 911 satisfied
YYe
Loop on related columns p308 nNo L o IQ
( Q) ?Restore INP ond call
subroutine CAS2 for
Yes its possible change
Set J B and CCURJ as associated 94
column number and constant *233
of reduced stiffness matrix, No Loop on K





F=0? No Loop on I
9532 satisfied Print out upper portion of
S reduced stiffness band
No matrix and reduced
913 Yes load vector
eYes
95*
JB > IND? Yes Scratch tape No t232
assigned
No 9 ? e Set IERR = IU
Yes
Prescribed deflection case; 9982 232'
Y JB<IB? odd properly current element Copy P vector into PV, clear,
of element stiffness matrix and recompute P vector as Scratch tape No
to reduced load vector S*UV by subroutine DMM; assigned
write binary record on tape ?
No ITAS as M, ITTT, ITTM,
916 NAV, IMS, IDS, IDS2,
and N, 5, P, PV vectors Yes
Add properly current element
of element stiffne: matrix 2324
to reduced stiffness matrix
Rewind scratch tape ITAS
999
ITT < ITTM Yes
?5100
No Loop on JQ/23
satisfied Measure elapsed time by
? No subroutine TICK and
print. Restore INP
9990
92 NAV = 2 Yes 4889 *2321
No LooponL




No Loop on M93 132* satisfied Call Link I Call Link 3
Yes
Fig. VI-13 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE ADM (S, IDS, A, M, IB, JB, C)
Loop on rows (I) of A
Compute row number IS of 5
corresponding to Ith row of A
*ll
Yes Submatrix A No
on main diagonal
of S ?
SetJI= 1 SetI= 1
Loop on columns of A starting
from JIth column
Compute column number of S
corresponding to Jth column
of A
Augment S(IS, JS) and S(JS, IS)
of S matrix by A(1, J)*C
(S is stored columnwise as a
vector)
90





Fig. VI-14. Flowchart of subroutine ADM (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE BEAM
*110
tNo IJARE > 07
110
Find and store value of
cross-sectional area






Compute address of JMMY Compute address of JMMZ
into ICIZJ into ICIZJ
Compute upper half of
6x6 planar beam
stiffness matrix into A
Error. Set IERR= 1 Generate symmetric half ofA matrix
Return
Fig. VI-15. Flowchart of subroutine BEAM (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE CODI
*144












Compute direction cosines DIR(1,3)> Yes
of element axis as those ?
of local x-oxis into
DIR(1, 1), DIR(1, 2), DIR(I, 3)
No
*130 111 6 
180
Compute direction cosines Compute direction cosines Compute direction cosines
1010 into second row of DIR into second row of DIR into second row of DIR
210
130
Compute ddress of angle FI Space frmeca 1010 Compute dNeon cosines
into ICFIJ Compute direction cosines
of local z-ozis as cross
product of unit vectors on
Yes z- and x-oxes into third
*140 row of DIR
220
1010 FYes I> 90 deg2220
Compute direction cosines Compute direction cosines
No of local y- and z-axes into of local axes x, y, and z
second and third rows of DIR into rows of DIR
in radian units
Error. Set IERR = I
Return
Fig. VI-16. Flowchart of subroutine CODI (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE CORT
Compute direction cosines of
local x-axis as those of line
1-2 into first row of DIR
Compute direction cosines of
local z-axis as those of
direction (1-2)x(1-3) into
third row of DIR
003
Compute direction cosines of
local y-axis from those of
z- and x-oxes into second
row of DIR
Compute coordinates of nodes
of element in local axes
located at origin of overall
coordinate system
Compute coordinates of nodes
2 and 3 in local axes locat
at node 1
Return
Fig. VI-17. Flowchart of subroutine CORT (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE CUTE (ITTM)
3010
Set NAV = NAV + I,
KBAS = KNOO = 0Sequence
number in N Yes
110320
Decrease sequence number
Yes No in N block by IMSTs IELT= 10?
No
120 1103
Set ITTM = 5, IMS = 4, Set ITTM = 5, IMS = 4, Copy necessary node label
JEN = 20, IEN = I JEN = 20, IEN =2 into NOO block
*125 *115 400
o NAV >27 NAV >27 130' satisfied
Yes Yes Yes
125 115 500
Set KBAS 4 Set KBAS = 1 Return
130
Set IELT = IELT - 1,
IDS= MS*IDEG
Loop on J to copy lobels
of necessary nodes from N
block to NOO block
Find sequence number
in NOD block
IEN 1 or 2 2
Quadrilateral case. Compute Hexahedral case. Compute
sequence number of node sequence number of node
in block N in block N
Fig. VI-18. Flowchart of subroutine CUTE (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE DARN (KS, KBS, CCC, KQE)




KB + IND < 07 No
Yes
301 302
Set lCOMP = 10, 000 +KS, O /\
INCR = 1 0': 0 K8 -,0,+?
303
Loop on rows (ISOR) Set KQE = 1, CCC(1) I.,
of IBO vector KBS(1) = -KB
ISORth element
absolute value of -
IBO vector = ICOMP 304
SSet KQE = 1, KBS(1) = KB,
Yes CCC(1) = KBth element of
SC vector
Set INCRth elements of KBS
and CCC vectors as absolute
value of ISORth element of
IBB and a ISORTH element
of C vectors, respectively;
and increase INCR by 1.
Error. Set KQE = 0
306




Set KQE = INCR -1
308
Return
Fig. VI-19. Flowchart of subroutine DARN (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE DMM (A, B, M, C)
Loop on rows of matrix A
Set ISS = I - M
Loop on columns of
matrix A
Compute sequence number of
(I, K)th element of matrix
A in one-dimensional form
into ISS SUBROUTINE ELDI
Compute length of element
Increase C(I) by A(I, K)aB(K) into EL
*110
Loop on K N EL > 0? No 1
satisified
Ye Yes
Compute direction cosines of




Return Yes Tx DUG
0.00001
Fig. V2-21. Flowchart of subroutine ELDIDMM (Link 2) 2)
JPLSet PRES = 0 Compute TECHNICALunit vector inT x DUG direction into PN
Compute Tx PN into PD
Compute unit vector in PD
direction into PD
Return
Fig. VI.21. Flowchart of subroutine ELDI (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE PLBE
*130










Compute address of y-moment SUBROUTINE RLOC
of inertia into ICIYJ
*****100
110 Compute final column and
Compute upper half of row numbers (JJN and IIN)
6 x 6 stiffness matrix of I of A, and constants IRE and
grid beam into AE L for location in S
2***.I00
Generate symmetric half of Error. Set IERR = 1 100
matrix A SLoop on columns (J) of A
from JJ to JJN
100**'100
F, 1-100,
Return [ Set LL + IDS
Fig. VI-22. Flowchart of subroutine PLBE (Link 2)
Loop on rows (1) of A from
II TO IIN
* 100
ompute location (LR) in S;
copy A(I, J) onto S(LR) and










Fig. VI-23. Flowchart of subroutine RLOC (Link 2)
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1240
SUBROUTINE SO1
Set IPBG = 0 Prepare for generation of
element stiffness matrix (S)
in overall coordinate system
*43
No JARE>0?90
Loop on columns (I) of
Yes
43
Compute address of cross-
sectional area into ICARJ, Cmpute pointer of Ith
and set wind direction into column
DUG block
Call subroutine ELDI to
generate pressure direction Loop on rows (J) of
PD, member oxis direction element stiffness matrix




60 Compute location of current
element of stiffness
matrix and generate it
Yes JSPR = 0?
Loop on J No
80 satisfied?
Prepare for contribution of
pressure to element load Yes
vector by setting PRCO,
IPBG, and IPEN volues
Loop on I No
Error. Set IERR= 1 satisified
82




Prepare for contribution of
acceleration to element
load vector by setting
CONS, IPBG, and IPEN
Fig. VI-24. Flowchart of subroutine S01 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S02
**"40 _60rll subroutine CODI to1 Set vector DUG oas unitgenerate direction cosines of vector in occelerotion
element local coordinate directionin DIR J direction
oxes in DIR
Call subroutine BEAM to 1 Call subroutine ELDI to
generate planar-beam generate transverse
stiffness matrix in local direction for acceleration
coordinates in matrix A in PD, member-axis
direction in T, and
PN = TxPD
Set IPBG = 0, which implies
no loadvector generationr .
in main program for pressure Compute CONS constant
and acceleration loadings and fixed-end moments
due to acceleration loading
es 40
JPRS = 0 ? Set IPBG and IPEN for
computation in main
program of rest of
No r acceleration-load vector
40
Set vector DUG as unit vectorof irst overell coordin t
Initialize andcall subroutine
RLOC to copy stiffness
matrix from A into S,
columnwise
1 sVubroutine ELDI to
generate pressure direction
in PD, member-axis
direction in T, and PN=TxPD *110
Yes DG = 07
Compute TCO and fixed-end
moments due to pressure No
Generate thermal-end
Set IPBG and IPEN for thermal-distortions vector
computation in main of free-free element in
program of rest of UV vector
pressure-load vector
50
By calling subroutine STRA,
express element stiffness




Fig. VI-25. Flowchart of subroutine S02 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S03
Call subroatine CODI o By calling sbroutine RLOC,
generate direction cosines copy stiffness matrix in A
of element local into S, columnwise
coordinate axes in DIR
100
Call subroutine PLBE to Yes DGZ = 0?
generate grid-element
stiffness matrix in local
coordinates in matrix A No
108
Generate vector UVG for
Set IPBG = 0 to skip pressure thermal rotations of
and acceleration load vector free-free beam in local
generation in main program. coordinates
Set IPEN 1
0
50 r By calling subroutine TRAN,





40 of free-free beam in UV
Compute force magnitude at vector by using UVG
ends due to pressure
into PRCO
50 ( By calling subroutine STRA,
Compute eement-lod vecor express element tiffnessPORT 321240 55
in overall coordinates matrix 5 in overall
due to PRCO coordinates
ACEL=07 Yes
due to acceleration
into PRCO. Set IPEN = 2
Fig. VI-26. Flowchart of subroutine S03 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S04
60 *120
Call subroutine CODI to
generate direction cosines Yes ACEL = 0? Yes
of elem ent local
coordinate axes in DIR
70N 120No
Set IPBG = 0, which implies Set vector DUG as unitthermal-end
no load-vector generation vector in acceleration 
Compute thermal-nd
n main program for pressure direction rotations in free-free
in main program for pressure beam due to DGZ
and acceleration j into UVG
*40 Call subroutine ELDI togenerate transverse
direction for acceleration 125
Yes loading in PD, member-
JPRS = 0? axis direction in T, and
PN=Tx PD Yes DGY = 0
NoN
40 70Ye No
Set vector DUG as unit Compute constant CONS, 200
vector of first overall and fixed-end moments
coordinate axis due to acceleration Compute thermal-end
loading rotations in free-free
beam because of DGY
into UVG
Call subroutine ELDI to '90
generate pressure
direction in PD, member- Set IPBG and IPEN for
axis direction in T, and computation in main
PN = Tx PD program of rest of 210
acceleration-load vector Express vector UVG in overall
coordinates by calling
subroutine TRAN
Compute constant PRCO, and
store fixed-end moments 00
due to pressure
Call subroutine BEAM to Update thermal-distortions
generate planar (x,y) beam vector UV by UVG
*60  stiffness matrix in local
coordinates in matrix ASet IPBG and IPEN for
computation in main310program of rest of
pressure-load vector 90' Call subroutine STRA to
express element stiffnessBy calling subroutine RLOC matrix in S in overallfour times with proper II, JJ, coordinates
IR, JR, and NY values, store




Coia subroutine PLBE to gen-
rate grid booeam stiffness ma-
trix in local coordinates in
matrix A
"120
Call subroutine RLOC with
II=1, JJ = I, IR = 5,
JR = 5, NY = 6 in store
matrix A properly in S
Fig. VI-27. Flowchart of subroutine S04 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S05
*60






By caloiling subroutine M70
TRIM, generate [EM]
[EN] matrices F Yes
ITTT > I?
By calling subroutine TRM, No
generate [ENT [D33] [EN]
into [Q] 71
Set KAV = NAV
Generate Fi1, and by means of
subroutine ADM, add Fl
multiple of Q submatrix on
element stiffness matrix S,
starting at location (I, 1) Yes
By calling subrou ine RM"  No
into [EM] 80
Compute contribution of
pressure on side of
triangle into P,
By means of subroutine ADM, considering CFE value
add F1 multiple of [Q]
submatrix on element
stiffness matrix S, starting
at location (4,4)
( 1, Yes
By calling subroutine TRM, ACEL = 07
generote [EN] T [D33][ENJ
into [Q]
Compute CONS, IPBG, and
By calling subroutine ADM, IPEN values so that accel-
add FI multiple of [EM] eration lods are ompted Error. Set IERR = 1
and [EMT on element in main program.
stiffness matrix S, starting Set PRCO = 0.
at locations (1,4) and
(4, 1), respectively
61 9
Set IPBG= 0 to skip Return
pressure-and acceleration-
load vector generation in
main program
Fig. VI-28. Flowchart of subroutine 505 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S07
"41 4022*,
Compute twice the area of
triangle into A2 By coiling subroutine TRM




o A2>07 By means of subroutine ADM,
add F2 multiple of submatrix
[Q] on element stiffness
Yes matrix S, starting at
location (4,4)
By calling subroutine TRIM Igenerate [EM], [EN], [EQ] 42
submatrices. Compute Fl By calling subroutine TRM,
constant generate [EM]T [D33] [EN]
into [EM], and change
sign of F2
By calling subroutineTRIM,
generate [EQ]T [E22] [EQ] /452into [Q]
By calling subroutine ADM,
add F2 multiple of [EM]and
[EM]T on element stiffness
3 matrix S, starting at
Examine [Q] to see if triangle locations (7,4) and (4,7),is obtuse; if so, apply respectively
constant-trace scheme to
modify it; if not, continue
to next operation 452
Set PRCO= 0 to skip pressure-
load computation in main
program. Compute CONS,
By means of subroutine ADM, IPBG, and IPEN for
add F1 multiple of submatrix acceleration-load[Q ] on element stiffness computation in mainprogram
matrix S, starting at
location (1,1)
Apply equilibrium algorithm into p vector
to generate the part of 5
oasscioted with submatrix Q
'451
40122
By calling subroutine TRM, Yes DG = 0?generate [EM]T [D33] [EM]
into [Q] . Compute
constant F2 No
Compute and store thermal-
By means of subroutine ADM, distortions vector ofr. SetIERR
add F2 multiple of submatrix free-free element into Error. Set ERR =
[Q] on element stiffness UV block
matrix 5, starting at
loction (7,7)
4022*** \ Return
Fig. VI-29. Flowchart of subroutine S07 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S09
*731
Compute 6 times the volume
of element into DET Loop on submatrix rows (I)




1010 DET > 07 Second cutting of multiple Loop on submatrix columns (J)
element. Generate P vector of free-free element
for pressure, considering stiffness matrix
Yes following block
720
Set VOL=1/(6*DET) Generate (3,3) material
S72matrix necessary for
Single element or first cutting generation of submatrix
of multiple element. (I,J) into B
721 Remove pressure load
from unloaded vertex. Set
Generate 3 x4 geometric IPBG and IPEN for
matrix into AT completion of P in main 775
program
By calling subroutine TRM,
generate [AT]T [B] [AT]
720 into [Q]
Initialize IPBG by setting
IPBG = 0
ACEL = 07 775'
Compute IR and JR as location





Set IPBG, IPEN, and CONS
values for computation of By calling subroutine ADM,
No P in main program for adding VOL multiple of [Q]
acceleration loding and [Q]T on element
725 stiffness matrix S, starting
at locations (IR,JR) and
No 0 <ITTT 3 (JR,IR)
Compute 10-6 (line 1-2)3  780
Yes into TX as reference
726reNo726 | No Loop on J satisfied
Set KAV = NAV
747Yes
*728 < DET > TX? Yes 
780*
Yes No Loop on I rsatisfied Error. Set IERR = 1KAV>2? No
747 Yes
No This element is too small to
consider. Print message
728 and skip operation on 1000
Compute vector in this element
direction of pressure with Return
magnitude of twice the
pressured area into PD and
set PRCO = PRES/(6*CFE)
Fig. VI-30. Flowchart of subroutine S09 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE 511
Call subroutine CORT to Call subroutine S05 to compute
express coordinates of membrane stiffness matrix in
element nodes in local local coordinates and add it
coordinates in X, Y, Z, to element stiffness matrix S
XD, YD, and ZD blocks
Call subroutine S07 to generate Update IPEN so that
bending and transverse shear acceleration loading is
stiffness matrix and load extended to z-direction
vector in local coordinates in main program
in S and P blocks
S07 assumed that IDS = 18. Shift pressure loading in P
Shift stiffness matrix and generated by S07 with
load vector in S and P IDS = 18 properly SUBROUTINE S13
blocks for shell for shell
I I i11*r Call subroutine CORT to
Transform P and UV vectors by express coordinates of
07 also generated UV vector calling subroutine TRAN, element nodes in local
for IDS = 18. Shift and S matrix by calling coordinates in X, Y, Z,
information in UV for shell subroutine STRA into XD, YD, and ZD blocks
overall coordinates
Call subroutine S05 to
Complete thermal-distortions I compute membrane stiffness
vector UV by in-plane Return matrix in local coordinates
expansions of free-free into S
element
Generate P vector for
pressure loading and set
PRCO = 0 for no pressure
load computation in main
Fig. VI-31. Flowchart of subroutine S11 (Link 2) program




Save IGEM into IIGE and set
IGEM=O so that subroutines
TRAN and STRA are used
in matrix transformation of
next block
Call subroutine TRAN for P





Fig. VI-32. Flowchart of subroutine S13 (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE S15
Set error bounds for X; ad Set third row of EQ matrix
Sinto ERnd R2, as third column of X
respectively
Cpi\ C'15
Compute abscissa of centroid Set V vector as y-coordintes
of triengle into XBAR. Sine of nodes about axis passing
contents of TE into TER, and through centroid
set TE = XBAR
Clear area of Q
Save material matrix in D21
into Z21
91* Set IAX as sequence number
of last off-Y-axis node;
Generate D33 matrix from NN as total number of
Z21 nodes on Y-oxis with ERI
tolerance; and LL as
sequence number of last
on-Y-axis node. Check
if abscissas are negative
By calling subroutine 505,
generate stiffness matrix of
triangle into S with 17*
thickness XBAR 120
Negative abscissa exists. NN > Yes 102
Error. Set IERR= 1
By coiling subroutine
TRIM, generate EM and No
EN submatrices
92n g
Set indicator MM to zero
Compute ordinate of centroid
of triangle into YEAR, and
set YBAB = 0
Set le2el material vector L on sdes (L) of
into third column of E22
Set sequence number of
Set first and second columns second end into M
of E22 as XBAR and YBAB (sequence number of first
multiples of third [E] end is L)
Set X,+, , andY
Set F1 = 1/(2*A2), where A2 into XXX and YYY,
is generated by subroutine respectively
505 (2"is dropped from
element matrices)
Fig. VI-33. Flowchart of subroutine S15 (Link 2)
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30
Noting M = i, N = i + 1,
Yes Slope of Lth side and K = i + 2, compute
relotive to Yois within l(p, + p,)A,tolerance ER2? +2
4(r i + ri+2)A, and
No (si + si+2)A into 022,
Q23, and Q33,
22 respectively21 Any
Set Q22 = Q23= 0 and of ends No
Q33 = YYY of Lth side
on Y-axis
24Yes Noting L = i and M = i +1,
No compute 18 piA, 4 riA, andMM = 07 11 siA into Q22, Q23, and
Q33, respectively
Yes
Set MM indicator to 1 [ Increase Q(2,2), Q(2 3),
and Q(3,3) by Q22/(9*A2),
23* Q23/(2*A ), and Q33/(.5*A2), respectively
Firtri d set lAX
end on Y-axis. e
? 1
Loop on L No
satisfied?
26
Second end is on Y-axis Yes
Set on N the sequence
number of node
following second end [ 1*






Fit end ionn Y-axiY. Seis"
*292-
Fig. VI-33 (contd)
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Modify IQ] properly by
using CAX vector for
the case of "2 nodes on Using second column of [Q],
Y-axis" (no CONS volue, and GI, G2,
modification if this is obtain load vector due to
not the case) acceleration
6'
By calling subroutine ADM,
add F1 multiple of [Q on Yes
element stiffness matrix S, JPRS = 0?
starting at location (1,1)
7No
By caloiling subroutine TRM,
generote(EN]T[E22] EQ]
(]T submatrix) into EN] I Yes ITTT ?
003 No
By calling subroutine ADM,
add Fl multiple of [EN] 71
and [EN] T on element
stiffness matrix S, starting Yes
at locations (4,1) and (1,4) NAV>2?
No
By coiling subroutine TRM,
generate [EM]T [E22] [EQ]
(second term of S) into [EM] Considering the CFE value,
compute and incremen t
load vector by pressure
I loading
Add transpose of [EM] to
itself ([]S) submotrix)
Set IPBG = -1 to skip
acceleration- and pressure-
By means of subroutine ADM, loading computation in
add F1 multiple of [EM]on main program
element stiffness matrix 5,
starting at location (1, 1)
1 1 Restore material constonts
from Z21 into D021
Restore TE from TER, and





on first column of Q, and
using them with [EQ]
( X]T matrix), generate
three quantities on second
column of [Q]
Fig. VI-33 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE S17
Compute length and abscissa By calling subroutine ADM,
of midpoint of segment add Fl multiple of 2x2 [Q]
into BOY and XAV submatrix on element
stiffness matrix 5, starting
at location (I, 1)
*41
No




By calling subroutine ADM,
No add F1 multiples of 2x2
XAV > 0? [Q] and [Q]T matrices on
element stiffness matrix S,
starting at locations (1,3)
Yes and (3, 1)
42
Compute direction cosines *24
of 1-2 direction into AL
and BE and set Yes Cylndrical
GA = BOY XAV ?
No
25
Set first row of Q as
[-AL AL -BE BE]
Y-axis
4 N23
Set FI = TE/GA (21s2) Define F( 2dropped in all eletent Define F1 = TED33(2, 2) 33(2,2)/(2
matrices) Set Al-a, Bl=b, and Cl=c,
where a, b, and c areas
defined in the derivation 23*
By calling subroutine TRM, Set [Q]
generate [-AL AL -BE BE]T 1/3 1/626 No
x[D33(1,1)][-AL AL -BE BE] 1/6 1/3 Define [Q] = X(2) = 0?
on [EQ] I C -B BI
BI 
- Cl271
By calling subroutine ADM,
add Fl multiple of 4x4 FI = -F
[EQ] matrix on element Define F1 = TE*D33(2,2)
stiffness matrix S, starting
at location (1, 1)
42"***




Fig. VI-34. Flowchart of subroutine S17 (Link 2)
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30
By calling subroutine ADM,
add Fl multiple of 2x2
[Q] matrix on element
stiffness matrix, starting
at location (1, 1)
30'






into Al, BE, FI, and F2
Using AL, BE, F1, F2,
generate load vector Error. Set IERR = I
due to pressure and
acceleration loading on P
Return
Fig. VI-34 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE S18
Call subroutine 517 to [ -[ 4 1
generate ports of stiffness Set [Q] = Set [] =(Y)/4
and load matrices related [ 1
with membrane action
10* By caloiling subroutine ADM,
add FImultiple of 2x2 [Q] Define Fi = FI*E22(1,1)
Define F2 = TE
3/12 matrix on element stiffness
matrix, starting at
location (5, 5)
*26 By calling subroutine ADM,
30 add F1 multiple of [Q] as
part of transverse shear
Yes Cyl[indrical Set stiffness matrix on element
segment 0stiffness S, starting at
location (5,5)
26 Define F = 45
F2 D33(1,2)'XD(1)/BOY [et [Q]
Yes Any of the ends No OY)2 YD()/2
?/ 035
By calling subroutine ADM,
Set = add F multiple of 2x2 [] 45
F2*D33(2, 2)XD((2BOY)rix on element stiffness By coiling subroutine ADM,
matrix, starting at location odd F multiples of [ and(5,5) [Q]T as part of transverse
shear stiffness matrix an 5,
27* starting atlocations (1,5)
35 and (5,1)
X(2) = 0 No tDefine Fl 3? TE*XAV/(BOY) z
Yes Define [0] =
35* (BOY)2*XD(1)/2 1 1
Define F1 = [YD(l) -YD(I)
I = -F F2*D33(2, 2)*(XD()/BOY)2 
-XD(l ) XD(1)
By calling subroutine ADM,
35* add FI multiples of Q] and
[Q T as part of transverse
By calling subroutine TRM, shear stiffness matrix on S,
1)21generate starting at locations
By calling subroutine ADM, (first row of [EM])TE22 (1,1) (3,5) and (5,3)
add FIl multiple of 2x2 [Q] x(first row of [EM]) on [0Q]
matrix (defined by S17) on
element stiffness matrix,r 
starting at location (5,5) 3.11 11 1 Complete thermal
By calling subroutine ADM, distortions vector UV by
add FI multiple of [Q] as thermal rotations of
part of transverse shear free-free element
5 stiffness matrix on element
Set Fl = stiffness S, starting at
F2*D33(1, 1)*XAV/BOY location (1, 1)
Return
F:I. V!-3 . Flowchart of subrouine 'Ia Lnk 2)





Call subroutine S01 to 8generate element matrices 10 I Call subroutine S C9t
generate element matrices
= 3Call subroutine S9 to








Call subroutine Sll to
generate element matrics
= 13
Call subroutine 503 to
generate element matrices = 14
=4
Call subroutine 513 to
generate element matrices
all subroutine 504 to
ggenerate element matrices = 15
5 = 16
Call subroutine S15 to
5 lgenerate element matrices
Call subroutine 505 to
generate element matrices = 17
er7 I




Call subroutine S07 to
ggenerate element matricet
Call subroutine S18 to
generate element matrices
Return
Fig. VI-36. Flowchart of subroutine STFS (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE STRA
*13
Prepare to express columns of
S in overall coordinates by No is IAB>IBE?





Loop on columns (I) of S S(J 1)
S7
Compute pointer (relative to
S(1, 1)) of Ith column of No Loop on J
into J **13 satisfied
Yes
By calling subroutine TRAN, 6





No Loop on I 6
stisfied Prepare to express columns
of S in overall coordinates
Yes by setting J = IDS
5*
Prepare to transpose matrix S
by setting IABB = -IDS and
IEBB = -IDS
Loop on columns (1) of S
Loop on rows (1) of matrix S Compute pointer (relative to
5(1,1)) of Ith column of
S into J
Compute pointers of elements
in first row of S into IAB By coiling subroutine TRAN,
and 18E express Ith column of S
in overall coordinates
8
Loop on columns (J) of No Loop on I
matrix S 7 satisfied
Yes
Compute element count of 8.
S(,J) into IAB, and element
count of S(J,1) into IBE Return
Fig. VI-37. Flowchart of subroutine STRA (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE TOPO
10 1408
Set zero to type numbers
of descriptive Node labels Yes
information of Mth acceptable
element and N(I) block
No
l1450
Find and onalyze first Print error message
descriptive word of Mth
element for type numbers
1600
Find and analyze second
descriptive word of Mth
element for type numbers
Find and analyze third
No third word descriptive word (if there
is any) of Mth element for
type numbers
Find and analyze fourth
No fourth word descriptive word (if there
is any) of Mth element for
type numbers
Find and analyze fifth
No fifth word descriptive word (if there
is any) of Mth element for
type numbers
Find and analyze sixth
No sixth word descriptive word (if there
is any) of Mth element
for type numbers
0
Obtain and store in N(I)
block node labels of Mth
element
Fig. VI-38. Flowchart of subroutine TOPO (Link 2)
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SUBROUTINE TRIM
Generate EM matrix (M
SUBROUTINE TRAN (A, IFS) in reference)
10 /100*
Initialize subvector number
IGEMP = GEM + 1; pointerNo Loop on K Generate EN matrix (N
relative to DUM(I, 1); 40 satisfied in reference)
auxiliary pointer relative to n
A(1, 1),LK = IFS-4*IMS
Yes
-200 Generate EQ matrix (L
2 0 in reference)
Loop on subvector count L 30* No Loosatisfied
(1 = 1 means displacements
subvector; L = 2 means 430*
rotations subvectr) Yes
200 Return200





Loop on columns (J) of DIR
(J = first, J = 2 20 No Loop onL




Prepare to copy DUM vector SUBROUTINE TRM (A, B, C, M, NI)Loop on vertices (I) onto proper place in A
of element
40 00.,o _Set N = NI
Compute count of corre-
sponding element into Loop on elements (I) of
UI and clear DUM (UI). DUM vector
Compute painter of *2
element in A into LKI
Find location in vector A
corresponding to
Loop on rows (K of DIR DUM 1) in 11 2
(K = I first, K = 2
second, K = 3 third CoChangepy MN matrix
Copy DUM(I) onto A(II)
Compute count of element 8
No Loop on I matrix
satisfied
Add contribution of A(LKI) 4*
on DUM(LJ) Yes Compute into [C] the product
of [D][B] (which is equal to400*] CT[ C]if N>0, or
Return [B [A][C] if N < 0) as an
NxN matrix
Fig. VI-39. Flowchart of subroutine TRAN (Link 2)
Return
Fig. VI-41. Flowchart of subroutine TRM (Link 2)
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MAIN PROGRAM OF LINK 3
*320
Start measuring time by Copy deflection information No INP >
calling subroutine TICK from BB intoCOMMON ?
starting from (IDEF + 1) st
word on COMMON
310 320
Call subroutine VELAS to 12011
obtain solution of Set IERR = 3, 2, or 1,
reduced set of equations depending upon types of No INX > 3 ITAS > 0 No
by Cholesky scheme elements used: for types 2,
17, and 18, IERR = 3; for
types 3, 7, and 8, Yes Yes
IERR = 2; IERR = 1 for
20 remaining types of elements 340 315
Measure solution time Call subroutine RESI to om-
calling subroutine TICKpute residual forces on nodesSNo ITAS 0 (excluding thermal forces)
Rearrange deflections into
BB block as "IDEG
C 2t consecutive words, " Yes *306
Convert solution time into .2 zero words and 3
seconds unit consecutive words" or "2 350
consecutive words, 3 zero Call subroutine RESI to com- ubrouti RESI Yes
word" for eoch node, pute residual forces on nodes 7
*234 depending upon (excluding thermal forces)
IERR = 1, 2, or 3 No
dSolution u
302 No n 350* 306
successful Call subroutine RESW to print
A0 Any out residual forces computed Write error message
Call subroutine PUNC for Yes error in subroutine by subroutine RESI
Yes possible different mode of RESI
No 306 No
No INP > 1 01111
Print out deflections as




Print out solution vector 355
Call subroutine ELST to
obtain and write on tape
ITAS the element set infor-
maotion (labels of elements
2341meeting at a node)
Clear on area of 6*IN words
in COMMON for temporary
storage of deflections in BB
Measure time spent in Link 3
202 by calling subroutine TICK,
Using deflection constraints *234 
and print it in second units
and solution of reduced
system, generate complete
deflection information on *3421
BB 302
Print out error message by I  INX > 3 Yes





Call Link I Call Link 4
Fig. VI-42. Flowchart of main program of Link 3 (deflection link)
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SUBROUTINE ELST
Compute pointer for element Compute pointer of word
set information in that contains label of first
COMMON into ISN; set vertex into KK, using KJ
number of words for this
purpose, assigned to each
node, into IELM; set
IELN = IELM - 1
6'
Loop on vertices (J) -f Ith
element
Compute first and last word
counts of element set
information in COMMON
and clear this area; set I
IONE = INCT = 0 Find address KK of word
that contains label NN
of Jth vertex of the Ith
element. Obtain label
8* I I NN
Loop on elements (I) j
Compute address of first
word of nodal set
information of NNth
node into ISNI, and its




Using IELT, see if element
is one-dimensional; if No
not, set in KN the IE < IELN
number of vertices, and
in KJ the count of the I
word, in element Yes
descriptive information,
which contains label of 12
Update element count of Print message that there are
NNth node by IE, and too many elements at this
store label of this element node for allocated space
a6 s (IE+l)st word of in COMMON and set
he element is one-dimen- element set information of indicator INCT to 1
sional; increment one-dimen- NNth node
sional element count by 1:
IONE = IONE + I
7




Fig. VI-43. Flowchart of subroutine ELST (Link 3)
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INCT 0 No _
Yes
20 r, 91ieiTA s. .ond print k
Loop on nodes (I) e rAS o nd print
Ferro, "'sg20'
Find first word address into
ISNI and its contents into
IE of element set
information of Ith mode
*24
Yes IE > 0 No
21K ?V 23
Write on tape ITAS the node
Copy labels of IE elements label I, and tw nonpo itive




Write on tape ITAS the node
label (I), number of ele-
ments (IE), and labels of
these elements (IMNT)
& Bckspac tpe ITAS IN
records to position it
for element set
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Y es
21*
Baclspace tape ITAS IN
records to position it
for element set
information of first node
Return
Fig. VI-43 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE RESI
60ll
Clear IND words in beginning Compute contribution ofof stiffness nmatrix area for S(KK) to element nodal
residual forces forces (excluding thermal
loads) of element in P
vector, and update P
70
.. 11




Read JJth record from tape 11 *ITAS for elemental Compute address ISTI in
t m a tr ic e s I o ainfoation and i  overall residual force
vector of word
corresponding to P(I)




Single element cse. Set Multiple element case.




No lement label on
100 tape correspond
with JJ
Yes ITTT < ITTM
9 No




element stiffness matrix 
Y70 20
No Loop on
JJ satisfied Error. Set ITAS = 09 ?
Loop on columns of free-
free element Ytiffnes es
matrix (K)
31
Compute count of element Return




Fig. VI-44. Flowchart of subroutine RESI (Link 3)
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SUBROUTINE RESW
Print out heading for /72
residual forces Print out residual forces of
Ith node
Clear on area of six words 76
for residual force




Loop on nodes (I) 75*
Return
71"'
Compute pointer of first
word of residual forces of
Ith node into ISTI
-2.
Loop on degrees of freedom
(J). Compute address of
Jth residual force
component into ISTJ.
Set L = J
.2













Copy Jth component of







Fig. VI-45. Flowchart of subroutine RESW (Link 3)
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SUBROUTINE VELAS
(NN, IERR, IST, IDEF)
01 1312 *162
Copy pointer of diagonal Compute address of first
element count into IU, word following matrix A
and set IJ = IST + 1 into MAX (N words KB < I No
and Z = 1. E-16 following A are for
element counts in each
column of A) Yes
*101
NN >O 0 No 701 1162
? Clear N words following
matrix A. Prepare to Loop on rows (K) of A from
Yes obtain rest of U on A KB 
to IEl
1000 101
Set N = NN (number of Error. Set lER -1 71
unknowns), Ni = N + 1 Error. Set IERR -1 Compute address of A(K, J)Loop on remaining rows into JK, and address of
(I) of matrix A A(K, I) into IK
Find smallest diagonal 106 3
element in magnitude 70*
and store in E Compute column number of Obtain contributions of
last element of Ith row A(K, J) bnd A(K, ) to
into JMX, address of A(I, J) by A(,AK J) =
A(I, 1) into ID, and set- A(K, I)
Using E, recompute 11 = ID - I
allowable minimum for
diagonal elements in Z 131
*6 Loop on K No
10 satisfied
first IW< I Yes





10 0 (J-1) -, 0, + +10 Increase element counts of
columns from I to IW
N = 1 Yes (IW = "JMX of previous
I1row") 12
Ith
No diagonal element No Compute U(1, J) by
15 large enough A(I, J)/A(I, I) on A(I, J)
1072 1074
Obtain U(1, 1) on A(1, 1) Obtain solution on right- Update IW as JMX for next  Yes
by A(IST+1) = A hand side as A(IDEF+1) = time, and set IEl = I -1
A(IDEF+I)/A(IST+I) 122
Compute U(I, 1) byfAA(J)
S1072 on A(, I)
105 15
Compute number of elements Loop on columns (J) from I
in first row into 1W to JMX to obtain ele
ments of U in Ith row
112 15*
01313
1 o5  Loop on J No
IW > 1 No Compute address of A(], J) satisfied
of first element in Jth
Ye column into KB Yes7
11 701
1313
Compute remaining offirst Loop on I No1162
row of U on corresponding satisfiedlocations of first row of A
Fig. VI-46. Flowchart of subroutine VELAS (Link 3)
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l'k 21*k*}
Set IM as address of Compute addresses of X(L) and
last diagonal element U(L,L) into J and ID; set
ID1 = ID - 1, I = J - 1,
and JMX = number of ele-
ments in Lth raow of U"
Start forward sweep by com-
putingY(1)onB(1). Prepare 
*321to obtain rest of vector Y
No Loop on I
satisfied No JMX > 1
YYes
Loop on rows (1) of U Yes
from 2 to N 21
Start backward sweep by 321
first computing X(N) 3
11009t on Y(N). Prepare to Loop on column (K) of U
omputeddresesof(I)and obtain rest of vector X from L+1 to L+JMX
U(I, I) into L nd ID, set
IEl = I - I and KB = "row
number of first element in
Ith column"
Loop on rows (L) of U from Y(L+K-1) and U(L, L+K-1)
*3 21 N - I to I 
into M and IK
KB < I No r1 1
21aObtain contributions of
U(L, L+K-1) and Y(L+K-1)
to X(L) by B(L) = B(L) -
U(L, L+K-1)*Y (L+K-1)
3521
Loop on rows (K) of U from 32
Loop on K No
satisfied
Compute addresses of Yes
U(K, ) and Y(K) into
IK and JK
*22 Compute X(L) by
Obtain contributions of B(L)/U(L, L) on B(L)
U(K, 1) and Y(K) to Y(l)
by 8(1) = B() - U(K, )* B(K)
No Loop on L
Loop on K No
satisfied
?Yes
105 Error. Set IERR = IJ-IST to
show adress of related
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MAIN PROGRAM OF LINK 4
;..;00
Start measuring time by Call subroutineFINDQtocopy
calling subroutine TICK deflection components of
ICNth node into QN vector
'**1000 
**1003,
Save print indicator INP Read record from tape ITAS
Into INPTI for label of current node
(K), number of elements
meeting at this node (LM)
and their labels (first
*1000 column of NEL matrix)




YesNo scratch tape is
assigned. Print error IT > IONE No 20 4




Y LM > 0 Error in tape operations.
2 ?Print message1002 /2
Print out heading for stresses e
in two- or three-dimen-
sional continuum 3I4051No non-one-dimensional subroutine GENE to gn-1002
element at node ICN. erate NEL and MAC tables and
Print message ICLAS vectorand IMEL intege
Y there
Yes overlapping51
in COMMON 400Set indicators of boundary to
non-boundary: INBON= 0
and AST = BLANK
t2 21 Call subroutine BOFI to see if
ScratchmreaFF overlapswith node ICN is an boundary.
residual force ar". Print Loop on nodes (ICN) ofwhole structure If so, set INBON = 1,
masage AST = 1H*, ARE = average
boundary surface area of
4 node ICN and vector BIR
Restore INP from INPTand
subroutine CAS4 for possible
change in INP forlCNthod35
Loop on different material
types (IM) at node ICN,
r 0 from 1 to IMEL
Clear COMMON from 202
to 300, and scratch area FF
Compute material type number
IMET of IMth material group
20\and determine number of
Call subroutine FINDX to Iclasses ICLA in IMth mater-
copy X, Y, Z coordinates of ial group
ICNth node into XN vector
20**
Loop on different classes IC
of IMth material group at
node ICNQ
8
Fig. VI-47. Flowchart of main program of Link 4 (stress link)
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X".*521
Determine class number ICLA
of lCth c la ss group of IMth Yes INBON = 0
material group at node ICN?
N INo
Call subroutine INLZ to 521
initialize vectors BAS and
NES, matrices DIN and W, Call subroutine ABEQ to gen-
and constants ICON, erate equations for stress
ANGLE, IROT, BST, boundary conditions in A,
IERR, TE, DT, DG and prescribed stresses inSR
520
Yes ICAS 5
Determine column number IE
of last element in ICth class
group of IMth material group
No at node ICN
7
Shell type. Set IROT= 1
and BST = 2H**
Loop on columns (IL) of MAC
matrix (for IM, IC pre-
70 'scribed) from 2 to IE
Call subroutine DINA to
generate DIN matrix, BAS
vector, and constant angle *5202
Yes INP < 2
6
No
Yes INBON = 0
? 5202
Print heading for strain
No deflection equations
along nodal lines
Call subroutine MDIN to
rotate local axes at node
ICN so that KSI axis is in
ZTA-BIR plane Obtain element label
Z lIELT of (IL-)st element
of ICth class group of
IMth material group at
node ICN
Call subroutine META to
and the material is not tions inA for those nodal lines
isotropic of element IELT that pass
sotrop through node ICN
072
579
Clear area A in FF for
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81 580 360
Yes IROT = 0 Loop on IC NoY Rsatisfied
No Yes
+ 81 599 350
Print out direction cosines of
local axes KSI, ETA, and Loop on No
ZTA, and deflections of IM satisfied
node ICN in local ?
coordinates
400 21
By calling subroutine LEST, Loop on ICN No
solve for unknown strains satisfied
at node ICN for ICth
class group of IMth material
group by least squares Yes
400*
*522
lONE > 0 No
No IERR = ?
YeYes
52_523\ 2000
Strain deflection equations Cal subroutine STRS t - Call subroutine DIMI to
in A cannot be solved.pute stresses at node ICN compute and print stress
Print message for ICth class group of IMth resultants at ends of one-
material group in SR vector dimensional elements
523 2000*
Print out stresses in SR vector
by indicating node, mate- 1003 No IERR = 0
rial, class coordinate system,?
and boundary relation
Yes
Yes INP < 2 Call subroutine TICK to
measure elapsed time in
Link 4. Print elapsed time
No
5232
Skip two lines in outputto Call Link I
separate stress computc-
tion of next group
Fig. VI_47 (.^..
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SUBROUTINE ABEQ
Copy residual vector of node Loop on stress boundary Loop on number of right-
ICN into RES from COMMON condition equations (I) hand side(s) (J)
residual force area
Initialize IEQ, IREB, IREN, Obtain column number of Obtain column number of
CT, CR, CL constants and right-hand side in II, Jth right-hand side in KCT, CR, CL constants and related component
S t irelated coponentvector N such that thei number of SIR in K, andfinal values are obtainedrearcounumr
related column numberwith lesot modification of materia  atria in LL
S-or
Initialize REK and NEK ?
matrices for general case Obtain ith right-hand side
Fia N No ICAS = 2Yes verte on No
Y-auis Yes J 1
30 31 YoNo
Set XX = 1. Set XX = XN(1)
192 41
Obtain coefficients of
unknown strains in Ith
equation and set weight
of this equation as 100
Set equation count
ICON as zero 45
19  Take from each of IEQ19 equations proper right-
hand side, modify it
No Loop on I suitably, and store
Modify initialized quantities satisfied successively in SR vector
in blocks 9* and 9**above,
according to class type s
Yes
19* 26
No Loop on J
Loop on number of right- No J 2sfed




Modify IREB, IREN, CR,
and ICON for second Y INP 2
Set zero into six elements right-hand side ?
of vector RED
No
15- 15 20 25
Copy proper components of Print out equations for
residue vector RES of No Loop n stress boundary conditions,
node ICN into RED vector satisfied their weights, and
SYe prescribed stresses
Express the first three
components of 20*
residue vector RED 100
in local coordinate Set prescribed stress
system in vector SIR count in L to zeroReturn
Fig. VI-48. Flowchart of subroutine ABEQ (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE BEST (CIR, JBAN, MZ)
-*10 *.14
Set equation count L to zero Are




Loop on neighboring nodes By premultiplying matrix in) fr to A by transpose of its first
three columns, obtain in B
a 3x3 matrix, and in CIR
a 3xl vector for the equa-
tions determining the nor-
Obtain label of Ist neighbor- mal direction of best-fit
ing node in K, and its over- plane
all coordinates in XF vector jane
Call subroutine INV to solve
Set L = L + 1 equations in B and CIR.Subroutine INV puts solution
in CIR and determinant of B
in DET
Obtoin condition (in a *45
coordinate system parallel
to overall and originating at
XN(l)-1.15, XN(2)-1.16, DI ET = 0 No
XN(3)-1.17) that Ith neigh- ?
boring node is on the plane,
as the Lth equation Yes
10
45
No Loop on I Assuming that L > 1, gener-
satisfied ate CIR vector as cross
product of vectors that
join node ICN to first and
Yes second neighboring nodes
10*
Set DET = 0 50
By calling subroutine UNIT
with Q > 0, generate a






Print out overall coordinates
of node ICN, and direction
cosines of best-fit plane
55
Fig. VI-49. Flowchart of subroutine BEST (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE BOFI
Set 156 (number of elements Vertices of element are simply Solid-element case where Loop on elements of NSET
of classes 5 and 6) and 14 sequential. Find sequence vertices are sequenced vector (I) by 3's (I is also(number of elements of numbers of vertices neigh- with a more complicated count of subvectors of
class 4) zero for node ICN. boring Jth vertex into JPI, rule. Find sequence MSET vector)
Also set IC = 4, IMS = 2 JMI, and JSI numbers of vertices
neighboring Jth vertex
into JPI, JMI, and JSI
Compute 156 and 14 values
of node ICN by examining Loop on elements of subvec-
LM elements meeting at tors of MSET vector (L) from
this node 1 to 6 (a subvector has 6
elements)
Loop on neighboring
vertices (K) of Jth vertex
Compute number of elements
at node ICN that are not Compute count of element of
of classes 4, 5, and 6 intoK, andset =
IRES Noting that JPI, JMl, and L/2
JS1 aore NU(1), NU(2) and
NU(3), obtain sequence
number of Kth neighbor of 6032
Ith vertex of the Ith
Set ILIM I, 2, or 3 if all LM element in KK
elements are of classes 5 or
6, of classes 1, 2, 3, or ?
7, or of class 4, respec- 3
tively. Otherwise branch No
to block 90 Augment NB by 1 and copy
label of KKth vertex of Ith
element into NSET vector
as NBth entry
t8 Set J = 0
Set NB = 0
300
No Loop on K 6031
satisfied
Compute count of element of
Loop on elements (I) meet- NSET matrix into IJ
ing at node ICN, from 1 Yes
to LM
18* 604
Copy lJth element of NSET
into Kth element of MSET.
Obtain number of vertices No Loop on I (Thus Ith subvector of MSET
of Ith element of node satisfied consists of first, second,
ICN into IMS ? second, third, third, first,
neighboring vertices of ver-
Yes tex ICN in Ith element of
19* elements of node ICN)
Find sequence number of
node ICN in vertices of Ith
element in J. (If node ICN 19 ILIM < 3 Yes 602n* 604




Yes IMS<8 No case. By setting K = 0, 6020 603
? prepare to copy NSET
vector into MSET vector
by expandin g No27 26 Loop on I satisfied?
Yes
603*
Fig. VI-50. Flowchart of subroutine BOFI (Link 4)
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By setting KB as length of
MSET vector and MB = 0,
prepare to find out if node Loop on elements (J) of NBAN
is on boundary, and if so, from I to MMB
its neighbors on boundary




Set 12 = I + 2 No Loop on J
satisfied
'6051 Yes
605 Yes 12= KB054*
Node MSET(I) is not in
NBAN list. Augment MB
No by 1 and copy MSET(I) asMBth element of NBAN
6051
605 No MSET(l) > 06
Loop on elements (J) of
Yes NBAN from I to MMB
6052
Set IJ = 0. Compare pair of 6055
MSET(I) and MSET(I+1)with
following pairs in MSET vec-
tor. Anytimeapairisiden- NaAN(J) Yes
ticol (order is not important) MSET(1+1)
with MSET(I) and MSET(I+1) ?
pair, nullify those elementsof
MSET and augment IJ by 1. No
Continue until following




>1 U >1, =i 
or? <1 605 6056*
<1 Node MSET(I+1) is not inNBAN list. Augment MB
by I and copy MSET(I+1) as
6053 MBth element of NBAN
Node ICN is on boundary.
Nodes MSET(I) and
MSET(I+I) are its neigh-
bors on boundary. Set
MMB = MB and check if 603** 605
these nodes are already
in NBAN liston Yes
I satisfied 6057
Fig. Vi-50 (conid)
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Loop on elements (J) of MSET
from I to NB
*37
Line or surfoce mesh cose.
Copy NSET vector into NODE = MSE(J) No
MSET and set MB = 0
Yes
40" 37
Loop on elements () of Set MSET(J) = 0 nd
MSET from I to NB augment KLIM by 1
*42
38





Set NODE = MSET(I), 38*
KLIM = 0











Ye IGEM= i No
43 /44
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6057
MB > 0 No 90
Yes
45




MB> 3 Yes Line mesh case. Set MB = 2 No
I? NBAN(1) = NBAN(2)= 0 ?
No Ye
461* 448
44 < t B<, 1,or>I 1 90 44 No IGEM= 1
i 1, o Yes
90
Node is on boundary. Set
INBON = and 
AST =vector
47*
3 ILIM = 1, 2, or 3 = 2
Three-dimension mesh. By Two-dimensional mesh. By
calling subroutine INER' 48 calling subroutine INER,
generate in SIR a vector generate in SIR a vecto R
node ICN calling subroutine INER, heading towards structure.
and then subroutine UNIT Compute a unit vector in
with Q < 0, obtain in BIR direction fline joining
a unit vector heading away the two neighboring bound-
from structure, and in ARE ary nodes in BIR
By calling subroutine BEST, the length between the
obtain direction cosines of two vertices of the element
normal of a best-fit plane to on boundary Ir'
nodes listed in NBAN vector Compute in ARE half the
distance between the two
90 boundary nodes. Generate
on BIR the component of SIR
501 that is perpendicular to
initial BIR"
Fig. VI-50 (contd)
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/ necessary. Set Q = -1
(SIR) - (BIR +
*501 < ?\
+ (SIR) - (BIR)\ 0
, ++
Iis not possible to -'atermine
compouter normal vector. Setdsta
between neighboring bound-BON = 0 to ignore stress
boundaryary nodes and node ICNconditi ns
and assuml is hing this the radius, Call subroutine UNIT to
Scompute average boundary generate unit nornal vec-
structure. Set 0 = I





By calling ubrotinou ICN, AST, MBUNIT,
NBANvctorproduce desired unit normal NSET
vectorvector, ARE, and BIR vectoris hding tow
trueur.; s ign chcsns is
A- necessary. 
Set Q = -1
03Fig. VI-50 (contd)
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between neighboring bound-
ary node and node CN, 41XI9
and assuming this the radius Call subroutine UNIT to
compute average bound y generate unit normal ec





Print oult ICN, AST, MB,
NBAN vector, NB, NSET
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SUBROUTINE DIMI (K)
Call subroutine CODI to
Rewind tape ITAS obtain DIR matrix where <2 I
rows are direction
cosines of local axes 2
10>2
Set IERR = 0, ZGEM =2
IGEM, IDS = 2*IDEG Clear COMMON area from
200 to 235 20
N Planar beam case. Shift
N IELT =3 fYes third component in PV to
10-250' sixth column, and
Loop on elements (MM) of Obtain transpose of DIR
structure from 1 to IT matrix on DIR, for 440
transformations from Grid beam case. Shift
overall to local three components to third,
fourth, and fifth columns,
102 and nullify first and
second columus
Read MMth record from tape00
ITAS for M, ITTT, ITTM, Call subroutine STRA toNA, , D2, N, , express in S the stiffness
PT, and P matrix in local coordinates
Skip a line in output and
*105 1300* change sign of second row
Obtain in VDE deflections of of P (which corresponds to
end points of Mth element first end) to express forces
102 - ITTT-ITTM in overall coordinates in local coordinates at ends- 0,3,n in Overall oordinates Pb
By calling subroutine TRAN, Print out element label,
105 express VDE in local end-point labels, element
coordinates type, and end forces in
local coordinates at
102 0 NAV - 2 end points
/ 0 Obtain in DUM vector the
product of S matrix and l10o 1000
06 VDE vector as elastic
forces at ends
No Loop on MM
M =MM No satisfied
? 1100 ?
Yes By calling subroutine TRAN,
express fixed-end forces 1100
111 vector P in local
coordinates Tape error. Set IERR = 1,
Find element type IELT of K = M, IA(201) = MMMth element
Combine elastic-end forces
*110 with fixed-end forces to
obtain final end forces in 010
PV matrix in local




Obtain XD, YD, ZD, and X,
Y, Z vectors of Mth element
from COMMON
Fig. VI-51. Flowchart of subroutine DIMI (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE DINA
*4
Yes IPIR > 1 No
3
Call subroutine AGEL to Yes ICAS > 6




General shell case. Call
subroutine QUAD to obtain
DIN matrix and ANGLE by
fitting a quadratic surface
on node set
2
Shell of revolution case.
Call subroutine REVO to
generate DIN matrix from
a fourth-order polynomial






Print out DIN matrix
(columns of which are
direction cosines of local
axes) and ANGLE
Return
Fig. VI-52. Flowchart of subroutine DINA (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE EPAN
8 24*
Rearrange NB elements of
NSET vector (labels of No Order of MELE
nodal set) in increasi 20 vector positive
order
Yes
Set KK = ICN, MIN = 0
MIN = 0 Yes
No
Loop on elements (I) of 252 251NSET vector from I to NB
Loop on elements (J) of
MELE from I to NN Copy MELE vector into NELE
Set K = NSET() - KK
Loop on elements () of
9 NELE from to NNN Set NNN = NN, MIN =
0 K < 0, = 0, > 0 255
< 0 NELE(L) = MELE(J Yes
191
No
Set K = -K
255
22No Loop on L
saotisfied




This is a new element. Aug-
ment NNN by I and copy
MELE(J) into NELE(NNN)
21
Forwrd tape ITAS K
records
254
No Loop on J
satisfied
Read record for element set es
MELE of KKth node (Ilh






Fig. VI-53. Flowchart of subroutine EPAN (Link 4)
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200 350
Start to reposition tape Loop on vertices (J) of Ith
ITAS by setting element of NELE from I
K = ICN - KK to IMS
20-35
Store label of Jth vertex
of Ith element of NELE
K 0, 0, > into K
037
291
Loop on entries (L) of NSET
Set K = -K 7from 1 to NB
*37









K is a new node. Augment
N8 by 1, and copy K into
Loop on elements (I) of NSET(NB)
NELE from I to NNN
3036
Set in NN the element type Loop on J No
and in K the material type satisfied
of Ith element in NELE
SYes
f K = IMET, and NN is 11, 30
S12, 13, or 14, find number
S of vertices in IMS; otherwise Loop on I No
branch to 3 satisfied
Yes
Set pointer of node labels of 3*vertices of Ith el ment of
NELE into A I Return
Fig. VI-53 (contd)




deflections of node K
into IDEFI
Yes INP 2Loop on elements (I) meeting
at node ICN, from 1 to
LM
Loop on degrees of freedom No
(I) of node K from 1 to IDEG
003 71
Compute element label M 1
of Ith element in the Print NEL matrix
0010 element set listed in
Find COMMON count of Ith first column of NEL
component of deflection matrix
vector of node K
("3
010 Obtain type numbers of Set IMEL = 1 and LMT = 0,
Copy Ith component of descriptive information and store in vectors NELC
deflection vector of node and node labels of Mth and NELM the class and
K into Q(I) element by calling sub- material type numbers of
matrix
10
Loop on I No Obtain number of vertices of 10
satiified Mt O el ement in EMS
SlLoop on elements (I)meeting a
node ICN to generate asso-
Yes ciated entries in MAC matrix
10*
Find class of Mth element *211
aReturn nd store into IC
Fig. VI-54. Flowchart of subroutine 6
Copy IELT, IMET, IC, IMS,
FINDQ (Link 4) ITIC, JSDZ, JPRS, ITEMinto Ith row of NEL
matrix, starting from 21
second column Increase material group
counter LMT by 1
SUBROUTINE FINDX(K, Q) 7
Copy node labels into Ith
row starting from tenth 211
column in NEL matrix
Compute COMMON counts Yes LMT>4 No
of X, Y, Z coordinates ?
of Kth node into IXXI,
IYYI, IZZI Set IMS, JSDZ, ITIC, and 213\212
IC to zeroIC to zero Set LMT = LMT - 1 and printNELM(I) 
and
messagethat thereare more Set IMET= ELM(I) and
than fourmaterialgroups at LCL = 0
Copy X and Y coordinates of 1 nde CN
node K into Q(1) and 0(2),
respectively No Loop on I
satisfied




Fig. Vl-55. Flowchart of subroutine e n
FINDX (Link 4)
Fig. VI-56. Flowchart of subroutine GENE (Link 4)
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220 23




Increase class group 22 212*
counter LCL by 1
Loop on J No
satisfied
2210
Yes LCL > 4 No
7 122*
2 23 222 Set ICLAS(LMT)= LCL
Set LCL = LCL-1 and print Set ICLA = NELC(J), L =
message that there are and MAC (LMT, LCL, 1)=0
more than four class groups
in LMTth material group
of node ICN 21 210*




Loop on elements (K) meeting
at node ICN from J to LM 21
Set IMEL = LMT





type ICLA 8 3
eeeLoop on elements (1) of
Yes ICLAS vector from 1 to
3 LMT
Set NELC(K) = NELM(K) re82
= 0 and augment element I Print out MAC matrix sheet
count in LCLth class of related with Ith material
LMTth material group by 1 I group at node ICN
*234 83
Yes L > 20 No No Loop 
on I
234 233 Yes
Set L = L - I and print mesge Set MAC(LMT, LCL, L) = K
that there are more than 19 and ugment
elements in LCLth class MAC (LMI, LCL, 1) by I 90
-Return
Fig. VI-56 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE INER(CIR)
Make the three components
of CIR vector zero
Loop on nodes (I) listed in
NSET vector from I to NB SUBROUTINE INLZ
Find label of Ith node in Set indicators IROT = 0 ondNSET vector and store BST = blank to imply that
it into K local axes ore parallel to
overall axes
Obtain coordinates of node
K in vector XF by calling
subroutine FINDX Set DIN and W matrices as
unit matrices of order 3 to
imply that local axes are
parallel to overall oaxes
Augment CIR vector by vector
indicoted by line segment
from node ICN to node K
Compute average TE. DT,
and DG for ICth class of
IMth material group at
node ICN




Compute ICOL, IRIG, and
1 IDR values for ICth class
of IMth material group at
Return node ICN
Fig. VI-57. Flowchart of subroutine INER (Link 4) 69
Set ANGLE = 0 and
ICON = IERR= 0
690
Set BAS vector as a unit
vector heading from first
vertex towards second
vertex of lowest labelled
element in ICth class of






Print out average TE, DT,
DG, and BAS vector
Return
Fig. VI-58. Flowchart of subroutine INLZ (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE INV (A, N, B, M, DETERM)
,-0 /8 '5 '_260
Set IROW = J, Record number of columns for
Set DETERM = 1. ICOLUM 
= K, which column interchange
AMAX = A(J, K) is to be performed by setting
INDEX(I, 1) = IROW and
5 INDEX(I, 2) = ICOLUM
Clear N elements i  60 100 j 310 j
I PIVAT vector Set PIVOT(I) = A(ICOLUM,
No Loop on K ICOLUM) and perform
satisfied pivotal condensation for
St determinant by DETERM =
Yes DETERM'PIVOT(I)
Set BB = I. E-30 for Yes
nonzero diagonal
element test 45 105 330
No Loop on J Divide ICOLUMth row by
satisfied diagonal element PIVOT(I)
Loop on rows (I) of Yes
coefficient matrix 355
A from to NThis
Yes an inversion
Noo
40 (AMAX > BB 9002 ob
Set AMAX = 0. Yes No
Yes
360
110 1Divide right-hand side(s) in
Indicate that column ICOLUM ICOLUMth row by diagonal
45 is interchanged by augment- element PIVOT(I)
Loop on rows (J) of ing IPVOT (ICOLUM) by 1
coefficient matrix




Yes element on Loop on rows (L) of coefi-
Jth row diagonal cient matrix A from 1 to N
Start interchanging row Yes Li = ICOLUM
t + to put pivot on diagonalS Yby setting DETERM =
Afrom I to N
+400
150
70 Set T = A(LI, ICOLUM) andInterchange ICOLU h then A(L , ICOLUM) = 0.
row with ROWh row
before 430
? 205
0No V FSubtract T multiple of
Yes This an ICOLUMth row from LLth80 inverr n job raw to eliminate ICOLUMth
invesiosjo unknown in LIth equation
No IAMAXlN
210
ooYes I nterchange ICOLUMt This




Fig. VI-59. Flowchart of subroutine INV (Link 4)
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60
Subtract T multiple of
Column eier
COLUMth from LIth
row in rightrownd ride(s)




















Find column numbers of
col umns to be inter-





with JCOLUMth column j
710 
r01
No Loop on I
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SUBROUTINE LEST
**n**8 *61 10
Set ICONN = ICON, Call subroutine INV to solve
IERR = 0, JMX = JMM + Yes J > JMM JMM equations with JMR
JMR right-hand sides given by B
and C matrices. Solution is
Iin C, and determnninant is in
No DET
*****'*8 61
Loop on rows (I) of B matrix Obtin sy etric eleent
from to JMM Obtain symmetric elementf  1 t   from B(J, I) = B(l, J) Rendjust C matrix such that
first column is for direct,
second is for rotational
strains. Change JMR
accordingly. Also include
8 * **** *6 in C known strains, and
Loop on columns (J) of B redefine JMM if necessary
matrix from I to JMX No Loop on J
sotisfied 20*
1 8Yes DET = 0 Yes





Loop on rows (K) of matrix Yes Yes INP<2 Error. Set IERR = 0
A from 1 to ICONN
6' No
8 Loop on rows (I) of B matrix
from 1 to JMM 206
Set KMX as weight of Kth Print out JMM, JMR, DET,
equation (from IWG vector) and components of bet-
fit strain tensor in C matrix
600
Loop on right-hand-side
-g columns J of B matrix 205
from 1 to JMRLoop on weight L from I to from to JMR
KMX Return
Compute column number
JC of Jth right-hand-side
Compute contribution of column in B matrix as
A(K, I)*A(K, J) to B(l, J) JC = J + JMM; then
for Lth time copy B(l, JC) into C(I, J)
8 *10








Fig. VI-60. Flowchart of subroutine LEST (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE MDIN
-31
Set indicators IROT = 1,




Yes ICAS 4r No
31 33
X Find overall coordinate axis . Rotate local axes KSI, ETA,
that makes largest angle and ZTA sh that KSI axiswith normal vector BIR becomes coincident with
Souter normal BIR vector
2122
By calling subroutine VECT,
set ETA local Exis as cross
product of BIR and unit
vector of Y-axis
By calling subroutine VECT,
set ETA local axis as cross
product of BIR and unit
vector of X-axis
By calling subroutine VECT,
set ETA local axis as cross
product of BIR and unit
vector of Z-axis
Obtain a unit vector in ETA,
using the vector in ETA.
Obtain ZTA as (BIR)x(ETA)
and KSI as (ETA)x(KSI)
so that KSI is coincident
with BIR
Return
Fig. VI-61. Flowchart of subroutine MDIN (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE META
Clear material matrix DD
Set thermal constants ALl,
AL2, and AL3 to zero
or 2
0
Copy thermal cnstants into Cointo Copy thermal constants
ALl, AL2, AL3, and E, G from COMMON into AL and AL2, and
upper material matrix into upper material matrix
DD from COMMON and compute Poisson's into DD from COMMON
ratio into PU
*209 '301




No ICAS = 3 DD(2,3) to be identical
or 4 with DD(1,2)
Yes
210
Set K = 3 and compute El
and E2 for general solid
case
Set K = 2 and compute El
and E2 for plane stress
case
220
Fig. VI-62. Flowchart of subroutine META (Link 4)
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S220 *71
Loop on rows (I) of DD




Loop on columns (J) of DD Call subroutine ROTA tomaterial matrix from I Call subroutine ROTA to
to K express motrial matrix
DD in local coordinates
*202
70
? Interchange third and
fourth rows of DD
Set DD(I, J) = El, Set DD(I, J) = E2 2
Interchange third and
fourth columns of DD.
The matrix is now
arranged in 1, 2, 12, 3,
13, 23 order
No Loop on J *91
satisfied
Yes INP < 2
201 No
No Loop on I 91
satisfied
p fPrint out matrial matrix
of material type IMET
Yes in local coordinates in
1, 2, 12, 3, 13, 23 order
201*
No K = 2
Yes Return
204
Set DD(6, 6) = G
Generate symmetric lower
part of material matrix DD
Fig. VI-62 (contd)
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SUBROUTINE QUAD
131 17
Set K = 0 and IE as column Loop on elements of MSET Coll subroutine BEST to
number of last element in vector (I) from 1 to K generate in ZTA the normal
ICth row of IMth sheet of vector of plane best fitted
MAC matrix to nodes listed in NSET
*131
matrix from 2 to IE I No
131 0171
*9\ I Set NODE = MSET(I),
Find sequence number (IELT) augment NB by 1, and copy No Q= 0
in NEL and number of NODE into NSET(NB) N
vertices (IMS) of finite
element associated with
Ith entry Yes
Make zero those elements of
MSET that are identical with 171
NODE = MSET(I) A best-fit plane was not




No Loop on ? SetQ 1.
10 Call subroutine EPAN toincrease order of node Yes (ZD) (ZTA) = 0No Loop onset vector NSE to at
I satisfied least 9 by consideringvertices of neighboring No
elements
s201
0* Ni- Set Q = 1.
Obtain first approximation 15
in ZD as (-2)x (1-3)
Compute a unit vector ivto
Set NB = 0 Print out NB ad labels of vector in (ZTA) x (XII)
nodes in node set (NSET) direction ad XII as a unit
St ae direction
Fig. VI-63. Flowchart of subroutine QUAD (Link 4)
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19 25' 24
Obtain augmented matrix in XII and ETA axes are on
Yes NBprultiplying A withby principal curvaturepranultiplying A wth directions. Set
transpose of its first eight ANGLEc = 0
columns for unknown
9No coefficients of best-fit
quadratic surface passingPrint out message that in through node ICN and
place of best-fit quadratic 20 thexpressed in localnd
surface, best-fit plane is
used (for normal direction) ICAT oorintes XII, ETATA
Compute angle between XII
28 and first principal
curvature direction0Yes Call subroutine INV to obtain
204 unknown coefficients of
quadratic in first column of
C and determinant of B in




Yes DET= 0 
*342
Loop on nodes (I) listed in
Direction cosines ofnormalare X()I > IX(2)
Set NODE = NSET(I) C(7,1) C(8,1), -1. Express
normal in overall coordinates 342
and store into ZTA vector.
Set CAT = ICATH Modify auxiliary quantities
*21 CES and SEN so that for
smaller curvature, direct-
ion will be first direction
Yes NODE = ICN 203
21 \ Compute unit vectors in
Calling subroutine FINDX, 205 X and Y for smaller and
obtain coordinates of NODE I larger principal curvature
in XF vector Set ANGLE = 0. directions, respectively
Express vector joining ICN 205*
to NODE in local coordinates ModiF diIrectNion cosineses
IPIR < 1 Yes such that XII axis is
? 100 coincident with smaller
curvature direction
Augment L by 1 and write on No
matrix D as Lth row the 1 /36*
condition that NODE is on 206
a quadratic passing through Compute difference of Compute ANGLE in degree
NODE ICN curvatures into FC, and 1% units
of sum of absolute values
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SUBROUTINE REVO
Loop on nodes (I) includedSet necessary constants for use in best-fit curve
Find number of elements of Compute label of Ith node
class IC and material IM, into K
meeting at node ICN, into
*100 Co-pute coordinates of
node K into RED vector
by means of subroutine
No IE> 1 Yes FINDX
100 200
Place first and second node Place three node labels of .16
labels of single element at first two elements into Loop on IPONN complement
node ICN into NSET(l) NSET array as second, of integer powers(J) of
and NSET(2), or NSET(5) third, and fourth entries polynomial serms
and NSET(4), depending polynomiol terms
upon whether node ICN is
first or second node
Compute power
corresponding to J into L
Searching fourth and fifth
word vectors of element *16
descriptions, complete Obtain Jth entry in Ith row
NSET vector to a vector of B matrix (coefficient
of order 5 to contain labelsmari of unnwn factors
of nodes for polynomial of fourth-degree
curve. The order of NSET polynomial equation)
is in NB and NB- 5.
NSET is always left
justified, and contains
labels of consecutive 16
nodes pertaining to
elements of class IC and No Loop on
material IM J satisfied
400* Yes
*15
Yes INP <2 Obtain right-hand side of




Print out NSET vector to
list labels of nodes to be No Loop on
used for polynomial curve I satisfied
Set IPONN = NB, Obtain crude direction of
IPP = IPONN - 1 first local xis XII as
vector joining node
IPONB to node IPONE in
vector RED
Fig. VI-64. Flowchart of subroutine REVO (Link 4)
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Set unit vector of second Obtain XII as
local axis ETA as reverse (ETA) x (ZTA)
of that of overall Z-axis
,1500 '20
Set Q = 1. Yes (RED) (XII) > 0
uNo
Obtain unknown coefficients 20
of polynomial by solving
the set in B and C. Set Q = -1., since normal in
Solution is stored in C ZTA is heading in wrong
and determinant of B is in direction
DET
*1 8 '25
Obtain unit normal in
Yes DET No ZTA heading to proper
Sdierction; then obtain
XII as unit vector in
(ETA)x(ZTA) direction
18 ; /17
[rint out message to show that
no polynomial fit is done,and Set ZTA(1) = 0
that crude normal direction
is used
Return
Obtain unitvetor in RED Loop n IPONN complement
opy EDainntveto Xn I, seof integer powers (1) from
ZTA as unit vector in
(XII)x(ETA) direction
Compute power
25 corresponding to I into




Kth power term into first
derivative of Y(X)
evaluated at node ICN





Set ZTA(2) = -1,
ZTA(3) = 0
Fig. VI-64 (contd)




Yes Material transformation matrix into
isotropic R by using matrix W
No 20
Obtain in T the matrix
product of (RT) (DD)
ICAS = 3 Yes
Obtain in DD the matrix
product of (T)(R), which is
material matrix in new axes
Yes '19
NNo I P2 Yes
Copy DIN matrix into W
12 matrix, which is direction No
cosine matrix of new
Yes ICAS = 5 material axes in old ones 19
Print out matrix R
No
121




Compute angle between first
material AXIS(BAS) and
first local axis (XII) into AI
41*
Angle




Obtain direction cosines of
material axes in overall
system as columns of V
matrix as ((ZTA) x (BAS))
(ZTA), (ZTA) x (BAS),
AND (ZTA)
Express V matrix in local
coordinates into W matrix,
which has some meaning
as in block 11
16
Fig. VI-65. Flowchart of subroutine ROTA (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE SAME
Print out stresses in overall
Set BCD blank in TEST coordinates with ICN,
AST, IMET, ICAS
110





No ICAS = 2 Yes
112. 113
Stresses are in RED vector in Bending moments are in last
order of 1, 2, 2,, 3, 3,, 23. three elements of RED
Generate stress tensor in vector in 1, 2, 12 order.
3xi3 DMM matrix Generate moment of stress
tesnor in 3x3 DMM
matrix
Obtain symmetric lower half
of stress tensor in DMM
Obtain in DMMM the matrix
product of (DMM) (DIN)
Obtain in DMM the matrix
product of (DIN)T (DMMM),
which is stress tensor in
overall coordinates
*700
operation of block 113) block 112)
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FUNCTION SCAL (CIR, DIR)
SUBROUTINE SETA
Obtain in SCAL the dot 19*
product of (CIR)(DIR) a"**13
Obtain number of vertices of Yes IROT = 0





SExpress CDIS, CROT, DDIS,
Fig. VI-67. Flowchart of function SCAL (Link 4) Loop on vertices (I) of ELth DROT and DCOR vectors inelement in NEL matrix local coordinate system
t- 13 24
Obtain label of Ilth vertex Amenteution co
and store into K Augment equation count
ICON by 1
*13
Yes Compute unit vector of nodol
12 Yes ICN = K line (ICN-K) into DCAR




Obtain coordinates of node a31
K into XF vector
Loop on columns (I) of
ICONth equation
Obtain deflection components
of node K into OF vector Compute 1 and 12 values
cassociated with Ith entry
of ICONth equation
Obtain in DCOR the vector
joining node ICN to node 3
K, in overall coordinates Compute Ith coefficient in
ICONth equation
Obtain in vector RED the 30
relative d flections f
node K with respect to
node ICN No Loop on I
satisfied
14 Yes
Obtain KS and KB values for 30*
current class type
Store in RED normal vector
in local coordinates
Using KS and KB values,
obtain displacements and
rotations of node ICN into a 45
CDIS and CROT vectors, Loop on right-hand sides (I)
and relative displacements of ICONth equation
and rotations of node Kinto
DDIS and DROT vectors
Obtain column number of
Ith right-hand side in
19 ICONth row into ICL
Fig. VI-68. Flowchart of subroutine SETA (Link 4)
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Se C =0Set CC = 0.
* 45
Ye DT= 0 Y=0
No
Ye IYPE =IDR No
46 0/s
47 4 57
No/ ITYPE 0 Y e ITYPE = 0 No
Yes
48 4 141\1 571 51 s
Cal I subroutine TEMP to Call subroutine TEMP toCal sb lt oCCheroalSet CC = ALl* DT Set CC = ALlDG Cl uru e eocompte into CC thermal AL D e C AI*Gcompute into CC thermal
strain per unit temperature; rotation per unit gradient;
then set CC = CC*DT then set CC = CC*DG5 ,b
Compute and store properly Compute component ofIth right-hand side of relative rotation vector on
ICONth equation nodal line
Subtract nodal line component
of relative rotation vector
from itself, and obtain in
DC component in direction
normal to (ZTA-nodao line)
plane. Set DC = DC/CL
*40
Obtain Ith right-hand side
of ICONth equation
Fig. VI-68 (contd)
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...45 40




Set weight of ICONth
equation as 1 in IWG
array
71
Yes INBON = 0
No
71
Loop on nodes (I) listed in
NBAN vector from 1 to MB
71*
NBAN(l) = K Yes
No
This nodal line is coinci-
72 dent with boundary. Set
weight of ICONth equotion
NolO







Print out ICONth equation,
K and the weight of
ICONth equation
-*13 12
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SUBROUTINE STRS
1040
Set CM = TE Set CM for bending moments Interchange thrid and fourth
as CM = CM.TE*TE/12. elements in SR vector so
that stresses are in 1, 2, 12,
3, 13, and 23 order
03 4' 10
= 3 ICAS >3, =, <3 No Loop onJ
or <3 satisfied 50
>3 Y
e s  Return
3 10*
ICAS=4 No Yes INBON = 0
Yes No
34
2 Determine KBG, KEN, and
KSH constants of current
Set CM = i. class type
61
Using KBG, KEN, and KSH
k values, copy prescribed
stresses, arranged in SR
Clear six words in RED vector by subroutine ABEQ,
vector I into RED vector properly
33
Loop on columns (J) of best- Copy RED vector into




Loop on rows (I) of material
matrix from I to ICOL S31No
Compute sequence number of
stress component in RED ICAS > 3,=3vector into IJ o;3
1 5 1 >3
Compute IJth component 32
of RED vector
ICAS = 4 No
15
No Loop on I - Yes 50
satisfied
Yes 40
Fig. VI-69. Flowchart of subroutine STRS (Link 4)
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SUBROUTINE TEMP(CC)
Express unit vector of nodal
line (ICN-K) in original
material axes into SIR
vector
Using SIR vector, compute
elongation of unit distance
on SIR direction due to
1-deg temperature rise
Return
Fig. VI-70. Flowchart of subroutine TEMP (Link 4) SUBROUTINE VECT(A, B, C)
SUBROUTINE UNIT(CIR, Q) Obtain in vector A the
cross product (B) x (C)
Compute length square of
vector in CIR into R Return
*19 Fig. VI-72. Flowchart of subroutine VECT (Link 4)
0 Q-, ,+
19 10
~Set Q R Change direction of CIRSet Q =R vector
0
Set Q =R and scale
down CIR by Q to
obtain unit vector
Return
Fig. VI-71. Flowchart of subroutine UNIT (Link 4)
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VII. Source Program Listings
This section contains the source program listings of ELAS/Level 3. The listing
of each program element is treated separately, and given a table number. The
listings are arranged alphabetically by the subroutine names, under the main pro-
gram of each link. The meanings of the variables used in the source program may
be obtained from Tables 111-2, 111-3, and III-4 of Vol. II (basic). The organization
of COMMON for each link is shown in Fig. III-1 of Vol. II (basic).
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Table VII-1. Source program listing of main program of Link 1 (input link)
SEXECUTE FORTRAN ICAR=IZ+ISDZI FLAS111
$IU ICIX=ICAR+IARE FLASIT1I
XE ICY=ICIX+IMMX FLASII12
* CHAIN 11,2) ICIZ=ICIY+IMMY ELAS 113
LABEL ICFI=ICIZ+IMMZ ELASII4
CELASI FLAS1000 IXX=ICFIIMNFI FLAS1115
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR INPUT LINK ELAS1001 IYY=IXX+IN FLAS1116
C READS, STORES AND CHECKS INPUT DATA FLASIn2 IZZ=IYY+1N FLAS1117
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1),REMI 3),NT(IO ),DUMMY(5000),1 iMIS5OOO ,N(I) FLAS10 3 IIC=IZZ+IN IGFM FLASI118
1,P(24)11 X241 ),Y()R o I),XD(7),YIll,ZD(7),RJMY(27.91 FLASIT4 IUEF=IIC+INO FLAS 119
2,021(21),S(),G1() CLAS1005 IU=IDEF+IND1 FLASI10D
COMMON IAAA ELASl106 1ST=IU FL.ASI121
EOUIVALENCE lIA,AA),(AA( 9001),DUMMY) ELAS1007 CALL TABL ELASII22
EQOUIVALENCE IOEUMMYIIIM.NTRMMY),IIIMMY(I1),REM) ELAS1(TH C READ AND PRINT OUT THE PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRICAL PRIPERTIFS OF THF FLASII23
EQOUIVALENCE (IA1),IN), I1A(2),IBN),(IA(3),I.T), (4),IP), 1 IA(5), ELAS1TD9 C ELEMENTS FLASII2
4
IIPRS),1IA 6),ITYPE),111A(71.I MAT),(IA(8),IDEG),IAl ),INX, IAlIO ).ELASIIII IF (INP-1I 2527,526S,2526 FLAS117 5
21H) A 1(11),1 I ),( 11 121),IMMX), IIA 131 IMMY),(IA(14), IMMZ).(IA5).ELS01 II 226 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.356 FLASI126
31MFI),IlA(16),IARE),(IA Tl7),Nil)),(lA(25,l),M) IA(26),ITY).,(A(27),FtLASI1I 2 356 FORMAT (1HI 3X,IP HMATTERIAL PROPFRTIFS) ELAS112
7
41STR I,(IA(28),IELT),IA(291)ITEM).IA1 30),ITIC),(IA(3 ),IMFT). FLASIOI3 2027 IF IITYPE-I) 4487,4380,4389 ELAS1127
5(11A32),ISUM),IIA(33 ,IND),IlA(34),IMS),(IA36)1 IDS),IL A1( 37), FLAS0I 4 4487 IF IINP-I) 2501.2502,2502 FL1ASl29
60ORD),(IAI3B).IOROI),(11A39),ACEL ).(IA(50)1J.l ,IA1IS1,J2), FLASIOIS 2502 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.4486 FLASII30
7(11152),J3) ,(IA(531,J4),(IA 54) .JS), . A551,J6), IA(56),J71),IAI57ELASI(16 4406 FORMAT I /213X,2HTP,5X HE, 14X IHG. 14X,HALP A, 15x) // FLASI 31
8),J8),( IAI5R).JTY),( IA(59),IBB), IA(60),IBO),( A(1),IID1), T IA 62),FLASII7 2501 READ INPUIT TAPF S.100,011(DUM1 ),DMMY(I+100).11MY(I +200 ),DIIMMY(I+3FLAR1 32
911A),(IA(63),IT),(IA(64),IDY),(IA(51 ), TEI, 1 A1 411). 1AP) ELASI 8 100),1= ,IMAT) FLAS1133
EQUIVALENCE (A(66 ),ICAR).(IA(67),1ICIX)1,(I A(6 ),ICI ) ,(IA(69) , E-LASOI 100 FORMAT 13112,3E8.5)) ELAS11 34
I ICIZ),IA(70),ICFI), 1 71 IXX)1A1 172),1 IYY),(IA 3) 17,31 1 , FLAS102 00 4285 1=1.IMAT FLAS1135
21 1A 74),IIC lI 1A75),IDEF (IA( 76),lST),(IA(771,IISI FLASI021 IF I(IOtM()!-Il 300,2500,300 ELAS1136
3,(A11781),IGEM),(IA79),IFRRI.IAAIRO).TE),(AA(RI).DT),(AAIP2),DG), FLASI 2?? 2500 IIO I=IID+201-1)+1 FLASII37
4(AA1 B3).AL l),AA( 1 ),AL2), (AA(R5),AL3), AA( )O,021 ),AA0I 7).P)0 , FLAS1023 'IlA=IIA+l FLAS1138
5(AA(13 l,AUV),(AA 155),X),(AAl 163 ),Y), (AA 171),ZE,(1 79 ,XD , LAS104 AA(III=110 DUIMMNYI+I100) FLAS1 39
61AA1186),YD,1AA(193),ZDI,(AA(351),S), AA401 ),ZGFMI FLASIO25 AAIIDI+I 1=IIMMY(+200) FLASIIO
7,AA142)1INPI,(AA(43),1IPG),(AA(44), PEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AAI46),IUELASI026 AAI Al )=DUMMYII+300) FLASII41
B)IAA(47)1G l)(AA 148),2),(1AA(49),G31 FLAS027 4285 CONTINUE FLAS1142
EQUIVALENCE 11A(349),NTIC),(A(13481,ISDTl,(IA 347),ISOIY),IA13
4
6) FLASIOI2R IF IINP-I) 6219.5550,5550 FLAS1143
I,ISDZ),1IA(345),J91),1 A(344).J1 l),{IA(343),JPRS),IA13421),JSY) ELASI029 5550 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4483,(I,DIIMMY(I+100I,DIIMMY(II200),DtIMMY(1 +3001FLASII44
2,IA(361),JSDZ),IA 1 (340 ),JAR ),(I A 339) ,JMMXI, IA331 ),JMMY) FLASI 3O 1.I=I,IMAT) FLASI1S4
3,(IA1337),JMMZ),(IA(336),JMFI), IA 335)1,ITAS),(I (3341),I1Z) FLAS1031 4483 FORMAT 12(15,3FI5.5,10X)) FLASIA1R
4. IA13331 ),IPR),r AA1 3321,DGY),IAA(331),DGZ), AA(3301 ),PRES ELASl31 2 GO TO 6219 FLAS 147
5,1IA(329),IPIR),(IA(32R),InR),f . A327),I IIN),A11326),ImES) FLAS1033 4318 IF (INP-I) 2504,2505,2505 ELASIER
DIMENSION IRERR(50) FLASI(134 2505 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,43H6 FLASI149
EQUIVALENCE (IA200),IBERR) ELAS1035 4386 FORMAT I /7X,4HE OR,6X,4HG lR/3H TP,4X,3HO11.7X,3HD12,7X,HDIA. FLASI150
DIMENSION ISIR15401 FLA51036 17X,3HD22,7X,3HO24,7X,3HD44. 7X.3HD5537X,.3HD56,7X,3H66,12X.0HALPHAlFLAS1151
EOQUIVALENCE IUMMY(IOOISIR) ELASIT037 .4XbHALPHA2 FLAIL52
EOUIVALENCE IA(35),ISHOFI) FLASI03 2504 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2 0 0,(IDUM(I ,DUMMY(lI+o1001,DIMMY1+200).DHMMY(1+31FLAS 13
2700 CALL TICK IITIM) FLAS103 I01,OUUMMY(I+ 40 0),DUMMYII+500),DUMMY(I+6E00),DIUMMYII+700),O00MMYI+80FLA51154
CTES=3HEND FLAS-1040 20),DOUMYI 1900.IDUMI),D MMY(I+ I000),0lMMy(I+1100),11=1IMAT) FLASII55
00 5999 I=1.9000 FLASI01 200 FORMAT (12,9EB.5/12,2E.5) FLASIO56
5999 IAllI=0 FLASI102 DO 4385 1=1.1AT FLAS157
READ INPUT TAPE 5,297,(RFM(1),I=I,14) FLAS10
4
3 IF (IDIIMIII-l) 300,5560,300 FLASII58
297 FORMAT 114A6) FLAS1044 560 IIDI=IID+9*MI-I) FLAS1159
C COMPUTE DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION CONSTANTS FLASS045 11Al=IIA+20(1-1)+I FLAS1160
1 READ INPUT TAPE 5,101,IN,ITIDEG,ITYPE,IGEM,ISTRIH ,B,IIENPIPRSLASO6 DO 5350 J=1.9 FLASilh
IIMAT,NTIC.IST,IS1DY,IS0ZIARE, IMMXIMYIMMZ, MFIINX,INPISHIIF FLA51047 JIDI=IIDI+J 
FLAS11 2
2,ICOR,BUNIMES,IPIR,ITAPITAS.G1,G2,G3,ACFL ELASi 4 JOMI+00JO* ELASII3
101 FORMAT (214,611,BI4,1012,911,3F5.4,1FO.5) FLAS1049 53o0 AAiJIDI)=DIMMYIJOM) FLASIl64
IF (ITAS) 2971,2971.2972 ELASIOSO AA(IIAll=D(MMYI+1000) FLASII5
2972 REWIND ITAS ELASII051 AAl IAI+)=0MMYI+ 111001) FLAS11A6
2911 CONTINUE FLASI052 4385 CONTINUE 
F.LAS1167
IF (ITAP) 7055,7055,7056 FLASIo53 IF (INP-1) 6219,4400,400 
FLASIIR6
7055 ITAP=2 FLAS 054 4400 WRITE OUTPJ)T TAPE 6,43 83 ,(I,OIIMMY(lI+I001),IIMMY(I+200)DIIMMY(I+300)ELASh69
7056 IERR=O FLAS1U55 IDUMMY(I+4001,DUMMYIl+500),11IMMYII+"00), IIMMY(I+7001),IMYI+800),ELASII70
IF 118) 300,3008.3009 FLAS1056 2DUMMY(1+900),UOMY(I+1000.OIMMY(I+1IIO),I=,lIMAT) ELAS1171
300U 18=10 ELAS1057 4383 FORMAT (13,2X,9E10.3,5X,2F10.3) FLASl 72
3009 IF (IN) 300,300,3001 ELAS105R GO TO 6219 FLAS1173
3001 IF (IT) 300.300,3002 ELAS1059 4389 IF (INP-I) 2506,2525072507 FLASII74
3002 IF IIIDG-II IDEG-6)L 3003,3003,300 FLASIOO 2507 WRITE OIITPUT TAPE 604351 FLASII75
3003 IF IITYPE-2) 3004,3004,300 FLASII 431 FORMAT ( /9X.4HE OR, 1X,4HG R/3X,7HTP,4X,3HDXX,12X,3U YY,12X,3:LASI 76
3004 IF IIGEM-Il 3005,3005,300 FLASI062 IDZZ,12X,3HDXY,12X,3HDYZ,12X,3HZX,17X,6HALPHAS) FLASII77
3005 IF tISIR-1) 3006,3006,300 FLAS10"63 21u6 READ INPUT TAPE 5,4352,(IOUMII),ODMMY(I+IO10),D1IMY(I+200),DIMMY(I+FLAS178
3006I F (IH-2) 300.3007,3007 ELOSOE4 1300,0DMMYII+400l),UMMY(I+500),OMIIYl+600),lMMY(Ol+700),nUMMYII+FLAS1179
3007 IF IIB-11H 300,3011,3011 FLASIL65 200),DUMMY(I+9001. IDUM1 ).uMMYl+1 OOOl,DIIMMYl +II001 ,OUMY(I +12001FLAS118O
3011 IF I MAT) 300,300.3021 FLASIO66 3,0UMMY(I +1300), 0DMMY(I+ 1400) , )UMMYII+1500,DIMMYII+16001 ),DIIMY(I+1ELASIIRI
3021 IF IINX*IINX-5)) 3022.300.300 FLASj167 4700),DlIMMYI+ I1800l),IDIu(I).UMMY(I+ 1900)1.DUMMY(I 2O ),1OMMY(1+ 210OELASil92
3022 IF (INP-2) 3451,3451,300 FLAS1IR8 501 ,DUMMY(1I2200 D IMMYI I+2300),00MMYIl+24001 ),I=,II AT) FLAS1R3
345 1IND=IDEGIN FLASIO69 4352 FORMAT 152,9E8.5/12,9EB.5/12,EFB.51 FLASIIB4
ZGEMIGEM ELAS1070 DO 1041 =11,IMAT FLASR1 5
INDIIND+1 FLAS1071 IF UIIUMil)-I 300,1043.300 FLASIIR6
IF 1(H-4) 1400,1199.1300 FLAS107 1043 III=llo+21*il-1) FLASIP7
1199 IF IIDEG-21 300,1400,1200 ELAS1073 IIAI=IA+3(I-1)+l FLASII R
1200 105I3IDEG FLAS 074 00 5400 J=1,21 FLAS 1A9
GO TO 1500 FLASIn75 JLDI=IIDI+J FLAS1190
1300 IDS=4IDEG FLAS1076 JDM=I+o100J ELASI (91
GU TO 1500 FLASI1I77 5400 AA(JI II=DtMMYIJDM) FLAS 1192
1400 IDS=IH*IOEG FLASI078 AAI1IAII=DUmMY(I+22001 FLSI 1193
1000 115=350 FLA1i79 1AA(IIAI+1i=DJMYI+23001 ELASI 194
DO 1025 1=1.10 FLASnO AAIIIAI+3)1nMMYI +2400 FLA II95
1025 NT(I)=0 FI.ASIII 1041 CONTINUE FLiAS1196
o0 103 I=1,18 FLAR10R2 IF (INP-I) 6219,5590,5590 FLAS1197
103 NTII)1=T FLASIOR3 5o590 on 5600 I=1,MAT FLAS198
J1=IIS+IDSIDS FLASIOR4 WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 6,1700,1,11uMMYlII+1OO),DUMl.Y0I+200), 10MMYI+30 01ELA 119
J2=JI+NT I FLASI RS l,OUMMY I00 UY(00UM0) l,0 MY( I+6001 ,llMMY(I+2200D ) FLASI1,O
J3=J2+NTI2) ELAS10R6 WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 6,1800,(tIDMMYlI+200),IlMY(I+700) ,D0MMYI +R00 ,FLAS1201
J7=J3+NT ( 3 FLASIO7 IUMMYI l+900 ).DIMY(I 1000,II)UMMY I 1100),JMMY(I +2300) F LAS 102
J5=J4+NT14 )  ELASIOR8 WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 6,1R00, (DUMMY 11+3001 ,pIIMMYI I+001 ,IIIRMMY(II120) ,FLAS1703
JE=J5+NT 5 FLAS I A9 IDIUMMY(I+ 1300),0MMY( I+14001, DUMMY(II1500 ) DUMY I +2400) FLAS12n4
Jl7J6+NTI61 FLASI090 WRITE OIITPUT TAPF 6,1900,(DIIMMY(I+I001) ,DIM II+9001,)UMMY0 I+1300),FLAS205
J =J7+NT (71 FLAS 191 IDUMMYl +016001 ),UMMY(I 1+17001 ),UMMYII+1800)) FLAS1.20
J R+9J+NTIB) FLAS1092 WRITE IUITPUT TAPF 6,1900,(DMMYI+5S00).OI IM+Cl+00 ),OIMMYI)I+I4001FLAS1707
J10=J9+NT19) FLAS193 I,DUMMYI I+170011,DMMY1 I+1900), lMMY( I+20001 FLASL120
IBB=JIO+NT(10) FLASIO94 5600 WRITE OUTPtJT TAPF 6,1900(DIUIJMMY(I+,00), DJMYlI+I0OI),IMMYII+1500)FLARI509
IBROIBB+IND FLASIo95 1,011MMY( I+RO 800).DUMMY I+20001),DUMYI 1+2100)) FLASI10
IID=IB0+IND FLAn10Q 1100 F[1RMAT I//15,hF15.5,5X,F15.51 FI.OS2II
IF (ITYP E-1) 4491,4492,4493 FL0aS1097 1800 FORMAT (5X,EFl.5.5,X,E15.5) FLASI122
4491 I1IA=II+2IMA1AT ELASO1 1900 FORMAT (6EI5.5) F.0ARI13
IPR=I A+1MAT FLAS 1i199 6219 IF (I[RS) 300,h21,.2000 FLAS51214
00 TO 4494 FLASIO0 2000 RFAD INPIIT TAPF 5,?01),(IDIM(I}II,DIUMMYl+I"),I=I,PRS) FLS?)5IS
4492 llA=IIO+90MAT FLA101 DO 2200 I=1,IPRS FI~L121,
IPR1IIA+20M0 FLASIIO2 . IF 110113(1)-I) 300,27100300 FLASI?17
GO TO 4494 FLASII1l3 2100 IPvRI=IP+I FLASil21
4453 IIA+IIO+21*IMAT FLAS1104 AA(IPRI)=UMMY(+11 I001 )LOI 12
IPR=IIA+3 IMAT FLASI1I15 20U0 CONTINIIU FLASl?20
4494 ITE=IPR+PIRS FAS~lln6 IF I NP-1) 61] 8,2300,2300 FLA S 221
I)T=IITE+NTIC FLAS ll17 00UO WRITF IlTPI)T TPF h,1301,(I.IJMEY +100IOO.I=,IPRS) FLAOS12?
I1Y=I0T+IS1T CLASIIOP 13UI FORMAT I////4R.4HPRFSIRF 1YVS//Ib(IS.FI.,XI)11 FLAS1723
IDZ=IDY+ISY FLAI IO9 6218 IF INTICI 300,6217.2400 RFIAS I4
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Table VII-1 (contd)
2400 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(.IDJM(1),OUMMYIl+IOO),I=I,NTICI FLAS1225 DUMMY(I+1000)=AA(IYYI) ELAS1340
D0 2600 I=1,NTIC ELA51226 DUMMYII+2000)=AA(IZZI)*ZGEM FLAS1341
IF (IDUM(I)-I) 300,5500,300 ELAS1227 5800 CONTINUE ELAS1342
5UO ITEI=ITE+I ELASI228 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8302,(,DUMMY(I),DUMMY(I+I1000).DUMMY(I+2000),IFLA51343
AA(ITEI)=DUMMY(I+100) FLAS1229 1=1,INI ELAS1344
2600 CONTINUE ELAS1230 L=L+1000 ELAS1345
IF IINP-1) 6217,2900.2900 ELASI231 IF (L-NTP) 9010,9030,9030 ELAS1346
2900 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1302,(I,DUMMY(I+100),I=1,NTICI ELAS1232 9030 IN=NTP ELAS1347
1302 FORMAT (////4X,15HTHICKNESS TYPES//(5(I5,E15.5,4X))) FLAS1233 C PREPARE VECTORS NECESSARY FOR IMPOSING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ELAS1348
6217 1F (15DT) 300,6216,5700 ELAS1234 550 DO 6 I=1,IND ELAS1349
5100 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(1IOM(III0,DMMY(II+100,I=,1S10T LA51235 IBOI=IRO+1 ELAS1350
DO 5720 I=1,ISDT FLAS1236 IRBB=IB+l ELAS1351
IF IUM(III-I) 300,5710.300 FLAS1237 IICl=IlC+I ELAS1352
5710 IOTI=IDT+I ELAS238 IA(IBDI)=-A ELASl353
AA(IDTI)=DUOMY(I+100) ELASI239 IA(IBBI)=INDI ELAS1354
5720 CONTINUE ELAS1240 6 AA I FLAS355
IF (INP-I) 6216,5730,5730 ELASI241 IF (IBM 300,5860,317 ELAS1356
5/30 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1303,(IDUMMY(I+100).I=1,ISDT) ELAS1242 C READ IN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ELAS1357
1303 FORMAT (////4X,26HTEMPERATURE INCREASE TYPES//(5(15,EI5.5,4X)) ELAS1243 317 L=O ELAS1358
6216 IF (ISOY) 300,6215,3500 ELAS1244 IBRR-= ELA51359
3300 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001, IDIM(II.DUMMY(I+100),1=1,SDY) LAS1245 NTP=IBN ELAS1 360
DO 3700 I=1.ISDY ELAS1246 3000 IF (L+1000-NTP) 3100,3200,3200 ELAS1361
IF (IDUM(1)-I) 300,3600,300 ELAS247 3100 IBN=1O00 ELAS1362
36UO IDYI=IDY+I ELASI248 GO TO 3170 ELAS1363
AA(IDYI)=DUMMY(I+100) EIASI249 3200 1BN=NTP-L ELAS1364
3/00 CONTINUE FLAS1250 3170 IF (IBUN) 3172,3171,3172 ELAS1365
IF (INP-1) 6215,3800,3800 ELASI251 31/2 CALL BUNG ELAS1366
3600 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1304,)I,DUMMY(I+100),I=.l ISDY) ELAS1252 GO TO 3173 ELASL367
1304 FORMAT (////4X,39HTEMPERATURE GRADIENT TYPES ALONG Y AXIS// ELAS1253 3171 READ INPUT TAPE 5,108,(IOUM(I),IOUM(I+100),IDLIM(I+2000),IODM(I+30ELAS1368
1(5(15,E155.4X))) ELAS254 100),DUMMYI 1+40001),I=.IBN) FLA51369
6215 IF (ISOZ) 300,6214,4000 FLAS1255 108 FORMAT (5(14,11,14,1,F6.5)) ELASI370
4000 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(IDUM(I),DUMMY(I+100).I=1,ISDZ) ELAS1256 3173 D00 441 1=1,16N ELAS1371
DO 4200 1=1,1SDZ FLAS1257 KCO=1I1M(I+I100) ELAS1372
IF (IDUM(I)-l) 300,4100,300 ELAS1258 KCR=IDUM(I+3000) ELAS1373
4100 IOZI=IDZ+ ELAS1259 IF (KCR-IDEG) 318,319.300 FLA51374
AA(IDZI)=O MMY(I+100) ELAS1760 318 IF (KCR) 300,300,319 FLAS1375
4200 CONTINUE ELA51261 319 IF IKCO-IDEGI 320.321,300 ELA51376
IF lINP-1) 6214,4300,4300 ELAS1262 320 IF (KCQ) 300,300,321 ELAS1377
43UO WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.1305,(IDUMMY(I+I0).I=1,ISDZ) ELAS1263 321 NO=IDUM(1) ELASI378
1305 FORMAT (////4X,39HTEMPERATRE GRADIENT TYPES ALONG Z AXIS// ELAS1264 NR=IUMII+2000) ELAS1379
I151)15,15.5,4X))) 0LASI245 IF INA-IN) 322,323.300 ELASI380
6214 IF f(ARE) 300.6213,4500 ELAS1266 322 IF (NO 300.300 323 ELASI3RI
4500 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(IDUM(I),OUMMYII+100).I=I,IARE) ELA51267 323 IF (NR-IN) 324,325,300 ELAS1382
DO 4700 l=I,[ARE ELASIP68 324 IF (NR) 300,300,325 ELASI383
IF IIOUM)I)-I) 300,4600,300 ELASI269 32 II=IOEG INO-1)+KCO ELS1304
4600 ICARI=ICAR+I ELAS1270 JJ=IDEG*INR-1)+KCR ELASI35
AA(ICARI)=DUMMY(I+100) ELAS1270 1801=IBO+II ELAS1386
4700 CONTINUE ELAS1272 IICI=IIC+II ELAS1387
IF lINP-1) 6213,4800,4800 ELAS1273 N=IA(IBOI) FLAS1388
4600 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1306IIDUMMIY(I+100)I=1,IARE) ELAS1274 GO TO 172 ELASI389
1306 FORMAT IIII/X,10HAREA TYPES//(15IS,E5.5,1AX)) ELAS1I25 176 IF (N+1) 357.1757,1758 ELAS13906213 IF (IMMXI 300,6212.5000 ELAS1276 1i57 IA(IBOII=JJ ELASI391
5000 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,IIDUM(I),OUMMYII+00O),I=1,IMMX) FLAS1277 GO TD 44 ELAS1392
D 5200 I=1,IMMX ELAS1278 11+8 IF )N-10000)1759,1760.1760 FLAS1393
IF (IDUMII)-I) 300.5100,300 ELA51279 1760 IBOJ=IBO+JJ ELAS1394
5100 ICIXI=ICIX+I ELAS12RO IF (IA(IBOJ)+1) 357,1763,357 ELS14395
0A)I CIXI =DUMMY(T1100) ELAS12II 1763 IAI(BOJ)-180N00-11 ELAS1396
5200 CONTINUE ELAS1292 IICJIIC+IJ ELA51397
IF (INP-I 6212,5300,5300 ELAS1213 AA)IICJ)=DUMMYI 1+4000) ELAS1398
5300 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6'1307,I(,DUMMY(I'+100),I=IIMMX) ELAS1284 GO TO 441 ELAS1399
1307 FORMAT ////14X,20HTDRSION CONSTANT TYPES//(5(15.R15.5,4X))) ELASI285 1759 IBDJ=IBO+JJ FLAS1400
6212 IF ( IMMY 300,6209,6000 EL1A2 IF (IA( IBoJI+I) 357,1/61,357 ELASI401
6C00 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(IDUM(I).DUMMY)I+I00),I=1,IMMY) ELAS12a7 1761 IBON=IBO+N ELAS140200 6200 11 IMMY ELAS12R88 1F IA IIBON)+I) 357,1762,357 FLAS1403
IF IIDUM(I)-I) 300,6100,300 FLASI2RO 112 IICN1IIC N ELASI404
6100 ICIYI ICI+I ELA S1290 IA( IBON)=-I0OO-I ELAS1405AA1CIYI)=DHMMY(I+I00) ELAS291 AA(IICN)=AA)IICII FLAS 1406
6200 CONTINUE ELAS1292 AA( III10. ELAS407
IF INP-1) 6209,6300,6300 ELAS293 IA( IBJI10A(IBON) ELAS1OH
6300 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1308,IIDUMMYI+IO)10 =I1 ,IMMY) 3LAS1294 IICJ=IIC+JJ ELAS1409
1308 FORT (/I//4A,5ORMIMENT IF INERTIA TYPES ABOUI FIRST PRINCIPAL AXELA SI295 AAIIICJ MM)1+4000) ELASI ID
115/1/(5 15E15 .5,4) 1 ELAS296 IAIB I )1A0 0=DM4(4 01 I
6209 IF (IMMZ) 30.6208 ,6500 FLAS1297 GO TO 441 FLAS1 412
650O READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,(IDDM(I),OUMMYII+IOO),IM,IMDMZ ELAS1298 172 IF (l-JJY 176,175,176 FLAS1113
00 6700 =.1MM)Z FLASI299 127 IF IN) 1751,357,1753 ELASI414
IF (IDUMI)-I 30,6600,300 ELASI300 1751 IF IN+1) 357,1750,175 ELAS1415
6600 ICII1=ICIO I FLASI301 1750 IA(IBOI I=O ELAS146
AA (ICII)3=OUMMY(I00 00) ELA S302 GO TO 44 ELAS1417
67Uo CONTINUE ELAS1303 1752 IA(IBOI)=000.II1 FLASI4I8
IF (INP-I) 6208;6800,6800 ELASI304 GO TD 44 ELAS149
60UO WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.1309,II,DUMYI+IOOl),I=IIMlMZ FLAS1305 l153 IF (N-TI00001754.1752,37 ELASI4201309 ORIMAT ////4XS1H OMENT OF INERTIA TYPES ABOUT SECOND PRINCIPAL AELAS1306 1)4 IRAN=I BON ELAS1421
IXIS//(515,F1I.5,4) ) I ELAS1307 IF (IA(IBDN-)I1 357,1756,357 ELAS1422
6208 IF (IMPI) 300.030,7000 FLAS130 22b A IB 1TOI 00O II ELAS1423
7000 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2001,)IDUM(l),DUMMY.IOO).I=I,IMFI) ELAS1309 IICN=I ICN ELAS1424
007200 I1,IMFI ELASI310 AA(IICNI=AAPIICI) ELAS1425IF IDUIII)-I) 300,7100,300 ELAS131I 1A1N1 =-0000-11 ELAS1426
7100 ICFII=ICFIII FLAS1312 GO TO 44 ELAS1427
AA ICFAIII=DMM(I+O0) ELAS131 357 IBERRIIBRRI=I ELAS1428
7200 CONTINUE FLAS1314 IB RR +1 RR ELAS1429
IF INP-1) 030,7300,7300 FL SI315 GO TO 441 ELAS143073U00 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1310,(IDUMMYI+I0)1D,I=IIMFI) ELAS1316 44 AAIICI I)=DUMMY(14000) ELAS431
1310 FORMAT )///4X,35HANGLE TYPES DEFINING PRINCIPAL AXES//(S115.E15.5FLAS1313 441 CONTINUE ELAS1432
1I,4X)) ELA15318 3165 LL+1000 FLAS1433
2001 FORMAT aS12,0)8.5) ) FLAS1319 IF (L-NTP) 3000.316,316 ELAS1434
C READ IN AND PRINT OT NIOAL COORDINATES FLAS1320 316 10N=NTP ELAS14358302 FORMAT IH1,5OX,T17HNOOAL COBRDINATES////2I5H NODE,5X,IHX,14X.IHY FLASI321 IARR=IBRR-I FLAS1436
114XIH1,19I///25 3. E5.5,10X)oI FLAS132 IF (IBRR) 3161,5860.3161 ELAS14378+0 IF I COR) 8311 831,8311 ELAS13 3161 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.3162 0LAS1438
A311 CALL CORG 010S1324 3162 FORMAT'IHIIHTHE FOLLOWING DISPLACEMENT ROUNDARY CONDITIONIS CAELAS1439
RA TO 5810 ELAS1325 IDSE(SI ORE THAN ONE MULTIPLE CONNECTION FOR HF UNKNOWNISI./ ELAS1440
031 CALL COOR ELAS1326 218H THEY ARE IGNORED. ) ELAS1441
IF OIERR) 300,5810300 
-LAS1327 DO 3163 1=1,1BkR FLAS4425AIO IF INP-1I 550,2519,2519 ELASIA32 J=IRERR1 II 0PLSI443
219 L=D ELASI329 WRITE OUTPT TAPE 6,3164,10UMIJ),I IDUM(J+IOOOIOUM(J+2000),IDIM(JELAS1444









15AS1332 3163 CONTINUE ELAS1 447
0 00 9025 ELAS1330 C36 READ IN AND PRINT OUT MESH TOPOLOGY AND ELEMENT TYPES FLAS1448
9020 D 00=-I FLASI334 50 IF INP-I) 7717,2523,2523 FLAS1449
9 XS5 00 5800 =1,1IN FLAS1335 2123 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ,795 ELAI450
IXXIOIXXI FL3336 C PRINT OUT THE HEADLINE ELAS1I451
IYYI=IYYI FL137 75 EDRMAT I1HI,23,13HMESH TPOLO(;Y,42X,22H16MENT PROPERTY TYPES///6FLAS1452
12I=I20= FLAS1338 /H EL ND,SX,4HND-1,YH ND-0SH N-3,5H N-4,5H N0-5.5H ND-5,H ND-73,LAS1453
D0MMY(II=AA(IXXIo FLAS1339 25H NO-8,11X&LHELOTSH PRES,5H MTARL.H THCK,SH OTHP.5H TDY,5H TGDZELAS1454
114 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1240
Table VII-1 (contd)
3,5H AREA,5H I-XX.5H I-YY5.H I-ZZ,5H FI-Y//) FLAS1455 IICJ=IIC+J FAL15724
7/17 IF (IMES) 7908.7909,7908 PLA1S456 2311 DUIIMMYIR+IH4000)I=MY(IR+4U00)+AA(IICJIDIIMMY( 1+2000) FLASIS55
7908 CALL MESG FLAS1457 II FORMA 15114, II.EII.5)) ELA8S26
GO TO 79 FLASIASA C PRiT DUT DISPLACEMENT ANO FfRCF RBONnARY CONDITIONS FLSI27
79U9 CALL MEST FLASIL59 820 IF (INP-I) 2520,2521,2521 FLASIS?8
IF (IERRI 300,79,300 FLAS160 221 00 8201 J=l.IDFG FLASI5?9
19 D0 900 M=I,IT FLAS1461 IBOJ=IRU+J-I FLAS1530
CALL TPO ELAS482 IBBJ=lBB+J-I FLAI1531
IF I NP-I) 9000,5895,5895 ELASL463 IICJ=I ICJ-1 FLAS1532
5895 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7959,M.(N(II1)I=,81,IELT,JPRS,IPFT.ITICITFM FLASI464 IDEFJ=IDEF+J-1 ELAS1533
IJSNY.JSDZJARE.,MXJjMY.JMWZMFI FLAS 465 WRITE ITPUT TAPE .R8202.J FLASI534
9000 CONTINUE FLAS 466 8202 FORMAT IHI.30X,55HF RCF AND AISPLACFMENT HOUNDARY CONDITIINS IN DIFLAS153
7959 FORMAT I16,4X,815,IOX,1215) FLAS1467 11RECTION.15///215H NlDDETXIHPI2X,3HIRN, 4X,3HIB.,6X.,HC,18X)//) FLAI1536
CALL SRAT FLASI468 DU 8203 =1,IOD,IDEG FLAS1537
II=1 FLAS1469 IBOI=IRAJ+I ELASL38
DO 461 K=1,IN ELAS470 IRBI=IBBJ+I FLAS1539
IK=ISIRIK) ELASI471 IICII ICJ+I ELaSI540
IKD=(IK- I)-IDEG FLSIA72 IDEFI=IDEFJ+I FLASI541
DO 46 J=1,IDEG FLASL473 K=I/IDEG+I FLAIS142
I=IKD+J FLASI474 DUMMY(K) =AAlIOFFI) FLANS543
IBBI=IBB+I ELAS1475 0IiM(K+100I)=EIAIBI) ELASI544
IBO E=IR(J FLASI476 IDUMK 2OOO)=IA(IBOI) FLAS545
N=IA(IBOI) ELAS1477 8203 DU MMY(K+3000)=AA(IICI FLAS1546
IF I(N 4546,46 FLAS1478 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,.214, TK,DUMMY(K),IDM(K+000O),IO1M(K+I1000I, FLAS1547
45 IF N+11 451546 FLAS479 1OUMMY(K+3000).K=,1IN) ELASL4R
451 IA(IBBI)=-II FLASI RO 8214 FORMAT 12(15 El 6.4.217,FI5.4,10xI)) FLASI149
GO TO 453 FLASI RI 8201 CONTINUE ELASi550
452 IAIBBRI)=II ELASI4R2 L=L+1000 FLAI1551
43 1I1II+1 ELAS143 IF IL-NTP) 8000,2517.2517 FLASI52
46 CONTINUE ELAS144 2917 IP=NTP ELASI553
46L CONTINUE FLA514A5 2520 DO 8204 I=I,IND ELAS1554
ISUM= II-1 FLASIG86 IEFI=IDEF+I FLASI555
00 G7 I=I,.ND FLASIA7 8204 AA(IDEFI)=DIIMMY(I+400) FLASI556
IBOI=I16U+I ELAS1488 C COMPUTE IMPORTANT CONSTANTS FLaS1557
N=IAIIBOI) FLAS1489 IST=IU+ISUM+I FLASI 558
IF (N) 47,47,48 ELAS1490 LIST=IST-9000 FLAS1559
4A IF (N-I0000 81,R482,482 FLASl491 IF (LIST) 353.354.354 FLASI510
482 IBRI=IBR+I ELAS1492 354 WRITE OTPUIIT TAPE 6.355.LIST FLASI561
IA(IBBI 1=-IND1 FLAS493 355 FORMAT (6X .34HDOMMY AREA OVFRLAPS COMNONN AREA RY.I,19H DECIMAL LELAS1562
GO TO 47 FLASA494 1ICATIONS./5X,87H RFCOMPILF BY CHANNG10 THF EQIIIVALENCFS OF D11MMY AELASI63
461 IRBN=IBBN ALASI495 2ND BR IN LINKS I AND 3. RESPFCTIVELY.) FLASI564
IBBI=IBB+I FLAnSI96 3P3 CALL TICK (ITIMI FLAS1565
I(IBBI =IA(IR8N) FLAS1497 CIT=ITIM FLASI 66
47 CONTINE FLAS1498 CITCIT/60. FLASL57
C READ IN EXTERNAL CONCENTRATF LOADS ELAS1499 WRITE OUIITPUT APE 6.5555,CIT FLAS1568
00 2310 I=1,IND FLA150 5555 FORMAT( 16H INPUT LINK T00KF7.2.10H SECnNDS.) FLAS1569
IDEFI=IDEF+I FLASI501 RFAD INPUT TAPE 5.2800,TEST ALAS1570
OUMMY (I+4000)=0. FLAS1502 IF (INP-1) 332,332,331 FLAS1571
2310 AA(IDEFI)IO. ELAIS03 331 N81XLOCFIAAII)) FLAS1572
IF lIP) 300,820,5450 FLAS)504 NR ?XLICF(AAII+NII) FLASI5T3
5450 L=O FLAS1505 N83=XLIICF(A , IST+1) FLA51574
NTP=IP FLAS1506 NCI=NBI-NB2 FLASI'75
8000 IF (L+I000-NTP) 8100,R200.8200 ELANIS07 NC3:NHI-N3 ELAS57
8100 IP=1000 FLASI50 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.666.lI.IAIl.,I=I.NCII ELAS577
GO TD 121 FLAS159 6666 FORMAT lIHIRHIA RLOCK//I 01A)) ELAS1578
8200 IP=NTP-L FLAS1510 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6667,(IAAII).I=INC3) FLASI579
1211 READ INPUT TAPE 5,121,(IDUMII),IDIM(lI1000),DIIMMYII+2000)I,I=IIPI FLASI511 6667 FORMAT (IHIHAA BLOCK//(5(Ih.E15.7.3X))) FLA1S5RO
D1) 2311 I=1,P ELA1512 IF IIERR) 346.332,346 FLASISRI
NO=IUUM(II ELAS513 346 READ INPUT TAPE 5,?800,TEST FLAS1582
KCO=IOUM(]+1000) FLAS15I4 IF (TFST-CTES) 346.2700.346 FLASISR3
IF (KCO-IDEG) 326.327,300 ELAS1515 2AU0 FORMAT 177x,A31 FLASIS15
326 IF (KCOl 300,300,327 FLASISI6 332 IF (INX-1) 300, 3322 ELASI8S
327 IF 1.O-IN) 328,39.300 FLAS1517 3321 GO TO 2700 FLAS5R
328 IF INO) 300,300.329 FLASI/SI 3322 CALL CHAIN (2,ITAP) ELAS587
329 J=IEG(NQ-I)+KCA FLASIl519 300 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,665 ELAS1A8R
IDEFJ=IDEF+J FLAS50 6665 FORMAT (1H1.12H INPUT ERROR) FLAS15R9
AA(IDFEJ)=DUMMYI-2000) FLAS1521 IERR=1 FLASI 590
IBBJ=lBBAJ ELAS1522 G0 TO 331 FLAS591
I8=IA(IBBJ FLASIS3 END FLASn592
Table VII-2. Source program listing of subroutine ARAN (Link 1)
LARFL 1110 NEP=2 FIARN114
C IARN A RN0 NO=NRJ+ F l ARN lI S
SUIRIUIIITINF ARAN FIkRNOOL I=NPO F IARN116
C RELAHFLS MFSH POINTS FIARNOn? GU Ti( 1130 MFAR N17
DIMENSION IA) AA(1),REM(13I.N(10I).Il0IOY 5000) I1II8I(OON.)N(1) FIARNO03 1120 NEP=I FLARb'iI
1.P(24).UV(21 4)X(R). Y(8).Zi ). XUIT) .Y (7).0 7) RUMMYI 2 .9] FlARN004 NEO=NE-1 F IARNII9
.0721 (I,51l).61 I() FIARNOnS I=NEO FIARNI0
COMMON IAAA FIARNOn6 1Il0 IP=I+ FIARNlI
EDIIIVALENCE I(A,AA),IAA N9000).DUMMYI FIARNOO7 IG=IMAXII)-IMAXIIP) E ARN1l2
E6UIVALECE 1(DUMMYD)M,NI .HIMY). (Il/MPY III ),RF0) EIARNOR IL=IMINI )-IMIN( IP ) F1ARN1273
EIUIVALENCE I(IAll)IN), IA(2).1 IN),(A(3),ITl)(IA14),KK).(IAIS F. ARNn0 9 IF 110) 1140,110N. , 180 FIARNI24
SI PRS) ,( IA(6). 1TYPE) (IA(71 .IMAT) . IA( ). II)FG). (lA(9). INX). [IA I(1 ) FIARNO10 I140 MXM=IMAX(I) FIARN 25
21H) IA( I11 ).I ). ( IA 121. IM X).(IA( I . IMMY) (IA(14),IMM ), I IA(15).FI RNOII MX=IMAX lP) E lARN126
IlMFII. IA(1 6).IAR}E (IA, 1 81 MI ( ).(IA(25).M)v II 26).ITY) . IA(27).EIARN012 GO TO 1160 F IAR'1 7
4ISTR),(IA(28),IELT),IIAI29).ITMI,i 1A(30),ITIC Il A 31 .IMFT). FIK RNO13 110 MXM=IMAXIIP) E1ARNI2
5(A1 32),ISUMI. IAi331,1NDI) 13A434,IMS),(IAI3 ),IIS).(IA. 37. EIARNOI4 MX=IMAX(I) FIARNI 9
.IORD),(lA(38).IUJRDI).(IA 391),ACL )(II A(SO),Jl, lAN1 ).J ), EIARN015 1100 IF IL) 1170T ,1180,11R FIARN130
7(1{AI21,J31) 11(A 53),J ),(IA(N 4JS91 il(.55).JA).(IA1 61J7).(IA(577] FIARNC6 1i1 MIM=IMINIIP) FIARNI31
81,JA).I A11 8),JTY).I A15b9)1. IBa) A(60)1 B l ),(A( .1 ),IIO .IlA8 2).FIARNO7 MI=IMINI) FARNI132
911A). IA(63),I )1,1 IA(64 1],ID1Y(IA(65) ITF),lA(41 .ITNP) IARN01R GA TO I190 FIARNI33
E00t VALENCE I IA(66).ICARI.(IAInT).ICII .(IA(68),ICIYI.(IA69). FIARNOI9 IlO MIM=IHIN(1) FARN8 134
IIC Z1 ).IA(170) ICFI). A(17 L XX), A(2) YY). A(73),IZZ), FARN020 MI=IMIN IP) FP ARN1 35
21 A(74),IIC),( A1 (7T),IDFF).(I A( ),IST).(A(77 IIS) FIARN021 1 90 JJ=lI-l1)/36+ F ARN136
3,(IA(78H .IGEM),(IA1 79),IFRR) (.IAA 80) .IF).(AA(n 1 ) ,iT).(AAr ).PG). EIARN102 ACH=ABIN(IP,JJ) EIARN1 37
4(AA(H31)ALI).(AA84).AL2),(AA(85),AL3). IAA8I6),21), IAAI 07 P), FARN9023 JPIT=I-3 14(JJ- I FARNL38
5(l AII31).11V , 1AAI (1551. X). AA(163),Y).( A(171).7),AA(I79).X ) . FIIARNO2 IIP=LFR INIACH.JBIT) lARNI39
6AA( 186), DIAA(193),Z8).IAAI3A51.1).IA0) .20 ) FFIARN25 IF (IIP) 1270. 12,).1270 E1ARNI40
7,(AA(42 ),1 NP.),AA43)1 PRG)(AA 1 44 ), IFN).(AA 5s .CONSI.(AA(46).III FIARN076 ILO0 IF IIMIN)-I) 1220,1230.1220 FIWRNIA1
8),(AA1T47)1,)G,1A(48),2),(AA149),/3) FIARN027 1220 IF IIMIN(IP-IP) 1240,1 30,1240 FIARN14I
EQUIVALENCF (1A(35),ISHIlF).(IA 1 ).IS 1 R) FIARNOR 1230 IL=IL+1 UIARNI43
FOUIVALENCF (AA3021 .MI).l(AAT,303),MX) 4,I(AA(304.I AA(305)1.P) F1ARNo29 1240 IF (IMAX1I)-) 120.,1260,1250 F1ANII44
EOUIVALFNCE (ABIN.INCI.(IN.18AN8 ) FIARNn30 1260 IF IIMAX(IP)-IP) 1270,1260,1270 FIANSIk 5
DIMENSII'N IBRCI8000.IBAND(OI00).ISIR(540),IMAX(S40),IIN(14). F1ARNll 1260 -IG1GIIA E1IRN46
IAIMI40.1I5).ISIRTSAI) iARNO032 1210 IF 10G+IL] 1910,12H0,1480 FIRNI17
FUUIVALENCE I(DIIMYABIN),('UMvY(IOI ).ISIRI)MI1MlY(A40).IMAX). FIARN033 120 NZL=O FIARNI4
I DUMMY (9180), IN), ( DIMYI 8640),ISIRTI FI ARN034 NZG=O F1ARN 49
CLT=O. F 1ARNO5 DO 1300 J=1,1N F1ARNISO
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Table Vll-2 (contd)
XSAP=0. FIARN036 13 o MNN=1-1 FIRN0IH
XN=IN F1ARN037 GO TO 1370 Fl1RNIAq
NCYCL=0 F IARNOR 1 90 DO 1400 J=MNIM.NN FlARN170
NCYCN=N/10+3 E1ARN039 JJ=(J-1l/36 FIAR9171
IS15P= 1SR+1 FIARNO40 JJP=JJ+1 F1ARN)72
ICYCL=- FIARN041 ACH=ABIN(lIJJP) FIAR I1)7
IF I15SHUF-11 90,90,10 F1ARN42 JRIT=J-36JJ F1ARN174
10 RFAD1 INP11T TAPF 5.I,(ISIRII)I=. N EIARN043 IF ILESINIACH,JBIT)) 1395.1393,1395 FIARN175
I F(1RMA1 1201') F1ARN044 1o93 NZG=NZG+1 F1ARN176
U0 20 I=1,IN FIARN045 1 95 ACH=ABIN(IPJJP) FARN177
20 ISIRTII)=I FIARN046 JRIT=J-36JJ F1ARN7R
MI=1 FIARN047 IF (LEHINIACH.JB T), 1400,1397.1400 F1ARN179
MX=IN FIARNo48 1797 NZL=NZL+1 ElIRNIRO
I011 O I=I,1N F1ARNO 9 1400 CONTIN E F1ARNIAL
DO 73 1P=IIN FIARN050 1410 IF 1MXB-MXM) 1415,1415,1460 FIARNI12
IF (ISIR(1)-I1SIRl]P)) 73,24.23 FIARN051 1415 IF (MXB-IP) 1420,1420,1430 FIARN183
23 CNTI\1UE F1ARNO2 1420 MXB=IP+1 FLARNI4
GO TO 3100 4ARNO053 G TO 1410 FARPN1R5
Z4 IF (I-LP) 25,0.25 FIARNn54 1430 D0 1450 J=MXB.MXM F 6IARN16
Z5 ISIRT(IP:ISIRT(I) EI ARN055 JJ=IJ-1)/36+1 FIARN17
CALL EXCH FIARN056 ACH=ABIN(I 1JJ) F14N188
00 CONTINUE E ARN057 RCH=ABINIIP.JJI FIARN199
90 10 I=l. F1ARN058 JHIT=J-36*(JJ-1) FIARNI9n
I1IN(1)=0 F1ARNn59 IF (LEBIN(ACH.JBIT)) 1440,1435,1440 E1ARN191
luC 1MAXII=0 F1ARNo0O 1435 NZL=NZL+1 F1ARN192
110 700 I=1.IN F1ARNIl 1440 IF (LEBINIRCH.JRIT)) 1450,1445,1450 F1ARN193
00 400 J=1.ISUR F1ARNO2 1445 NZG=NZGI+ F1RNI94
ACH=ARIN(I1.J) F1ARN063 1400 CON1N1E E1ARN195
00 300 JB=1.36 F1ARN064 14b0 IF (NZG-NZL) 1910.1910.140 F1ARN194
IF (LEBIN(ACH.J4)) 420.300.20 El0RN0 5 140O ICYCL=ICYCL+II FARI97
sO CONTINE 01ARN6 CALL EXCH EIARNI98
400 CONTINIUE F1ARN067 NCH=ISIR(I1 F0RNL99
GO TO 3100 FIARN068 ISIRI)=ISIR(IP) FIARN200
420 1MIN(I)=36*(J-I)+JR FIARNO&9 ISIR IP)=NCH FIARN701
JC=ISRP-J F1AN070 IF (IlP) 1720.1630.1720 F1ARN202
11 600 J:1.JC 10N071 l630 IF IMAXIIP-IP) 1650,1640,1650 E1ARNP03
JHI=1ISU1-J F1ARN072 1640 IMAX(IP)=IMAX(IP-I1 FIARN204
ACH=ABNIl N ,JbI F1ARNO73 1650 IF (IMAXII)-I) 1670,1660,1670 EIARN205
DO 500 JH=1.36 FIARN074 1660 IMAX(I=IMAX(I)+1 F1ARN206
JBC=36-J+I F1ARN075 16/0 1F iMINI11)-I) 1690.1680,1690 FIARN207
IF (LFBINIACH,JBC)) 620.500.620 FIARN076 1600 IMIN(1)=IMIN I)+l FIARN20
00 CONTINUE FlARNo77 1690 IF IMINIIP)-IP) 1720.1710,1720 I1ARN209
00 CONTINUE FlaRN078 1110 IMIN(IP=IMNIIP)-1 FIARN210
G(I T(I 3100 F1AR0070 1720 NCH=IMAX(1) EARN211
620 I AX(I)=364JBI-JH+1 F1ARN00 IMAX(i)=IMAX(IP) F1ARN212
100 CONTINUE FIARNOP1 IMAX(IP)=NC H F1ARN13
IF (ISHIF-1) 201750.750 F1ARNOR2 NCH=IMIN(I) FIARN214
1"O CALL TICK IITIM) FARNOA3 MIN(1)=IMINI IP) FIARN215
CTITI0 01RN004 II9IP=NCH FIN216
IF f[NP-1) 1100.1100.R00 ElARNDR5 DO 1900 J=MI.MX E1ARN217
+00 CALL 0U11PT F1ARNRA6 IF ((I-J)(IP-J)) 1740.1900.1740 FIARN218
I100 NQ=O 01ARN07 110 IF IJ-Il 1810,1900.1750 0IAN219
NFO=IN F1ARN 11 00 IF I0N(1J)-I) 17H0.1760.1780 ElARN220
NCH=0 F1ARN0R9 110 JJ=(J-11/36+1 F1ARN221
ICYCL=ICYCL+I F1ARN090 ACH=ABIN(IJJ) EA RN222
XSAIN-IMAX l F1 ARN1091 JBIT=J-36(JJ-l) 0100N23
IMAXP=IMAX) EAR1092 IF (LEBINPACH,JIT)) 1900.1770,1900 FLARN224
XAXP=1MAXP FI1N093 110 IMINIJI=IMINJ)+1 FIARN225
DO 1105 i=2.IN FARMO94 G T 1900 FIRN226
IF (IMAXI)-1AXPI 1105.1105.1102 FIA0NO95 1iO0 IF (IMIN(J)-IP) 1900,179901900 FIARN227
X110 IMAXP=IMAX(I) FIARN h 110 IMINIJ=IMINIJ)-1 FlaRNPB
X00AXP=IAXP F1ARN097 GO T0 1900 FIARN229
115 XSAXSA+XN-XMAXP FARN09q 110 IF lIMAXIJ)-I- 1830.1820,1830 FIARN230
IF (XSA-XSAP) 1106,1106,1107 1ARN099 1020 IMAX(J)1IMAX(J)+1 FIARN231
1106 NCYCL=NCYCL+I FIARNI00 GO TO 1900 ELARN232
IF INCYCL-NCYCN) 1108,1108.1905 F6IARN101 130 IF (1MAXIJ)-IP) 1900.1840.1900 E1ARN)33
1107 XSAP=XSA F-IARNI0 1I40 JJ=(J-1)/36+1 EARN234
CYCL= A FAN03 PCH=b0IN0IPJJ) FARN235
IlU8 CALL TICK (ITIM) F1ARNIO4 JRIT=J-36(JJ-Il ElaRN236
CNT=ITIM F1AR1D5 IF (LERIN(ACH.JBIT)) 1900.1650.1900 E1ARN737
CNKT=(CNT-CT)/60. ARN106 1450 IMAX(J)=IMAX(J)-1 E1ARN237
I0 (CNT-CLT)I 11L011091109 F1ARN0I7 1U00 CONTINIF F1IARN39
1109 CLT=CLT+100. F1ARNLo 1910 I INBO-NEO) 1960.197 0 FIARN240
WRITF 1TPIT 1APF ,3,CT.I1CYCL.XSA F1ARNIO9 bO0 G1 TO (I1O.1120).NFP FIARN241
I R (CNT-100.1 1 l0.11l0,1111 FIARN110 1910 IF INCH) 1100.1980.1100 FIARN242
1111 PIINCH 1,(ISIR I),1=1,IN) F1ARNIll 1 80 CONTIN IIE FIARN243
3 FORMAT ( H ATF7.2.1H EC. OC RCLAnFLING,76,750 INTRCHAN FS nONIARN1N12 1965 IF INP-1 20020052005,1990 E1RN7244
1. IIPpFR 0FF-BA4I ELFMFNI CIIHS1l1 F1.FSH TP 11y e'ATRIX S,F9.0) FiA0113 1990 CALL OUTPT E1ARNP45
1J=1P+J ?1ARNI51 2005 CALL TICK(IIIM) FAR0'246
I1 13-IN) 12 129901310 FI1ARI52 CNT=IIM F1ARN047
1200 IF ( IINIlJ)-VIl) 1100.1300.1320 FIAN153 CNT=ICNT-CHT)/60. E1ARN248
1500 CONTINUE FIN 154 WRITF 0UTPUT TAPE 6,3.CNT,ICYCLXSA F1ARN249
1510 MNN=IN F1ARN S1 2010 NE=IN-I FlRN9250
GU T0 1330 clANL0 DO 2100 I=1.NFO IARIN251
1I20 MNN=IMIII .1-I F]Rn157 IP=I+1 FIARN252
15O 010 1350 J=1.IN 11ARNl0 IF (IMAX(IP )-IMAXII)) 2030.2100.2010 FIARN253
.J=I-J ClarNIS 2030 IMAXIIP l=1XII) FlRN295
IF (J]-) 1340.1341. l40 1ARN60O 21+0 CNT[N5 E ElARN?55
1]0+1 IF I14AX(JI)-3P) 136h,135ul13s1 F1ARNiN l IF (ISHlF-I) 3000,2300,2300 F1ARN256
]010 CNTINIF FARNPi 7 23U00 PlPCH l.(ISIR(I).iMAXII,I IN) FiARN257
150 MX=1 F0luNlA3 30U0 RETIRN F1ARN50
;O TII 1370 FIARN4i1 3100 WRITF I1JTPUT TAPF 64.1 FlARN259
15b5 MXB=IiAX(J[)+1 FIARIh 4 FORMAT 1H THE PJ1INT. 1 533. DOES NIT APPFAR IN MFSH ToPrILGY) EIARN260
10 IF 1(NN-MIM) 1410.]175,1375 1A60166 GO TO 3000 FIARN241
1sI _ IF (MNN-I) I130.1380.130 FlAN167 ENID FIARN27




C DUMMY SI0BROUTINE FOR BOUNDARY C0INITInN GFNERATDR F R INt02
RETURN F1 IJNGO3
END F151lNG04
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Table VII-4. Source program listing of Table VII-6. Source program listing of
subroutine COOR (Link 1) subroutine EXCH (Link 1)
* LABEL * LABFL
CEICOR EICOR00D CEIEXC F1FXCOOD
SUBROUTINE COO E ICORnol SUBRfHJTINF EXCH PFFXCOOL
C READS AND STORES COORDINATES FICORO2 C INTERCHANGES CONSEOUFTIVF llWS AND COLINS OF CONNFCT[VITY MATRIX FIEXCDO02
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1),REM(13).NT(10).DUMMY(0 1 D), IUHM(500),N(A) F1C(R003 COMMON AA EIEXC00
I.P124) UV(24),X(BYB),Z(B),X 07),YD(7),Z(7),RHMMY(27,9) FICOAnRO4 EUIVALENCE (AA( 9000),ABIN) FIFXCO4O4
2,D21(21) (1)II.GL(1) FICHR005 EQUIVALENCE (AA(302)I.Mi),(AA 303),MX).(AA(30 ) I),(AA(IO ).IP) FIFXCn00
COMMON IA,AA FIC{UR00O DIMENSION RIN54,15 FIC
EQUIVALENCE IIA.AA),IAA( 9000)DU4MMY) FICR007 JMI=(MI-1)/36+ FIFXCO7O
EQUIVALENCE YDUMMY,IOUMNTRIMMY).(DMMY(11),REM) FICIIRODD JMX=(MX-1)/36+1 FlFXEODO
EQUIVALENCE (IAll),IN), IA(2), INNI,(IA(3)IT), A(II411P),IAI), EICROR19 00 100 KJMI JMX PCOO
LIPRS),I A(6),ITYFE) ,(I A( ),1MAT), IA(B),IDEG), 1A(9),1IN ).(]A(I0),E( 1C RO10 ACH=ABIN(I K) F FXCCO)1
21H), l ll),IB) , IA(l 2), 1 M X),( A(13),IM MY), a* ), IMMZ }),IA(15) .4 0ROll ARIN I K)AR IN(IP,K) FIFXCOI1
31MFIl,(IA 11 ).IARE)., IA(17).N)1 )),(IA(25),M),(1A(26).ITY),( 1A(27), 1C R012 100 ARIN(II ,K)=ACH F FXCD 2
41STR), IA(28),IFLT),(IA(29),ITEM),( IA(30).ITIC).(IA(31).1 MFT), EICOR 1 3 J= I- 31)/3 +1 FIFXC013
511A(32),ISUM),(I A 33),IND ,(IA 34),IMS),( IA316),II3.5 IA(37), FICOR014 JB=I-36* 1J-) FIFXCO14
610RD)O ,IA)38).104IO ),(IAI39(,ACEL ). (IA)50).JI).1A(51) I.J2), EICOR01 JP=IIP-I1/361 FAFXCOI1
7(A 1 52),J3),(IAI53).Jo),(I4) ).J5),(IA() 55)J6 A),  ( ),JT). (IA 571FIC RO16 JPB=IP-36t P-I) FFXC1O 6
B),J 8),(IA(5B),JTY), IA(59),I1),AO) IAI0, ).(IA(61),IID).( A(2),E1CRO017 IF (J-JP) 150,250,150 FLFC017
911A),(IA 63),IDT ),( IA 64),IDY), IA(65),ITEI,( IA(41) ,ITAPI F1CnR 8 1O 00 200 K= ,NIMX FIFXCOIR
EO IVALENCE IIA(66),ICAR), IA14 7),ICIX),(IA(6 ),ICIY) (IA(69). EICOROI9 ACH=ABIN(K,J) FIFXC 19
11CIZ), IA( 70),ICFI), (IAF7 ), IX ), (IA(72),IYY),(IA(73), IZZ FI1C 0R020 BCH=ARIN(K,JP) FIE XCO) O
2(IA(
7
4),1IC ), IA75),IDEF), IA(76),IST),(IA 77),IIS) EICORO?] NCH=LEBIN(ACH,JB) F1FXC 21
3, IA{)78),IGEM),(IA79),IE RR)(AA(RO),Th),(AA(I4 ),DT),(AAoR2),oG), F1COR022 NCT=LEBINBCH.JPR) FIFXCO?2
4(AAB83).AL I ,(AA(4) ,AL2),( AAI(B),AL3),AA ),021 ),(I(AA'107),P), FIC R023 CALL SE0IN (ACHJNCT) IFXC023
5(AA(131),UV ),AAI155X),) (AA(163 Y).(JAI71)Z).(AA1 79),Xn), FICLPO24 CALL SEHIN HCH.JPBANCH) FIFXCO24
6(AA(1B),YD),IAA193),ZDI)IAI 351I),S).IAA(40).ZGFM) FICR0?5 ARINIK,JI)=ACH F1EXCO25
7, 1AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),IAA(44),IPFN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA(4 ), IFICORO26 200 ABIN(KJP)=BCH FIEXCn26
8),AA(47),G,(AA(48),G2),(AA(49),G3) EICURn27 GO TI 400 FIFXCO7?
EQOHIVALENCE (A( NTI AI3NTICIIA3),IST),(IA347)ISFY),(A(3
4
6) FICORO2 2O0 DO 300 K=MI,MX F1FYCO?R
1,ISDZ),(IAI 3 5),J I,( IA1344),J0) ,(IA(343 ,JPRS),(IA(342) .JS0Y) FICORO9 ACHA IN(K J) I F) 40029
2,(IA(341),JS[iZ),(JA(340),JARE).(IA(339),JMMX).(IAI(338),JF Y) FICnRO30 NCH:LEINIACH.JR) 1IEXCO3O
3, (IA337),JMMZ). l(A(336),JM FI),(IA33)ITAS). 33) Z FICOR031 NCT=LFRINACHIJPB) FFXC031
4.( IA(333),IPR), (AA332),DGY,(AA( 331),OGZ). (AA33),PRSI FIC)RO032 CALL SEBIN (ACH.JBNCT) FIEXC032
5.(IA)329),IPIR) FICflR033 CALL SF1BIN ACHJPB.NCH) FIFXCn33
IERR=O FICnRPO4 300 ABINIK.J)=ACH F)FX0C34
L= O ICORO35 U00 RETURN 
FIFXCO35
831 INTE=(IN-L-1)/2 FICR030 ENO F1EXCO36
INTE=24(INTE+1) FICOR037
IF (INTE-1000) 833,33,832 FICDR038
b32 INTE=1000 FIC R03
433 READ INPUT TAPE 5102,(IDtl4(1).0UMMY(I+1000),BIMY(1+2000),D)MMY FICRO40
1I113000) 1=1,INTF) FICORN04
142 FURMAT (2114,3F12.7)) FICIR042
i=0 FICROnR43
8314 1=I+i 4E RO 044 Table VII-7. Source program listing of function LEBIN
IF I(-INTE) B315,315,831 FiCrSRi45
8315 IF (ID0M(1)) 300F,314,31 FCRu046




IZZL=IZLZ+L F1CO9 FAP FILEOOO
AAXXL-)=DUMMY;I-1000) 1C009052 CHUNT 100 FILEDOnl
AAIIYYL)=DUMMY(I+2000) F1COR 03 LBL E1LED FILED002
IF (IGEM-I) 1062,1063,300 FICnR094 REM FI LED003
1063 AA(lZZL)=DIMMY(1+3000( FlCR 05 * THIS SIIBPROGRAM IS CALLED USING FORTRAN 'SURROUTINE' CDNVENTIONS.FILED04
1062 IF (L-IN) 8314,5H50,300 FICIRDO5 * CALLING SEOUENCE IS... FILFDO5
500 RETURN FICRO957 * CALL SEBIN4I,IN) FILEDO06
300 IERR=I FICnRnR WHERE 'A' IS THE NAME OF A WORD IVARIABLF). FILEDO07
GO TO 5850 FCR 0RO * 'I' IS FTN INTEGER SPECIFYING DFSIREO BIT (1-36) IN 'A'. FILFOOD
END CICnROnn * 'N' IS A FORTRAN INTEGER ONE IR ZFRO INDICATING THE NEW FILED009








Table VII-5. Source program listing of STI INOKTR SAVE INDICATORS F1LEDO1B
SXA SAVX1.1 AND XR1 EILFD019
subroutine CORG (Link 1) li 1 ESET EILFOO
PDC ,1 F1LED002
ZET* 3,4 DO WE SET LIR RESFT FILED0O3
TRA SET SET FILDO024
* LABEL RIS TABLF,1 RESET FILEDO25
CE(GLOAO 4CriR) n TR4 FXIT EILFDO26
SIRROT I E C)r(4G F IC 01 A EVEN ELFO27
C DU S IIR IN FOR ORE  C)DINATE GFNFATOR FICRCn2RETURNSET OSI TL EILFDOB
ETRN FIR)403 EXIT STI* 1,4 LLE029




INUKTR PZE * EtLFD034
TABLE PZE 0 EILEOD35
MZF FILE036
DEC IBllB2,1B3.1B4,10, 16,4B7,144,IBY.IIOB1,1B1 2 ElLE0037
DEC 1813,1814,IB5,11BI,1BI, IB,1F819,1B20,1B21.1122 FILEDO38
OEC 1823.1BZ4,1B25,126, 1B27,B28,1M29,1430,IB31,1R32 F1LF039
DEC 1833,1834,1835 EILDOO40
SPACE 4 FILFDO41
A FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM... FILED0042
CALLING SEOI0ENCF 'X=LEBIN(AI)' FIL0F43
WHERE 'A' IS THE NAME OF A VARIABLE FILEDO44
'I' 15 A FTN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE DESIRED BIT IN 'A'. F1LFDO45
ON RETURN T CALLFR THE AC CONTAINS A FOIRTRAN INTEGER FILED046
ONE OR ZERO DEPENDING ON WHETHER I'TH BIT OF 'A' IS E1LE0047
ONE OR ZER. FILFD04A
REM FILFD049
LFblN EOU * F1LEDO50
SXA LEBXI,I F1L)0051






LEBXI AXT **,1 FILFD58
TRA 3,4 FILFD009
REM EILFDO60
ONt PZE ,,I A FORTRAN II 1 FILFDAi
END FILFD0062
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C DUMMY SUBROUT INE FOR MESH GENERATOR F IFSGO2
RETURN IIMFSGn3
END FIMFSG4
Table VII-9. Source program listing of subroutine MEST (Link 1)
* LABEL GO TO 89 FMFSOS5
CEIMES FIMESO00 83 JK=8 F MESnh6
SUBROUTINE VEST FIMESOO1 JN=2 FIMFS067
C READS AND STORES MESH TOPOLnGY UATA F1MFSOO2 GO TO 89 F MSO68
DIMENSION IA(1),AARIT,REM(13),NTI 10),UMMY(500 ), IDIIM(5ODT) N(R) FIMFS003 04 JK=6 EIMFS069
1PI24)1 UVI24),X(II ,YI ),Z(I ),XD71),YI7) D(7).,RMMYI27,9) FlMFS04 JN=3 FTMFS070
2,D,121(2),Sl),G 1) IMnES005 GO TO 89 FTIFS071
COMMON IA.AA FIMFS006 85 JK=7 FIMES070
EOUIVALENCE IIA,AA).(AA( 9000),DMMY) FIMFS007 JN=4 F1MFS073
EOUIVALENCE IOUMMY,.IOTMNT,RMMYI), DIIIIMMYI).RFM) F1MESOO GO TO 89 F1S074
EQOIVALENCE IIA(1 , IN),l A(2),1 RN) ,IIA1(3)I T),(I A(4), IP),(IA(5), FIMESOO9 86 JK=6 E1MFS075
IPRS),(IA(6),ITYPF),(IA(7),IMAT) , IA ) OEG).(IA 9 NX) IA SO JN=4 FIMES07O
2IH),(IA 11 ),IB),(IAll Z) IMM), I(IA(13) IMMY),)IIA(14),IMM 1 7),(AIlls ),F ESO11 G TO H9 FIMFS077
31MFI I. 1A: 1 R6IARE ) IA(17 ,NI I)),I A(251)M)( IA(26),ITY).(IAI27) .F1FSOI12 7 JK=10 FIMFS07841STR).(IA(28),IELT),(IA(29),1TFM),(IA 301),ITIC),(IA(31),I1 T), FIMESO13 JN=8 FIMFS079
5 IA(321,ISUM).( IA1331 ND), 11 (34) ,IMS), ]A 36),IDS).11A(37), FIMEFS04 89 LC=L FIMESORO
610R)),l(IA38),IORD1),(IA(391,ACEL ).(IA(50),J11,(IA(51),J) ), FlE SO5S LJK=LC+JK FIMESO
7( IA(52),J33), IAI53),J4).I)AI54),J ),(IAI55),J6). 1AI56),J7),IIAI57FIMES016 LJKP=LJK+1 FIMFSOR2
81,J8),(IA I58),JTYI. IA591 )IRH). IA(6O), IBOR (IA61, I I) (I A( 2),FI1ES017 IF (LJK-NFI) 7919,7919,7923 FIMFSOR3
911 I),(IAI63),IOT),)(IAI64 , IY), (A(651),ITE),(IA 41),ITAP) F1MFSOTI 7923 NBE=NBE+20 FMFSTO
EUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(1A(167),CIX),IA(8),ICIY),(IA(691, FIMFS019 NFI=NFI+20 Fl SFSORS
IICIZ),(IA(70),ICF I), IA(71),IXX.1 IA(721),IYY),(IA 731),IZ ). FIFS020 READ INP0 T TAPE 5,79I IDIIM(1), II =NBF.NFI) FIMFSO R6
2(IA174 ,IIC)T IAI(71),1 EF),(IAI761),IST),IA(771,IIS) FIOES021 7919 GU TO (70.69,68,67,66,65,64,63,62,Tl),JK FIMESO7
3, 1(A178,IGEM)I,IA179),IERR), (AAIOITE ),AA81),DT)I, AA821,DG), FIFS022 61 JM=J10+M FIMFSORP
4(AAI83),AL11AA184),AL2), AA(15),AL3 ),( AA8),21 10AA(017),P), ElMESo 3 GO TO 72 F IFSOH9
5(AA 31),UV), AAI 155), X), AA(163),Y),IAAI 71),.Z),(AAl 791),X ), F1MES024 62 JM=J9+M 1 MFS 90
6(IA(IB6),YD),(AA(193),ZD), IAA(351) ,S),IAAI401ZEM) F1MES075 GO TO 72 FIMFS091
7,)(AA42), NPI, IAA43)1,PBG),(AAI44),IPFNI,(AA(45),CnNS),(AA(I6). ItFlHMES026 63 JM=JR+M FIME5092
8)RlAA047),GIIIAA (148 )2)IAA(P91)G3) F1IFS077 GO TO 72 FIMSOq3
EQUIVALENCE (IA1349),NTIC),(IAI3481ISIIT),I1A3471)ISDY),(IA(346) FIMESO28 64 JM=J7+M E1MFSO94
1,IS0Z) 1IA13451)J91 (IA(344),JIO),I IA 343 )J PRS),(IA(3 42),JSDY) FTIFS029 GO TO 72 FIMESO95
2,(11A(41 ),SD,)(IAI3091),JREI), IAI339),JMMX),IA(338),IJMMY) FIMFS030 6 JM=J6+M FI 5096
3,(IA(337)1J. MZ),(IAI3361),JFII,1T A3315),TAS)II A 334).IOZ) E1MES031 GO TO 72 FlMFS0 97
4,IA(333),IPR),IAA(332),DGY)I,AA331),DGZ),(AA(330),PRFS) FIES032 66 JM=JS35 Fl FSO8
5,11A(329),IPIR) FIMFS033 GO TO 72 FlMES099
IERR=O FMFS034 61 JM=J4+M FIMFS100
M=O FIMFS035 GO TO 72 FIMFSIO)
MT=O F1MFS036 6h JM=J3+M FLmFS102
L=O F1MF5037 GO TOI 72 FIMFS103
NRE=-19 F1MES035 69 JM=J2+M FlMFS04
NFI=0 F1MFS039 GO TO 72 FIMFS105
7910 L=L+1 F1MFSSO 70 JM=J1+M F 1MFS51
7911 IF (L-NF1)7912,7912,7913 F1MFS041 72 L=L+1 FIMFST07
7913 NBE-NBE+20 EIMESO42 LJK=LC+JK FIMFSIOR
NFI=NFIO20 FIMFS043 IAIJM)=ID MLJK) FIMFS109
READ INPUT TAPE 5,791,tIITIllI=NFNFI) FIMESOU4 JK=JK-1 FI FSIO
191 FORMAT 12014) FMFS45 IF (JK) 79,78,7919 FIMES111
7912 IF (IDlM(L)1 7921,7910,7924 FIMFS46 78 DO 7800 J=1,JN FiMFS112
7921 IF IL-NFI) 7914.7913,7913 F1MF5047 JL=LJKP-J FLMF113
7924 IF (IERR) 300.300,7925 F1MESO8 IF IIDUM(JLI)) 300,300,7800 F1MFS114
7925 L=L-1 E1MFS049 7800 CONTINUE FI SIS115
MT=-1 F IES050 IF (M-IT) 7930,799,300 FIMFS116
IERR=0 FIPFSO1 7930 IF (NFI-201 779 10.79107937 FE117
7914 M=M+I FIMESO52 7932 NIE=NI-20 CINMFSI
MT=MT. F1MFSO53 D00 7940 I=1,20 FIESII9
IF (MT-9991 7916,7915,300 FIMES054 I =I+NIE F FSI 20
7915 IERR=1 FIMFS055 7940 IDMI)=IO UM( II) F1MFS121
79161 IF MT+IOUM(L)) 300,7917,300 FIMESOS5 L=L-NIE FLMF5122
7917 IELT=IDIOMIL+I1/100 FIMFS057 NRE1 FIMFS103
IF (IELTO(IFLT-19)) 7918,300,300 FIMES058 NFI=20 1MF5124
7918 G() TO I81,82,R1.83,84.85,84,5,86,7.84,85,84,B5.B4,5,R1.I),IFLTFlMFSO9 GU TO 7910 
.MFS175
81 JK=5 F1MESDO 799 IERR=O AIMFS)12
JN=2 FME5061 79 RETIRN FIMESO17
GO TO 89 F 1MFS062 3UO IERR=I FIFS128
82 JK=6 FIMESO03 GO TD 79 1IMFS1S9
JN=2 FLMFSO'L END FMFS130
Table VII-lO. Source program listing of subroutine OUTPT (Link 1)
PLABEL
CE1UPT 016PTOD 6(AAlH6),YO).l 93),O1),0AA)5).S).(0A(40)1,0 FIOPT?5
SUORROUTINF OIITPT F1I0PTO0I 7, AA(4 ),IN P), AA1493),IPHG),IA (44 PFN),1(AA45),C NS),(1 A(A ) ,IIIFIIPT026
C WRITES INFORMATIOn RELATFI) vITH RELARELLING InPT102 f),IAA147),GI )0AA(48),G2),AA0491.G?) FIOPT027
DIMENSION IAl)l. 1A(1,REMIIl3) ,NTICI I Sl ( I ,Y1500), 10 DOM0010noNIR) FIIPTI03 FOUIVALENCE IA3491)NTICIlA348)3S11T),(1347,ISY).IAI46 FlIIPTOZ8
IP(24),OV(24),X( ) 1,Y ,( ), X(71, YO(7 ),Z (7 ),R nMY(27,9)1 )00004 ,ISDZ),LI A(345),J9), I A344) ,J10),I 11043 .5 11347)1,JSY) F10PTO29
2.0 1 211 .11 1( ) FII)PTno0 2, II(341) ,JSOZ ). I I (340),IARF), (IA (3391,JMMX). I IA338) ,JMY) F1IIPT030
COMM N 1A,AA FilPT006 3110133 .7),J MZ1 ), IIA(336),JFI I,i, A( 35),1ITAS), I 334).IZ) EiOPTn31
EQU IVALENCE (IA.AA),(AA( 9000).1DUMMY) F10PT007 4,(IA(333),IP R),(AA(332),DGY),(AA(331) .GZ),AA. 330),PRFS) FII1PT032
E IIT VALENCE (IIJMMY,I1UM,NT.IIMMY),)IIYM(1 l 11.),RF ) F1rPT000 EO IVALENCE IIA(35),1 HilSH F),(IA(301). 1, UR FlOPT0 33
OEQUIVALENCE A(II1).INH ) IA(12). IRN),(IA 3), IT), IA4 P),IP), IAI15), FIOPTO09 O1IIIVALENCE (ABIN.IBBC).(Ab IN,0) 1 N60 ) li)PT034
1IPRS),(IA 6), ITYPF),(IA( I7 I). IMAT) Il A( ),I * (9). IX). IlA( O),FInPTO1 0 DIMENSION IRFOC(80 )), IANEi( 0),ISIR( 1 540),I 1 (540), IIN 540) E1OPT035
21H)H IAI ll , ), AI I2blIMMX1 ). IA(13). IM1 Y ).IA() 1 , !4Z) ) 1IA(1I5),F IPTI0 IARINIL540 15i FII1PT 0 6
31MFI),(IA(16),IARE),( IA(17IL),N( )),L 1A 25),.l), IA(26),1TY). 1( 271,FinPT0 12 EOUIVALENCE I0lMMYAR IN), IIIMMY(8I100 . ISIR) ,(10 MY(R640).IMAX), FiPTO37
4STRI, IA(2F)I FLT) IA(29),I F ) ,(A1 30),ITIC),(IAI31) .1 FT). F1OPTOI3 I IOUMMY(IEO9 ),IMIN) FIIIPT 3F
5(IA 32),15 (M .1 IA(133),IND),(IA1 34) ,InS), A(36),In ),(IA(37), '1lPT014 WRITE 10UTP0T TAPF 6,16 F)PPT039
6IORD),(IA(3R) (39),AL l,(IA(50),J)(IA(5)2), PT015 16 FORMAT SIH1..H N...AH H (I.16 IM00l09e (M(n0,nv.YL L 6r1Y!!pT nan
*l F .0 ,I t AI ,Jl),(lIA 4),J ) IIA(5),,J6, IA(6 ),,7I ,(IA5 7F)InPTI 16 1 I N OCTAL//) FlnPTO4
H),,18),II A 58 ,JTY),(IA 591).1 0),(IA 60),1 ),(IA)61 1),I ),TIA(R 2), nPT17 WRITE TlElT) T APF 6 ,17, .,ISIR(I , IMIN I), MAXI I),(IARINI,J),1J=I,7FI0PT042
911A),(IA(&3),1DT), IA(64).IrY),(IA 65). ITF).(IA(41 .0ITAPI 01OPT01 II =I ,IN) F]OPT0 43
EOIIIVALENCE (IAIh),ICAR),( I 67).1CIX),(IATl ),ICY).IA( 0). F10PT019 17 FORMAT (416,5X,7013) FllPTIO44
IICIZ),(IA(70).ICFI),I A1 71) IXX).(IA(72),IYYO).( (73).IZZ). Flflo T020 IF IISK -7) 120,120.110 FInPTO5
2(IA(74),IIC), IA(75 O), DEF) (IA(6 9ST )(I (771).I ) EIF PTOO 1 110 WRITE OUTPIIT TAPF 6,10,) 1 ISIR(1 ).(AR IN(I,J),J= ,115),1=1,1N) F 01PT046
3,1A)n ),IGF ) IA(. 79).IER .(AA(HO),. F), IA(1l1). T), I(A(2) , 01 FlI PT072 1P FORMAT (1HO/1 216h 4X,013)) FIOPTO 74
A 
1
83),ALI).(AA(84),AL2),(AAIR 5),AL3), ( ).111 AA(IO ?),P)o FlnPTO0 3 120 RETOiRN FIOPT048b(AA(131), V). (AA 155),X), (A (163), Y),( IA( ),7),I AA( 179),XIII F1)1PT024 END Fi(PT049
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Table VII-1 1. Source program listing of subroutine SRAT (Link 1)
LABEL FISRT6
CF1RT ElSPTT KN=O 015T05
CUROITINE SRAT FISRTnTo LI+O=(IB- *IDEIO 15T66
C GFNERATET CONNECTIVITY MATRIX AND nFCTI1REO TOPOLOGY OF 1IFF.YAT.FI TOT2 DO 971 J=1.IYEG EISRTO6
DITMFNNION I(1. Rlc ..13). 110) ,:llY,0). IUJMTI'n),IT() F T n IOL=LIBO+J FISR467
1.P(24),UV 24I).X(8) .Y(8).Z(I ). I ,1YI ,(11.)RUMMY.9) C SRTOrS IF (I AI
0
OL) 472.9711,9711 01S0T069
2,D21 211)._(1I('11 FISRTOnS5 91 TN=KN+ T
COMON IA.AA FISRT16 971 CONTINUE 
EISRTOTY
FOUIVALENCE (IA.AA).)AA ( 903).4MMY) E1SRTO"I 972 nO 94 J=.IR EISRTn7I
EQUIVALENCE (DUMY,IODUM.NT.RU9Y).R(' EiY(11),RE) FISRTTO8 IF ()N-I1EG) 942.94!.42 CISRTY?
EQUIVALENCF (IA(1) F.IN)*(A(2)IN)( T) (A P)(A( ' RTo 941 IF (I-J) 95.42,94 E15RT7
11PRSI).AI).ITyPE .(I1IAA7),IATi .' )4)l.IOF).1c (9 .INx).) IA10)IIFRT01n 92 JB=IMAx(J) 
EISRT074
21H) .IA I. II( IMX(IAI .I Y141 1 ) .(IA(1 )I, Iu Z) . 1(IA(1) I . R K =DI ERTIOT7











. I S R
l I2 LIO=(JB 1)IDEG+IBO SRTT0
7
6
41ATR).1IA(28) IELT).( IA(29),ITFY) .iI (n0). I(C).)l)! I , ), FlSTIOI DO 981 L.IDEG ESRT77
5IA41 I.SUV),(IA))A)99).IF,). 1 4).I ), 1E19).IT).)IA(I). F''CRnl4 IROL=LIBO+L 1 07
610 ll 8 1. lCL I.I ANE).JTI)tl4)N1(* .) ISTInA IF 1Il (OL)) 982,9811.9811 1RT 0 79
7(A1521. ),J)(IA(3),J5),)IA54) ,JN). )I E)I6).A()AlJT)I~Iat ISRTi) 9811 KM=KM+i
8),JB).IAIA8).JTY).((AR9),IRR) .(iA),JIPO.()I61).T1) .1IA)21 .F41T1 981 CONTINUE SRTONTIN
91 A).(IA(63.)IDT .(IA 64) VliY).(I1)6 r.i1F). I A1.1 ) tIIAPI FI bRIOI IF I(KT-I;F ) 982,983.982 FEPTnB2
EOUIVALENCE (IlA66).ICARI.IIAI67) .ICIlx)I068I).ILI 'I la69* V R
! 9  
9 83 IF (1-J) 94.982.94 F SRT084
IICIZ).l(IA70) ICFI).(IA 1)(7 ) 7)IYY).(I)T17).1ZZ. E1SRTr20 982 JJ=(JB-1(/36+1 E1SRTO84
2?IA(74) 1 ICI A(I75).IDFFE).IA(76).IT) .IA()77)IIS) F1SRT021 ACH=ARIN(IB JJ) E15RTOA
3. AI71781.IGEM) .(IA79). IEARI,14(A(1i0) ,G))A(81).CTI.(AA?).0). =S1RTn22 JBIT=JBS-'6(J-1) ElSRTO6
44AAIB3). ALII,(AA(94A)AL21 ,(AA41S .AL9 (AA(I6).21 )I. I ~i T ,P), ]RT29 CALL SEBIN (ACH.JBIT.1) EITOSRT0
5(AA131i)CVI.(AAEl151X).(AA(I16 ).y)( n171).Z aaI1 791 1A) F"RTI24 APINIS.JJ=ACHSR
644AA 1861,YD).()A( 11)Z) I.IA(ll~ I l .AA(lT .o~ ) 1~10)T2 94 CONTINUE FIS TO90
7,)AA)A
2
).INPI1(AA(43 ),IPPGt).A,)4(IIFN).4A414N),CN~) A146),!UFYE Tn26 95 CONTINUE IERTO591
a I]AA17) 41 G21;."" ' F 'SRT 11 
I9 CONTIUE 
E SR M-1
8).(AA 7).G1I],AA(48).G2),(AA()4 ),0' o 4T I2R 9 CONTINUE EI5TP92
DOUIVALENC
C 
IA4I,1r NTI).)II39S),IOTTI,)lI('471,IT ),(AI 14A1 CF104112 CALL ARANRT
1IISDZ)I IA(,) 3 4 5 ,J 9 1,),( !A 3 -) JI. I 194 3 jPR)IA'21).JSDY) 
F15TD029 O1100 IMAXNIMAX() FIRT3
SNO 
E1SRT095
3.(IA(337),J MMZ).(I A(336),jMFI.L(I(t =).ITran ( T~i( .I 71 FI5RT^31 KN=0 E1SRTO96
4)(IA(333).IPRI.(AA(3312) .DGyYIl)2hd, 1 GL ).)A)33?U9).P ) F(1300 37 LBAND=O 
El5RT096
EISRTO97
OMEFNSION IB(25),CCi2.JI(25).CCCJI25) FlbRlS3 LIPOO= 1SRTO98
EOUIVALENCE (IA(2001,IBS),.IA(225).J).(AA2501).CCC!, F1 4 STa 0 2300 11 1.NT09
I)44) 275) .CCCJI T15034 0AXG=I




011.!1U) FRT00 6 IF IIMAXP-IMAXN) 1940,194Rn.215 ESITInO
FOUIVALENCE IABIN.I'C).II.I9~
AN
) F1 1 7 1940 n O 210 A J IMAB.IAXN FlSRT
OImFN1 CN I 4 .CinCr ANNTaN'S I.!IP(0F . ^ ).T
5
4 ~)ItN(A), F !9O38 IPOJ=IO=IDEO*( IclR(JI-li E15RT1
?
APIN540.15) 3 2n =.IF EISRT10!
OEQUIVALENCE (DULMY.A-INI.)YUY4VP)0 ),. )VYP. 0l 6).I+Y F)R-oP4- IIPOiOJE 
5101RT104
IIDUVUY)91I8P U IUIN, F10401 IF IAII oK1)) 
2oo000.IS.1950 5154718
IF (ISHUF-2) 25.25.23 ES'42 1950 KN=KN+I S 
6
23 READ INPUT TAPE 5.170.(ISIR(1)lIMAXTli).='.IN) FISRT4 0 200 CONTINUE 
FISRT10B
100 FORMAT 12014) E1SRTn4 ?1CO CONTINUE EISRTl8
GO TO 1101 EISRT15 2105 IMAXNI9MAX+A E1)ISRTIO9
25 DO 22 =1.1IN FlSRT4N IMAXB=IAA)III 
EISRTI
22 ;5U1)R FIS RT04 LIRO (I1RIR I1-I)*IDEG+IPO 
E1SRTIlI
I(R=(1N-1)76+ ESRT48 DO 2200 J=.I1DEG 
1ST112
D07 7(=.I4 FI1PT4e IPOL=LI00J F0ST11
DO 71 =I.15UR FISR 5 IF (110OL) 1211,.220,2 
, 2 0 0
SRT11
71 A.1N().JIJl. FSISRT051 2110 LANI=LAN
P +  
FS, 115
nO 9' =1 C SRTO52 IBAND(LBANO)=I1AXG-LANI-KN+ T1
CALL TO0 F!S-T05' 2200 CONTINUE 
El541117
DO 98 I.1iH FISRTs05 2300 CONTINUE F!SRT11
L =IH_-I) ,F1ST5 IUM=LPAND FISRT119
IF IN(L)) 98.98.97 E1SRT056 IF INP-1) 812,81.11 
EISRT120
98 1ONTINUE FISRT057 811 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.415 .(iIN (I I.1=1S1151U
M  
EFSRTI21
WRTE OUTPUT TAPE 6,11.M T058 15 FOMAT 1H). 390. OHTOPOLOGY oF TIE 
NUCE1 TIFFNESS MaRIX/////17EIST122




UNArCEOTAFLE. DICR'eARID.) ESPTnS 1X85HNUOER OF ELETENTS RETAINED AT rarH RoW CF UPPER TIF8NE8S 
MAE1SRT123




9 1P 61 812 IU =IU+1 E15RT125
S THIS CARn (E5R61A I IS MEDIATFLY CTcR rCn FISRTn61. 1ISPl1AT IllUI 1 
F1 SPT126




T 1S0612 O 416 I2.1U1 
e00128











IMAX(L)=NII) E5R61A5 IORD= A(IUI)-1 E15RT131
N=INII)-I)*IDEGIIO F15R61A6 FORD=0. E1SRT132




IF IlA(iOL)-10000) 301,302.302 F1SR61A9 417 FORD FORD+FXX E11RT135
302 nMIOO*IROL-IBO F1SR6100 IST=IU+I5UMI F5IRT16
I OL=IRO IIT E)0 4 EIT:IT 
ElSRT113
DO 3303 I.I £134610? IISU (SU EISRT138
I0 LI OL 1 '1I4+9 FILFN=FIST+FORD+FtISU-I. 015I 139
IF II)I=CL+) ) 33.3
-
033 £1SR61B IORD00I=IOI "ISRT14
30 L=LA) FR6145 WRIT OUTPUT TPT 6,6664.FORPSILFN F1SRT141
.3M ,3X3 IF CIM L F6.0,19H F1 T14
IMXIL)=(K4l)/IDEO+l SR61B5 666' FORMAT 1X 35HSTIFFNESS MAT411IX RE00IPF09 C 
IALI.E..H 11042
303 CONTINUE FISR61B 1STORAGE LOCATIONS/I1X32HTOTAL COMUON LCNGTH 
IS (DECIMAL),Fo., 19HE1SRTI3
301 CONTINUE EISR618 2 STORAGE LOCATION51 
ESRT14
000 CONTINUE FISR618 IF (I1810.-FILEN+FISUM) 419.420.420 EISRT145
'00 CONTNUE
I(=1 (F0R( 1C 419 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4211 
50146
0o 3C6 1=2.L F1SR4CI 4211 FORMAT I 6X 83HWARNING. LESS THAN 12750 TFrIAL LOCATION IS AVEIRT147
N+006 (I L4Cl$R61C2 1ILALE FOR THE N0XT LINK PROGRAUI./6.4THTHOUG IT MAY E s )ICIPAE15RT148
o 907 Jl,(S FISR61C3 2L. FXF UFTInN CONTI4NUESIT
IF (IMAX(J)-KN) 307.196,307 F1S1FICA 420 IF (INP-11 93,81.14,14 ES19I15
7T CONTINUF FISR619 S 814 00 421 I.1ITIUMI F15RT15997 ONIINUF F 6C F T152
-]R61C6 IUI=IU+I
iXIS)=N+1 FSR61C7 421 IBANO (I=IA(]UI) E15RT153
3 XC ONTN5UE EISR61C8 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,422. (I.IBAND()I.I± ISLIF) 
0IST54
3 0 6  
IS CARD EISR61C9) IS IMMEDIATELY FEFORE CARD EISRT67. ES6(09 422 FORMAT (IHI.30X 62HCOUNT 1 FMAIN DIA ONAL LENTS OF ROW LISTED SRT155
O 95 =I EISRT62 ITIFFNESS MATIX//(1I(2IX.14.1X5) EISRT156
I0=IAX(1) EIST0b3 813 RETURN 
E5RT157
END ElSRT1 8
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Table VII-12. Source program listing of Table VII-14. Source program listing of
subroutine TABL (Link 1) subroutine TOPO (Link 1)
LABEL t LABEL
CEITUL FITRLONO CE llnP E ITO00
SUBROUTINE TARL FITRLO01 SUBROUTINE TIIPO FITOPO01
C PRINTS FIRST OUTPUIT TEN FITHLOn2 C PREPARES ELEMENT PROPERTIES AND CHFCKS FITOPOO2
OIMENSIIIN IA(1).AA( ) .RFF(13),NT10 ).OIRMY 5000).IOIMISROO).NIB) EITRL00 3 DIMENSION IAIl).AA(1),REM(13),NT(10),Dl . MY1 (5000),IO) )M(5000).NIB) EITTiPOn3
1.P(241) .V (2 ) l.X IR Y(8I ZI ). I( ). Y0 71 2),ZD7), RMY(7,91 FITBL04 1,P(241),lV124) X (8) I Y(B), Z (8 , XO(7) (71 , ZD(7 IOMY(27.9) FITOPO04
2,D2 11).S 1 ).Gl11) FITPLOO5 2.021(21 ),SI ).II(11 EITOPO05
COMMON IAAA lTRLOO06 COMMON IAAA E ITOPOO06
EOUIVALENCE (IA.AA).(AA( 9000),DUMMY) FITL007 FOUIVALENCF (IA,AA).(AA( 9000),0DO MY) El TOP007EOUIVALENCE (ODUMMYIDIMNTTRIUMMY)I10F1)11)I FITRLOOB EQUIVALENCE InDUMMY,IDUm,NT,RUMMBY) DUMMY()11IREM EITIPOO8
OE UIVALENCE IA(1) .IN).l A(1 2),1 BN)I 11A(3).1 1T), (IA( ),IP), A(5), FITPL009 FJUIVALENCE1 (IA1 ),IN),[ IA(2),IN) IIA 3).IT),I A(4),IP),(IA(5), E1TOP009
SIPRS) (IA(6), ITYPE), (IA(7)1 MAT),(IA 8) DEG),(IA(9),INX), (IA )FITRLO I PRS ), IA(6 , ITYPE),(IA 7), I AT), TIA l E). ID G l IA(9), INX), (lA 10). F ITOP010
21H) ,[IA(11 ),18 . I 12). IMMX). (IA(13)1. MY). . IA(14). IMM7).(IA(15), TRFIT L I 01H), IA 11), I ).[ IA( 121, I MX),I I1A(13). IMMY),( IA( 141. I Z) , l( S ) .FITOPOI1
31MFI ),(IA1l ) IARE),. IA( 17),N(1)),( IA(251 M) ,( A(261,I TY , (IA(27),FITBLO12 31MFI ), ( IA 161) IARE), IAl17 .N( ) I , (IA 251 ,M),I (IA(261,ITY), IA 27)FITOPOI012AISTR), IIA(28) IFLT) . I 129),ITF IM) I 130). 1IC),(IA(3l ,I FT), EITRL013 41STR), I AI281) IELT),(IA(29) ITEM) IA(30).1 TIC), IA(311.IMET), EITOPO13
511 132), ISUM) . IA(33). IND),(IA(34I llS). ),(IA136). 15). (A1 37), E1TRL014 ) IAi32), IS AM) II 1 33), IND). IA13614 INS). I)A(36.,1051. ,11 37) FITOPO4
610RO).(l A13)l RI)1), IA(39).lEeL ).II (Ol.0 ,J ). IA(51 2 1, FITLOI5 6111RD),.1 1A 36),IORDI),(IA{39), CEL ).(IA1501).Jl) I IA( 1)J ). EITAiPOI5
711A152).J3), I IA(53),J4). 1(A(41J5 ), l .J (IA(56)J7), EA(57 TBLO16 7()IA(2)1J31, IIA(53I )J4). IA 54)J5)1 . A151 ,J61, (IA(56),71 , IlA(57E TPOI6
.8),J ) IA(5I8) JTY. I A(591) IPB) I 1 A 60).18 . IA61 .I , I IA(621 EIT9LO17 8),J), (IA(51)1 .JTY)I 1591 . 1), I ) , 0A(I 60 B) .(I 611 ) IID),( IA 621 ,EITOP017
911A),( IA(63), IOT). I IA(64().11 Y).(IA(651,ITF),(I ( 1 l), TAP) TRLO 18 911 , 1A) ( (63), IDT), 4IA(641).0 IY) , IA(651 TE) (IA(41), ITAPI) EITOPOI
FOIIVALENCE I IA66),ICAR),(IA(67).1CIX).(IA .1 CIy) (IA ). FITBL 19 FOUIVALENCE (IAI66), ICAR), lA1671,ILClX).IIA( )AI.ICIY).1 IA(691, E1TOP(19
1ICIZ), .(1IA0 70) IC ) 111,(71) x), (IA(12),IYY) (IA(73). IZZ) FITR LO 2 11CIZ),1 A(70). ICF ), IA(71 ) 1. IA(72),1 Y), (I 73),IZZ), FITOP020
2(A( C) , (IA 7 1)  ), I3FF), (IA 7 1 ), ST ), (l A(771 IIS) EIT LO021 2( 11A 74. IIC . I( A(751 ), DEF) (IA 76h. IST), 7(11 77),I SI EITOP0213. 1l12), IGEM). 1 879). IGI I iA lAA(00TFI, IA1l1lT l 1 ) 0(0R1)0.. F1TL0n22 3, I17831, IGFM). 11791, IER( (7) l00O)1.1. I0E10,01 ( DT). 11821),0l. EITP022410AA03)ALI I AAI4).AL210010081 0L3) .100AA(61.,9 I.)4(110.P)l E1T"L023 4(AA(BR3),AL1 I, 4) .AL21.IAA(851 ,A31. AAI .0211,A1117).p). EITIP002351AA(1311),U V1 , (AA 1 5)1 ,1 71) .Z AA(1791) .x ), EITBLO24 5(AA(131 ),UV), IAA 151 1, (A(1631,Y),(AAl71),Z), (AA1179),xn0 . F TOP 024
6( AA 186),YD ).(I AA 1931, Zo),( A (351 ).S). 401),ZGFM F1TAL0 25 6AA 18 ) ,YD) (AA( 193 ),ZP),l AA 351 ),S ,(AA(40).ZGEM) E1TOP25
7.lAA(42).1 NP ).(AA431 PBG),(A2A(44), IPEN)(AA (4 ) .CONS).(AA(46) IEl TRLO6 7,(AA(42),INP) .1(AA43 ,1P G), AA1441,IPEN),(AA(415,CONS),(AA(46),IEIToIPo2
68 , (AA(47) .G1 I. lAA (8),1 .G2I), AA 49), 3) FITRL027 8), 1AA(147) .G ). (AA B48) .G2), (AA 19) .G3 FITOPO27
EOUIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC).(IA1 3148).ISDI,l A134217).ISD ).IIA3461) FITRLO28 EOUIVALENCE ( IA(349),NTIC),I1A(348).I5)T),(IA(347),ISDY)(A(346) FITOP 28
1.150Z lA(3401). J9), I T3441.J0 ( OlA(331,JIPRS .11A(34)1,JS1nYI EITRL09 1IS0Z) I, lA(3451.J9)( I IA(344),J101). IA(343),JPRS)il1A(3421 .JSDY) E1TOP079
2,1 A(341 ).JSDZ1 ).(IA(340),JARF).(1 ( 339)1 MMX).( IA 33 )J ,IMMY) F1THLO30 2, IA(134 ) .JSDZ),( A 3401)JARE). 1IA 3391 .JMMX),(A( 338)1JMMY) FITOIPD30
3, IA 337).J MZ), I (A 336),JAFI ), IA 335), ITAS (. IA1334)., IOZ) F ITBLO31 3. IA1 337) JM Z ), IA1336)1,JMFI) (1IA(3351),ITAS).l I 11334). In Z) EITOP0314, 1(A3331. IPRI ,IAA(3321 .0Y) .1AA1 3311).D0 ). AA(3301.PRE ) F1T L032 4,) IA(333) IPk), (AA(332 ) DY), 1AA)331 ),D ), (AA033 0), PRFSI FITOPO32
5, ( IA3291),IPIR),( a(32 ), ICOR). (IA1T32 ) IBUN),I lA(326) I MFS) FITRL033 IELT=O FITP0 33
DIMENSION IRR(50) F1 TRLO34 I TEM0 E 1TP034
EQUIVALENCE ( IA200 1) IRFRR EI TPL035 ITIC=O E TOP035
DIMENSION ISIR(5401 E1TPLO36 IMET=O F ITIP036
EODIVALENCF (Ilt)lMY(OI001.SIRI FITRL037 DO 10 l=1,8 FITOP037EOIIIVALENCE (IA(35),ISHUF) F1TL3A NI =O EITOP1038
WRITE TPT TE 000 6,1001,P RFPMl),II1.4) FITPL039 K=I+335 FPT P039
UUI FORMAT IIHI,36X.25HLINEAR FLASTICITY PRnHLFM/// 2X.14B6) FITRL040 10 IA(K)O= FITOP040
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,35IN. ITl FGITYPEIEM,ISTR.IHI.lRl.IP EITRL041 JM=JI+M EIT0P041
I IPRS. IMATNTIC EITPLO4 IELT=IA)JM)/100 FITOP0423T1 FORMAT I1/22H TOTAL NUMBER OF NOES.IBX,IS/32H IOTAL NIJMRFR OF FI E1TRLO43 IMET=IAIJM)-IOOAIELT FITOP043
11TE ELEMENTSRX,I/29H IIEGRFFS OF FRFEDOM AT A NODE,1115s/12H ITYFITRL044 JM=J2+M El TOP044
2PE VALItJE,2X,5.10x,58HO FOR IS(ITROPIC, 1 FI R ORTHnTRfPIC, 2 FOR GFITL045 IF (lELT-41) 10.100,450 FITAP045
3ENERAL MATERIAL/IH IGEP VALF.29X15,10X.0HO FOR 2-. FOR 3-IFITRLOF1 6 10U IF (E1LT-3) 200.300,200 EITOP0464ENSIONAL STRJUCTURES/IIH ISTR VAl.tlF,9X,15,]OX,36HI FOR PLANF STRAIFITRL047 200 JARF=IA(JMI/LOO F ITFP0475N CASE, 0 0THFRW]SE/41H MAXIMU NUMBFR OF CONTACTS IN AN FLFPFNTIFITBL04 ITEM=IA(JM)-I00IJARE FITOP04864/33H CONTACT NIIMHER INCLU)IN DUMMIESlI,/10H ION VALI/I .30X,.lIOFITRL 049 GO TO 400 FIT1P0497X,65HNlJMBER OF SIlPRESSEI) DEGREES lF FRFFOM IF N) MILTIPLE C)NNECTEITRLNO 300 JPRS=IA(JM)/100 FT0O50
BIONS/35H TOTAL NUMBFR OF CONCFNTRATE LA01SSXII1IS/H PRSSIIRF TYPPIT1L051 JSDZ=1]AJM)1-OOJPRS FITOP051
9ES,25X.15/15H MATERIAL TYPES,2SX.IS/16 THICKNFSS TYPFS,24X,1 FITPLOS2 400 IF (IELT-3) 600,00,800 FITIIPO52WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,352,1SOT.ISO Y.5lIMAF,1MX.I My1 .I.FI TL053 40o IF (IELT-10) 470.4/0,500 FITOP053I.INX,INP, ISHIIF.ICIR IEIBLO 05 70 IF (IELT-B) 500.500.,4O FITOP054352 FORMAT 125H TEMPEATURF CHNG TYPES15X,1I/351 TEMPERATURE GRADIFEIT0L055 480 JPRSIA1(JM1I00 EITOPO55
14T TYPES ALONG Y5XIS/35H IFMPERATIIF GRADIENT TYPFS ALONG ZSX,1EITRLO6 ITEM=1AJM)-100JPRS El PTo056
25/11H AREA TYPFS.29X,15/23H TORSION CONSTANT TYPES,17,15/26H Y M RITRL057 L=1 ITPO57
3MENT OF INFRTIA TYPFS1lX'15/26H Z M(IIOFNT OF INFRTIA TYPFS.14X,16/FITLO5 GO TO 1000 FITPOS439H NOMBFR OF ANGLFS FIXING PRINCIPAL AXF(.I0/1O I.X VAl.IIF30X,15TRLO59 0OU ITIC=IAIJM)/100 FITP0059
510,lO57HNUMER OF THF LINK FR(IP WHICHI DFTIIR-TT-RBEGINNIN IS 0Af)F/FITRL060 ITEMI- AJM)-00ITI C FI1TOP00
610H INP VAL3F.30X,15.10X,50IHO MINIMUM PRINT, 1 PARTIAL PRIINT. COITPLOn6 J=J3+M 1TO
7MPLETE PRINT/]2H IHLIF VALIF.2PX.15.10x.I63110 10 RELABFLLiG6 .I RFLFITP1062 IOJSDZ1AJM/lO0 F10PO0062HAREL, 2 OR 3 REnA CAR5S FOR RFI.AFLLING /1)H ICOR VALIIF.2 9X, I] 0xFITO1L3 JPRS= IA JM)-LOO JSDZ EITOPO639,52HO oEAf) CARDS, 1 CALL SBRIRUtJTINP CIRG FORI CIIIRDINATFS) FIT LO 4 L2 FIT IP 064
WRITE UIITPIT ITAPE 6.3352, lHU tIIFS.IP[.ITAPITASaCPFr1,G2.3 1ITRL05 O0l TO 1000 ITnPO06332 FORMAT 11H I%81N ALIF,29X.15I10xROHn RFAI) CARDS. 1 CLL SIIIITIFITRL66 60U J=3+M FITP06
16E BuNG FOR BIIIIINARY CONn ITIS/IIH IM S VALIF,29X,15.10x540n PFAI1TPL07 JIPRS=IIAJM)I TIP067
20CARDS CA CS .I LL IIBR OTINF FFSP G FO R PESH TIIPII rGY/31H IPIR VALIIF FFIRL06 L-2 P060
3O0 SHELL LOCAL N1IDAL AXESi7,IOx.54H0 ISSIIMF ZFRO I C IMPUTIF A
B
S PRTPLO9 IF (IELT-2) 1000.700,700 F ITIIPO941NCPAL, 2 RFAD AS INPlT1/2hH CHAIN PRIIGRATl IAPF NIIPEP ,14.I5/702H FPITL070 70U JM=J4+M FITOP0705SCRATCH TAPF NIMIFR,70X. ,15,0X. 50HO 1)O NOT COIMPUTF PERllIALSFIIL071 JMMZ=IA(JMl/100 FITOP0716 OITHERWIS COMPITF/ ?3H ACCFLERAT[IIO*IINIT MASS.17X.FIO.6/34H DIRCFITRL072 ,ISY=IA(JMl-100JMMZ FIT 1P072
7Tl )R CSINES IF ACCFLPRlATIN.1663.f.l , 1. ,,F0.5////) FITLO7 L=3 EITOP073ETURN r1 04LT74 IF (IELT-4) 1000,900,1000 FITDP074END FITpL075 0U0 JM=J3+M E T11P075
JMMX= IA(JM)/100 FIT P076
JMMY= IA JM )- 00JMMX F ITP077
L=2 F ITIP078
IF (IELT-4) 1000,700.1000 FITIP079
90U JM=JS+M E IT(POPO
JSOZ=IAJM/100 FITOORL
JMF I I A JM -100,JSZ FITOPOR2SM =J6 +M F 1TOPR3Table VII-13. Source program listing of JAS=1A(J) 01toPO0
L-4 Fl8TOPOR
subroutine TICK (Link 1) iooo II FTPO130040
GU TO (1100,1200100.300,10n),L sTPOgy
11 0I JM=J3+M F IT(IOPnO
N(1)=)A I ) F IT PO89
F=PP 11 F1 TP090001F4 2T8ICKOOO 1200 1M=J4+ ET0P091CONT 25 0I0 1 K)NII+M T0P1092
LRL TICK TCK002 I= IJM) PITP093
ENTRY TIK CI03 5+ FITOP094
TICK NZT ONCE T ICKOb 1= JMJ+M1 FIT0PO95
TRA FIRST TI CK005 I= FPITOPn96
CAL 5 T ICK06= JM=J6M FITrlPO97
SOR JNiTL T CIK007 Ni ] I= A(JM} FI TnlPnqHALS 18 IFKOOF N ( IALS 0 T n I=I+l ITnP099SLW 14 oTIKO9 1400 JV=J7+M F TOPIOTRA 2,4 TIK010 N I I A(JM) F P1 I
FIRST STL ONCE TICKO1 N=I) IITPi02
CAL 5 TICKO FIT-310
I, w 7C!TL  TICK 13( )I J E IIi liO
STZ* 1,4 TICK013 I)= IA(1 FITIP1 04
TRA 2,4 TICKOI 6 FIT)POn6ONCL 000J+ FiTnpn06
INITL P F T CKO
END TICKO17TICK20 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 321240
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Table VII-14 (contd) Table V11-15. Source program listing of main program of




N(II=I4I(JM E1TOP110 CHABIN (2.21
IF (II-IH 1408.1408,1402 FITOPI1 
F.1 LnB
I12 IHPI+1 FITIP11 2 CELAS? 
PFAs20P L
DO 1405 J=IHP,8 FITo2PII3 C MAIN PRLIGRAM FOR GENERATIIN LINHK 
F 21
1405 N(J)=A F.ITO024 C GENEkALES G0VERIN, FOAITINS 
FLAS2
B408 DO 1410 J=1.IH FITOPI5IS 
DIMENSION AlUI24 ) I R I.Z51 SOI8 D1211,IT.I 3 1, FLAs200o
IF INIJ-IN) 1410,1410,1450 FITOP2I6 MMN IA.AA 
FLASO005
1 CONTINUE EITOPl EQUIIVALENCEIIA.AA),ID21.I)33),(O21 IA),E22.I021119) .F),I 1121120).G FLAS200A
GO TO 1600 6ITOP118 aA EEQUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN).(IA(2),I'N)(IA(3)1 .ITI,(IA14),IP).(IA ), FLASP12007
140 WRIT OUTPUT TA1PF 6,1,M EI IIP119 APRS) ( 6A . TYPF),(IA(l. IMAT).11A(),I ).,(IA(9). )0 , IA 1O),FLA O n
2 FORMAT (11H IN ELEMENT,15,59H ERROR IN MESH TOPOLOGY INFORMATION.ETOP120 21I1), IA(I ),1BIIA( 1 ),IMXI 
I), IAII 13).MMY),(A 14,.IM),(IA15),ELAS20O9
1 NO CORRECTIF IS MADE) FITOPI 21 I7),N 1)),1 ITY), IA(27)FLAS200
1610 IF I JPRS+II(JPRRSIPRS-1)) 1620,1611.1611 EITOP123 4511TI32)11 2IS ITI 33)IA12 1TEMN ) 
0.SI {(1.11)S1. 3 . LAS01OI
6ll JPRS=IPRS FITOP1 24 
I 1A132,ILIMIIAT OI .01 114IA.)0 1.I 1 11311 PLAS*L20
IF IIELT-41 1612,16131614 LT15P125 6001.II BI 3 IOR I 
3111 91ACLLA
1612 IF I ELT-3 1614,16161614 1ETOP126 I IA(SZ),3 J.1 5IAI53JTY)I41 15414C1 1A10 ,I J1) I 
Al S) il1A(I52FLAS2Ol"
lb14 IF IIELT-91 161 ,.1616,161T FITOP127 J91 }I IiA),IA(63),lD T1, A(64 I59 ).1.lA(6 ), 1),l (41 )ITAI I FLAS2016
b IF IELT- 1618,1616,1618 F ITP2812 EAQ IVALENCE (I A66. ICA ,(I A(6),11ICII ).IIA ). ICTlY( iA(69), FLLAS7 0 1
L J MJ i EITOPP19 I CI Z), 1( 70) 1CFI ,1I 1 11 I I 721 1) 
. IAI 73).177). FLAS?7 n
LIAI JM)-IMJ1005 L 100 E1TOPl30 2(IA(174),IIC.), IA(.5),I)EF), IA76).IST)I.IA1771 
IIS FLAS2019
GU TA 1615 FITO(P13 3, IA 7R 
IIGEMIIA( 791ERR),KAA(HOI ,TF ,AA(II.T).(AAIA2),DG), FLAS2n2
0
113 T16m F TOP133 4( 8AA(3) ALl ,(;A(84I),AL2),(AA(8I,A I3), AA(86),021 ).(AA(I107),P FPLAS20I
IA(JMI=J PRS FITOP1 34 5(AAI131),UV),IAA(I155) 
),IAA(163),Y),(AA(171) , ),IAA(179).XI)), FLAS2022
0 TO I1615 FITOP35 6 AAIA( 116).Y l,(AL 931 
),OIJ .AI(341) . I141.GF ) 1 1)ELAS2023
1610 JJ3+M F TOPI3 6 
73,AA 4 AINP, AA3 , 44. .S) 46 FLKS24
L2IAI(JM)/10 EITOP13 8 IAA1 11471.GII .IA348 
), (AA ),  491. 3 FLAS2025
IAI JM)=100L+JPRS ITO P138 
EQUIVALENCE I 1A34119)TIC). 1 (3AM).IST0.(II 347).S1Y50.1IA146) FL4A52026
1615 CONTINF PITOP139 IIS 
1Al 4.9,I144}J)(A34,JS,1472.70) FL02027
NOX=N0+1 FIT PNO 2,11" (31I JS1DZ, IA13401.JB'), .413391 
.,F7}..([370.101 PLAY/A?
1620 IF (IMET(IIMFT-IMAT-I)) 1630.1621,1621 E1TOP141 31IA( 331 
,JMMI,(I 1A3361),JE I ,I 33 IAI 133014. I FLASP?20
L21 IMET=IMAT FITOP142 4,11A 3331 .pR),IAA1332).OI,0 AA(3311.O1),(AA13301,11) 
FLA5293
0=JM=I+M F(TOP143 5,1 1IA(3291 IPIR). (IA321 , NA .AA 3F27 
LAS20OI
IA0JM)=100ELT+IME1 E 4 TOP01 4 DIMENSION IRS1251,CCCII2NI.7M11, CCCJISI.RVl'1
4  
FLA S2n32
NDX=NDX+1 FITOP145 EQIIVALFNCE IA 1A1201 
.),. 141(25JRS1 1AA12501 .CCCI). FAS2033
1630 IF ((IT+IC+I)I ITIC-NTIC-1)) 1640,161,1631 E1TOP146 1 3AA 21 1,CCCI.P1 
FLAS2034
151 ITIC=NTIC FITP147 
DEIM1EN N N11O(201),PD(3).5NT(4 FLAS203
J0 =J2 +M D1+TO 148 E OIVALENCE 
(AAI 30O).NO ),(AA1 324 ),PT C .(PlAA( ),TTT).(AA(291),PFLAS2 36
L.= IAIJMI- .J)IOM10410 FITO4P149 ID),(IA(326 ,IM III 
FLAS0A1
7
IAiJM oo ICL F1TnP150 INPT=INP 
LAS200
NDX=NDX+ 1 FITOP151 CALL TICK 
IITIM) FLAS20539
1660 IF IF IITEMI )ITEM-ISDT-1)) 1650,1641,1641 EITOPI52 C CLEAR0 ST ARAY FLAS2 0A
1641 ITEM=IST E1TOPI53 





L]AJM /10 ElTOP155 132 AAISTI)=. FLAS 3
IAIJMO1OLI060 FTP156 C GENERATE LTOPFMENTAL 
MATRICES ANO ASSEMBLF FAS244
NDX=NOX+ I ITIIP157 ZGEM=IGEM 
FLASP045
1660 IF (JDYY1 -IJ)1SY-I -)) I60.1651,1651 FITOPI8 DO 99 M:1,IT 
FLAS2046




EITOP160 CALL CAS2L AS220
L=IA(JM)11 00 EITP61 IE RR= 
FLAS2049
IAbJM=100*L+JSDY EITOP162 0 0133 
1=10 FLAS20SO
NOX=N4X+1 EITOP163 NI 1O 
PFLAS20n1
1660 IF (JSDZ21)(JSDZ-ISOZ-11) 1670,1661,1661 E1TOP164 X I)=O. FLAS205n
1bb6 JSDZ=ISO EITOP165 I I=0 
FLA2063
IF (IELT-4) h1662.1663.1664 FT 66 113 1)=O. 
F0_As2
1662 JM=J2+M i0P67 DO 
134 1)107,328 FLAS205
L=IA(JM)/ 100 1TOP168 134 AAETI 1=O. 
FLAS206
IIIJMI O OL+,JSD Z ITOP169 DT=O. 
FILAS2057
GO TI 1665 EITP 170 DTO. 
FLAS5OS3
lb63 JM=J5I+M EITOP1 71 PRESO. 
FLAS2059
GO TO 1666 ELITD172 OOz=O. 
FLAS206
164 JM=J3+M E ITP173 DGYO, EFLAS2061
1606 L=IA(JM-..M)/IO)OIAO E1TOP14 CFE . TFLAS206?
IAIJM 1 1000IJSDZ+L EITOP175 NAV=I 
FAS2063




loo1 IF ((JARE+I)(JARE-IARE-1)I) 1680,1671,1671 EIT0P178 CALL TOP 
FLAS2066
bfll JARE=IARE E1TOP 179 0 98 .-1 
FLAP5206
JM=J2+M EITOP1RO D II)=N(I:T 
FLAS2066
L=IA(JM1 00/IE)A IO EITOPI I IF 11 9800,97,9 
2A45209





1o0 IF (IJ MM+X1)(JMMX-MMX-1)) 1690,1681.1601 FITP14 G T 2 
FLAS07?
IbUL JMMX=IMMX 
E ITOP85 90 IERR-2 
FLAS2073
J=3+ M EITOPIR6 1 RITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,II.M.IT.I 
KR FLASP420
L=IK(JM-(IA(IJM/100)*100 FITOP17 11 FORMAT IBH 
LEMFN4T.214.2X,29HIS NACCFPALF. OIS IARIn.,8l11) FL52O75
IA(JM) 100JMMX+L FITOP 81 
WITE TAPF ITbS,M. IT T 1 5M,N.0 IM5.I.IPS2N1 I=,I.
1 S 
11 P4
F L A S
2076
NDX=NOX+I FITOP1R19 1I1=,152I.(PI11PVI=11.11,11151 
FLASPn77
1bO IF ((JMMY+)l1KJMY-IMMY-))11 1700,1691.1691 ETO P90 IEKRRO 
F LS07
1691 JMMYIMMY 00TOPL0 
GA TO 999 L 0 79
JM=J1T2 EITOP192 91 1 -I .IS-A 528
1E=IA M/10 FIOP193 2 ITEIIT+IT)C 
.A52OI
IAIJM)=100L+JMM Y  
EITnPN194 r =1MSIDE PAS202
IOX50NX=I FITOPI95 TE=AA(ITEII 
C.ASO20
IUO IF ((JMMZ1)(JMMZ-IMMZ-1)) 1710,1701.1701 E1II1P196 I (IIEM) 972.972,971 
F.S1004
LIUL JMMIM Z FITOP197 941 
IDT IOT+IIFM 0LASP5?R
JM=J4M FITOP19R OT=AAIIITI1) 
F_5AS2006
L=IA1J41M%_(A"j7/1A1 FITP1299 912 IF IJSD0 974.974.973 
FLAP4O4 7
IAJM) =100JMMZ+L EI1TOP2OO 9(3 IDY +Il0YJSFY 
I4A20RH
NDX:NUX+I ITOP201 OG=AA(II.) 
FLAS20P9
111 IF ((IIJMFI+I I.IMFI-IMI-I 1720,1711,171I EITOP2N2 
7GY=G LAS?090
S1 JMFI:IMFI EITP203 914 
IF (IJS ) 976.976.1975 F40.9Sn1
JMJ+M F)TnP?04 9)5 1 =ID IZ+JSIIZ 
F1.520 2
L=IA(J M)/IO0 FITn O05 DGZ=A(IDZI) 
I.ASWO93
IEIJ)=P1004L I206 GADGZ LA5293A
NOX=NO X+1 FITIP207 916 IF 
IJPS 978.978,71 l. AS2ng94
120 IF IN) X20.00,0.10U F0T P20 917 IPRI IP+IPKS 
FL ASD21
i0 WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 6,1,M.NX ITP209 PRKESAA 
IPRI) IAS2096
F ORMAT(IIH IN ELEMENT.IS,2X,19 , 15.2X. 95HMROPFTY TYPE NMERMISI EIT2 9 IF (I YT-Il 70.71.72 
LAS0nA
110 OTSIDE THE PRESCRMI D RANGE. TYPE NO IN A SUYEn AS LARGEST IPOITP2II 
70 IIAVIIA=)4P1 IL409
2051=L) F1TOP212 ALl=AA141( I 
FLAS01199
20 ) RN -- lTP2013 AL2LL .021(
001 EITP214 AL34LI 1
G0 TO 73 64 S021
71 I I IMP)-](02 LA2]0
A L l 2 A A ! I A I + 2) c I. S
L3=0 4442)00
GO To 03 IAS ll(7
72 I1(IIIA+(I'E0-I)3 , 1).5F
ALl2 =AA(I A ] 2r FLAP?1i0
AL3=AA4II+1 ) A4442111
13 I IITYPF-I) 601 .62, 6 A0?2112
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Table VII-15 (contd)
601 I0ID+I=I+II FT-1)2 FLAS2113 XI)=X (-CX FLS2222GO TO 60LA14 Y I=(I-C EL52222F
602 IIIID(IIET-I)9 FLS21II5 5501 Z(II-CZ FL5222GGO 10 604 FLAS2116 560O 0 6 =IIDS FLA0?23
603 IIOI IID+(IMET-I)21 ELAS2117 PII1= 0 FLAS 24
604 E=AAU1101+1 I F= S2224
G=AA 0 IIDI+21 FLAS219 bS-DELS52225
PU=F/( 12.G)-l. LAS 212 FLAS2225
KELT=IELT FLAS2121 DO 7 J=1.05 FLAS2226
GO (504,50504,504.504,502.022.502,502,503.503,50,5,502.502.502, .LAS2122 15=ISS5+.D FLAS2227
1503,503.502.502).KELT FLaS2123 7 5155)=0. FLAS222B602 IF (ITYPE-I) 5021,5022,5023 FLA52124 6 CONTINUE F2LAS229
5021 IF (ISTR) 60216021,6022 FLAS2125 IF DT 82 ,83.2 FIAS2230
6021 033(11,1)=2.G/(l1.-PUI FLS2126 82 DOI= IMSI MS FLAS2232
D33(2,2)=D33(1,1) FLAS2127 1LAS2232
D33(1,2)=033l,l)PU EL AS 212 FL AS23I
S 0 23 21052129 12T LAS234
6022 D33 11 I=2.G1 .- PU)/II1.-2.=PU) FLAS130 UV( IY I D AL2 FLA52235
033(2.2i03311,1) ELS131 84 UV II6.53I6L FLAS23
031,,21. , -2.lJ 15132 83 CALL STFSIELTI FLAS2237
6023 3(13 GPU -2*P) LAS 5041 IF (INP-L 86,06,85 FLAS2230
0 33(2I,3=0. FLAS2133 87 FORMAT (////2015/12F10.3/12F0.3//(51,FI3.4,X))1 LA223
D33(3,31.G ELAS2135 8 1 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,87.M.(NIJ),J=1,I),IELT,]MFT,ITIC.ITEM,JPs,JARELAS2740
IF I1ELT-5) 5024.5024,6025 ELAS2136 IE'JSDY,JSDZ.,JMMXJMFIIDS, (X J),YIJ 11 ). J=I ,,( II ),I=I,IDS2)FLAS2241
6025 IF LT-6 502,502,6024 FLAS2137 6 I ERR) 19519 EL52242G39531 F (DT) 952 15 ELAS236024 E2211,l IG FLAS2138 94 I 1 952,9551.952 FLAS2244
E22(1.250. FLAS2139 9501 IF (DG) 952953,952 3L6S5240
E22(2,2)=IG FLAS2140 921 ICALL DGZ ,U952 I5,P 5 ELAS5245
GO TO 5024 6LAS21 I 95 F IPBI 957,57958 EFLS2247
5022 03311101-A 1101+11 EL602142 903 16 1619,957.950 FLAS224703311,2 ) 1=AA(IDI+) ELAS2143 908 IF MIPBG-IPENI 959959,957 FLAS2248
D3311,2=AA5IIDI+2) FLAS2143 959 DO 955 I=IPBG,IPEN FLAS224903311,3)=AA(101+35) LS2144 DOLP=CONS GII 6ELS2250
D33(2,2)=AA111014 ELAS214 CPRS=PRCOPD S22FLAS2146 FLS225I
033(3,3)=AIl101+61 ELA52147 I0095I I1,IS FLS225
E22(1,1 )=AA(IIDI71 FLAS2148 I 9=I56Jl22 FLAS2253
D38;F1)=D 1'P"FL2S2162 FLAS2264E221I,2AA(11IO+ 9 FLS2149 956 P111, IJ)I+DELP.CPS ELAS2255
0GO T 5024 9 03L336
5023D 1, = 1 FLAS2 IEO 91, CONTINUE ELA522565023 31 2l= II EAS2152 953 IF (INP-I) 9532,9532.9531 EL 250 03311.2)=611101=21 ELAS215 9531 (WRITE OUTPUT TP 69533.IIP(I)I I=I,0S ELAS225603311.3)=6A ( 41016) ELAS2154 9132 00 95 I=1,IIDEG ELA 2 6
03312,21=66 11 U171 ELAS 55 DO 9E4 KI0,IS ULASJ2201
FL S21F 1 9 FL27D 33 2,35DO1941 ELAS2153 9 I I M7-ID) 9 4 91+K AS 262033(3.3= AA( IDI 10 , FLAS2157 FL-AS2232
E22(1,1 66(1101+ 11 A1S158
E022112 IE=A1 100 0 0LAS2159 ISE=I ID FLAS2293F22(22)=AAIII 1 'S 9 CALL DARN IIS, IFSCCCI,100I 6LAS2245
50 22 3(21E=0(11I21) FLAS2160 IF 1OE) 307.307,308 FLAS266
5 033(2,I1=033(11,1) ELAS521 301 IERR=6 FAS 22
033(3,I) =033 .31 FLAS2162 GO TO I 
LAS
03313,20I3(2, FLAS213 30 DO 393 60 01 E FLAS29E2212,1 =2211,25 LAS2164 F 0 S l 91. 9 E 20
GO TO 504 ELAS 6500I=S I FLAS2270
5 3 IF (ITYPE-I 5031,5031,5033 0LAS2146 CCII=CC(O ) CF FLAS222
5031 EE=E EL AS218678s 1o FLA'GG=G FLAS 2 I (CCURII 912.911,912 ELAS227
1 912 1EFI=IDEF 9 FLAS 2274
0015032=121 ELA 9 AAIDEFI)=A IDEI+CCURI*IE) ELAS2275
50j2 211 IO. FLAS2170 911 DO 93 SJ41,EG 6CS2276D2 I1=2.GG(I.-PU/I-2.*U) FLS7 00 92 =FLAS
D21 21=D211I=TPU/(I .- PU) FLAS172 I50 9=IS2 iS FL 23
D213 1=021(I FLAS26173 I -IDS LA22
02 (71=21 11 I 2FL 2 SZ I
SFLAS21 JSIDEG* )-)+J I1622
2( 1=FLS21()270 CALL 0H60 LF TH TF STCCCJ FR I DA2FLS23R
lY21t16 Y+; FLAS21 2 I 
FLAS2 2
=G FLAS2177 IF 3 408
400(19GG 0 DO 392 401,40 6523
D (21 ZG 1 2 EL A232SLAS2278
GO TO 504 FL T T I PI FLS22650 D 0 1M EL5455 FHCCURJICCR J 0 ELAS225033 0  5034 RI2161
116 11 0 =,l 0LSII IF IF 913,392,913 0LAS22075 D034 21 1)=A 1)5 ELS21 D 2913 IF JBHIN 14TR963 IF I J-INo 91914,915 6LAS5228504 1) II FL 83 916 AA(I0EFIl=610-FOoII-FSI( .SS)22A
004 (06=0 01.652(4LAS29
C IS THERE MULTIPLE ELEMENT S215 0 TO 392 ELAS2 2IF 11-6) 5100,4900,4699 FLS1216 914 IF (JB-IB) 392,916,916 0LAS22914699 IF IIELT-8l 5100.4900,4700 LS6517 916 IIIUB FLS22924100 IF (IELT-101O 5100D9004800 FLAS218 ST 5T III)JB- FLAS22934600 I IELT-12) 5I00,4900,4050 ELS289 601 AISTI)=AA6ISI)+F1S(ISS) 1AS2293920CONTINUE 
2LAS2954850 IF IIELT-14) 5100,4900.4880 FLAS2190 92 CONTINUE 6FS22964860 IF (IELT-6) 5100,4900,5100 ELS291 93 CONTINUE FLA52297C THERE 15 MULTIPLE ELEENT,CUT IT IN PIFCS ELAS2192 393 CONTINUE I1S22904609 ITTT=O FLS2193 9 CONTINUE FLAS2299
1E1T=IT+0I 61S51941 95 CONTINUE 2300
00 (090 I(=1,4 FLAS2195 IF IITAS 991,N981,9982 ELASZ3n0
GO T0 4902 ELAS2197 982 998311iI D FLAS23524900 IMST=IMS ELA52198 9963 PFSI)=. 2303DO 4901 1=1,4 FLAS2199 C11 ELAS23044901 NOIT =N11 ELS02200 CALL 16(SUV IIOSIP ELAS230902 CALL CUTE ITM LAS 2201 WRITE TPE TS,11ITTTITEM,NAV,IMS, (56S DS1,0N0I),i=,IS,(S(),FLAS2307
CFE=.5 FLS2202 991i CONTINUE A230
5100 JI=ITTT IMS FLAS2203 99111 'NNINUE FLAS2308PRO=O1 ELS220 999 IF IITTT-ITTM) 5100.9990,9990 LAS2309
PT;O TT+ 06S2204 9990 IF INAV-2} 99,4889,99 FLAS2310IETIDS.T+I FLS225 99 CONTINUE 121!DS2=ID DS ELAS2206 FLAS2311
cIM$=IS ELS206a INP=INPT FLAS2352CX000 FLS22068 CALL C2SD FLAS2313
6=O ELS2206C IF IINP-Il) 232,032,233 EL6S2314CZ 10ELS22060 233 IEND=IST+IRD 61.023(5
JI 500 =II, ELAS20D7 ISTI=IST+I LAS2316
JDo+J1I EL.S2200 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,871.IIAA6 Il,l=ISTI,IEND) ELS2317J=NOOIJ II 6LS62209 871 FORMT IHI.2HUPR H1LF H STIFFNESS MATRIX AFTFR B.C. IMPO5FLAS2318
N1)=J FLS2210 lED 6OLLOS/89H RUOW LISTING. FOR BANDWITHS SE TE H TABLF FOR FSHELAS2319
6 1J1 1.1,5450 LXXJ S221 2 TOPOLOGY OF REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX.///1(15,EI4.5,4X)) ELS52320
5450 1IJI+J FLAS2212 .IDEF1 IDEFI FLAS2321
IY0J=IYY+J EL2AS 13 IENDIDEF+ISU FLAS2322I0J=) +JEL S= 221RITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8711.IIlAAllIIIEFIIENI FLS2323
OIl)=6610J01 01LS22(15 811 FORMAT (IHI,31HREDUC0D LODING VECTOR FOLLOAS.///15116,E14.5,)))E1LA2324
Y 6I)6AA(Y1J210 EL S2216 232 IER U LAS2325
6.)22 I1J2ZGE7 I (ITAS 1 2323,2323,2324 FL62326
C0y=cy(TI ELS2217A 2324 REWIND 10S FLAS2327(Z=0+ (I) LS.52211 2323 CONTINUE FLAS2320
Z ELS2217C CALL TICK 111T1 FLS2329IF 1I-l 55005500,5460 FLS21I C2T=IIM FL523305460 DII-IX -X2I/1) FLAS23310TI (=0(0 I-TI 1 C21=C2TI/O. 6LAS231YO(I-I=Y411-Y11 6LAS2220 W0RITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,5555.C2 FLAS2332
61000 CNTINUE ELAS2221 5555 FORMAT ( 21H GENERATION LINK TOK,F7.,I10 SECNOS.I FL52333
Cx=cx/cIMS FLAS2222 INP.IN-T FLAS2334CY=CY/C IS FLS2226 IF IINX-2)1 2321,2321,2322 FLAS233
D=CZ/CIMS EL5222, 2321 CALL CHAIN 1IITP) FLA233000D 55 I=IIMS EL2222C 2322 CALL CHAIN I3.1TAP) 2FL162370522 EN ELAS?338
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Table VII-16. Source program listing of Table VII-18. Source program listing of
subroutine ADM (Link 2) subroutine CAS2 (Link 2)
LABEL * LREL
Cl2ADM F2ADMOnO CE2CAS? 
2
C.S200
SUBROUTINE ADM (SIDS.A,M.1.J.,C) -7ADM001 S1URRODTINF CAS2 02CAS201
C ADDS SORMATRICES TO FOR TI S FFNFSS MATRIX 2A000022 C DUMMY SUBRnDUTINF 2CAS202
DIMENSION A(4,4),S (11) E2AD1 003 RETTIRN 0CASn03
0D 10 I=1.M F2DnMOn4 EN B 
?2C0A20
IS=IR+I- F AM0
IF (IR-JB) 12,11,12 FIAnMDOO
11 JI=I F Ml110on7
GA TO 13 F 2AD1nO
12 JI=1 F7A DMO09
I1 DO 90 J=JI,M F2A M010
JS=JB+J-I F2ADMO L11
ISS=(JS-1)*IDS+IS FADM012
S(I0SS)S1IS....ll ... IC F.A0013 Table VII-19. Source program listing of
IS=lSID-I)111S+JS EADM n4 S
SITSR (S(IDS . 2)7An 0
90 COIN SIRl ....010 subroutine CODI (Link 2)





SULARlUTINF C1101 F7CQ00 1
C IRTAINS TRANFODRMATI(N A1ATRIX OF LIICAL-OVFRALI FDR LINF FIFMFT EPCO O2
DIMENSION IA l)l AA(1) 1.S ),1 N ).02121),n3313.3).E?2(313. F2CODO03
IPI24),V11 24).X1 ),Y I ) Z(0). XD(7).YID(7),ZD(7),C1( 1) F Cn DO04
CIIMMON IA,AA F2CoD005
FOUIVALENCElA. AA), D171.33)1. 211 10)F221 , 17 1I191 F),(I 1 I 20).F01 n20 oN00
Table VI1-17. Source program listing of FQIVALENCE (I.. N..A.. . I:, l.... I A, IPll..... F2Co 07




A2(1H, I; 1111. 10 2) I X) .IA1l3)I. 01,Y IA(141, IM IZ),(I IS),F2CED009subroutine BEAM (Link 2) 210TY)A(7)R,( II (. )I IA(7),F'C..0010
41STRI , (A I (281CLT) (9),TFM) I lA(30)I, T C)I . (31), ET). E2ClnO011
5(IA(32)1 SUM),(IA I33 ,INDo ).(I1A 34), MS),( IA(36),InS).(I4(37). F CO110 I2
IORD),I0A( R),IR01)I.(IA 39S ),ACFL ).( IA150),J I).(IA 51) J2)1 FCOD013
LABEL 7 52).J31,1AI53)( 3 1].IA(5)1 .,1 . I(55).J ),(IAI(56) J7),1 A(57F2CrO)11
CE2BFA F21FA00 8)J IIAIS R),JTY).II AI Bll )0 ) ) n I .]A(61).IID (2),2CD015
SUBROUTINE BEAM E7RFA001 9111),l A(63).IJ)1. IA(b4 ).110).( I h5)1. IT I).IA(1 ).110TAP) F2CnnD 16
C GENERATES SIBMATRICFS FOR ELFMENT TYPFS 2 AND 4 F7AFAOO 2 EQO IVALENCE (I((66).l CAR), IA(67).1ICIX),(IA0( ),1CilY)( A 9). F2C110017
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1 S(1).N(8)D21(?1l.D33(3.3),F22(3.3) FHFAO003 IIC AI),(I(70, ACFI)FI1 ,I.X) I 2,1 Y 73, .CODO
1,P124).UVI24). XI8),Y(I ),Z(1,XD 7).X017),ZD(7)7 G1(1) FPFA(O lDlO 1(7o1),IlC F.l 1f75),)1.01RFF ) IX(I ) I ,,l ST I F.0 ( 1C0OD 019
COMMON IA.AA F RFAnn5 31 (IA(717 ) GE ), ( IA(79)1.FRR)OIOAA(O), TE),(AAI ]l).DTI.(AA(P2).n), F2CI)DO20
EOQ IVALENCF II.AA),(D21,D1331 ), 1(2 I10 F22),(021(19),E). (021120 ),G)F BFA0 06 4(AA(7),ALlI).IAA(H4) AL2) 1 F AAI 5).A1 1 ).(AA( ) ll0 1),(0 A(107) ,P), F2CnID021
EOUIVLENCE ( Al ).IN),.IAI2),IT ),l 01 TI 1) ,(A .I(T , E AR O 7IL I , ( A3 .I) C 102
I IPRS). II,.I 10TYPE)0(,I I171),IMAT), (IA(I ).IOFG(A ),I 1A 1121 7A .10)11 
7I95.F23FOO 
ID I.00I)3.I ) ), ),(IA(.13 )J31.1).( A(T)1 1D.)1 F27CnO27
2IH A(IIJ3) ,( IA(53 ) M (I  J ).IMMY).I6]IA(14 , J7IMM ) (IA 5 7F2 BFA 014 3 ( IA ( 37 ) A(336JYD)(AA3' ) T)'(D54 I' A . )Z F2C O 9
318 8 1, A( , T I5 IR r ) A 12()) (r) IA(? ) ) I ( 271), L 7; . 33 R I)INP ) I , AA( 33 ) ;G 14AA(431.IPFD  (AA( ) , PCnN S).(AA( 6) IIFrCOn)
1STRI.,1IA1)2 1 F.I FLT .( IA(291,1T-M),IA(130).IICI. A(1 31).IMFT) F2AFO ll EUIVALEN E IAAF200 A .( AI, -
) , Y
3
I I  )  
F10C1 03
5(1A32j1ISUMII 1I33I.INI));(IA(34.1 1 1SI.IIA(131 . (11, 1II1371) F7R0AO12 LIIDZIeCIA 45103.J9II1ICJI. I(030.I 01, JP1S1 .II.001.)1JS03) FPc400L2,A
6IORD1),1 (3I.RIlr 3)I,) A(391 CL )11(A50 )1 .J (, I( 1.1) , F2RF4013. 1 S ) IL 10l 31 .l0,1 1 1 -1 F1CnnO11
E7{IA LE EJ[I.A(M ,14).JG)(IAI 4)R(5 5}) J6 !).IYA156),"' .IA()I57F AO4 2,(IAI341 
JZ(40).. FCno?1
710152 133)IA( 15311, J 1 1a501.9J1,I( 3I37J33RS 337l ,Jn.FZ).(A1() FJ2EFI. I F(1 2 ( FIT3 S)01, 101Inz30 F2C0029
21 , J0 IA (S1 ) ,J y). A 0( 9), .1 ),( A(33 ) ,JM. ) .( IA( 33I ),(I I . I E2) F2 1F AO 2 5 .1(0I 33 BB.G I P ). 1 00(A (33B 2), 3 Y) . 1( 0A ( 31 -I.DGZ) . 1( 0 0. l0S l F2CC)0 2939IA,(IA(b33) .JA ),(IA(36 )Y} FI ).(IA(33).ITF ) ilA( 4 ).ITAP ) FAOA 1 J F n
EIIAIVLENCE ( (IAb)1( CAR I .1I7 I T).( CI ( ,(( E. ICIY) .(A(6q2S F2O1b07 5, (IA(379),IPIR) FCn00 31IZ A I ), A(71),I DIMENSIIIN "(b, ) DR1 3. 1 .111( 12.T1 )I . (31 ) PN13)D (1 1) F OD32
(ICIAI ICi 170 1.ICFIA ), ( 371 1.( ) , , J(A 3 7). F F,01 IVALENC AA(0 )A). (1 FLI (2 I. 123A.3II FC11033
21172,II ,"1I0 ,.FF.1A 1I( SI F 019 1 AA(231.JJ. AA1 40. .AA A 1211 DI . AA 264 .IR)FP2D00034
3, LI 17 1 MI. (7,II 9I 1}. IRRI Al 0 0l.eO ( T ( .RF0 0 ( .22. 130A I 1 1. V I AA(91 .Ol, 1(A2  l94.00I..(01p1- 2N I . 1001 29T1 , I ll O I, T2 Cl nn 5
3 , 3,lA I l.) , 1(01101,LAI. 10115), 0L21 F9F0021 D 2200;:3);4(AA(83),AL ) A(AA1 IRBF 
LSORTFIXI (1);XA I)+YD( AA1}Y 1) ( 1)} 0 
51(AA1131).UV), (AA(155),LX) ( AA(2I163).Y). N 1A711.Z),10AI1179).X0 ), F AFA 22 (E- LI 1010 .1 5) 11 10 FC0n7
6AA(18I).YD)11,1A011931).ZD.(AA351 S) AA t01.ZG01M,1) F2 A23110 
F2CnO1
1 D02(Fl O I -1) I1 01 F2c(100387,1;0 21 ),IN) 11 A0 31,1F I I I PFN1I.(ArR, N.1AI 6) F2RFA D 1 5 IF I LT - 1,3l1 5 1 
)0,115 12 1012
A1,1 00 1,I ((4 10 1 .21. 91.031 AA40200  11525 1 X )1 LC 00SI)I11 F0DIR(I  ) )/L F2CiODOB
GOIAO)LR7F I EA0(25 CX=1 IR5 1*D IR(202)+01C)/,()(3 11. 2001 1LISF101.110(01-IF0C10002E II ALENCE [131NTIC I ] 34;+)' FIS 3T,) IA 347).  D A F? PAD 3 IIR(2,3)=Z( +) eFP I
1I. SDZ , I ( 134 51,F 91. II 3 L.IO) I=(34 31.JP RSI.II0 1l2D.JS I F O2110023 (()I )10 I/EL) F1C D3Z )000E1F 0)I 1A .IA04111REA D 10 120002
2:1I I13 0 ).JS }.01),1 1340O)JAN1E) I1113351 ,3F110 1133), ( (B JM E2 8 (JMF 1010,110,1
I0 IO F GM) 1 1O0,220.1010 FP2CnDo 3
3,)(I1A337).JMMZ I),IA(3361),JMF311.( I 3351. 1TASI.I(B133 41.DI RF AO2?91 J F F2CODO/ 0
4. 11A( 3331)IPR),(AA(I33).DGY)I (A (331 .OZ).(AA1330).PRFSI F2 E030 0 I =SF ( ) F2Cn O5
IF I3,SFI=A(3CFI3II-90.l F210010,201D21-
5, IA(329).I(IR) F2RFA031 I F1(2 =CF IA1 1. )( -920 IO. F2CD046
DIMENSION (bF. 6 IDIR 13,31,lVG(12,T ( P1131),PNI3 )1131 21-- 1 EF 11RFa03I, 04,! F2CD046
DAUIV LFNCAE L( 7AA(I0)200).eL0( AR3,I=L(IR0 3IR(.31+0 I,(1323RIIRII 0i1F1033V1AL A( ;00 SIGNFI=-I. 2C D004
100 12 391, 3 , ( (2001 (R I ... l02211=.JRIIR1,214 .N 10 014D EIl1- A 34 1 l, G 40 9Cl0097
2.00A(130). 11V01G ) 0 291 1,0D I.I=(Z94.P)11 (AA 297 11) 1 ( 1 F(2O T S 5 i1 SIG F [=I. F ?C1O070
IF (IJREI 1100. .110 03H 01 I 1SF ..... F2Cn05
110 ICARJ=ICRJ E IFI3SF( IR)1. 3 -.I1F-3) ! ,0I0.130 FCn00S2
R (IT I O510003 1 l 2 1 1 IR(.)=CSO F() 
F2CO053
SI M=Z(LI D IR(1 2 ) = . FCn 053IF II1MA 1 10;L10.1 O- 02100039
10 IF (IMMY 1001001 . F2?F10 1 0X=1.+I)IR ;113 31RIR(3/)Sn F12CnnDOR
L)5 ICIZJ=ICIY J YN FRFA041 HX:n;DI R(2 I.) DI )/FL2/S F2C
lO Or 6
0O TO 130 E2E9O2 CXDIR(2 2) DIR(2. 2)+ l 1 R(.2 
1 I ,2- F2CI1057
110 ICI1JI CIZ JMMZ 02060003 n IR2,3)=(-hX+SG111 NFI2*SQRTF( X -3 1 CX A /2C11058
( ?) - A(1.1 F2(3 1 0F2CI()O S
A 1 n :i;i 'Al i. 1 2 F' RFA045 f I , 
)=f-O I R13 F12CO 99
A(2.2) I(1. 1 I F2R9FO 1 Gn TO 190 2CDno060
A1I,3 I A0 7 (|(0 0R(2.2)=ICO F(Fl) FC100 1A
A13,)2. EAIi ) J)11/1L 31 F2RFA04 IIR2.31-I)I( I. )OIR (2.2I/DIR) 1.31 FCnD0 2
013.0I=A0l3.3) F0FgDIR12.1 =SIGNlIF*S')RTFII .- DIR(2.2)11D1R2.2)-DIRl 2.3* R(2, .3)) 6CO 3
A(4,4)A(3,3) F2FO0 1 1 0 F2CDOOR9
(3.5 6..E-AA CIZJ)/ F1Ro* GO TO 190 Fc9nnnD4O1 ,316)= 10000II (lJI/F51 20 5OB 100 OIR)2.31=CSFIEl I 2C oo05
0(3..1=- 3.5) F2R,0052 DI(2.2(O. Fc'no0
0(.1 0 I12,1 )=SIONFIOO RTF .- IIR .3(3 I2.3 F72iC)nh
4.5101=r 1 1 F21F053 10 0 1(3. 01 O I ,23IIR 2,31-D1I I 3,11I(22) F2CO3n6
A(5,5-)=.*E0A1 ICIZ)/ L2000CA053 ((IRI3,2 -IIR( 1.1)1D(112,3)+ 111(1.1.31 ?1 2,C102 )(09
-(2,5}=-153,5
)  
F"'4n09 4IR3.3)DI DIR31,(I) 1( 212)-DIRI I 200IR{2,I) FCn 070
DO 200 J I.6 F2RFAO05 220 DR1211- IR I. ) 
2CnD072
DIRI2,2)=0R1I.I I FCn0 3
200 A(J11=( , 
J )  
F2PA059 DIR(12.310. Fcn'.)071
1000 REIIIRN FI2F h O
U101 IER=1 F-F2AO1 0I13.1=0 . 2C2011 
07 5
GO T0 1000 F-2002 DIR3,31=O. F12c0n030
ENI 1 F ?__n63 D IR(3,3)i. F2CODn77
Doll TO 1I000 12CD11D0n7
2 O F IR1,1)= I 7CDOT7 9l II,21O. Fcn0 0
DIR1 ,3) . FCDOI
DIR(02,1}0. F27Cn0 2
DIR(R2.20)1XD 1/FL F2C 0 803
OIR12.3)=Y1 ) /F -CI20(04
DIR (3,I)=0. F C(IDR05
I)I1 (3,2)=-DIR(2.3) F2Cn DOR
DIR(1331=DI ( . I F2C[)007
(0o RETIIRN F ?C(ID0RR
Iu10 IFRR=I F2C(nR9
GO TO 1000 F7C)n90
FNIl F c11r091
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Table VII-20. Source program listing of




C OBTAINS COORDINATFS (iF TRIANGULAR SHFLL FLFMFNT IN LOCAL COORDNTS.E2CRTAO2
OIIIENSION IA(ll.AA(1),Dl) 1.NB).1)2111).R33(3.3),E22(3,3) FCRTOD3
I.PI24).UV(24).X)R .Y ) .Z( ) X I7) YD(7),ZD(7), 1) F2CRT004
COMMON IAAA FCRTO05
EOUIVALENCEI A1, 2lD2. 1,D33) ,(D21(10)F22),IP21(191.E),(D21(20),GIF2CRT0 O 6
EJIIIVALFNCE (IA(1),IN), IA(2) ,IN), I A(3),I .T) 4IA ),IP .0IA 1 5) F2CRT007
IIPRS),i.11A (bIITYPE) 1A( ).I 1AT) (IA() ) *IDEG) (I 9). INX) . A10) ,E2CRTOO
PIH) ,(IAIII), I ),(IA(12) ,IM X). IAi13). MlMY). IA 14),IMM ).(IA(I)15 F2CRTO09
31MF ). IA1 6),IARE).IIA(17),N(1) , IA(2 ).M). IA(2) .ITY), IA( 7).F2CRTD 0
415TR),IIA(20),IELT),(IAI29), ITEM),)I 30) ITI ), IA ) I F2CRT0II
'1IA(32)1,ISU .IlA(33)3IN ),(IA 34).IMS). 1A(36).IDS).(IA37). E2CRTOI2
61URD), IA(38)I.II1RD ).(IA(39).ACEL )I,)1( 50),J1) ., IA(51).J2). F2CRTOI3
7(A112),13) .11A53),J4).(IA(54),.J5. ( (55).J6), IA(561 ),J7). 1A57F2CRTOI4
),JR) ,lIA(5 ),JTY)I (IA ),59.1)6) .), 60' o ), I IA(61) IID), IA(62) ,F CRTO15
911A).(IA(63) ,IDT) IA(64),IDY) (IA(65) ITE),(11A(41).ITAP) F2CRO 016
EOUIVALENCE (IA(6 ). ICAR),(IA(67).ICIX),(IA(68),ICIY).(IA(69), F2CRTOI 7
11CIZ).I A(7 0) ICFII),(IA(71).I X).(IA1 72),IYY),(1A(73).I Z), F2CRTO I1
2(IA(74),1 IL), (IA 75I. IDEF). 1IA(76). , T).I I (77),IIS) F CRT01 9
3.1(IA(1)F IGEM),(IA79) .1IERRI) .AA 0) ,TE . AA1I),DT),(AA(82).DG,. F2CRTD70
4(AA{B3).1ALL IA)A184AL2),(AAIRS) AL3I),AA(6) . 1).(AA(107),P) , E2CRTO21
5(AA) 311. V).(AAI 155 )X).IAA(1 63),Y). AA(171),Z).IAA(179).XD), F2CRTO 22
6(AA(l86).YD). (AA(193),ZD),(AA(351,S),1AA1(40) .0GE0) F2CRTO 3
7AA(421.i NP. 3 .. ( IPR ) ,.( ( E,( S ( F2CRT0 Table V11-21. Source program listing ofH),(AA(47),G1),(AA(4r ),2) (;() a 49).03) FCRT2O5
EOUIVALENCE 1( IA(349 ,NTIC),(IA(34 ).IS .T).(IA(347).ISD. ),(1 (346) E2CRT 26
1,IS)Z), (IA(3451.J9), (IA(344) ,J10,) .(IA343),JPRS), 11i134) ,JnL) E2CRTOI27 ubroutine CUTE (Link 2)
2,(IA(341) .J DZ).(IA(340),JARF) (IA(339).JMMX),(IA(331).JMMY) F2CRTO28
3.(IA(337) .JMZ), IA(336),JF )(IA(. 3351.ITAS).I 1)334),IDZ) F2CRTO 29
4.(]A(333),IPR).(AA 332),DGY),(1A(331 1.).) 1)(AA(330).PRFS) F2CRTO30
5,(IA1329).IPR) E7CRTn31 I LABFL
DIMENSION DUMX(13) .DNX(3) FECRT032 CE2CIJT F2CIITon
EUIIIVALENCE IAA2000)DMXI)(AA(E2)03),UNx) F2CRTD33 SURRITINE CEDE (ITTM) F2CUTDDI
DIMENION FM4.4). 4.) 4) 32CD34 C CUTS QADRILTERAL ND HEX HEDRONS INTO TRIANiLFS AND TETRAHFORNSCIITFOIVALFNCE (AA(200).EM), (A I)6),EN) . A123 FO),(AA(148).), FLOA DIMENSION ]I),111.6S)I1).N(H .D2I1I .33.3),EO2)3.31 FEC ITD03
I(AA(26 ),DIR . A() 73)I )UM+) F CRT0 36 .1104),O 24).X(8),Y(8),ZlD),XD(7),YO)7), 7 ,)01 () I 2CUTDn
EL=SORTF XI1)A1I) I )I) YD 1)71)000)D1)000))) F2C0T037 COMMON IA,0 F CI TDn
DR1,1)=XD(1/FL E7CRTO39 EQUIVALENCE(lAAA).(D2.,D33). (02110).F22),(EI( 19).E) .nI20n) r)F27CTO 6DIR) 1.2)=Y (I)/FL 2?CRT0 39 EOUIVALENCE (IAI1),IN),lIA(2),IRLN). 3). T). (I( ),IP).(IA 5), F2CUTO
SIRI ,3) 1 /1 )II/EL CRTD40. IIPRSI,(IA(6)1.TYPE),(IA(7).IMAT).(IA(B) IOF G). AT 9),INXl .lIA 0),FEC T08
DIR(3,I)= DIRI1,2)ZD(2)-DIR(I,3)*YI(2) FCRT041 21H).11A(11 IP) lA1l2).1IMMx),)IA1 3)1. MMY). I1A1ll4).IMMZ.IlA(I15 ,FCllT O 9
0IR(3,3)=DIR(1,3)0XD(2)-DIR(1.)01112) F2CRT042 31MFI),(IA 1 6),1 ARE) IA( 17)N(1)).(IA25),M),I A1)h ), ITYI,)(A1127),F2CITOI10
UIR(3.3)=D0R(I,) )YED2)-DI0)I.01 0) 2F2CRT043 41STR IA 2 llPFILTI.I 29)IEM),lA 30ITIC) 1)31).IET) ECTOII
EL SORTF DIR(1D DIR(31 +DIRI3.2)UDIR(3,2)+DIR(3,3)*nIR(3,3)) FCRTO44 5EE 3 32LR =E R1 )1,A15 33) .1IN),I .  341 IA ) .). 1103) . I"I 1 )37). FPCI"TOI
DIRI3, )=lDIR(3.I)/EL F2CRTO45 610RD),(IA(38),I10Il.(IA(39),ACEL I). IIA 50 ).J )(IA()151).J ). F2CUT013
DIR 3,23 )=01R(332)/EL FCRT047 7 lA(2),J3),(IA(53),J4). IA 114) J5),(IA( 11 ),J)6), IA 5 )J7) , IA 7FECIT1 I4R2IR3.3)=1R 3,3)/EL E2CRTOA7 8)1JB),( A(I5 ) JTY) .IA(59). IBB).1 ) 0), IBD).1A(61) I n).I62) .F2CUTO 5
01R0)01 =DIRI3.2)AD613)-01013.3)A0IR(1,21 ECRTOA 9111)(I0)63).IDTI, (IA(64), A01.110)6 .).E)041).ITAP) FC TOIIS
DIRI21=DI 33 IRII.1I)3(.11001011.3) ECRT49 EOUIVALENCE (IA(6,ICA).0RI6l1,ICI)IA(10P)0ICII FECUTAI7
OIR(,3 1 ) DI IICIZ)I,(IA 70),CF ).(IA(71),IXX),(IA172).IYY), IA(73).IZZ). F7CIITOD I
Do I1=1i .3 FCRTOS 2 )(1174). IC) ,(1 A(75),IDEF).F A76).IST),(IA 77).11S) E2CT01IIOMX()I=(I) F2CRT05 3.)(IA78), IGFM).(1IA(79).11RR).(AAl0O),TE.(A( .01).T(AA(2),DO), F2CUTO2
OlIMXI(3) Z( I FECRT05 416 AA(B 3),ALLI)(.AA(4),AL2I), AA(1S1 AL3),(AAI 6).021),(AA(107),P). F2CUTO21
DO 2 J=1 ) F2CRT0 55 5[AA(13 11) )V),(AA 1 55 ) ), (AA(163 .Y), (171 Z) [ A(179), ) F C T0 22
DO 2 J=.3 ECRT055 6(AA186),YD) (AA(193),Z ) I(AA 351) .) .AA40),ZGEM) F2CUTO23
DO 3 K=1. E2C056 7,(AA142),INP),.AA(431PBG).(AA(44). IPN),(AA(45),CONS).(AA(46) IF2CUTO24030 =1.3 F8CRT057 .(A 470 1 10)31,,1.AA1)4 0.(49).0) F2CUTD25
3 DU9XJ)3=D )NX(J)+I0lRiJKtIADMX(K) ECRSR EOIALENC I 4479,,N1CIb),SOT) IA347,ISDY).(IA346) FC111D
XII=0UNX(1 F2CRT069 1, ISDOZI,1A345) J9),(IA(b3441 .J10I.) 343) JPRSI l342),JSI)Y) F2CUTD 27
Xy I)=0UNX(I ) I2CRTO6 2,(IA1341T).JDZI( lA340),JARF)1, I(339).JM X). (IA(338),JMY) F2CIITO?8
(II)= 1UNX() FCRTO6I 3,(A11 337),JMMZ),(A1()3JF 5),TTAS).lIA334).IZ) F2CUT079) 11=0 )3) 
4
2CRT063 4.(IA 1333),IPR),(AA(332) .DGY),(AA(331),DGZ),(AA(330).PRESI FCUTO30
D61=,3 62C4TO3 5,IA(329),IPIR),(IA1 328),NAV) F ICTO031
AlO)I-I() 1-01) CT064 DIMENSION N00)20) M2C T032
00(-1 YII -YlII ODCT065N EOIVALENCE (A0300)1.N00 ,(IA1326).IMST) FCItlT033
DI-)N 06 NAV=NAV+1 ECUTO34
RT0N F2CRTO67 KRAS0 E 2CIITO35
END CRT8 KNODO FPCTOD36





GO TO (130,130,115),NAV F2CITO4
115 KRAS=I F2CTO 3









DO 400 J=IJEN 6?CUT053
KNOOJRKN00+J F2COT0
0
GO TO (180,190).IEN F2CTO55
0 GO TO 1210.220,230,230.240,210),J E2COT056
190 GO TO (210,240,220,270,230,220,240,250,240,280,250,270,220,250,2 0F2CUT057
1,270.220,240,250,270),J E2CITO05
210 KBASJ=KBAS+1 E2CUT059
GO TO 310 E2CiTO60
220 KBASJ=KBAS2 F2CIT061
GO TO 310 E2CUTO62
230 KBASJ=KBAS+3 EC IT063
GO TO 310 F2CIITO64
240 KBASJ=KSAS+ F2CIIT065
GO TO 310 F2CIT066
20O KBASJ=KBAS+5 F2CUTO67
GO TO 310 E2CIT068
260 KBASJ=KBAS+6 E CUTI09
GO TO 310 F2CUTO70
u Kn-S=.n.l. FCUTI071
GO TO 310 F2CUT072
2 0 KBASJ=KBAS+8 FCUT073
310 IF (KBASJ-IMST) 330,330.320 E2CUT074
020 KRASJ=KBASJ-IMST F2CIJT075
GO TO 310 E 2CIT076
330 NOOKNO0J )=N(KBASJ) tFCITn77
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Table V11-22. Source program listing of
subroutine DARN (Link 2)
LABEL
CE2URN 01N01100
SUBRDUTINE DARN ([KS,KBSCCC,K0E) F2R)0 O01
C PREPARFS INFORMATION RELATFU WITH CONSTRAINTS FOR ASSFMRLY F20R20002
DIMENSION IA(1 I ,AA11 ,SI ,N1B)D212 1),033 33)E 3) F2DRND03




FOIVALENCE (IA,AA) ,D21 ,D33), ( 21 10) i22, )2119),F ),n1) (20) .0)F20RN006
EDUIVR LENC (IA ),N),(IA(2)1 N),( IA(3), IT),IAIA4), IP), (IA(5) F20RN007
1I1PRS) , IA(6), TYPE) l A(71),01AT).(IA( ), IDG)A )) INX) "ID(" A ),F ND08
21H , IA( 11), I ), IA 1 12), IMMX) . IA 13 .IMY), I A( 14). IM Z ), I IAl 15)1 F 0RN 09
31MFI),( IA(16),I RE),(l I A(1 7) .,N I ), I A(25) , ).( IlA 26). ITY).( IA(27) ,FDRN0IO
41 STR ),(IA 2),I.LT),l A(29), ITFM),) A 30),TIC).(1A31),I FT), 21DRNO I
5(1 IA(32), ISM). IA(3 .iN), ) (IA34), INS), lA( 36), 1OS), IA1)371) F20RN012
61JRD),(I A(3, 11 r01 ),1(IA( 39),ACEL I), lAl 50o ,Jl), IA(I1),J2), F 2DRN01 3
7( IA(52), 13),( .I 53) ,JA , (IA( 1 4) JS , I lA 55) ,J1 l ), (1 56) .J7), IA(57E DRN014
81 JB),( L I A(58),JTY) I , 859), IRH} (IA(6 o), IBU), ( A(61 ),I IDI,(IA(62),F20RNO1 5
911A I) IA(63 .I DT 1), I (64), IDY) .( IA(6S), IF), IA 41 ) .ITAP) F20RN016
EOUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR).( IA()67) ICI ). (IA(68), ICIY), IA(69). F20RN0 17
IlCIZI,) A1701 ,IC .1 1A171) ,.),()72). IYY)....73)..I.. IlRN2.. Table V11-24. Source program listing of
1A(74) I ), IlA(75) , EF)., IA 76),IST) ( 1 (77), IS) FIDRNOI
3, 7 ( A( 8), IGEM) , 1A)79), IERR), (AA( O) TF), (AA 1) ,D;T) IAA(R2) ,nG), 2DRN0(20
IAA(I3),ALl .AAl 4).,L2,(AA85).AL3).(A(8s6).021), (AA(107),P, F20RN021 subroutine ELDI (Link 2)
51(AA(131) IV),IrA(151 ,X), (AA(63),l (AA1171 ).Z), (AA1 179) ,X), F20DRN022
6(( I ),YD), (AAi 193),ZD. AA( 351 5 1. ,AA (40) ,ZGM) E2DRN023
7,(AA142), INP I(AA(43), IPB (AA(44), IPN) (AA( 45 .CINS), AA(46), I1F20RN024
b),(AA(47),Gl) , AA(48) ,2) .AA(9) ,G3) F21)RN075 LABIL
FOUIVALENC (IA 349),NTIC) ,(IA 348),IS1T) (IA(347).ISDY),l A(346) 12DRN06 CEtLI I F?' D1000
1, IS11 ), I I(345),J9), IA(1344),J101,(IA(343).JPRS), 1A(34 ), JSOY) F2DRNO 7 SUR OIITINF FLDI F2FLD0 OL
2,(IA(341.1),10Z0)IA34:0,JARF).(IA(330),JMMXI)(lA(33R),JOMY) F0RN02 C OBTAINS UNIT VFCTI)R OF PRESSOR, FOR LINF FLFMFNT FFLOD02
3,(1IA337),JMMZI, I IA(336),J FI I, (I(335). ITASI (IA(1334), IDZ) F2DRN029 DII ENSI)N lA(l ) ,AA( 1),(11. N(. ).(0212 ),331.3),221 3.3 F2FLD00 3
4 10A 333) 1I R), (AA 332) GY), (AAf 331),DG I.(AA(330).PRES) F20RN0 30 1,P(24) ,UV(24),X(R) . B) , ( ) ,x (7) ,YD7) ZD(7) ,G (1 F2FLD0 4
5,(I(329) ,I IR) F3RNl031 COM N IA.AA FELO
DIMENSION I S251) CCCI (215), S2 ) ,CCCJ 26) F211RN032 E1U0IVALENCE( I1A,AA), ( 1D)21,D33). 21 10)F122F l 1 ' ) ; 19).E),11 12()20) .)F2FLDon6
EOQ IVALENCE (IA(200),1IS) I. A (2215) BS ),(AA 250),CCCI), 620RN033 EOUIVALF NCE (IA(1), N),(IA 2),I (). ,(IA 3), IT). (IA(4, P). I( 5). 1EPELI)0D07
1(AA 275) ,CCCJI 0 0?DRN0 L1 lS), IA(06),TYPF) . IA(7) .A1 ) . I A (P), 1FG),) I )9) 









)OMENSI(IN KRS1I),CCC(I F12DRNO6 5 21HI,lA(ll) .IP),(IA(12). M,X),(IA(l13), IMY),( IA(14) 1MMZ),) I AI )) 4 EL0009
IB I IBB+KS F20RN03 31FI ), ( I) A(16), IARF , lA ( 17),N(1) l, A I I (25),M) ,IA(26) ,ITY) "(IA(27),F2ELD lO
KB=IA(IBBI) E?RN037 41ISTR),(IA2 ).IELTI), 13(29).ITF (A1 30).TIC), A(31), FT) FEL 11
IF (KB+IND) 301,302,302 E20)RN0O38 51 A(32).1ISUM) .11 33). 1ND),(11A()34),1 5)1,(IA 30 ),1DS),1 A(37). F2FLD II2
302 IF (KB) 303,1,304 F2DRN039 10RD), IAI3).l1DRO1).(IA(3)l L ACIL I),A(SC),Jl),(IA)1),J 2), FFL)013
304 KOE=1 F20RN040 7)l IA(5.1 J3)A153,JA), IlI s), J (IA155),J6).(0(6) J7), IA(57F27LDiL4 4
I ICI=IIC+KS F?DN041 ,2J), IA(15.),JT I a(59). IR), I A(60). IOI IA(61), I In) , I)A( .2)F7FL0615
CCCI1)=AAInICI) F20RN42 911A) .(lAf63),1DT) , (l64), I)Y),l IA6) IITF), IIA(1). ITAPl F2ELD016
KRS(1)=K F 20RN043 EQUIVALENCE lA(60 ), 1CAR) (iA167), CIX),(IA( R), IC Y) ( ( 9), FFLD017
GU TO 30B F20R NO- 4 1ICIZ) (IA(70) .ICFI,I A(1 1),IXX), IA(72 ,1 YY () IA(73),17) E2ELI00)
303 KUE=1 F 0RN045 21(A(d17 ),IIC), (IA(75), EF), (IA 76), IST),( (77),IIS) F2LI)019
CCC(I =I. FFORN046 3, (A(178 ,II.M),1IAl79),1ERR) lAA(0l)l TF). (AA . I),DT], AA(b 2).24), F21LD00D
KBSI L=-KB E20RN 47 4(AA(83),AL1 ,(AA(0 4),AL2), (AA{I °S0 AL3) •(AA Ib R) ,021 (AA(107),P) , 12FL01
GO TO 300 F20RN4 R 51(AA1131),(JV),(AA(1515).X),), AA(163),0)(AA) (71I. )(AAl)179).X1), F2FLDO12
301 ICOMP=10000+KS F20RN04
9  
6(AA(186) YD),IAA 193) ,ZD),AA(351),5), AA o).76FM) F FL?0023
INCR=1 F D klnn D 7.(AA 42)1) NP), AA(43) 1P I),(AA( 1 44) EN). )S) ,(AA(46) .•FEL)D0 4
00 306 ISnR1IlND F20RN051 0),AA(47)l(;I),(AA(48) ,2)o.AA()9))G3) F2FLD02
IOI=I0B)+1snR F0RN0 57 EQUIVALENCE (IA(39) .,NTIC.). (IA34 ). ISOlT).() I (347) .IS lY) (IA( 346) F6 ELF)02
IF XaRF1(IIBO 101 l-ICOMPI 306.1n07,06 120RN03 I, ISZ)I(3)5 3 ),l (IA(34.),JIOI(. IA(1343),JPRS),(IA(342),JS3y) 2ELD107
301 I2gIIBISR FDt64 2 i01341 )10JSnZ),) IA(3401 .J2,) ()330) 0) J ,MX II)(33) .10Y1) F2ELo?




KBS( INCR) XARSF I(I B I I F1RIN06 4. 1(333), PR ,(AA 332), nrY I, (AA(331) I,071), A 30),oFS) F FL0030
CCC1( INCR)AA(IIC1I) F2ORN057 5,IFA(32), IPIR) F2F60031
INC R=INCR+1 FDRN05I DI1ENS (li A(6'.6) ,1 R(3,.3). JV Il2) .T(6),PI( ) ,PN 3) . G16)3) E2E LIo 37
306 CONTINUE FD2RN059 6OUIVALFNCE (AA(00).A).(A236).EL),AA(237ARA),(AA I) .0F0 .,20FL 1DO33
KOE=INCR-1 FIRNO6O 1,(AA1239) .JJ IAAI240), IRI (AA(41 ),. I) .(AA (242IY), A 1(264 ) 0IR)F2EL00134
30Lo RETURN F1DRNO2 6 2,AA(306), IJVGI 1(291),PD), 
A A
I294








G ) A A (
30(.0)
I F L D
0
3 5
1 KQOFO E7DRN60 EL=SORTF(X I XD(I 1)+YD1) IYI I)+ZD( I)70(1)) F2FL 036
GO TO 308R 1F)10Rf63 IF (EL) 1010,1010 110 FFL17
END FII0RNn4 110 EL=1./EL F2FLI)1038
T l) =XI)l)I FLI F2FI.0039
(3)()=YOlELI F2FL)040
1T(5)=ZD( ELI E11 FLID041
PN( 1)=DUG(2 ) T(5)-D1 G(3)*T(3) F2FLD042
uN 2)=0UG(3)T I 1)-DUG(I6 1TI) 2FLD043
PN(3)=l)IlG 1)T (3)-D (l 2) T( 1) F2 FL044
VEL=SQRTFI PN( DN( I+PN I 2 )NI 2 +0N(  )PN( ) F 2 LD04
Table V11-23. Source program listing of I220 I L-..1- 220.220,230 ?FL00
GO T0 1000 1260 00
subroutine DMM (Link 2) 3 O FLo..I..230 T011.0060 02 1040D 300 il1,3 F2)0)n6O
300 PNI)I=PN I)1VFLI F2ELD0
PD II)=T(3)PN(31)-T (5)PNN(2 FF100152
P (2 )=T (1 )P N( i-T(I 1)*PN 1 3) F FL100 3
C LAEL FOMOnO PI 3)=T(11 IPN(2)-T131 PN(1 F2FLDOS4
S2IBROUTINE DM (AI . M,C) F20MMOIt VELI=1 ./SCTF(IIPD1)P1I)+PD (2)*PD()+PD(3)*PD(3)) F L0
C OBTAINS THE PRODOCT OF FLE ENT STIF0FSS MATRIX TI1FS A VFCTFR F2nm0002 D:J 400 l L FEL005h
DIoENSION (1 ,I)C(1) 0 1000 RN F6FL)00508
10 SS I0 F2 BM005 IUIO IERR=11
n 0 K=I M E MMOO 01 T1 1000 FF1h06
ISISSSSM M7 END 
2ELI061
9 C(I ) 
C ( 
I
) +  
(
I S S )
*P(K) F 21)t1020
10 CONT INIF F0000l0
RF ilkN F?0 ' M 1
EN)1 200011
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Table VII-25. Source program listing of




C GFNERATES SU BATRICES FOR LFFET TYPFS 3 ANO 4 F2PLR002
DIMENSIN (.(11,1).Sl).NB, .2(3).... .(3,3) 0 3,) EP.R10033 Table VIl-26. Source program listing of
1 ,P( ) ,UV ,)e24) X ,Y[A) ,Z(8) ,XD(7) Yi( 7 ,Z (7) , 1 I) E7PLB0N4
COMMIN IA,0 F2PLR 05
EQUIvALNCE.lle. , A (n2.1,.I33.. I2..10 ) ,F2),(I) 11 .... ), .. I 12,1( G)FPL,.. subroutine RLOC (Link 2)
EOIIIVALENCE (IA(I l .N),( 1A'1).10,N (HAI3),T),(1A(( (P),(A(5) F2PL3 07
1(PR0), I IA ),ITYPE), I ( 71 .IAT), l I H). IDGs I lA(9×) IX .(IA(10) ,F2PLRB0 n
2(H),(IA() , R1 ).(IA(12). IM0X).(I A( 13). I( MY) ,(lA(14), IMMZ), (I (15),E2P 009
3IMI),i A( h), 1ARF) I ( A(I17)1 ( I )) (14(25),M).(IA( 6), ITY), (A(27),F2PL010 LAIBEL
4 STRA), A (2P),IELT),(IA(29).ITEM), (IA(30),ITI ( 1) T), PI.R I CE2RLC F2RLC00
50A132),1I0 M),(A 3 ,IN ,( A(35 , S). (IA( 36),IDS),I 37), EPLn SUBROUTINE RLOC E2RLC001
RD IPLC ADDS SUBMATRICFS TO FORM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRCES OF LINE ELENTERLCOO27((052AS),3).0(531,)I.II)I I.J(I,(. ()55) 4, ((0)541.,71.)I0 LI)LNS00)N I IAII0)001S(II00 .N)110 2 2112,033)3,3,E22(3,3 E2RLC083
0 ),J ),(AL5R),JTY),(IA(59).(RB), (IA(0),IBO ,(IA(61) ),II),(1(, 2) .FPLN 5 1,P(24) ,UV24),X(8),Y(B),Z(8),XD(7) .YO17),0 7) .G l(1) E2RLC004
11A), IA(653),IDT),(IA(64). DY) (IA(I), .1 ),)(0 )41 .1TAP) FP2PLB0 6 COMMON IA,AA E2RLCO05E00DVALENC3 (JA ), ICA 4 JIA 7 3)I *. t , ),( IA(4 ), rY FAPLRBOI7 EQUIVALENCE IA,AA),(D2 ,D33),(D2I(I ), 1 E22) I(DA(191E).ITP) l12 ) ,)F2RLCO1
( IZ).(IA(1 ) . C1) 1A0(71 ). (IA( 72), Y ).(IA7(33) ).2 00 F PL EQUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN ),IA(21),(I1.1)(I ),IT). ( ),IY p).(IA (5). F2RLCO1 7
21(IA(717), ICI,(I A()51.I0 F )I A(31), IS T, ) ( A(.77 1 S) F2PLR 19 11PRS),( A(0) ,ITYPE),(IA(71), ) (1 IA(7),I D ).IA )  1 X, .II ( io) .F2RLC01 83,(IA(I )BI . GE I), 1iA(791, ) 1FRR) . AA(20I 0TF ,(0A)01).DTI. (00R) .00). FlPLR 0A) 12)IM ),( 13).(MO)) A(14) I 15(, C8
4(AA(83),AL1 , l(AA( .) ,012-)0 .0(3), A L ( (8),2 I), A(107) P), F2PLRO021 31) FI),I]A( 6),(IARE 1),IA17),N( I)), I A(25, ) 1(](26),ITY I. ), 27) F2RLC 1
5(AA(131),V).(AA )155RX ). 0AAI 1 ),J),0A0(21 .I). )0 2 0 245 lI)1 2 FPLOn  4STI). ),I LT)( (2),( E),(IAFL30),(T(1),(()3 FT). F2RLCO11
4(AA0 16).Y ),(AA( 1 193). D. (AA( .5(Sm AA).()4).Z0001 10 0F)PL03 (AA(32)51M(,( (3), NB).(AA(0 4),IM ), ( 5) OS)A(36 US) , E2RLCO 201 2
7, ( ) 421 00,INP 0( .13 ),I0 .( )44) AA ,CON ) 610RD),(IA038, IORD10), A(),39),A L 1.( IA(50 ) ,Jl)( IA(I5).J2 , 02RLCO13
R). (007) J) IGI IGI(;A)149)G0 2) . ( 3491.4;3 F L0 2 3) 011521,J33,( 0315,74). )1 041) 3,IIA)5 ,J55,I5 IA(5)Jb7 IA{5. I IIA(57F21RC10 I
EQUIVALN C ( IA(349 0 0NTIC),(IA()R 1. ISPT1 I ( 47).IS YA).I 1N(346) F2PLRn26 81,J), IlA(5 ).JTY), I (A59)1. IB),l ( 0)I),I O ),((4I 61).1 (), (lI(16) .ERLCO2 5I, ISDZ) (IA(3 45)J ). ,(A(344)Jit ) 0343 ).JP0). I(342JSO' 00PI_10 7 9 a11) AlS(), 1IA(43) I. J1), (IA644), Y), 1 65 )A ITF4I(,T )  (A141 . ,ITAP) F2RLC01 6
. S (I)C341)J52).I((340) .30F (.1()33 ) .3J 00),(YJ33 IA 00Y 0200 FPLRO() EOIVALENCE I (5 ),(C1A ), A(b),I ( ),I (4). '1),Y (14(69), F2RLC01O3,1( II(337J)}(X3),(FW{233) 1 3, 1 ) (33 ) . (ISI 11334 ).0) FP0R 5 1ICI(),) (7 0).1 ,(IA(3 ), X).() A(32),I YY)(IA(373),Il), F2RLCO2)
4,)(J133 ).Ir .1 1 (332 ,0 ).0 A0331?)) ;0l )I A)330P0 F) F2PL0030 21 1A(174), IICI 1 (A75),)DEF).(IA(7 1), ST),(IA(771), I F2RLC)010 9
5(I1A(329),) IPIR FP1031 3.11A(7),IGEI ,(T10 ).1IERRI),)AOl80 .T ,I {l8 ).oF(IIA 2) .D), FC11020
0DIMENSION A.)).(I)IRY3) FLIV1) 21.T)5),P 3 F.00)3) .D103) F2PLR032 4(A( I83 .ALI), 8AA 4),A1(.3 (b .13 0I A(8I,021 )00f107),P0. E11 021
EQUIVALENCE (0)(200.), . AE V23 Ah).EL .0237  REA ,A(2L ) ),P23 . II) FPLR033 5(0)131 0) UV . A 155 ),(1 3, ).(AA(1 ),Z),I 1 39). , F LC022
1,(AA239) ..1 .I ) 2 10)I b0)241I0)R , (0242).CNY0). ( ) ).OIR)0 PL)H 034 6A 1b),YO. ( AA( 03),1 ,IAA( I)351 I. ,(AA(II4) .ZGFM) 2RLC023
2I (0)304) ' IVG), )42291I).PD)A(4294).P0 )A. )( )2973,3)n) 0 (0 300 T)PL0 035 71A42),IN).(A 43) 1IPB),(AA(44 ), AA(45).CONS),AA(45) F20C024
IF 0 M3 ) * (Il,10 O130 F2PLR0h3 8),(AA(47).G1 I AA(48).G2),(AA(o 9),G3) F2RLCO2510 ICIJ= (ICIXJ3MMX F2PLR0137 0UIVALEN C I A0)3491,NYTIC-I IA(348) .ISDT1 , IIA(347) .SDY),( A3446 E2RLC026
Y+ IJ I I ,J) ) . ;EOPLL ,IRO55 R 2RIF (MMY) 010,1010.150 2PLR3 1 .00 1,)IA45 ). IA344 .J10) .1 343 JPRSI A1(342),JSy) F2 LC027100 ICYJ=ICIY+J(5 Y EPLB039 2,)0(34 ( .I3500).I)(3401.JRE), IA(339J0(X .I (330).JIAMy) E2RLC2
END I *F7LR040 "M FLC029
150 A( ,11 A2.F 1(14YJ1/L ) 03 IA337),J) (I ),(((336) IA((335)),(At ), (IA()334),( ) 0 2R0109
.21=-Al , ) F100 A 4,11 ( 333), IP I 2). AAi33 ( 1)I .,O T). (AA1 )331,PF) E) LC0103)A.2) E1 1 FP201042 5. ( I(3. (29 )I P F2RLC031
DA(2.5 6.E I (A A (Y )(FL 2) E2PL043 DIMENSION A().OIR(3.3IGI(12) F2RLC0 32A2-AL(2.) FP044 EQUIVALENCE 0(01100A0P3,ATA(23(,1)L,)0A237)ARo 1)0AD(23,))II( F2 RLC33
)1.I)-A(2,01) 45 1,(A(23,JJ.)(AA(O,2401,I, AA0241.2JR I( P)2 .Yo),l )h A 3 VG)E )2RLC034AI i) .hA( 1,5 F010n4 2. 1AA2 y) .DRI E2RLC035
A(3,31=0AA(I X)/FL 0?PLR047 IN=II+NY-1 FRLC035
A 3,41- (33.31 F2P0104RO JJNIJJ+NY- F20C1037A(4.4=A3,3) 21P 049 IRE=1 JR-JJ)*IDS IR-II FpRLC030
A1055)=i4.3AA(ICIYJ)/FL 2 0 JPLR00 L1= J-2 I ) S F2RC1039
A(5 ).5 (5 J lA5 ?PLR001 DO 200 J JJ.JJN ERL00)bA(6.b15 ) , F)PLR0) L2LI0OS F01C041)
D0( 200 (1T.,0 FPLRn0 3 00 10 1=11,II 02RLCO2
E V0 J I A ElPL4 L =3 IIN E2RLC0 7,00 T.2 F2010054 () 201042PLROF5  :R' FRLC043
J2UO 0 .I3)=A(IJI 201 05 6ILR)=A(I.J) 201RC044
1010U RETIRN E2PLR010 3 O 10 Al I=O. F2R01045
I ,I 33R= 2A3 J (3PLB057 2O CONTINUE F2RLC046G0O (TOO 2PL058 RETURN F2RLC047
END EP LRn9 END E?RLC048
Table V11-27. Source program listing of subroutine S01 (Link 2)
'A02 . 1,(A12391.JJI(.t0240).IRI;(AA((2411.JR),( A(21474(AOI16o4)l.OIR)FS00Io34
C2o FSOl00 2lD2AAI306).UVG),4I 29) ,0,(0A( 29414.PW).(2971 .G).I A00 30 ,T )2SO 035SUBROUTINE 501 2 1001 E (UIVALENCE IAA 324].PR0) 02001036
C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE I STIFFNESS AN ) L0AD( MATRICES E 2SO102 C PLANE OR SPACE TR 0 S ELFMENT F250103
DIMENSION A(6)1 .0(1 (.5) 11,N ) 021(21).D33(3.3,3 E22(3,3 E2S01003 IPBG=O 00SO038IP(241 ,00(24).X(8).,Y I )XD))1 .Yi) Z O7) G1 )  XD ) ZU,7,11) 2 004 1 IJ3 I 1 3 F2SO 0 39
00N IA.AA FS0105 3 I1CRJICARJ AE 02SO1040
EOUIVALENCE( IAAA 00),)21.033)(121(1 1O)0EL 22,( D21(19).E I D21( 20).)E2SO0 6 DUG 1=1. E2S0041
E UI1VHLENCA 
EI 
111, ;IN(I 2.), , Il3).IT) I LAIl 5) . FAS1"0 7 DUG21O0. 21SOIO42I IPRS),(IA)A IYPE).( 107) .IM.T1 .DIG()3I .DG). (I(9) ,I0I, 0101 .2E2SnOO DUG3O. 02S01043
21H), 1)III1 ,) )I A( 12(.IMx ), IA(13y),I , G II0(14), 0Z),( IA(15),E2S01009 CLL ELDI FS02 104
3(FI), IA(1.),IARE),(IA(171),N(1)),)(IA(251,), IAI(2 ),ITY), IA(27),E2S01010 60 IF (JPRS) 00,02,0 E2SO1045
41STR);,IA(2 ().IELT),(I(2911), IT3 M),(IA(30)1,ITIC),(IA(31).IMET), ES0010 1 R=0 10z.5ELP0 ES0 PD)1) E2S0O04
5( IA(32) IS UM). (IA(33), IS). l 3 SDS(3 ,(00) (37), F201012 1P00.1 0201047
610RD) IIA(38).IR01 (I. 1A39).0C1L ).(I0"50),3J )(05I(1.) 31 E2S01013 1EN=3 FSO4104
711(A(52) J3).)1(A 53),J4) A 151)JA. 1(I ( 55J.J),I A(56).J7),(IA(57E2SOl I4 82 IF (AC 1 85,90.85 E2S01049
81.JI,8),(A(58),JTY) ,IIA( 59) )0IB(,( ) 6(0),I00) IA(( 61),II).(IA ( 2),E2Sn 1015 b5 CONS5.NM LAAILMAAI00 ) F02 1050
911A). (IA()31. IOT( IA), I7IDY) ) I( 15,ITF), IA 1(41),ITAP) E2S 0104 1o 1 E02SnIN51
E0U 0 ( IVALENCE IIA 1 ) IA 3 AR)(II , 10)IC  ( I (IIY),(IA( 1), E2S 1017 IPEN=3 E2S01052
1C ZI, A(70)1),CF I (I1 II , (I1721,(5 )(A73).IZZ), 020O0 50 SS0E0AAICARJ)/EL E2S01053
2( 1A174).IIC,I 1IA0175).0IEF) .(IA 76)tISTI), IA(77), IS) E2S0109 2)=-TI1 FS 01004
3,1 A178), IGEM),(IA(79. ).IERR I),A80 ).TE iT) ( .0 .IA0A2 ,1), 02So120 T041-T13; ES01055
4(AA0 3),A11L I),AA84),AL2),(Ab1.5),AL31),(A Ib)I1,21 ,)( A(107 .p) F2S010P1 T(I5 -T(5) E2S01056
5(AA1(131(,l),)AA)155 ,X.),(0A 13) y).(AA) 7(1.01.(0A(179) X ), 52501022 I-I2S01057
hAA(11 ),YD)PA0A1931D) 10,AA(351) .5).(0011,20F00 0 F2S01023 D0 111 I=,1DS 02S01058
7,(A0(42),INP0(JAA143, (00 .)(AA)4(.)I EN 1AA45(1)CON ),(AA(44).1002SOi024 IK0=IKIDS F2S01059
i), I(A 47 A1.GI,(, A 4.G,2), l 49 ,3) E2501025 DO 11 J=I.IDS E2501060
EDUIVALENE I 34 NTICIA),91.TI1 ( 3 18T1 5.1SOT), (IA(3471 ) ISDY) (A(3451 E2S01026 ISS=IK+J E2S01061
ZS  IIA 345).Jg)A3413PRS) ) F2SO 027 1 SIS.Tf= -T! j! oT062
,=-E. (-4i)33',, j M I ( 381,3 Y0 F25S01028 111 CONTINUE 201033,) A(337, MMZ 32),(IA(336)JIII4 I5) A 34) ( 2S02 07 9 9 RETURN ESO064
4.) A 333 IPR), 0 I A(3321,DG) 1 1331),D I,A)A0 330),PRFS) 02S0130 1 10RR=1 FS01065
5,(1I329) ,I PR) F251031 GO TO 95010
DIMENSION A(6,6). OIA(3,3),IVG(12,1) T( ,D1(,PI3,209)3) F2S01032 END 020SIO67
EQUIVALENCE 1IAA200)A . (A(?6361.,LI .(0At37).ARF0 A I, (AA23 ) I11) F2S01033
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Table VII-28. Source program listing of




C GENFRATES FOR ELFMENT TYPE 2 STIFFNESS ANT LnAD MATRICFS FS02002
IMENSION IA )I,AAII).S) 1 INI.N i,021(2 ),I)3313,3),E22 3.,3) F 502003
.,P(24),UV
1
24).X(8 ,Y B)(),Z( ),XI)(7),YD(7),Z1 (7),Glil FPS0 004
CUMMON IAAA E2S02005
EOUIVALENCE( IAAA).(021D33).(D21110).F221(21(19),.FI. )n2I 20),G F2SO2006
EQUIVALENCE (IA bl .IN)(IA( )I1BN),(IA(3),.IT).(I 1A14),IP) .IA(5). 21S02007
I IPRS),(IA(16),ITYE P l ),(IA T7),IAT IDAT) I) IEG) .(I(9),INX). (I T0 ),F2902008
2B H)I(IA(1I1)0 1A; MX) I II(2 ), A (13A), MY) IA(14),IMMZ),(IA 1 ),FS200 9
31MFI ),( A(I6),IARE),(IA(I ) ,N(I1)),(IA 25),M),( IA 26),ITY).(IA(27) ,E S02010
41STR),(IA(28 ),1FLT),C A(129),ITEM),(IAI30),ITIC) IA()31 T),IMFT). P2S02011
5 IA(32),ISUM), A(33)1. IND), IAI34),IM1 ).I IA(36), IDS). i (37), E2502012
610RO),(IA(3B), IORDI),IIA139).ACEL ),(IA(B0),J ).IIA(IS ),J2). E2SO2013
7(IA(52),J3),(IA(53),J4) (IA(54),J5).(IA( ),J 16). IA(56),) ),(IA(157F2502014
8),JB),(.A(58),JTY), IA (59),IBB ), iA. 60), I8 ), IA(61),Ii ) . IA(62),E2502015
911A).(IA(63),IOT),(IA(64),IIY),(IA( b )5),ITF),(1 41),ITAP) F2502016
EQUIVALENCE IIA(66),ICAR).(IA(67).ICIX),(IA(68),ICIY),(IA 69). F2SO2017
11CZ),( 1 A70).ICFI,)I (I71),IXX),IIAT72),Y),I)IA)73),1(ZZ, F2S02018
2(1I(74), IC),(IA T75),IDEF) (IA(76) ,IST), A(77),IIS) E2 0 2019
3. IA(78),IGEN ,( IA(79),IERR),(AA AAO),T0), ( IP ). T),(AA(I 2),DGI, E2S02020
4(AA(83),ALI),(AA(84),AL2)I,(AAi 5),AL3 ),(AA(8 6),D 1),(CAA(107),P), E2S02021
51AA(131),UV),(AAS(155R),X)(AAI63),Y),(AAI71).Z),(AA(1791),X0, 2S502022
61AAB186),YD),IAA 931),ZD). (AA(51) ,),AA1IO).ZGEM) E2S02023
7,1AA(42),INPI,(AA(431),IPBG,(AA(44),IPEN),(AA(45),CNS),(AA46),IF2S02024
8),(AA(47),GI ).(AA48 ) ,G2),(AAI49 ),G3) F2SO2025
EQUIVALENCE (IA 349).NTC),(JA 348),ISDT),(IA13471), S Y).(IA(346) F SO02n?6
1,ISDZ (I . A(345),J9 ),(IA(34).J01 IA 343),JPRS) ,l IAI 342),JSOY) E2Sn02 27
2.(IA(341),JSDZ),(IA(340),JARE),IAI339),JMMX),(IA 331),JMMY) E2S0 2028
3,1A1337),JMMZ), IIAI3361.3MEI T 1 13335)1,ITAS),)IA(334),IDZ) E2S02029
4,( IA1333),IPR),IAA1332),DGY,(AA(331),DGZ), (AAI330),PRES) E2502030
5, lAi1329),IPIR)I,(AA(324),PRCI) F2S02031
DIMENSION A6,6).01R(313 IVG(12),T(6),PD(131 .3)PNIUG(3) F2502032
EQUIVALENCE (AA200),A.),AA 136).EL),(AA1237),AREA ),(AA(238),Il) E5P02033
1,(AA 1 
2 3
9),JJ),(AA 1 240 1,IRL, 1 0A12411),JR),1(242),NY)(AA IP164),IR)F2502034
2,(AAI306),UVG),(AA(?9,PI)I,(AA)1294).PN),1(A2197),DUGI.(AA3001),TIF2SO2035
CALL CODI FPS?036
CALL BEAM 2 n02037 Table V11-29. Source program listing of
IPBG=0 F2S02038






P51)=-PRCO*EL/6. E2S02045 CE2S03 E2503000
S-P (5) P2S02046 SUBROUTINE S03 FP0S3001
IPBGI= F2S 02047 C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 3 STIFFNESS 
AND LOAO MATRICFS E2S03002
IPEN=2 E2SO2040 DINENSION IA(1),AA1),S( I ),N(8).D21(21),D333.3),E22( 3,3) E2503003
5O IF IACEL) 60,80,60 E2 02049 I1PI241 UV )12,XB.IY(),Z(I),xDI7),YD(7).ZD7),G1I(1) 
PSO03004
60 DO 70 I=1,2 PS502050 COMMON AAA 
P2SO3o0S
70 D" 1)0=G IF PS 202050 EQOIVALENCE(IAAA),(D21,033),DIII2 0,E22).ID2I(19),E).)D21(20),G)E2503006
CALL ELDI F2S02052 EOQIVALENCE (IA (.IN)( IA ( ),IBN),(IA 3), T). (IA(4).IP).(IA(5), E203007
CONS=.5ELACELARA E2O5205 I IPRS),(IA(6) ITYPE),(IAIIMAT), 8), 0EG1 1A(91,INX),(IA(10),E2503008
CACE=(DUGII)P ()+OUG(2)*PD(2))*CONSEL/6. FPS02054 21H1 I IA11), IB )1IAI2I. IMMX),(1 A(I 13)I Y), (IA (Ib 4 IMRZ),(IAC15 ,E02S3009
P 5)=P(5)-CACE F2S02055 3IMFI),(IAI16),IAREI,(IA 1 ),NI )), ( IA(1251,M)I , IA(2 ),ITY),(IA(27) , E2S0 3010
P(61=-PI5) FSn2056 41S5TR),( IA(28).IELT ),IA(291.ITEM),(IA(30),ITIC),( I 131),IET), E2S03011
IPBG=1 F2S02057 511A1321).ISUM.(IA133,IND),(IA(34),IMS),(IA(361,IDS),(IA(37). 
F2SO3012
IPEN.2 FPS02098 610RD).IA138),)ORDI),(IA(39).ACEL I. IA(150),Jl),(lA01,J2), 
E2SO3013
0 =1 F2SO2059 71IA( 2)J3), IA(153) .4), I A(54),J5),(lA(55).J6),(IA(56),1 .7),(IA(57E2S 3014
I JB),J8),( IA(58) JTY),(IA(59),IRB , Il A 60), IB ),( (61), Iln), I A(62),F2SO3015
JJ.l 
EPS02060
IR=1 E2502061 911A), .A(63),IDT),(I A(64),IDY ), A(1165 TF).(11A(41),ITAPI E2S03016
JR=1 E2S02061 EQUIVALENCE (0IAI6,ICARI iIAI67).ICIXCl),(IAI6)IICIY),IA69I), 2S03017
NY=6 E202063 IlCIZ), IA(70),ICFI 1,IA(71). IXX),I 172)IYY ),IlA(73),IZZ), F2503018
CALL RLOC E2S02064 2IA(74),1TC),IIA7),IEII0(16),ST),1IA(77)II) 
F2503019
IF O 10310,1I0 F2S02065 3,1A(78),IGEM IA179IERR),IAA(O),TEO),(AA(8I),DT),(AA(2 .DG), E2S0302O
IF I 110310110 FS020 AA(3),AL1)AA ,AL2),A( ,AL3),(AAI),D21),(AA10O7),P), E2SO3021
110 UVG =.50GL L P20206 5(AA11131),V),I( AAI(15) ,X)(AA 163),Y),IAAI 171).Z .AA1179)XO), E2S03022
DO 300 IIIDS 6A186),YD)AA193),ZO),(AA(351),S).(AA(40).ZEM) 
E203020
3 00 =) I ) 20206 7,l1AAi42),1NP), AA(431)IPBGI ,(AA(44).1PEN), AA(45),CONS),(AA146)11IE2503024
310 CALL STIA F2502070 8),(1AA(47),1 ),(AA148),G2).(AA(491 .G3) F2503025
RE URN FPS 2071 EOUIVALENCE 1IA(349) NTICI.(IA348),1 SDT). (IA(347),ISDY),(IA(346) E2503026
ETDN F2S020721 I,1DZ),(IA345*),J9),IIA(344),J10, ]1A(343)1JPRS),(IA(342).JSOY) F2SO3027
0 2072 2,(IA(341),JSDZ),(I1340),JARF),(IAI339), MMX),(IA(338),JNMY) FP2S302B
3,(.IA 337),JMMZ),(IA (336),JMFI), IA(335), TAS)(IA(11 334),IDZ. ) 02S03029
4, lIA333),IPR) IAA(1332) ,DGY),AA(331),DGZ),IAA13301,PRES) E2S03030
5,(IA(329) IPIR),(AA1324),PRCO) F2S03031
DIMENSION A(6,6),DIRI3,33),UVGi 12,T(6),P(3) ,PN),U30(3) E2S03032













PISILPRCO ELDIOR(I, 11)/.+PI) FS03046
PI6 -P()I+P( F2S03047
GO TO (60,80),IPEN 2S503048
60 IF (ACEL) 70,80.70 E2S03049
70 PRCO=.5*EL*ACEL*G3 E2503050
IPEN=2 FSO03051












CALL TRAN (UVG,0) F2S03064
DO 300 I=1,0IS F2S03065
300 IV((1)=UViI)+UVGI1) E2S03006
310 CALL STRA E2S03067
1UUO RETURN E2S03068
END F2SO3069
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Table VII-30. Source program listing of
subroutine S04 (Link 2)
* LABEL
CE25S4 F7S04000
SUBROUTINE 504 E TS04001
C GENERATES FOR FLEtENT TYPE 4 STIFFNESS ANI LOAD MATRICES E2S04002
DIMENSION IAI1).AA(1),S1 ).2I 1,T211),D133(3,3),E2713,3) E2504003
I,P(24) VI24),XIA) ,Y )I ,Z(I),XD(7),YDI7),ZD71 ),G1 (1) E2SO4004
COMMON IA,AA F2S04005
EOUIVALENCE IA,AA),(D21,D33),ID21110),E22).(0211191E).,ID21(20),GF25S04006
EOQ IVALENCE I(IAI).IN),lIIA 2)I BN),(IA3),IT),(IA(4),IP),)IA(5), F250400 7
IPRS),( IAI ),ITYPEl .1 A7),IMAT) . (IAR), IDEGI, 16(9) INX), I AIO),E2S040
21H), IIA( 11),I18) (IA(12), IMMX),(IA 13),IMMY IA( 14),IM Z),(IAI15),E 504009
3IMFI),(IA(16),IARE), I IA(17),N )), IA 25),M).(IA1 26),ITvY).,I (271 ,E2S0401A
415TR). IA(28),IELTI), IAI29).ITEM), IA(30),ITIC), IA 31),IMET) E2SO4011
51A(1321),ISUM)., A(33 I),IND),IAT4),IMS), IAI36),IDSI,( IA 37). F2504012
610RD),(IA(38),ITRDI).(IA(39),ACEL ),(IAO50),Jl),(IA(51),J21, 62S04013
7(IA(52)1J31), IA 5314),A)J I154). ,J5),(IA(55),J6),(A(S ),J7),)IA(57F2S0O414
8 ,J ),I A(58 ).JTY ,It 59). BB),(IA(60), BD) ,(IA 61),IIOlD, IlA62),E 04015
911A) I A( 31 IDT1), IA 64), DY), IAI S), ITE),(IA(41 I),ITA ) E2SnA01
EQUIVALENCE (A1466),ICAR),H IA(67),CIX)I.IIAI68b,ICIYI,1IA691), E2S04017
BICIZ) II A(T70 ,ICFI),(IA (71), 1XX),(1AI72),1 YY (IA31),IZZ EISO40IB
2(IA(74),IIC),(IA(75).IDEF),(IA(76).IST),(IA(77),115) F2S04019
3,1IAI78),IGEM),(IA(791)IERR),(IAAI( ITEI),(A(I ),T) ,(AA(82),DG), E2S1402
4(AA(83),AL1 ),(AA 841AL2) ,(AA(85),AL3 ) (AA(86),71),( AA(107),P), E2S04021
5(AA131),UV )IAA(155),X).(AAIll6 1,YI,(AA.1 71 Z).(AA(17T9I,x ), E2S04022
6(AA(186),YO)I,AAI19312,"),(A61351 ,), I(AA 0).ZGFM) F2504023
7,(AA(42),.INlP,(AA(43),IPBG)IAA(441),IPEN),IAA451,CONS),(AA(46),IJF2504024
8),(AA(47)G1 I),(AA(4 ),G2),(AA49 ),G3) E2504025
EDUIVALENCE (IA13491,NTIC),(IA( 34),ISDT.I LA(1347)1 1Y)1 IA1346 E20402b6
1,ISDZ),(IA(345),J9),(IA(344),JI),(IA(343),JPRS) A 342)JS Y) E25 040 27
2,(IAI341),JSIDZI,(IA1340).JARE(IA311391),JPMXI(IAA331IJMMY) E2S04021
3,1TA(337),JMMZ),(IA(336),JMFI), IA13335)ITAS)(IA(334).IDZ) F2S04029
4 (IA(333),IPR).,AA(332),DGY),(AA(1331 ),DGZ I(AA330),IPRES) F2SO4030
5.(IA(329),IPIR),(AA(32B),PRC) F2504031
DIMENSION A(6 ),01R(3,3) IVG(1211),T(6),PI 3),PN(3),UG(3) F7504032
EQUIVALENCE IAA(20I0) ,A),IAA2361 ,EL,.1AA1237 ,AREA ),(AA123R il) E2504033
I,(AA(239),JJ),(AAl 24 )1,IR),(AA 241) ,JR),(AA 242),NY),(AA(264),)IR)F2T 4034
2, AA 306),IVG),IAA(I291),PD , (AA 294),PNI),AA(297),DUG),(AA1300 ),TIF2SO4D35
CALL CDDI E2S436
IPBG=0 ES104037
IF IJPRS) 40.60,40 F250438
40 DUG(1)=I. E2504039
DUIG(2)=. E250*040





P1l2)-I 1) F2S4049 CE2S E2SO5000I1P=1 ESO 4050 SIUBROUTINE 505 E2SOSO01
0PE3 E2Sn4051 C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 5 STIFFNESS AND LnAD MATRICFS F2S0500210 IF IACEL) 7190.70 F2504052 DIMENSION IA 1),AA( l),1 1) ,NIB),D21(21),D33(3,3),E22(3,3) E2SO5003110 10 BO I=13 F254053 1,P(24).UV174).xA)R).Y(),I2).AxD7),y1(7),ZD(7),G(1I) FS05OO4
I EL=1 2 54 COMMON IA,AA F2Sn5005CALL I E2S0405S5 EQUIVALENCEIIA,AA),(D21.A33). 121110),F22),I 21(19).E),(D. 21(2 ,6)E2S50o06CONS=.5*EL-ACEL-AREA 2S04056
CACE (DUG(I . PD(1 +DUG(2)P (2) 3)P( 3) CONSEL/ E UIV LENCE (IA(1),IN) ]A{2),IRN),(IA 3),IT),( 14() ,IP).( IAI(), F2SOSO 7C) CI )C Pl 3I NL IIPRS),IA 1161),ITYPE (I 1A171, IMAT)IA ) 116) ,11191,6,I IAIIOI.F7S511Af
P7)7=P(7)F-CACFA N I F2S3 4 21H),(IAlI1),1),1 IA(12)1 MMX),(IA* 13),IMMY),(IA)14),IMMZ), IA(I 15),F25SO509
P =P( -CACF PN 2) F2S5 9 31MFI I) IA 16),IARE .(IA(I17),N(1)). IA(25),),(IA 26).ITY),(IA()7),E2505010
PI09 -P (9)-C CF N 4 41STR. IA(28 FLT) (IA(29),1ITEM)1(IA(1).I IC),(IA 31) IMET), 2SO5011P) lF=-P(l)- FI4AI 5 611A32),ISU1 ),1I A(331,INO), 1A1 34),1MI ),IAI3AI,IDS ,IIA(1 T), FS503 12
PIII=PI1-CACEPN3 F250406 610RD),1 (38).IR I111A39).ACEL ),(IAI50),J1).(IA51)J)I ), F205013
IP G12=1  A) F 040D43 711A(52),J3),(IA 53),J4 ),(IA 415 .JS). (IA(55)1,Jh), (IA(5 ),J7), IA(157E2505014
IPEN=3 E1S0L O64 8),J8), I A 58),JTY),(IA( 59).lB ),(IA(e6 ),1R ),(IA(i61)I111), IA(6 2),F2S0 5015SCALL BEAM 2SO4 65 911A),(IA(63),IDT (IA(6) 4),IIY), IA65).ITF) . IA(4 1),1 TAP FS 501690 CALL BEAM 2SO4066 EQUIVALENCE )IA(66),ICR).,IA(6b1lCIX),I IA(IR).ICIY.(IA 69), F2051317JJ=3 E SO4017 IICIZ), 7 ).I( I A(ICF ),(I I ),IXX),(IA(72),IYy) ,IA(73). I Z) F250501
IR=1 2IA(174),IIC),(IA(75 ), 1FF),(IA 76) 1 T),(IA(77),] IS) F2S50 19
R=F2S04 69 3,(IA 1 78), IGFM ,(IA(791),IFRR), IAAIHO)TF) 1(AA(I IDT) ,AA( 2),DGi, F50S5020
JR=3 E2504070 4(AA(83),ALI),(AA(4)B,AL2),1AA(151),AL3),0A(8I),D1).1(AA(107),P1) F2SO5021
NY=2LL RLOC 04071 5AAA131),UV),(A115.), I),A(163),Y),(AA(171 ).),(AA11791).XD) F7505022
CAJJLL5 6LC F 7(AA(b ),YD),AAI 193),Z.),(AA1351).S),(AA(40).ZGFM) F2505023
J6=21 7504073 7,(AA(42) INP). AA(43),IPGI ,(AA(44),IPENI ,A(145),CONS).(AA(14),li1ES05024
JALL RLOC SO 74 8),(AA(471.GI),(AA(48),G21, (AA(49),G3) F2S35025
11C 3 L7C F 4 56 EQUIVALENCE ( )A(349),NTIC ),I A1 348),ISDT),(IA(347),ISDY).(IA(346 F2S05026
I =3 F2S0407 6 I. SDZIA 113451 .)J9) (IA 34 ) ,JO1 ), IA. 343),JPRS),(I. (347),JS Y) F2S51n27
CALL LOS04077 2,(IA(341).JSDZ).(1 IA340).JARF I ),(A(339).JMMX).(IA( 338),JMMY) F2SO5028CALL RLOC F S4 7 3,IA(337),JMMZ).(IA(336)J F1 A 335),ITA ). IA(334).17) E2S05029
JI=1 F24479 4,(IA(333),IPR), AA1332),DY)I ,IAAI 331)GZ1), (AA 3301 )PRFS) F750503O
IR=1 F2504D81 5,(I11A(329) IPIR),(I A 328),NAV), (I 327),CFF),(IA(325 ITTTI ES05031
JR 1 F2S0401 DIMENSION EM(4,4),EN(4,4).1O4,4),E(4,4) F2S05032
NY=4 F250402 EQUIVALENCE (AA2IOO).EM),IAA(216),EF),(AA(232).ED),(AA(24), . F2505033Y=4 F2504)3 , 1,AA6291 ).A2). (AA 324),PRCO) F2S05034
CALL RL C F 7504 4R5 C TRIANGULAR PLANF ELEMFNT F S 35035
CALL PLBF F2O41 A-1Y12
IR=5 F2SA6 A2=XDI l0YD(2)-XD2)YD(1) I F250506
JR=5 2IF (A2) 1,1,41 FS05037NY=6 E2S40"7 41 CALL TRIM EPS1038
CAOLL RLOC48 CALL TRM (n33,FM.Q,3.3) F2S05139
CALL ILOC 17O4189 FI=TE( 2.1A?) 041
IF DGZ 120,125.120 F25400C FlLT2A;) 25040n
120 UVG(9) -. 5*GZ*ALI*EL E204091 CALL ADM (S.IOS,H,3.1.1,FI) ES05 41
UVG(IO)-UVGL9) ES 4092 CALL TRM 1(33EN.,3,3) F2505042
125 IF (DGYI 200,210,200 9 CALL ADM (S.10,S.,3.4,4.FI) F2505043
200 UVG(I )=.5DG V AL1EL F2S04094 CALL TRN I331,FN,EM.3,-3) F2505 44SIVGIII-UG11 F25494 CALL ADM SIS. .FM.3,1,4,F) F2S05045G(6121 92 5- 1IipBGl=O 50156
210 CALL TRAN (UVGO) EI 204) IP G= 61 F6 13 47
00 300 I=1,lrS E25q0497 IF (IGEM) 160,60,5 E7?50504
3UO III I)=OV(I)+ I VG(l E 04098 bO IF {JPRS) 70,R5.7 F20504R
310 CALL STRA 0499 1 IF (ITTT-1) 71,7185 S05o
1000 RETURN E2S0400 71 KAV=NAV FISO5050











GO TO 9 F2S05063
END F2S05064
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Table Vil-32. Source program listing of Table VII-33. Source program listing of
subroutine 507 (Link 2) subroutine S09 (Link 2)
LABREL 4 LAREL
CE2S07 F2507000 CE2S09 
F2509000
SOIBROUTINE 507 FST07D00 SUBROUTINE 509 
F2S09001
C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 7 STIFFNESS AND LOAD RATRICOS E2507002 C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 9 STIFFNESS 
AND LOAO MATRICES P2S09002
DIMENSION IAll,)AA)(1),SII),NI),I)21H21),S3313,3),F22(3,3) F2507003 IM;ENSION IA '(4) ,(1) , NI.I;, 211)1), 33.3 , D E),lE231,3 E2S09003
I,P(24),UV (24).X() ,Y(8),Z(),X I ),YD 7),ZD(7).G1) E2507004 IOP24)N 24), I 8,r).( ).,D7,Y7)0
7
G1) F2SO9004
COMON A,A E257005 COMMON IA.AA 
F2SO9005
EQUVALENCE IAA) 021D33). (D21(10) ,F22).(21(19).E) (021(20 , 2 7U AL E I )) 1 IT 119 I 
.G 00
EOUIVALENCE (IA(),IN),(IA( 1 3 ).I1N), (IA(),1T),(IA(), IP)( I IA(5), E2507007 EQUIVALENCE (IAI 1),IN).(7 ).IA2 ),BI (IA I3), I .) IA4),I),( IA(1) E2509007
11PRS)l,( IA 6bl TYPE) , I IA 71)In T).IAI8 ID G). f 9) INX) I AlPE25S , A,0700 8 21HPE), (IA(6),IT Al) ,IMX ),(I AI ),IDGY ),IlA(91),INZ),(IA(I ),F 25090 08
21H), IlA I), IR),(IA l 2) IMMX),(IAI 13),IMMY),(IA(14),IMMZ),(I AI15),E2SO7009 2 ) II S II),I ) I(12),IMM )( I I I) .I),I Ia14), I44), I I.,E2S 9 09
31MFI),IAI bl, ARE),(IAI 17),N I)), (IA25),M),I .IA26 IT1), (27),E257010 ),,N I)), 25, , ,TY), 27,E 0 1
41STR),3IAI28),IELT),(A(29)TEM), A(30,TIC), 1),MET) E2S07011 4ISTR3,),5IA(2)IELT),I 129). IEM),) 13303 ),ITIC I), IT 37), E2509011
53IA( 32),ISUM), IA(33),INI)I IA(34)I4 S) I.(I 36),IDS,I A 37), E2507012 5 IA( 32)IS ,(IN .3 33). I NO).)1A(34), INS) (Ia(36), IDS),(I 337), E2S09012
O1RO),)IA439,oRDI), (IA( 3) 39,ACEL 3.(34R501),Jl), IA(5O),J.), 2S0703 61DRD), IA3),.IORD), (IA(39),ACEL ),(lA(50),J1),IA(51).J2) 
E25S09013
7() A 52),J3),)I 53),JA),3IA(54),J5). I (55) J :),(IA 6),J 7), IA(57E2507014 7)IA(52), J3), 1A 53.,JA),(IA(54),J5), IA(55),J6), IA(56),J7.) , 
1 57 250901
8 8.R ), (I 5 }.JTy3 , IA() 59 ). IBB ) t I A 60 1 } 0IB ),(I A (61 ) I T ) .) I 6 2 ),E 2 S OT7 15 4 ), 
(1) . ( 5 ),jT 1) 459 ).1 ), I (03 ,1 , 1 ). 3) 42 ) S9
91) ,I)63)3,0DT3,3IA64)1,DY), IIAI65),ITE), IIA41),4IT4P E2070)4 91S,0 1)3IIA63,1 IDT)1( 4;,1 , )I65),ITE),) 14)4).ITAP) F2SO90
EO)IVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(IA(67),ICIX),(IA(6R),ICIY),(IA(69), E2S07017 EQAOIVALENCE I b),ICICAR 1),IXb ),)CI )4I1,CI03.)A(614), E2S09017
IICIZ), I 70),ICFII,(A 71 IXX) (IA(72 .IYY) IA(3),IZZ , E2507018 IICIZ),(IA 70) . CFI),( 71),1 X),(IA 72),I ) A 73) IZ ), E SO O
2(IA(74).IIC), IA75) ,IOEF)(IA1 761, IST),I 1(77),I IS) F2S07019 2)1 4743 ,IIC) . IIA(75), DEF), IA 176),ISTi 
177) IS) E209019
3 ,1438.IGE)M I ) (79))IERR),AARISBO),TE I,3AR) 4T),(AA(2),OG) , F2S0720 3. 14A78),IGEM), IA(79),I ERRI, )AA)0).TE). AA ),DTI,38)23,D0), F2So9020
4(AA(83),ALI),(AAI84)1,.AL2L ),AA. ) ,AL3),(AA3 4 ),02) I),IAA 107),P), E7507021 4(AA(131,AVL I,AA(841),X)AL2 (AA(1 . ),AL),(AA(.),Z1D21 1 . AI107),P), E2S09021
5(AA(131),UV),(AA 155),X) ,(AA(163),Y), AA(171),Z),(AA 179),XD). E2507022 5(AA(1631I), (AA( 355), ,(AA(631), Y ).7AAI 1,ZI A1 79) ,XDI , E2S09022
bAA(1B6),Y0D),(AA(193),ZD),44A(351),S)1. (AA(40O),ZGFM) ES07023 6(AA(186)YD ).(AA)193),Z) ,(AA(B35 1 ),S.(AA{440),ZEM3 
E029023




8 1 AA147) ,G IITAA483G2I"(4A31 G E2SOT025 R AAI7), 1 ,(AA8) ( , 2 1 SO9
I,lSOZ),(IA(345)J9) 1 IA134 4),JIO).(IA(343),JPRSA).A(342, JSDY) E2S07027 2, ISDZ(345J ),3 IA(344,J ) IA33),JPRSIA), ,JY 2SO902
21,I34 1),JSDZII lA(340),JAREI.A339 ),PJMMx ),( 3 S02 341))IA3), ) 7 E20702 3,3),  ). l3404),J1RE),(IA(333),JMX ),lIA(33)r,JMMY) F2509028
3,(IA1337),JMMZ),(IA(336),JMFI),(IA(335),ITAS).(IA(334),IDZ) E2507029 3 , IA(3373),JEMZ), A 336),0JMI),(A 33 0 ), (A(330 ),PRES ) E2S09029
4, IA(333),IPR),(AA( 332),GY ,(I AA(331),OGZ),(AA(330),PRES) E2507030 4,( (133291,1IPR , (AA(332),NGY),(AA( 3 ), GZ),(ACF 3 30),PRE ) E2SO903
5,(1 A(329). IPIR) 3 2 4 )PRrnl E 7031 5( A 329i IPIR rI i 321) N4V) ,AAI 3271,CF )
E2SO9031
DIMENSION EM04,4A,ENI4,4),04,4).E4(4,4) E2S07032 DIMENSION ATIA,4),B3,3) ,04.4),NOD(20) ,PD(3) 
E2S09032
E2UIVALENCE (AAI200IEM),)(AA21,ENII. (232),E.AA24),) E2S07033 EOI VALENCE IAA(200), T) (A 216 B),T 3AA(225 1, O(A4 A241),DETI AAF2SO9033
C TRIANGULAR BENDING ELEMENT. CONSTANT TRACE SCHEME E2S07034 1(3001 .NOO),34A)324),PRC),4AA(325) 
, ITT),4AA291.PO) E2O9434
A2= XDI IYDL2)-XD(2).YDI ) E2S07035 DET=-XD() IA)(YDI2)ZD3)-YD(3)Z0(2))+YOI1)* 
(XD(2)ZD(3)-XD(3)*Z(2E2SO9035
IF 3023 1,1.4) E2SO7034 1)-01)( )D(2)400))U-I3)4032) I 
E2S936
41 CALL TRIM E2S07037 IF (DETI 10l0.1010,720 
E2So9037
FI=TE/32.*A2) E2SO7038 720 VOL=I./(6.*DET) 
F2S09038
CALL TRM IE22EA.Q2,3 E2S07039 AT(I,1) = YD(2)-YDI))I 3 1))) O-(YD3)-YD)(1 
))(ZD(2)-ZD(1))) F2S9039
IF 34)2,13) 431,431.,35 E2S07040 AT(I.2) (-Y(2)4ZD(3)+YD3) Z2)) E2SO9040
431 IF (13:1I)) 432,432,43B F2S070 AT(I3)1 YD IZI3)-Y031 3)3ZDI) 
E2S09041
432 IF 34)3,2)) 433433,)437 E2S7062 ATI, )-YO)4DIZ32)+YD(2)*ZD 1)) E20SO90423,1 3,TI ,1=- (2)-X ))3 D 3)-ZDI))+XD(3)-XDII))IZDI2)-ZDl)))E 2S09043
403,2)0(3,2 10 2, 1)2. E2507044 AT(2,2)=(I XD42)ZD(3)-XD(3E)ZDI2)) F2S0O904
0(2,1) =0. 2507045 AT(2,314)=(X 1)1 2 -X1 )X3(2)3 ZD(1)) E2509045
G 438 E2507046 AT3,=( IX(2-XDI 1 ))(YD(3)-YD(1))-XD3)-XD))YD2)YD) E2509047
43 0)2,1)=012,1)+0333,31/2. E2507047 A 13.21) =-XDI_2Y I3)3XD-3 )43213Y-0)) E2SO047A
0(3,2) = 3,2 )+0(3,1 )/2. F250 04 2 
4 T 3,2) ( -X1)(2* 033TT ) 3 70 3 5 E250904 3
40)3,333 40)) 3400335-403) )3 2S 090493,1 0. E2S07049 AT(3,3)= D(1)YD(3)-XD( ) F2SO9
043 E2 0 3)-D0))Z 2)D 230ZD1) E2509007GO TO 438 SOS FT(3,4)= I-XD( )1Y 2D(2) *YDI ) (I1 ) S  9 5
431 0 42,1012.1 )3, 22. 42 IPBGO E72S09051
O4(3, ) 3, 103,2 /2. E2S07052 IF 3JPRS) 
725,735,725 E2SO9052
31 3,2=0. E2S07053 125 IF ()3TTT-I)A(ITTT-2)I 735,726,735 
E2S09053
0 R250254=N F250906443 0(1,) 2(2,11-0(3,1)GO TO 7287 735),KA S 55
0 (1,2) 0 2:11) 
E2SO70 55
011 ,3I(/3,1) F2S07056 728 PDIIYD1)O ID21)-YD()AZD()l 
F2S09056
(2,2)=- (,2)-D13,2) F2547057 P(12I-XD I4 ZDI7)XDI2)ZD2433) E2509057
412,3)1 3,2) E2S0705A P0(33=XD4(1)YOID2)-XD2)YD(1) 
E2S905
033,3)0 1,3)3-0(2,3) E2S07059 PRCO=PRES/(B.ACF 3 
E2S09059
433 CALL Ao 3SI3S.O,3.1I,PI) E2S07060 IF (NAV-2) 729,731.735 
E2S09040
00 4022 L1.3 FS0706 731 00 737 I=1.3 P2S0906
IF IL-21) 4019.4018,4019 F2S00762 I3 =I-4 E S09062
4018 DO 402) 11=4,9 ES0703 DO 736 J=1,3 
F2SO 903
DO 402) JJ=1,3 E2S0064 11=.4 
F2SO0O6
ISS=(1IJJ-1 4)IDSII F2S07065 G I ( 732.733,733), F2S09065
1SR=(I)I-1 In)OSJJ 2S20706 732 PII)=EPRCOPD(Jl/2. 
F2S0907
402 -SIISR)S(ISS)I F2S707 GO TO 736 42S0Ob7
4019 DO 4010 1=1.3 E2S07068 733 P( =-PRC34PDJ)/4. F2SO9098
11_-( 1/3) 341 E2S07069 7ob CONTINUE 42S09069
32=1- 1 3):3+ 2SO 6 7070 732 CONTINUE F2S09070
K=3IL-I)+I F2S07071 729 DO 730 3=0,3 E2S09071
I SS (K- ) InS F2S07072 14=4 F2SO9072
) S =ISS I E2507073 /30 PI3)=-PRCOPDII) 
E2S09073
BSS2=ISS+I E2S07074 IPBG=I E2S09074





F200S07 135 IF (ACEL) 738,740,734 E2S09076
DY(X(12)-X(S31 SSN3) F2007077 438 CDNS=ET4CEL/24. F20977
CXO=-(YII) -Y())S(IS2) E2507074 IPB= E2SO0907R
DX=-(YII2)-Y III)) S(50 F20S00779 IPEN=3 
-2509n79
SISSI53)=(CX+OX)/2. FS070A0 740 TX=O . F20900
5) 3SS23 C2. =2507081 00 =1,3 5E2s09CRS(ISS3+3) 0X2. /S070A2 TX=SOR 10) -1; 302 
2
P(1 /) F07 1 1 74 T '(1 I YD II I*YDI) I D21(4)II) F20 9082
5(IISS+b)(CY+DY)/2. F2507083 TX04 ) 04 1) E2SO904
SI ISS2+26)CY/2. E2S070R4 1TX= .E-bTXA3 
F20904
4010 S0TISS360/12. F2S070R5 I ( ET-T01 747747,750 E2S090B5
4022 CONTIN 2 F2S070/R 47 RITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,,MITTT.DET 
FP2590R6
CALL TM I033,E4,0,3,3) F2S07R7 1 FDRMAT322HOTHF VOLUME OF ELE94NT,214. 2HIS 
TO0 SMALL,12.4.13H ISE250O907
FB=FI+TE*TE/12. FS07088 1IREGARED. I 
E209088
CALL AoM 1S,I0S,3,3.7,7,F2) F250709 GO TO 1000 F2S090R9
CALL TRIM 033,EN,,3,3) FZS07090 1(00 DO 780 31113 SF209090
CALL 44 M a1 344, F 207091 780 J=1l,3 
E2S09092
CALL TRNM D33,EN,;M,3,-3 F2S07092 GO TO 75275,79 F2S09F2=F2 F2S07093 732 GO T (753 75 4,755J E2s5o093
CALL DM S,IDS,EM,3,7.4,F2) 2S7094 753 R(1,) I 0211) 
F2509094
442 PRC=O. E2S705 RI I, 02134) FS09095
iPBG=3 E2 07 3 
,3)= D21( ) FS9096IPEN=3 0 S 097 12,2)= 02)36
2090 7
CONS A2ACEL*TE/6. FPS079098 432,3)= D2s 
o998
CCNTPRESIA 1. F2S07099 433,33= 4221) 
E2S09099
pCF)=FNT E2S57100 GO T0 739 lF2S090




FSO? 102 2I= 212 E2SO912
33CCNT20 02)323 )_2S09)0
C COMPUTE THERMAL CEFORMATION VECTOR E25003 41.33= 021) 
F2S0903
4D) FI=GL3 204 432,33= D2133) I2S09304
F GL2 F2S47105 432,23= 42193 
ESnglN91 5
D00 455 ;113 FSn706 4(2,3)= 0233)0) F2S0910
IIIMS F2 07S07107 R3, 1)= D211R9 
F2S0007
F2 +l 7FS071R R(3.2)= 02)lI) F2S0910IOR
443)3-0 P2S07109 B13.3)= 0213203 FS09109
V
13






3) E?0S07111 5 R(1,1)= D216) FSO913L
9 )TR N F2S07112 R(I,)= 021)3 F2S9113
1 IERR=I F2Sn713 R 
02 1(3) 2S9113
G0 TO 9 F2S071 
4
END F2S07115
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Table VII-33 (contd) Table Vll-34. Source program listing of
subroutine 511 (Link 2)
B(2.1)= 021(IRI FS09114
R(2.2)= )21 117) ES09115RI(2,3)= 021(13) F250911
B(3,11= 021(21) F2509l17 * LABEL
B3,2)= 021(20) F2SO091R CEZS11 E2SI100
B(3.31= 0D1(15) F2509119 SUBROUTINE 511 F2S11001
GU TO 775 F2S09120 C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 11 STIFFNFSS AND LOAD MATRICES E2S1102b06 G) TO 11000,757,758).J FPS09)21 DIMENSION IAII).AA(I),S((.N(I).0(121).,D33(3.3)E.22(3.3) F2S11003
1 (7 RI1,I= 021(16)2 F0912p 1,P(24),UV124 .XB).Y(B ,ZI(0,xD(7I ,9 ).I)'20() 1(1) E2S01104
8(1.2)= 5)21191 F7509123 COMMON JA,AA E2511005
'1,3)= 21(17) F2S09124 EOUIVALENCE(I A,AA),ID21,D33) ,D1211 10).E22),(D21(19).E),2(D21(20) ,G)E2S1106
(2, )= 521(7) F2SO9125 EOUIVALENCE (IA I ).IN I, IAI2),IBN1)1 (IA(3),IT),(IA(4),1IP ,(IA(5), 6211007
0(2,31= 021(10) F?509126 IIPRS),(IA6),.ITYPE),(IAI71 ,MAT),(IAI IIDEG).I IA19),INX), IAIIOEl2511008
R(3.3)= 021I19) E2S09127 21H),I 11),IB).) 11I12),IMMX),(IA I13),IMMY)(. IA(I14) .MMZI,(IAS,E02511009
GO TO 739 F2509178 31MFI),lIA(16),IARE),) I17),NI l),(IA(251,M ,(IA(26),ITY).(I I 27),E2511010
(58 R(1,1)= 021(1B) FS0 9129 41STR)I. IA 218),IELT),(IA129 .ITEM),(IA(30),ITIC).(IA) ,31 MET), F2S11011
B(1,2)= 521(17) F2509130 5 1(AI32),IS UM), IA(33)N1 ),(IA(341,IS1,(IA1361,1DS),(IA(37), E2S11012
B)l,31= D21(13) F2509131 610IRDI), A(30),IORDI),(IA(39,ACEL ;I.l50).,J).IlA(51).J2), E2S11013
R(2,1)= 021(11) F2S09132 7(IA(52 ,J3),(IA(53),J4A).IIA(541).J5).I AI(55).J6 ,( IA(5 ).J7T, IA(57E2110n4
R2.) = D21(10) F2S09133 8).J ) ,(IA(58). JTY),I . IA 59). 18 ) 1(IA(0),IBO),(IA(61)1, 11 ), AIb62).F2SI01 5
B(23)= D21(80 E2509134 911A1),IA(63).IDT),lIA( 4),10Y,(IA(65).13E).IA(41).ITAP( ES11016(23.1)= 021(20) E2S09135 EQUIVALENCE IIA( ). ICAR),(IA (67).IC l X) (IA( R),ICIY), (IA 69). E251017
R(3,2)= 021(19) E 509136 1ICIZ). IA(70 ),ICFI),(IA(71),IXX) (IA(2), YY). I 73), E2S 01
0I3.3)= 2I(14) E2S09137 21lA(74),IIC),(IA(75), IDEF). A(76)1, IST),(1 77). 1IS) E2S1101 9
GO TO 775 F2SO913 3,(IA1781,IGEM) . IAI79),IERRI,(AAI( .TEl,(AAlIBOT)(AA(82) .G1, 52S1)020
7>9 (III1= 021I2) E?S09139 4(AA83)1,AL1,( AA(R4),AL2).(AA(b51)AL3.I AA06I,021, lAA1071.P), EPS11021
R(1,2)= O21(20) 2S09140 51AA(1311 ,UV,(AA( 155.X),(AA(1631,Y)I .A(171).Z,(AA( 1791.XD). E2S1022
(1,31)= D21(15) F2S09141 6(AA(1B6),Y ),(AA(1193)Z 0).(AA(35I1)SI ).IAA(40),ZGEM) E2S11023
R2.3)= D2J(19 F2509142 7,(AA(42),INP),(AA 1 43),IPBG),(AA(44).IPENI,(DAA45),CONS).(AA(4), IUE2S11024
R(2,31= 021(14) F2S09143 8), AA(47),GL) ,AAID ).G2).(AA (49),G3) F2S1025
83,3)= D21112 ES2509144 EOUIVALENCE (IA 349(,NTICI ,IIA34)1,ISDT),(IA1347(,ISYI),(IA(346) E2Sll?26
,9 B(2,1)=B1,2 F2S09145 1.ISOZ).(IA1345),J9, 1A(34)I,J10),()IA(343),JPRS),I(342),JSDY) E2S11027
B(3,1)=B(1,3) E2$09146 2,(IA(341 ,JSDZ), IA(3401.JAREI), IA(339) .,J X),(IA(330).JMMY) E2S11028
B(3,2)=B(2,3) E2 09147 3.41A(337),JMMZ),(IA(336),J FI),( IA(335),1TAS),( A(41 334),I I) ES11029
A5 C LL TRM (IB,AT,Q.3,4 F2S09148 4,(IA333),IPR),AAD332),DGY)I.AA(331).5GZ),(AA(330),PRES) E2S11030IN=4Q-3 F2S09148 5,(I0)329),IPIR) E2S11031
JC4AJ-3 F2S09150 DIMENSION EM14.41.ENI)4,4. 0(.R,4)IR13,3)IM(1I) E2S11032
CALL ADM(S,IS.10,4,IR.JC.VOL) F2SO9151 EOUIVALENCE )AA(200EO)E,(AA(216),EN),(AAI232),EQ). (AA248),Q), E2S11033
10O CONTINUE F2SO9152 1(AA(264) DIR).(AA(279),DUM).AA(297) A2) F2S11034
100 RETRN 02509153 C TRIANGULAR SHELL ELEMENT E2S110351O10 IERR=1 E2509154 CALL CORT E2511036
GO TO 1000 E2S09155 CALL 507 E2S11037
END F2S09156 I SSH+F=b(IDSI) FS1l03B1
IES S=9DIS F2S1039
DO I =1i,9 E2511040
1 ESS=ESS-I'S ES211041
IES=IESS 52S11042
00 2 J=1,9 F25l1043





DO 3 'A=4,9 2S11049
3 UV(I1+1)=UV1I) E2SIIOSO
00 4 1 .IMS F2SII051
II=MS I0 F2S11052
12=1S1 1 E251 D53
UVI I= X(I DTgLI E2S11054
UV II1=Y) I*IOT*AL2 E2SIo055
IPEN=3 2SI 058
DO 11 1=I3l F7S211059
P2 (lI I 1) E2S1060
II P:1)0. 2SLLO061
C TRANSFORM SP.UV INTO OVERALL SYSTEM F2SII062
CALL TRAN (PO F2S 1 063
CALL TRAN (UV,O) E2S1104
CALL STRA F2SI 105
RETURN E2S11066
LABEL 7;11 (42) IN ) . 0ALA 43), I1 ()A. 1I 44) I,  ) ) ,CU NS), (AA1 E46).I F2S30 4CE113 F2S13000 H) I(AJA47).1 I,(AA("P)2),(0A(49(3) F2S13025SUBROUTINE S13 F 6230 1 EAUIVALENCE {I0139) T71CI .1A(34B).)ST).1(0(347).(S)Y,.( 1346) 52S13026C GENERAS FOR ELFMENT TYPE 13 STIFFNESS (Nn LnAb ,ATRICFS F2S13002 .lISTZ(.)IA(340).J9 A)344). ),J1O)lIA(l343),JPRS),(IA(34),JSDy) 2S(3027
DIMENSION Inll 10(;111.S(I ,NB t),D21)1,0333,3),22)3.3) I 2S13003 2,(IA341),JSZ) , IA340IJAKF) (iA[339),JMMX),1IA(338) .JMMY) E2SI3020
.PI)24 UVI24(,IR.YI8) } . I7 X 07) ,y(7)ZDT)7GI) FS 13004 3,(IA1337),JMMZ), IIU(336)lo.j )FI ) ,iA335),ITAUIA 11(334).I 7) 92S13029
COMMON IAA.A 0E1305 4,I]A I333)1,IPR, (AA1 332 1nY) ,(AA 331 1.IGZ.I ,( 330) PRF) F2S13030EAOUIVALENCEI IA,AA,( s21,D33),1I211I ).O22).(D2I219lE)T ,(1120) .)F2S 3006 5.(IA(329).I-IR) E2S13031EQUIVALENCE (I N (0II)IN)° IN)2),IB )3)II1 1 1(4),I{ 1 A5) F2S13007 EQUIVALENCE (AA(291),).(A (I)324 PL)rc) F2S13032
"P1 5 , (16) .IIPE)1 II7) IA. I.A) B .)) ) ,1D) .(0I9) .INI) ,1)(10), .F2S30O 1 CALL CIHT FS3033
21H),J)(0)), 3IB .1I(12, I0MX,) IAI(3(ACA), IAI,14 M10),(I) (15) .FSI3059 CALL S05 F2S1303431MFI), (II(),IARE ( T,),(I1A(17 ) (25),).(A26),ITY A, 1271,P2S30 CCNT3PESA2/6. FS1303541STR. IA22) ELT),(IA129) .5I ,{).) A (30)ITICI ),110(31),I(T), 5FS3013 1 P(7)=CCNT 920130365(11132) lOP').(I 0A333INU) .(IA134).1IAS00)I3h),ITSI 11137) FS3012 P)8)=CCNT 3n7OO(RD)1II0130IT51.InD )39)3 Ic .l.(00 -I) 0)'I "'' J19) =I Y =LNI F5S303H1 lIA...l.J31.AI 153),J4)l(IAI541,JS)II 55I ),)I.JO1 s1 7.JT)) IIsA57F231i) 
4  PRCI=.o FS130390).JB),). I58.JTY I. (IA(b59.IBB( I(00), IOU). (Ib)1rl,(A5.11(2) 
.F213015 3 IP1EN3 E2S1304091; )A(631 , JIT 13 , 114) A( 55) . )A)65).1T . AITFIA 410))ITAP F2S13016 I IGE=GEM F2S1 3041EQUIVALENCE I I0b),ICOR AA), F)J67) Y.1I. r),? ICI). 1b9), E2S13017 IGEM=O FS13042
"IC),IA1B.CICFIA.10(A711,JY) 1)0(72). ) (73) Z)30 LL TRAN (PO) 2S1304321 IA74).IIC), IA)75),IIOEF)(IA (76),IST) 1((77).11S) F2S13019 CALL STRA FS130443, 10178).IGF).IIoA(79)IERR).IAA(O).OTE) 
.IAAAB111)00).IAA(R2)),I F2S13020 IGEM=IIGE E2S130454()AA)L31),ALIAAI84),AL21.I(AA(5),AL3),IA 6U).D21 I AAI1071) , E213021 RETURN F25130465(AA(131 ,III, AAI155 X) (A(I63).1 Y),IAA(IT)1 (.).10)7 9)I.)5). 52S13022 END F2S13047
6E1 AAIE)YD.(.AA11193),ZL,(AA(35I),S)*,(AA 140) .0ZGEM) 2S13023
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Table VII-36. Source program listing of subroutine 515 (Link 2)
LABEL 023=0. 2S1 5095
CE2S15 25SI5n00 033=YYY F2SI1096
SUBROUTINE SI5 E2S15001 GO TO 50 F2515097
C GENERATES .FOR ELEMENT TYPE 15 STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRICES E2S15002 22 IF IABSF(X(M)X(L))-ERI) 24,24,40 F2S15098
DIMENSION IAI1),AA(1),S(II,T{),D21121),D3313.3),E22(3,3) E2S15003 24 IF IMM) 11.23.11 F7S5099
lP(24)1UV(24),X().Y( ),Z19 ),XD(7)YOI11),ZD7),Gl(1) E2SI5004 73 MM=1 E2515100
COMMON IA,AA F2S15005 IF (LL-L) 26,25,26 F2515101
EOUIVALENCEI IA.AA),(D21,33),I21(10),E221 ),D21(191).E I 21(20),G)E2S15006 26 N=M+I E6S15102
EQUIVALENCE IA(1),IN) BN ,(IA(3),1TI.(IA4), IP) IA(5), F2SI5007 IF (N-31 27,27,2R FS15103
PIPRS ,(IA(b6),ITYPE), A( .IMATI,(I AIR), IDEG), IAI9 ), INX),lIAIO1,FZSI5008 2A N=1 E2SI510
2IH),IIAIIIIlI ),IAI 2), IMMX).IlA3IMMY),(I IAII4),IMMZ),(IAtII5J,E515009 27 GO TO 29 F251S05
31MFI I,IIAI16),IARE),(IAI17),TIl)),IAI25 ,O),IIAI26),ITY).tI I 271, 2515010 25 N=M F2S15In6
41STR)(I, A(281,IELT)IIA(29),ITEM), IAI30 ,ITIC), IA(31),IMETI, E21S15011 M=L E2515107
5I1AI32),1ISUM),(IA(33),IND),1 A(341 ,IMS)I,(A(36),IDS) A1 1 37), E2515012 29 K=NI1 F?5151 8
61URD),(IAI38),IDIROI).(A1391,ACEL ).(IA(50),J1),(IA(I)J2), E2S15013 IF IK-3) 30,30,31 F2S151n9
71IA152),J3),(IAI53),J4),(IA(5 ),JS),(IA 155),J6),(IA(56) J7) I 1A 57E2515014 31 K=I F2S15110
8),JBI , IA(58),JTY), IIA 59),1B0),lIA(6l0). 1B1),( lA(61),lIDI l,( lA(2)E2S 5015 30 GG=LOGF(X(K)/X(N)) FI 255111
911Al A(1631,D10TI,( IA164,IDY), IA65),1TFI IA411 ),ITAP E2515016 YKN=V(K)-VINI F2S15112
EQUIVALENCE (IA66r),ICAR),(IAI7),ICIX),(IA(A),RICIY),(IA(69), F2S15017 Q33=V(M)GG F2S151113
IICIZ),IIA(70),ICFI),I A(71),IXX),(IA(72), IYY).(IA(73),IZZ), E2S15018 023=2. V IM)- 2*GG+ YKN (2.*V(M)+V(N)+V(K)) E2S15114
21 A(174),IICI.), A(751),IDEF), IA(76),IST),( 1A(7), II5) E2515019 022=-6.*V(M)**3*GG+YKN*(2.A(VN)**2+VN)*V(KI+ViK)**2) F2515115
3,( IA(78 ),IGEM), A1(79),IERRI ,IAA(O )TE),IAAII1),DT),(AAI21),DG), ESI5020 I +6.* VIMI 2+3.*V MI) I(VN)+VIK I I) E2S15116
41AA131,ALI),IAAI84),AL2),AA(85), AL3),(AA(16),D211).AA(107),P), E2S15021 GO TO 50 E2S15117
51AA(131),UV),(AA(155),X),(AA(163), Y),(AA(71), ),AA(11179),XD), F2S15022 4U GG=LOGF(XIM)/X(L)) E2S15118
6(AA(186),YO),(AA(193),ZD).(AA 351),S),(AI d40 1,ZGEM) E2S15023 F= X(L)*V(M)-XIMIRIV(L))/XXX E2 51I 19
7,0AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG)AA(441,IPEN),(AAI45).CONS),IAA(A4),IUE2S15024 033=F*GG E2S15120
8),(AA(47),GL),(AA(48),G2),(AA(49), 3) E2SI025 Q23=YYY (3.F+(X(ILIAVIL)-X(M),VIM))/XX)-2.F**2rGG E2S15121
EQUIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC),(IA(34B)ISDT),(IAI37).IS5Y),I Af346TC E2SI5026 022=YYYI-VIMI)*2*2I11.XIL)2-7.i2*XIM)+2.XOM)22) E2SL5122
1,1S0Z),(IA 345),J9),(IA1344),JI0), IA(33),JPRS)(IA(342),1 JSDY) 25102 I -VIL)*2*(ll.*X(M)*o2-7.AXIL)xiM)+2.L XL-2I1 E2515123
2,(1A(341),J9IZ),(IA1340),JARE),(0IA339),JPMXI11A(338),JMY) F2Sl5028 2 -V(L)*VIM)*15.X(L-**2+5.RIM)**2-22.*X(L)*X(M1))/XXX*2 E2S55124
3,IA1337),JMMZ),(IA336),JMFI),(IA(335).ITASI)IA(3341,IDZ) E2515029 3 +6.F**3*GG E2S15125
4,1A 1333),IPR),(AA(332),DGY ),(AA331 ).DGZ),AA(330) PRES) E2515030 50 0(2,2)=02.,2)+Q22/( 9.*A2) F2S526
5,(IA 329).IPIR),(IA(328),NAV),{(A(327),CFF),(IA 325),ITTT) E2S15031 1Q2,3)=0 (2,3)+023/12.,A2) F2515127
DIMENSION EMI4,4),EN(4,4),0(4 4).E16,)CAX(4).Z211211.VI3) E2I5B032 0(3,3)=013),3+033/(0°.5A2) E2515128
EQUIVALENCE lAA)2001,EM),(AA(216),EN),(AAf232),EO),(A1(28R),0) F7S15033 11 CONTINUE E2S15129
1 IAA(291),A2),1(AA292),IAX), 1AA 293),CAXI (AA(264),Z21) E2515034 1Q(1,I)=BAR E2515130
EQUIVALENCE (AA(297),XBAR),(AA 29).YBARI, CAX,V) 72S15035 I1I2)=YBAB F2515131
C SET BOUNDS FOR X SUBI AND X SUBI,I+1 E2S15n36 0I1,31)=. E2S15132
ER2=0.1 F7S15037 0(2,11=01I,2) E2S15133
ERI=1.E-4 F2S15038 QI3,1)=011.3) F2SI5134
XBARI=(X 1+X(2)+X13))/3. E2515039 013,21=012,31 E2S15135
TER=TE E2S15040 IAX=4 E2S15136
TE=XBAR F2515041 102 CONTINUE E2S15137
DO 91 1=1,21 F2S15042 DO 2 I=1,3 E2515138
91 Z21l1)=21) E$15043 DO 2 J=1,3 F2S15139
033( II= Z21(1) E2S15B 4 2 03311J)=Z21(12) (lJI E2SI5140
03311,2)= 221121 E2S15T5 CALL TRM lD33.EO.,Q,33) E2S15141
03311,3)= Z21() F2S15046 CAX(1)10. E2S15142
033(2,2)= Z211) E2S15047 CAX(2)=0. F2S15143
033(2,3)= Z21(9) E2515048 CAX(3)=0. E2515144
D3313,3)=1 Z21116 F5S15049 CAX(IAX)=1. E2S15145
D33(2,1)= D33(1,2) 2S515050 0 IAXIAX)=Z21(12)1XAR*ICAX(I1)EN(3,1)+CAX()21EN3.2)+CAX(3)* E2S15146
D33(3,1)= 033(1,3) F2S15051 1 EN(3,3) )*2 F2515147
D3313,2)= 033(2.3) E2515052 CALL ADM (S,IDS00,3,1,1,FI) E2S15148
CALL S05 E2S15053 CALL TRM (E22.EO.EN.3,-3) E2S15149
CALL TRIM E2S15n54 CALL AOM (S.IDS.EN.3,4,1,FI1 E2S15150
YBAR=IYII)+YI(2)+Y(31)/3. E2SI5055 CALL TRM (E22,EQ,EM,3,-3) F2S5151
YBAB=0. E2S15056 TO 3 1=1.3 F2515152
E2211.3)=Z21(3) F21SISn7 DO 3 J=I,3 E2S15153
E2212,3)=Z21(8) 62515058 3 EMII,J)=EM(.1J)+EM(J,I) E2S15154
E22(3.3)=Z21I13) E2S15059 EM(2, I )EMI 2) F2S15155
00 1=1.3 E2S15060 EMI3,1)=EM(1,3) F2S15156
E22(I,1)=XBARE22 (I,3 F2S15061 EM13,2)=EM(2,3) F2S5157
1 E22(1,2)=YRABE22(I,3) E2S1062 CALL ADM S,IDSEM,3,11,F1) E25S15158
Fl1 ./(2.A2)6 E2515063 TE=TER E2S15159
EA)(3,1)=X(2)(Y(3)-YA)- -X(3)*(Y(2)-YBAR) F7515064 TER=(X(1)-XBAR)O(Y(2)-YBAR)-X2- R) )-YBAR))/2.A2) E2S1516
E013,2)=X1(3)(Y(1 -YBAR)-XII1YI 31-YBAR) F2S15065 CONS=TE*ACEL A2/4. E2S51516
EO13,31)=XII)(YI2-YBARI-XI2) IYI)II-YBAR) F2S15066 (1I,I)=TER*(I l )-XBAR)**2+(XIl -XBAR)l(X(2)-XBAR)+(X(2)-XAR)A**2E2SI5162
C COMPUTE THE INTEGRATION CONSTANT E2S15067 1 +XBAR**2 E2515163
DO 15 I=1,3 E2S1506R O(2,1)=TERI((Y( I -YBAR)(2.I(X(1)-XBAR)+(X(2)-XbAR))+(Y(2)-YAR)* F2S15164
15 V1i)=Y(I)-YBAR E2S15069 I (IXI1)-XBAR)+2. (X(2)-XBAR)))/2. E2515165
DO 32 I=1.4 E2S15070 Q(3,II=XBAR E2SSI566
DO 32 J=1.4 F2S15071 DO 4 1=1.3 E25 5167
32 0I ,J)0. E2S15072 011,2)=0. 672S5168
LL=O E2515073 DO 5 K=1.3 F2S15169
NN=O F2S15074 5 Q(I,2)=L(I,2)+EQ(I,K)*0(K1,) E2S15170
DO 17 =153 F2515075 4 CONTINUE F2S15171
IF IX( )) 120,20,121 F2515076 00 6 1=1.3 E2S15172
121 IF IXII)-ERI) 20,20,51 F2S15077 P(I)=CONSMGItAII,2) E2S15173
120 IERR=1 E2515078 6 P(I+31=CONSIG2*(I,2) E25S15174
RETURN E2S15079 IF IJPRSI 70,85,70 EPS15175
51 IAX=I E2S15080 70 IF (ITTT-11 71,71,85 E2S15176
GO TO 17 E2515ORI 71 KAV=NAV F2S55177
20 NN=NN+1 E2S15082 GD TO (80,80,RSI,KAV E2S15170
LL=I F25150R3 80 CONS=(XII)/3.+XI12)/.)IPRES/CFE F2S15179
11 CONTINIIE E2S15084 TER=(X(1)/16.+XI2)/3.)PRES/CFE E62S5180
IF INN-1) 8,8,102 F2SI50RS P1 )=P(I1)+YD(1)CONS F251511
8 MM=0 ESI150R6 P(2)=P(2)+YD(I)*TER E2S15182
00 11 L=1.3 6E515087 P(4)P(4I)-XD(1)CONS F2S15183
M=L+I E2515088 PIS)=P(5)-XD(1)*TER E2S151R4
IF (M-3) 81,81,A2 F7S150R9 85 CONS=O. 12S15195
82 M=1 FSS15090 IPBG=-1 2515 16
81 XXX=X(M)-XIL) E2S15091 DO 92 I=1,21 E2S551R7
YYY=V(M)-V(L) 2S15092 92 0211 )=Z21(I) F251518R
IF IABSF(XXX/SORTF(XXIXXXX+YYYYYYY))-ER2) 21,21,22 E2S15093 RETURN FSI189
21 022=0. 62515094 END E2SI519D
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Table VII-37. Source program listing of




C GENERATES FOR ELEMENT TYPE 17 STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRICES P2S17002




EQUIVALENCE (IAl ),INI), A(2),IBN),(IA(3),IT),1 IA(4), P)l. IA(5). E2517007
I IPRS),I A 1 ), TYPE , IA(7), IMAT),( A( B ),1 ,IDEG),(IA(9),INX), A(10),F2S1700B
2IH)IIIA(1 ),IB),(IA(12),IMMX),(IA 13).IMMY),(IA(14),IMMZ),(IA(115),E25170 9
31MFI),(IA( 16 b),IARE).IIA 17),N(1)),(IA(1 25) 1M)1,(IA(26),ITTY), IA( 27) .E2517010
41STR),IIA(28).IFLI),( AI291) ITEM),(IA(30),ITIC).(IA(31),IMET), F2SI7011
51IA32),ISUM),( A1331,IND),(IA(34),IMSI.(A1 36),IOS),) A1 37), E2517012
6bORD),(IA(38),IDIO 1),(IA(39),ACEL ),l A(5 )2.J1 , IA(51).J2), E2S17013
711A(521,J3),(IA(153 ),J4),(I A(11 54 ),J5), IA(55) ,J6),(IA(56), J71), IA(57F2517014
B),J8), 1A(58),JTY ),(lA(59), rBB) (IA OI, IRO) ,IIA(1 61) ,IIDi , IA(b62) ,E2517015
911A),(IA(63).IDT), (IA(64),IDY), 1IA(65), ITE), A(41)1 ITAP) F2S17016
EOUIVALENCE IIA(66),ICAR),(IA 67),ICIX),(IAI(6 ),ICIY)D, IAl69), E2S17017
11CIZ),)l A(70),ICFI),(IA(71),IXX),(IA(72),IYY),(IA(71 ),IZZ), E2517018
2(A (74),IIC),IA(75),IOEF), IA(76),ISTI ),IA(77),I S) F2S7019
3,(A 1 78).IGEM), IA(79),IERR),l AAB80),TE).(AA I1 ),DT),.AA(B 2), O), F2S17020
4)AA(83),AL1),(AA(84).AL2), (AAb85),AL3),(AA86R),B 21),(AA(107),P). E2S17021
51AA(131),UV),(AA ISS),X),(AAl163).Y).(AA(171,Z),(AA(179),XD), E2517022
6(AA)186),YO),lAA(193),Z0),(AA351).S),AAI40),ZGEM) E25)70231   ) '  D (   I " 3) , ZO ) (AA351  S ,(A1 4O I , 10 Z 2S 703 Table VII-38. Source program listing of7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),[1AA 44),IPEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA46)) 1E2517024
B),{AA(47)G ),(AA(48),2).,(AA(49),G3I E2S17025
EOIA.LGENCE Il(3491T IC),(1034)I)SET).I0371,ISOYIA1346) E2S17026 subroutine S18(ink 2)
I, IS DZ),( AIA 345)0J AI A44) J O, ASb343,iJPRS),(IA34),JSY 2S7(Link 2)
2,(IAI341),JSDZ)I1A(340),JAREI,(A 339) .JMMX).(A1 33B ,JMMY) F2517028
3,1(A(337),JMMZ).(IA(336),JMFI),(IA 335),ITAS),(IA)334),IDZ) E2S17029
4,IIA(333),IPR ),(AA332),DGYl.(AA(331 ),OGZ ),AA(330,PRES) E2517030 * LABEL
5,(IA(329), PIR) E2S17031
DIMENSION EM(4,4),ENI4,4).0(4,4).EQ(4.4) E2517032 SUBROUTINE S18 E2S1900
1)AA12641,FI) ,lAA(2651F,) I 266BnIY),IAAB2671rXAV)1 E2S17034 IENSION l 1 1, )1) ),2121 333),223,3 2S
ERI= .E-2 E217035 21,P( ,UVI24),X(),YI(B),(),XD(,7),1)'),)017),0(1) E2518004
BOIIISOBTP (X1)2+Y0 )',2) E)7036 X7DCOMMON IA. A F2S1BO05
AV(IlX ) 1R(2/2. IE 17037 EOUIVALENCEI A,AA),(D21,D33),1021(10),E22),(I i 191),E),(I21(20),G)F2SIBR06
IF (BOY) I ,41 E2S17038
41 IF IXAV) 1.1,42 E2517039 I YP ), ;), 1)
40 IF XAl)) 1,43.43 E2517040E
43 iF 1012)) 1,44,44 E2S7041 21H), IIA(11),IB),(IA(12),IMMX),( IA(13),IMY ),(I A(14),IMMZ),I lA(15),F2518 09
3 IF X ) 1 4Y 44 FS1704 31MF ), A ),ARE) ,(IA 17),N1)), A(25I ,M),(IA 26) ,ITY),(IA 27) ,E21801
44 Ai=XD(I)/BOY E2S17042
=Y 11/BOY E21 37043 41STR) lIA(281.IELT),(1A(29),ITEM),( A 30),ITIC)(IA( )IMET), F2SI80 11
REGA=B OY/XAV 2517044 51(A1 32 ),IS UM),(IA 33),IND),I IA(34),IMS),I IA 36),IDS),(IA 37), E2518012
0(O/,)=-AL E217045 60IRD),1IA138),IORD I),(IA(q3 ),ACEL ),1IA(50),J1I).IA). 1). E2), 51013
1 , -AL E217046 7 A 52) ,3 IIA(53),J ), A 54)J ),lA(55),J ),JIAIS6),J7),IA(57E25 8014S1 2)=-BE E2S17046 8),J8),(IA(58),JTY), IAI9).IBB,(IA( ),IBO ), 1 ,ID),(IA062),E2S18015
I,3)=-BE 02017047 911A),( IA(63),DT ),(IA(64), 1 I) iAl6 ),ITE) lA(1 41), TAP) E2SI8016
AIL ,4=BE II2S1704B EQUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(1A167),ICIX),(IA(68),ICIY),(IA(69). E?51M017
ITE 3/GA E2 17049 iICIZ), IA70),ICFI),(IA(71),IXX),l IA172),IYY).)iA 73)IZZ),I E2518018
CALL TOM (S3. EA ,4 ) F25170 0 2(IA(74),IIC),(IA(75),1IEFI.(IA(76), 1STI,lA(77),IIS) E2S18019CALL M S, ,EO II,F) F2S17051 3,IA78 EM),(A79),IERR),AA ,TE,AA T),AA2)G), E218020
FI=TED331 1.2) F2S17052 4(AA( ALI),AA8 L2),AA( ,L3).(AA(86),D21), AA(107P), E2S1802
Q(1,1)=-AL E2517053 5)00)131),UV),(AA(155 ). AA( 63) ,Y),(AA111)ZIAA1179),X1), F2S1802202,) L 2104 (AAll 186),YD), IAA(193),ZD),AA1351 ),S),(AA(40),ZGEB) E2S18023
2)=0. E2S70 7,(I2,INP),AA(43),IPBG,AA(44),IPEN),(AAS),CNS),(AA(46),1E2510240 2,D110. E2517056 8),(AA(41),G1),( AA(48),G2),1AA(49),G3) E2S18025
CALL BEDM S.ID 2,, I S17 EQUIVALENCE (lA(349),NTIC),IA 348),1SDT),IIA1347),S1Y),(IA 1 346) E2518026
2,I)=(1-BE/. E2S705 ,ISDZ),(IA345)J9),(IA(344),J10 i1iA(343),JPRS),(IA 342),JSTY) E2S18027
0 D2,1)=031.1) 02S1709 2,(IA(341) ,JSDZ),(1A(340) JARE ),(IA339),JMMX),(IA 33),JMY) E251RO280(1,2)1 0(1,I) * 7 A * F S7060
3,(IA. 337),JMMZ),(IA( 3361 JMFI),IIA1335),ITAS),(IA(334),IDZ E S218029
A2 D(5I,2 FE2S1706I 4.1IA(333),IPR) ,(AA(332),0OGY),(AAi331),DGZ),1AA13301)PRES) E2S18030CALL ADM lSIRSO.2,1.3,FI) E2S7n622
IF ABS.IALI-ERI) 24,24.25 E2S17063 329 P1831
24 FI1=TE*D3'210GA ES217064 DIMENSION EM)4,41,EN(4,4).)4,4 1 ),F4,4) E2518032
0(1,1)=0.33333333 F2517065 EQUIVALENCE (AA(200),EM),(AA(216),EN), (AA(2321,EQ),(AA( 248),Q), E2518033
0(1.2) =01)1 /2. FS217O66 1(4AA264) ,FI ),AA(26 5),F2, (AAI ,266), BY),(AA( 67 ,XAV) E2S18034
0(2,1)=0)1,2) FP517067 10 CALL 517 E2S18035
012.2)=10( I) E2S17068 F2=TE**331. E2S18036
GO TO 30 E2S17069 IF (XO(1) 26.25.26 E2S18037
25 IF X0li)AX(2) 26.23.26 E2S17070 2O IP )X()i*X(2)) 28,27,28B pSIR80
23 EI=TE*33(2.2)/(2. AL) ES17071 21 FI=F200312.2)M XT1)/)2.ROY) FS18039
IF Ix(2)) 271,271,29 F2517072 IF (1X2)) 271271,29 E21804
2)1 F1=-F1 F2517073 211 P1=-F E2SOL8041
29 O(I)=I.1. F2S17074 GO TO 29 E2SO5180
0212)=1-i. E2517075 28 FI=F2*D3312,2)*)(X1)/BOY)**2 E2S1M043
012,1)=-1. 257076 2 CALL ADM (OS,lS,.2,5,5,FI) E2S18044
-02,2Y=1. E17077 25 FO=F2D33(1 1l*A/OYY F2SR8045
GO TO 30 FES17078 (1 1) =1. E2SB0
4
6
26 GDL=LOGF(IX2)/3*X1I F2S1709 QLLR) =-i. E2SIOE17
AI=ROY*GADL/XD 1 ES1700 0 12 11-i. E2S18048
81=)1 .- l 1 IXGOL/ I I )OYo/RO 1) 02017081 0)2.211. P1 180 9
C.I=(XAV/XD 1)-2.*Xl1)/XD(1)+X) 1/XD(1) l*2*FL )*BOY/XD(I I E25170R CALL ADM IS IDSA,2,O,5,Fi E2S10050
FI=TE*D33122E EP51703 30 O1,)=-I. ERS1 2BO
0(1,1 )=ALCI-2.*BI9 ES17004 0(1,21=0. E2S18053
R,2)BIF-C E2S17085 0(2,1)=0. E2S105
02,1)=0(1,2) E251708 FI =F*E2D33(1.IXDII/O E2805
D,)C F2S2727 CALL ADM )SIOS,0.2,5,OFi E2S18055
30 CALL ADM (SIDS,O,2..1,AiF) E2S17088 30 FI=TE0X5/BOY 3 E2SIB056
SIPSG=- E2517089 EM( 1,1)=YD( I E2S18057
FI.-PRES*YD(I1)BOYACEL*TEG F717090 E(I,2)= -YD 1) E2SI0RO5
E2= PRES*XD1 I+BnYACEL*TEG7 E2S17091 EMII,)i-XD 1 E2SI8059
AL; , ,3 , ) F tE M( 4 2)= X- D(1 ) E2S1806AL=X()/3.+X(2)/6. P17092 CALL TRM E22.EMO.I,4) E25M0616BE=8(1)/6.12)/. P2S7093 E21
P)1=EI*AL E2S17O 4 CALL ADM (SIDS.41. ,FI) E251B8
P:2)F BE 0217095 OQ(IlI=1BOY***4/. E2S 106
P3 L E1709,2 ,1) ES1 806
P(221-0(,1 E2S18077
1 DM2 ( I,2) 
I 65
F2RE F2 17097 0 =01 E25180669 ETIIRN SR7098 0221 12 0
1 1 RF TII=FI* E 1,1) 82 067GO ER=I IS7 CALL 0SIDS,,2.S,5,FI) P2SIMOB
0 0P2017100 40 1.0Il/2. E211869END 1 O 45 O( '1)-(BOY- 2)YD(1)2.REND FS1701 )(1,2 = 011,1) F21070
0)2.11=-A) 1,1 I E218071






0(2.1 ) -ON1 FI EE5201076
0(2,21)=-Q(i, 1I) ESIB1077
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Table VII-39. Source program listing of
subroutine STFS (Link 2)
A LABEL
CE2STF E2STF000
SUBRnUTINE STFS (IELT) F2STFOl
C SELECTS PROPER SUBRDI)TINE FOR GENERATION OF ELFMENT MATRICES F2STFn02
IELT=IELT E2STFOO3
GO TO (1.2,3,4,5,57,7,8,8,9,9 0,10,11,11,12,13),IELT E2STF004
I CALL 501 E2STFOO5
GO TO 100 F2STFOO6
2 CALL 502 E2STF007
GO TO 100 E2STFOOB
3 CALL 503 E2STF09
GO TO 100 F2STFOIO
4 CALL S04 E2STF011
GO TO 100 E2STFO12
5 CALL S05 E2STF013
GO TO 100 E2STFOI4
7 CALL S07 E2STF015
GO TO 100 E2STFOI6
R CALL S09 E2STFn17
GO TO 100 E2STFO1
9 CALL S11 E2STF019
GO TO 100 E2STF020
10 CALL S13 E2STF021
GO TO 100 E2STFO22
11 CALL S515 F25TF023
GO TO 100 52STFO24
12 CALL 517 E25TF025
GO TO 100 E2STFO?6
13 CALL S1 E2STFO27
100 RETURN F2STFO28
END F2STFn79
Table VII-41. Source program listing of
subroutine TICK (Link 2)
Table VII-40. Source program listing of S FAP TICKn000
subroutine STRA (Link 2) COUNT IS TIC0K01
LBL TICK TCKOn2
ENTRY TICK TICK0O3
TICK NZT ONCE TI CK004
TRA FIRST TICK005
C LABEL CAL 5 TICK006
CEZSTRLA T F2STR00 SUB INITL TICK07
SUBROUTINE STRA F7STR AL 18 TICKOOR
C TRANSFORMS DESCRIPTION OF FLFMENT MATRICFS FROM LOCAL In OVFRALL FSTRnn2 SL TICK09
DIMENSION IA(I).AA(1). I11).N(8)0 .21(21),D3313,3),E22(3,3) F7STRn3 TRA 2.4 TICKOIO
I.P24IUVI24)IX(R),Y(8) Z()XD (7),Y1 7).ZDT7).G (1) EP2TR04 FIRST STL ONCE TICK1ll
COMMON IAAA PSTROn TICOCAL 5 TICKO12
EOUIVALENCE( IA.AA ).)21,033).,1211(10),E22),ID 211I19),E) .I0n120).IE2STRO-6 SLW INITL TICKOT3
EOUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN),(I A(2).IBN) (1A(3 1,IT).(IA(4).IP).(IA 9). F7STROn STZ 1,4 TICKO14
IIPRS ),IIA(6)ITYPE),[IA7T) IMAT).(IA P)IDEGA 119) INX) (IA 10),F2STRSOR TRA 2.4 TICKOI5
21H).(IA11,IR).( IA( 12),IMMX),I Al13)1.MMY).1(IA(1 4),IMMZ),I IA(15) E2STRnos ONC PZE TICKO 6
31MF I lIA(16).IRE),I A(117),N(1)),1 (IA25),M),(IA(26). 1TY .1 IA(27),E2STRIO 10 IN P E TICKO 7
41STR),IIA(2)B.IELT (IA(29).ITEM)(I (30),ITIC),(IA(31),IMET). F TRII IN IL T CK
5( IA 32),ISUM)(IA. 33 IND IA(34 ,IMS),IA6) , IDS),(IA 37), F2STR012 END TICK OLB
610RD).(IA(38)1 IORDI),(IAR 39),ACEL ).( IA 50),I ),( IA(5I) .J2) E2STR0 13
7(IAB52),J31). JA(531),J ),(IA 54),J ).l IA(55),J ),(IA(5.J ).(IA(57E2STROI4
RI), JB),(IA1(5 ))A.JTY I .IB). A ) IA( O),I O1 , IAIE61),ID) ( IA162) E2STRTI5
911A),(IA(63B ),IDTI,lA(64),IOY),(IA(65),ITF),(IA()41,ITAP) F2STROI6
EQUIVALENCE (IA(b66)ICAR)I, IA167),ICIX),IIA(6R),ICIY).(A(69), E2STR 017
1ICIZ),(IA(70),ICFI),(IA(IT ).IXX)1,1 IA 721).IYY). IA(7T3).IZZ) FSTRO01
2(IA(I74 .IIC ) (IA )75 )IDEFI . A(76),IST),(IA(77),IIS) E STR0 1 9
3, (IA(78 IGEM),IA 1(179IER R)(AA(BOI),TE)l(AAI81),OT),(AA(R2),DG, E2STRBO2
4(AA(83),AL 1,1AA( )1 ,AL2),(AABI ),AL3),(AA(e ),D 21),(AAI(107),), F25TR07 1
5(AA 131),UV).(AA(ISSI,X), 1AA(163),Y1 ,(AA)1 1).Z), IAATN79),XO , E2STR022
61AA(186),YD),(AA(193),ZD),(AA(351) .S), AA(I40,ZGEM) E2STR23
7,(AA242)AINI.(AA(43).IPBGI,(AA(4,IPENI,IAA(45),CONS).(AA(L6),IIJE25TR024
8),(AAI47).GI l)AAIB).G2)1,I(AA49),G31 E2STRO25
EOUIVALENCE (IA(349).NTIC).(IA(3481.ISDT, I lA347).ISDY),(IA(346) F2STRG?6
1,ISDZ),(IA(3451)J9),(1IA344).J101,()IA1343).JPRS),I.A1342),JSDY) F2STR077
2,(IA(341) ,JS.Z)(IA(340),JARE),( A339),JMMX)(A11T331),JMMY) E25TRO25
3,( IA 337)0 JMMZ}),(IA(336),JMFI 1 (IA(0 35),1TAS),(IA(3341,I Z) F2STRO29
4,(IA(333), IPR ),(AA(332).DGY),( AA(331) .GZ), AA(3301)PRES) E25TR0 30
5,( IA(329).IPIR) F2STR0 31
J=-IDS E2STR032
00 5 UI1,IDS F25TR033
J=J+IDS FP2TRO34









DO 7 J=1. S F25TR044
IAB=IAB+1iS E2STRT45
IRE=IBE+1 F2STRO46







DO 8 I=1,IDS F2STR054
J=J+IOS F2STRO55
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Table VII-42. Source program listing of




C PREPARES ELEMENT PROPERTIES E2TOPO02
DIMENSION IlA(1)AA(1)S( .S ) ,N(IB), 21(21(21)D33(3.3)E22(3.3) E2TTOPO3
lP(24),UV(24),X(8)Y 8),Z( ),XD(7)1 YD(7) ,Z (7),GI (1) E2TOPOO4
COMMON IA,AA F2TOPO05
EQUIVALENCE IA.AA).ID21,033)(,D21110),E22).(D21 19) E),(2(n20),G)F2TOP006
EQUIVALENCE (IIAI) .INI. Id (2),BNI .1(A 3).IT1I.( I ),IP) .1IA(5), F2TOPO07
I(PRSI. I A6).ITPE),(IA7,1MAT), IA(R).IDEGIIA( 19),INX)1IA 0)O),ETOP008
21H) ( IA(11) .18) , IA(12),18MMX),(I A(13).IMMY).(IA(14),IMMZ),(IA(15),F2TOP009
31MFI),[IA(16) IARE),(IA(I171).N(I) .(IA(25),M) ,(IAI26),I TY) (IA(27),F2TO P010
41STR),(lA(28).IELT),(A 29),ITEM), IA(30(,ITIC) (IA(31),IMET), E2TOPO0I
51IA132),ISUM).(IA(33),IND).(IA(34),IMS),(A(36 )IDS),(IA3T), F2TOP012
610RD),(IA(38),1IRDI ,(1A(1391,ACEL ).(IAI50) ,J1),(A(51),J2), E2TOPOI13
7(IA(52) .J3). 11A(53),J 1),(IA(54) J5 . 1(IA 55) ,J6 A(1156),J7),(IA(57E2TOP014
8)JB ,(IA( I B)8 JTY)I IA(59) IBB), IA 60),IO8 ), IA(61). IID (IA (62).E2TOP0 5
911A),1 IA(63),IT)(IA(64),IDY) ,( IA(65).ITE),(IA(41),ITAP) E2TOPOI6
EOUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),IIA(67),ICIX). IIA 6R)ICl.)(IA6 9). E2TOP17
IICIZ),(IA(70),ICFI),(IA(71),IXX)I .(IAI 2).IYY),( A(73),IZZ). E2TOP01
2 IA(74),IIC),l A(75).IDEF),(IA176),IST) (IA(77),1 IS) E2TOP019
3,(IA(78),IGEM),l A(79),IERR),(AA(80),TE),(AA(B1).DT).(AA(B2),DG), F2TOPO20
4(1AA(83,)ALI).AA(841,AL2), (AABR5).AL3),(A A(86),021 .AAI(07).P), E2TOPO21
5(AA l31),UV).(AA(155),X).(AA 1l63).Y),1AA)171),Z)(AA(T179),X0), E2TOPO22
6(AA(186),Y),(AA(193),D),(AA(351) ,S),(AA(40),ZGEM) F2TOP023 Table V11-43. Source program listing of
7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(43)1IPBG),(AA(44).IPEN),(AA(45).CONSI,(AA(4 ),1IF2TOP024
8),(A A(47.)G1 ,(AA (48. 2) .AA(9),03) F2TP025 subroutine TRAN (Link 2)
EQUIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC),(IA (348),ISOT),IA(347),ISY),(IA346) FTPO26Link
1,ISDZ) IIA(345),J9),t(IA 344),J IOl0 A(343).JPRS)IA(342),JSDY) E2TOP027
2,(IA(341),JSDZ).(IA(340),JARE).(IA 339).JMMX),I A (33B),JMMY) E2TOP028
3,(IA(337),JMMZ).(IA1336),JMFI).(1IA 335).ITAS)01A(5341.IDZ) E2TOP0 29 o LABEL
4,(A(333), IPR),(AA(332),GY), (AA 331),GZ), IAA(330),PRFs) E2TOP030 CE21RN F2T1RNN0
5.(IA(329) ,I PI E2TOP031 SUBR)UTINF TRAN (A0IFS) F2TRNN00
IELT=O E7TOP032 C TRANSFORMS THE OFSCRIPTION nF A VECTOR FROM LOCAL TO OVFRALL F2TRNDO2
ITEM=O F2TOP033 DIMENSION IA(l),AA(1)S1(1 )N(H).1I(21).033(3.3),F22(3.3) F7TRN003
ITIC=O E2TOPO34 1,P124),IVI241.X( )Y.0H)T,nZB).XD(7).Y17).ZD7).GI I) E2TRN004
IMET=0 F2TnP035 COMMON IAAA FTRN0o00
DO 10 I=1, E2TOP036 EQUIVALENCE( lA.AA),(n021.D33). (21(101).E22), ( 2III (19).E (21(20).G)E2TRN006
N( 1)= F2TOP037 EOUIVALENCE (IA(1 .INI.I AI) ).IBN).II I3),ITI.IA b) .IP),(IAI5). F2TRN007
K=I+335 E2TOP038 7PRS), (IA6),ITYPE ).(IA( ),IMAT) (IAIR) .IOFG).1A9).NX ).1A()10)F2TRNn8
10 IA(K1=0 E2TOP0 39 21H),(IAIll IR),(IA(l 12),IMMX ),I A(l3), MY), (IA(1 4),IMMZ),(I 15I),F2TRN00 9
JM=J1+M E2TnP040 31IMFI ),(IA( 10I .ARF), (IA(17),N(1)), I A0 5),M) .(IA(26),ITY),(IA1 (27).F7TRN010
IELT=IA( JM)/100 F2?TP 41 4ISTR),(. A(28).IFLT) (IA(29),1 FM),l IA(30).ITIC),(IA(31).M. T , E2TRNO1
IMET=IA(JM-100-I IELT FTOP042 5 IA)32),ISUM), IA(33),INE),(A0134.3MS.iA)36)E.0S),(I)37). E2TRN012
JM=J2+M F2TOP043 61IRD).IA(3R),IRODI,) (IA39).ACEL I).(AI50)J)1(IA)1).J2), F2TRN013
IF (IELT-4) 100.100.450 E2TOP044 7)(IA 52),J3),I]A(53),J4),IlA54),J ),(IA 55).Jb6) IA56).J7),(I Ab7F2TRN i4
100 IF I ELT-3) 200,300.200 F2TOP045 8),J ) 1(IA(5R),JTY',(IA(59),1 R8),I "A(6 ),IBO)60 l A()61 II (nl). I 6 ),F2TRN015
200 JARE=IA(JM)/100 F2TOP046 911),.(IA(63).IDT). IA(064).I0Y), IlA6 I) TE).(IA(41), ITP) F2TRN I6
ITEM=A(JM)-100JARE E2TDP047 EQUIVALENCE (IA(66).,ICAR).[IA67 ),CIX),ITA(04).ICIY),(A69), FTRN017
GO TO 400 E2TOP048 IICIZ),(IA 70), CFI),(IAITI).1x) .I IA(72).IYY).(lA 73), IZZ) E2TRN018
300 JPRS=IAJM)/100 F?TOP049 2 IA(74),IIC),(IA(75)1IDEF),(IA(76),IST) .(A(77),I 5I E2TRN019
JSOZ=IA(JM )-100JPRS FTOP050 3,IA 78)1.1GE), (IA(79),IFR R).AA80) .TE).(AA I ,DOT) ,(AA1 2) .0 ). F2TRN020
400 IF (IELT-3) 600,800,800 F2TnPO51 41AA(83),ALI)(,AAB184)AL2),AA(85),AL3) (AA1AR6,) . ).A(T107,P), F2TRN021
450 IF (IELT-10) 470.470,500 F2TOP052 5(AA131 ).UVl.AA(155),X ,(AA(163),Y).IAA(171 ).Z) AA(179) XD). E2TRNO22
470 IF (IELT-8) 500500,480 E2TOP063 6(AA(18 )YD),(AAI1193),ZD)AA1351),S)L(AA(40).ZGF( ) F2TRN023
480 JPRS=IAIJM)/I00 E2TP054 7,(AA142),INP),(AA(43).IPBG),(AAI44 .IPEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA(46).IUE2TRN024
ITEM=IA(JM)-100*7IPRS r2TP0 55 8),(AA(47),GL), (AA(14 ),G2),(AA(49),G3) E2TRN025
L=1 ET)P05 6 EQUIVALENCE (IA(349).NTIC).(IA1(348),10SIT),(IA347), ISY.iA(346 F2TRNOP6
GO TO 1000 ETOP057 110SDZ).,(IAA345),JI.9 IA(344)JI),( I A343),31JPRS),(IA 342)JSDY) F2TRNO27
500 ITIC=IAIJM)/100 FTOP058 2,(IA(341l.JSDI(IA(1340).JARE A339),JMMx .IA338JMMY) E2TRNO28
ITEM=IA (JM)-100I ITIC F2TnP059 3,( A(337).JMMZ).(I A 336),JMF ),(IA 335).ITAS),(IA(334).inz) F2TRN029
JM= J3M FTnPO60 41(IA(333 ),IPR) ,AA(332),DGY).AA(331 ).GZ),AA(330), PRES) E2TRN030
JS0Z=IA1JM)/100 F2TNPO61 5. 1A1329).IPIR) F2TRN31
JPRS=IA(JM )-100JSDZ F2TOP062 DIMENSION EM(4,4).EN(4.4)O,(4,4),DIR(3.3).0UMi ) E2TRN037
L=2 E2TOP063 EQUIVALENCE IAA)200),EM), IAA216),FN) (AA2320),EQ),IAA(241).O), E2TRN033
GO TO 1000 0200064 11A64 .0I) (AA273)1DUM) 2(RN034
600U JM=J3M E2TnP65 DIENSION A(i) E2TRN035
JPRS=IA[JM) E2TP066 U0 IGEMP=IGEM+1 F2TRN03
L=2 F2TOPO 7 LJI=0 E2TRN037
IF (IELT-2) 1000.700,700 E2TPO68 LK=IFS-4-IMS F2TRN38
700 JM=J4+M E2TOP069 ?U DO 300 L=I,IGFMP F2TRN039
JMMZ=IA(JM)/100 F2TOP070 LK=LK+3*IMS F2TRN40
JSDY=IA (IJM- 00*- MZ FTnP071 30 DO 20 0 J =1 E2TRN41
L=3 E2TP072 Do 200 =1,IMS F2TRN042
IF IIELT-4 1000,900,1000 E2TOP073 LJI= LJI+ F2TRN043
0 JME2P074 DUM(LJI)0. F7TRN044
JMMX=IA(JM/9100 F7TnP075 LKI=LK+I FTRN045
JMMY=IAJM-100JMMX E21P076 00 =13 F2TRN04
L=2 E2TOP077 LLLKI+IMS ETN047
IF IIELT-4) 1000.700.1000 F2TP0 7 100U D M(8LJI IDUM(LJI)+DIR(K.J)*AILKI) FR TRN804
9 U J5J M l F2ToP079 200 CONTINUE F2TRN049
JSDZ1A(JM)/100 E2TOP0300 CONTINUE 2TRN050
JMFIA=IA JM)-00JSOZ F2TDPOH1 INI=30IGEMPIMS F2TRN051
JM=J6+M E2T0PO2 DO 400 I=1,INI F2TRN052
JPRS=I A(JM) E2TOP03 Il=IFS+I E2TRN053
L E2TOP084 400 ) TRN54
I 008 1=1 ETOPo 85 RETURN E2TRN055























IF (I-IH) 1600,00,01450 FTP110
1 O I P=H+I F2TOPIL
D1 1500 =IHP,R F2TnP112
1500 N)I)=0. 62T P113
1bO RETUTRN F7TnP14
END FPTOPIL5
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C GENERATES M , N AND L MATRICFS OF THIN TRIANGULAR FLEMFNT F2TRI002
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1), 5 1),N(B),D21)21I ), 3( 3,3) .E22(3,3) E2TR1003
IP(24),XV(24I.X(8),Y(R),Z(IH ),XIT),Yn(7),ZD(T ),GII1) E2TRIO04
COMMON IAAA E2TRIOS
EO IVAL ENCE IA,AA),(D21 331.12331,(2 11 22),T2I1(19),E).(211(20),G) E TRIO 6
EOUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN) (I A(2 , IBN), IA 3), IT)1 IA:4),IPI),(IA15 , E2TRI007
1 PRS I I 6I ) ITYPE I (7 ), MAT) IA(8).IDEG) (IA(9),IN ),(IA(10) ,E2TRIO08
21H) (IA(1 I ), IA 2 MM ),(IA 13), MMY),I A 14 ), IMMZ) 1(1 A(15),E2TRI009
31MFI I,(IA(16),IAREI,(IA(17).NI1)),(IA 25),M).( 12 26 ),IT Y),( IA 27 .E2TRI010
41STR),(IAI28),IELT)I, IA129),1ITEM),(IA3 ),ITIlC), IA)31),IMET). E2TR1011
5(IA(32),ISUM).lA 1 331)IND),I A(34),IMS), IA(36),IDS), 1A(37), F2TRIOI2
6IORD ),(IA38),IORD1I.I)A1 39),ACEL ),(IA(50),J1 ),IA(51),J2), F2TRIO13
7 IA(S52).J3), (IAI53),J4). IA(54),JI 5) IA(55 ),J ),( I 561),J7 ),(IA 57F2TR1014
8),J8 ,(IA(58).JTY),( IA(591 ),IRB) (IA 60), I , IA 61),I . ID ),( 6 2) ,E2TRI I5
91 A), I A(63),IDT),(IA(64),IDY),(IA(65),ITE),(IA(41 I),ITAP) E2TRIO16
EOUIVALENCE IIA)66),ICAR). IA 67),ICIX),(IAI(6 ),ICIYI,(IA(69), E2TR1017
IICIZ),(IA 701 .ICFI),(1IA(71 ,1IXX),(IA(72) IYY)(I Aj73).IZZ], E2TRIOI8
2(IA(174),IC),I 17A(5),1I F) .IA 76), 1ST),(IA(77),IIS) E2TRI 19
3 (IA I78),IGEM),(IA(79),IERR).(AA(80).TE),(AA(I ),DT),(AA(A 2),D. ), E2TRIO20
4(AA(8R3),ALL I),AA(84),AL2), (AA 85),AL3),(AAIR 6), 21).(AA(107) ,P) E2TRI021
5 AA(131),UV),IAA(I155),X),(AA 1631,Y),(AA(171),Z),(AA(179),XO), E2TRI22
6(AA(186I ),YD),IAA(193),ZD),IAA(351),S),(AA(40I.2GEM) E2TRI023
7,IAA(42),INP),(AA143),IPBGI),AA(44),IPEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA1 46),IE2TRIO24
R), AAI471,G1 I)AA 48RG2) AA(29),G31 E2TRI025
DIMENSION EMI4,41),EN(4,4). (4,4) ,EO1,4) E2TRIO26
EQUIVALENCE (AA(200),EM),(AA(2I 6),EN),(AA(232),EO),(AA(24R),) E2TRIO27
EM(1,2)=YD(2) E2TRIO28
EM 1 I,3-YD(1) E2TRI029
EM I, II =Y(1)-YO(2) F2TR 1030
EM(2,1) 1 . E2TRIO31
EM *2)=1 2. E2TR IO32
EMN2.3)= . E2TRIO33
EM) 3,I XD2 I-XD() E2TRI034
EM13,)=2-XD312) E2T 1RO35
EN( 3,)=XI (1) F7TRI036
00 42 J=.l3 ETRI037
ENI1.Jh=EM(2,J) E2TRO 13
ENI4 t )=EMI(3,J) BETRI039
ENI2,JhEM.J I F2TRI0 4EN3J=EMIIJ) ETR104042 CONTINUE E2TRI041
00 430 Jl,3 E2TR1042
IEOI) 2 IEM 1 ) F2TRIOA3
432 E2 .J)=EM(3,JI E2TR1044
RETURN F2TRI4R
END ZETR1046
Table VII-45. Source program listing of subroutine TRM (Link 2)
LAREL
CEZTRM E2TRM0o
SUBROUTINE TRM IAA.CMNI) E2TRM01
N=N1 E2TRMOCZ
DIMENSION A(3,3),1 R(4,4) .C()4,4) ,A)44) F2TROAO3
IF IN) 2,),i F2TRMO04
2 N=-N F2TRMOnS
GO TO B E2TRMO6b
D 3 I1.M 21TRMO17
DO 3 J-1,N FZ2TRMOO
3 C(I J)=(I1,J) E2TRMO0T
H DO 4 I=1,N E2TRI10
DO 4 JL,M E2TRMO1I
D(I,J)=O. FZTRM012
DO 5 RiM FZTRM 13
5 D(I.J=D IJ)+CIK,I)A(K,J) EA2TRM014
4 CONTINUE E2TRMO15
DO 6 I=1,N E2TRMO 6
DO 6 J=1,N E2TRMH17
CI1 *J)=O. F2TMO8IB
DO 7 K1.,M EZTRMI9
7 CI I.J)C(1,J)++D(IIK)B(K,J) E2TRMOA
6 CONTINUE F2TRM ?1
RETIIRN Z2TRMO22
END E7TRMO23
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Table VII-46. Source program listing of main program of Link 3 (deflection link)
A CHAIN 13.2) 205 BB(M,K)=AA(IICJ)I BBI(.K) ELAS3076
A LABEL GO TO 203 ELAS3077
CELAS3 ELAS3000 2Ub IF (L-10000) 2061,205,205 FLAS3078
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR DEFLECTION LINK ELAS3001 2061 LL=IBB+L ELAS3079
C OBTAINS THE DEFLECTION COMPONENTS IN OVERALL COnRDINATES ELAS3002 LL=IAILL) ELAS30RO
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1 ),SII).NI8),D211(21 ),333,3)1,E223,3)1 ELAS3003 IDEFL=IDEF+LL ELAS30L
I,PI24)TUVI24).X(I),YI ),ZI8),X1 D(7).YD( ),ZOT)I ELAS3004 BB(M,K)=AA( IDEFL)BAAI ICJ) ELAS3082
COMMON IA,AA ELAS3005 203 CONTINUE FLAS3083
EQUIVALENCEI IAAA),1021.D33),1D21(101)E22),D21(19).E ),(D21(20).G)ELAS3006 2031 CONTINUE ELAS3084
EOUIVALENCE 11A(1).INI IIA(2),1IN),(IA(31.IT),(IA 4),IPI,(IA(5), ELAS3007 JJ=-IDEG FLAS3085
IIPRSI, IA(6),ITYPE),(A1(7) ,IMAT ).IA(B),IEG), IA(9),INX),(IA( 10 ),ELAS300 00 2011M= IN FLAS308B
21H IIA(I),18),(IA( 2),IM X), IA(13),IMMY),(IA(14),IMZ),(IIA(ISI.ELAS3009 JJ=JtIDE
G  ELAS308731MFI),( IA(16),IARE) (IA(171),N(1)), I. 25), M),(IA(26),ITY),(IA(27),ELAS3010 00 201 K=1 IDEG ELAS30A
41STR), IA(28),IELTI,(IA129),ITEM),(IA(30)ITIC),(IA(31).IMET), ELAS30II IDEFI=IDEF+JJ+K FLAS3 9
511A132),ISUM),(I A(33),IND ,(IAO (34),IMS),(IA(361.10S),I( A(37), ELAS3012 201 AA(IDEFI)=BB(M,K) ELAS3090
610RD),( IAI38),IORD1 I),(IA(39),ACEL ).(IA(50),J1),(IAlS1),J2). ELAS3 13 2011 CONTINUE ELAS3091
7(IA(52),J3),(IAI53),J4),(IA(54),JSI.(IAS5),J),(lA156).J7)(I1AI57ELAS3014 C REARRANGE DEFLECTIONS ACCORDING'TO TYPE ELAS3092
8),J8),I IA(58),JTY),(IA(59)1IBB), 1IlA(60) IB0)I,IA(61),IID) ,(IA(62),ELAS3015 C ASSUME NORMAL CASE ELAS3093
91IA) ,IA(63),IDTi), IA 64), Y),(IA(65), ITE), 1A(41 , ITAP) ELAS3016 IELT=I FLAS3094
EQUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(IA(67),ICIX),(lA(6b ),ICIY),(1A(69), ELAS3017 C CHECK THE SPECIAL CASES ELAS3095
ICIZ),(IA(70),ICF ),(IA(71),XX),( IA(72),IYY). IA(73. ELAS3018 IF (IDEG-3) 450,449,450 ELAS3096
2(IA(74,1 C),(IA 75),IDtEFI,(IA(76),IST).,IA77(),IS) ELAS3019 449 IF (IGEM) 450,448.450 ELAS3097
3,(IA178),IGEMI,(IAI79),IERR),IAAI(),TFI,(AA(BI),0T),(AA(H2).DG , ELAS3070 448 IF (IH-2) 450.447.443 FLAS3 98
4(AA(83,AL1 I),(AA84),AL2),IAA( 85)AL3),(AA(86), 1), (AAIi107T).). ELAS3021 C DISTINGUISH GRIDWORK CASE ELAS3099
51AA(131),tUV),IAA(155),X),(AA(IE63,Y).IAA(171),Z),(AA1179),xn), ELAS302 447 IF (IMMYI 443.442.%43 ELAS3100
6(AA(186),YD).(AA(I93),Z),(AA1351,S).(AA(40).ZGEM) ELAS3023 C PLATE AND/OR GRIDWORK CASE ELAS3101
7,(AA(42),1NP), AA143),I PG,2AA(44),I PN),(AA4s),CONS),(AA(46),UELAS3024 443 IELT=2 ELAS3102
8),IAA(47),G1),(AA(48),G2),(AA(49),G3) ELAS3025 GO TO 441 ELAS3103
EQUIVALENCE (I1A349).NTICI,(IA34),ISDT),1IA1347),ISDY),(IA(346) ELAS3026 C SHELL OF REVOLIJTION OR PLANAR FRAME CASE ELAS3104
I,ISDZI,I 1I1345),J9), IA(3441,JLO ),IA(343),JPRS, (lA(341 ,JSDY) ELAS3027 442 IELT=3 ELAS3105
2,11(A341).JSDZ), IA(3401,JARF) ,IA(339), JMMX), IA(33B),JMMY) ELAS3028 441 DO 40 M-1.IN ELAS3106
3,11A1337,JMMZ), IIA336),JMFI ),(1A335 A A34 Z) ELAS3029 O T0 '140,42,43),IELT ELAS31074, 1 IO(3331,IPR)G()13321,DTGY) I(331 lDGZ),iAA1330),PRFS) FLAS3030 42 X(1)=BB(o, FLAS3109
53I,13291 IPIRI ELAS303! X(I=BB(M.2 I ELAS3109
EIMENSION UR1999,61 ELAS3032 XI3 =BB(M.3) FLAS3110
EQUIVALENCE (AA 9000),01 ELAS3033 BA(M,1)0. EL0S3111
C SOLVE THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR UNKNOWN DEFLFCTIONS ELAS3034 RRIM,2)=0. ELAS3112IA CALL TICK (110I FLAS35 BB(M3)XI=Il ELAS3113
CALL VELAS(ISIIMIIERR,IST,IDEF) ELAS3036 BB(04=X02) LAS3114
20 CALL TICK(ITIM) ELAS3037 B(M,5)=X 3) ELAS3115
TINV=ITIM ELAS3030 GO TO 40 ELAS3116
TINV=TINV/60. ELAS3039 43 X(B)=BB(M,3) ELAS3117
IF I IERR 3021234.302 ELAS3040 BB(,3I)O. ELAS3118
234 IF (INP- 1 2341,2341,2342 ELAS3041 BB(IN.b=X(I FLAS3119
2342 IDEFI=I EF+I FLAS3042 40 CONTNLULE ELAS3120
IEND=OIDEFISII FLAS3043 C PUNCH T RESULTS IF NECESSARY ELAS3121
WRITE OUTPUIT TAPE 6,2343, (I,AAIII.I=IDEFI,IFN) ELAS3044 40 CALL PUNC ELAS3122
2343 FORMAT (IHI,34HREDUCED DEFLECTION VECTOR FOLLOWS.///1(5I1,EI4.5, ELAS3045 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE SR6,111, IM IBBIM,K),K=1,b).M=, IN) ELAS312314X)11 ELAS3046 11il FORMAT II,39X,ITHONOOAL DEFLCTIONS//5H NODE,5X,13H0ISP. ALONG X,FLAS3124
C COMPLETE THE DEFLECTION VCTOR AND PRINT. ELAS3047 1SXI3HDISP. ALONG Y.5,I3H0ISP. ALONG ZX,13HROTA. AROUT X. ELS3125
2341 DO 202 M=1IN EL5AS3048 25X,133HROT. ABOT YS,13 A. ABOUT Z//l15,6E1R.7)) ELAS3126
DO 202 K=1b ELAS3049 IF (INP) 3104310,320 ELAS3127
202 B I (M.K-0. FLAS3050 320 IF (ITAS) 305,305,315 ELAS3138
JJ =-IOEG ELAS3051 31, CALL RESI 3LAS3129
DO 20310=1,IN FLAS3052 IFIITAS) 305,305,306 FLAS3130
JJ=JJ=IBFG FLAS3053 306 CALL RESW ELAS3131
DO 203 K:I,IOFG ELAS3054 IF (INK-31 345,345.355 ELAS313 2JrJJ+K ELAS3055 '30 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3051 ELAS3133
ISTJISTJ PLAS3056 301 FORMAT 154H No SCRATCH TAPE IS GIVEN OR ERROR IN THE SCRATCH TPE IELAS3134
BOJ-IBOJ F10S3057GO TO 345 LAS3135
L=IAlIBIJL) FLAS3058 310 IF LINX-31 345,345,340 ELAS1336IICJI ICAJ ELAS3059 340 IF I ITAS) 345,345,350 ELAS3130
IF (L) 204205,206 FLAS3060 350 CALL REST ELAS3138
204 IF (Lll 2042.2041,206 ELAS3061 IF IT0) 345,340,355 ELA3139
E2042 1L- 0000l 0AS3021 30 CALL ELST ELAS3140IBBJ=IBB+J PLAS3063 345 CALL TICK 1ITIM) ELAS3141
111IBBJ IELAS3064 C3T=IT I FLAS3142
IDEFI=IDFF-I ELAS3065 C3T=C3T/bO ELAS3143UM .KJ=AA(l IDEFI IFLT 3 21 EL 314SSW3066 RITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.5555.C3TTINV ELAS344I=(-1-I/IDEGI FLAS3067 555 FORMAT 121H DEFLECTION LINK TOOK.F7.2,2XHSECONDS.,75XF7.21 ELAS13145
L2-ILI- 1 0E0 ELASOh IF (INX-3) 3421,.3421,342 ELAS3146
BB(LIL)=BB(LIL2+AA(IICJ)*BB(M,K) EL1S3069 3421 CALL CHN FLAS347
GO TO 203 ELA307 342 CALL CHAIN (4.TAPI ELS3148
2041 IBBJ=IBB+J ELAS3071 302 WRITE OUTPT TAPE ,302,IERR ELAS3 49
F=BJ ELAS3072 3T21 FORMAT 142H STIFFNESS MATRIX IS NOT POSITIVE OFPINITF,I15 ELAS3150
IOEFI=IDEF+I ELUS3073 GO TO 3421 ELS3ISI
BBIM.KIA(I IOEFI I PLAS3074 END FLAS3152
Go T 203 ELAS3075
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Table VII-47. Source program listing of




C WRITES DN TAPE ITAS ELEMENT SET INFORMATION E3ELTO02
DIMENSION IAl(1),AA.l) ,S(1).N(8),D21 21),033(3,3),E223,3 E3ELT00OO3
1,PT24),0VI24),X(I ),Y(B).Z(8).XD(7),YD T),ZD(7) E3ELT004
COMMON IA,AA E3ELT005
EOUIVALENCE(IA,AA),(021,.33O),(02IO1).E22,I021 19 ElE , O 20O) G)F3FLT06
EOUIVALENCE ICA(1),1N).(IA(2) I BN) IL A(3)1 T).(I A(4),IR)P . A(5), E3ELT 07
11IPRS), IA(6).ITYPE),(IA(l T).IMAT), A(8)IDFG), IA(9).I1NX)( IA(O1,E3ELTOO0
21HI .IA111),18),(IA(12).IMMX) I1A(13),MMY),(IA( 14),IMMZ .(IA1 15).E3ELT009
31MFI),(IA(16),IARE),(IA(17) .N(1)l (IRA 25),M),(IA(26),ITYI), IA(27).F3ELT010
ISTRI).(IA(28),IELT I, A(292 ),ITE M),(IA 30), TIC) (IA(31) 1 ET) , E3ELT I1
5( IA 32),ISUM),(IA(33),IND).(IA(34), IMS), (IA(36 ,IDS), (IA 37) E3ELT0I2
610ROD ,(IA(38),IORD1).,(IA 39),ACEL I, IA(50)J1).( I A(51).J2)1 E3ELTO13
7(IA(52).J3,)(IA(5 3),J4). (IA( 5.J5),(IA(55,3J6),ITA(56).J7),(IA(57E3ELTOI4
SB),JB I A(58) JTY) IA(59).IBB),IlA(60),IBO),IA(61), II ), (IA(62) ,E3ELTO15
91IIA, T (63),IT),(IA64. .T.,CAYTfI6,ITEC, ..)41 I,ITPC 3FELTO16 Table VII-48. Source program listing of
EQUIVALENCE (IAi66).IC AR) IA 67),ILCIX IA(6 ),ICY).(IA(691, E3ELTO17
IICIZ),(IA70),ICFI),(IA(71),IXX) (IAIl2),IYY ,( A(73),TZZ), E3ELTOIB
2(IA(74),IC),.IAI75).IDEF),(IA(761,.IST),(I A(77),1IS F3ELT019 subroutine PUNC (Link 3)
3,1 IA(78),IGFM),(IA(79),IERR),(AA(80O ,TE),(AIA(R I.,DT),(AA(2),DG), E3ELTO20
4(AA(83),AL1),(AA(84),AL 2),(AA(85).AL ),(AA(R 6),D21),(AA(107) .P), E3ELT 21
5(AA(131),UV),IAAII5),X).(AAI(163),Y.) (AA(171 ,lZ),I(AA(I79),XD) E3ELT022
6(AAll 186),YD)(AA 93 ),ZD)). IAAI351) .S),AA(40),ZGEM) E3ELTO23
7,1AA142) INP), AA(143), IPBG),(AA(44).IPEN),(AA(45),CnNSI,(AA(46)4,ITELTO24 P LABEL
8 , AA(47).G ),(AA(4B),G2) IAA(49).G3) E3ELTO25 SE6OONC E3PITNCOO
E VALENCE (IA(34,NTIC) A(348,ISOT)A1(347),SY),(IA(346) E3ELTO26 SUROUTNE NC EPNC
1,ISDZ)l IA(345) J9), (I A(344),J10),( IA(343),JPRS),(IA(342),JSDY) E3ELTT27 C OOMMY SUBROUTINE F3PUNC02
2,(IA(R341,JSDZ),(IA 340),JARE),(IA(339),JMMX),(IAIR338),MMy) E3ELTO28 RETURN F3EPNCO3
3,11A(337),JMMZI,(IA(336).JMFII),IA(335),ITAS),IlA(334),IDZ) E3ELTO29 END F3P0NC04
4,(A IA333),IPR),(AA(332),D Y),(AA(331),DGZ),(A A(330),PRES) E3ELT030
5.0 1 IA329 ), IPIR) E3ELT031
DIMENSION 5MNT(24) E3ELTO32




ISNIS IN*IELM F3LT37L Table Vll-49. Source program listing ofCSNN IST-IELO F3ELTOTa
INCT=O F3ELTO39
IDNE=0 E3FLTo04 subroutine RESI (Link 3)
DO 8 I=ISNIISNN F3ELTO41
8 IAlI)=O F3FLT042
DO 1 I=1,IT E3ELTO43
JI I=Jl+ E3ELT044 LAREL
IELT=IA(J111/100 F3ELT045 CosEn FORFSOnO
GO TO (9,9..992,3.2,3,4..52,3.2,3.2,3,14,14) IBET E3ELT46 SIBROT INF RES FIRES001
9 IONE=IDNE+1 F3ELT047 C COMPUTES RFSIO)AL FRCFS AT FHF NUnFS F3RES002
GO TO 1 E3ELT48 DIMEN IA)AA2121)333)E22,3 F3RF003
2 UJ=4 E3ELT049 1,P(424). XI) 9)YI).ZIH).X)7) . (7),ZD7) F3RFSOO
KN=3 E3ELT05O C OD MM N IA IAI FI , E S O 5
3 KJ=4 E3ELTO 2 EQUIVALENCE (IA( ),I ).(IA(2).I0N),(lA1 3)),1T). C 4 . 1)(A(5). FRFSOO7
KN=4 E3ELT053 IIPRS), IA(6),ITYPE),(IA(7),I AT).( A( ).IDEG) IA(9), INX), IA( 0I).E3R5008GO TO 6 H
4 0 00 3 E3ELTO54 2 ) 1111 ), I AA 3) IT Y) (IA(14).IM Z).(IA(1 ),F3RFS
4 KJ=3 E3ELT055 31MFI),(IA( ),IAb. E),(I)17).N'I 1 ). (IA(25 1M). 11A(6 ITY).)IA(27),F3RESOI
KN4 E3ELT056 4ISTI ELT).(IA(29) .ITFM),) AI30).1TIC).IA3 ).IET , F3RFSOIl
GO TO 6 E3ELTO 7 5 IA(32),ISU ), IA(33), I ). ( .I 4 ,1MS)o(IA(36). IDS),(I (37), F3RFS012
5 KJ=3 E3ELTO58 610RD), IA(38),IORD1),(IA (39).ACFL ).(IA(50) .J1 ) lI A(51)J2). F3RFSO13
KN=8 E3ELT059 7(lA(52).J3), TA{53),J4).(IA(54).J ),(IA 55),J6),)(IA 56),J7).(IA(57F3RES014
GO TO 6 F3ELTO60 R).J ).I(IA 58),JTY3). IA(59),IB ).(IIA 60),IRO).(IA(61),IID).)(IA1 62),F3RES015
14 KJ=A E3FLTOI 911 A),.lA( 63).lDT).(A(61 ).IDY).( (165).TF) (IA(41),ITAP F31ESOI6
KN=2 E3ELTO62 EQUIVALENCE (A(66) ,ICAR).(IA(47),ICIX).(IA( 6 ;).CIY) ( A(69), F3RFS017
DO 7 J= 1 KN F3ELTO64 21(IA(74),IIC).( IAITl),I FF),(IA(75) ,I1ST),(I A(7),IIS) E3RE
KK=KK+IT E3ELTO65 3,) A 178).IGEM).(IA(T9).IERR).(AA(0),TE)IAA(A)(D,0T),(AA82),DG),. E3RFSO20
NN=IA(KK) E3ELT066 4(AA3),AL),AA84).AL2),AA5,AI.1041L2 ,Cl0 L3).)AAB4.21).(AA(IO7),P). E3RESO21
ISNI=1SN+(NN-I)T IELM+1 E3ELT067 5(AA(I 31).UV) ( 15) ),(AA( 163),Y).(AA1 171 ).01),) IO 1 7, .0 , E3RESo02
IE= A(15NI)+1 F3ELT068 I1AA()1 ")YI)),(RAAA(00))CO I)RISC ),ZS, 40)1,EM) EORES023
IF (IE-IELN) 12,11,11 E3ELT069 7 (AA(42)1 INP1 .(AA43), PBO).(AA(44 ) .IPEN),(AA(lL ),C NS),(AA(46), IUE3RES 24
11 WRITE 01UT TREE 6,1310ELNNN F3ELOTO B,1547,S1A(48).G2)A.1A(0).S ) F3RFS025
13 F10RMAT I1H BORE THAN 4.2,1HNON-ONE-DIBENSNL ELMNTS AT NODE,E5)3ELO7 ERURLENCE l A(349 T C( 4 3 ).I T)4U (IA(,0347,ISDY),(1A(346 FIRESO26
INCT=1 E3ELT072 1,ISOZ),1A(345).J9),1 A(344) J10).(IA 343),JPR51.(IA(3C 42),SOY) E3R FS027
GO TO 7 F3ELTO73 2 (IA(341) JSDZ),(IA(3 401),1JA F).(IAl39),JMMX) ,(IA(33 ),JMMY) F3RFSO28
12 ISNN=ISNIIF E3ELT074 3,( I 337).Jn Z).(IA(330 6). JOFI) .(IA(335),ITAS). T IA I334) .IDZ) E3RFO29
IA lSNII=IE E3ELT075 4, IA(333).IPR),(AA(332),0CGY ,(AA(331).DT Z),(AA(330).PRFS) F3RFS030
IA(ISNN)=I E3ELT076 5. (IA(329) .IPIR) E3RES031
7 CONTINUE F3ELTO77 C FIND ELEMENTAL EnDAL FORCES AND ASSEMRLF FOR ORTAINING RFSICHALS F3RES032
I CONTINOE F3ELTOYR DI 60 I=I,N1D .3R100 3NCT) 19,20,19 E3ELT079 ISTI=IST+I F3 RE0
19 ITAS=0 F3ELTORO 6 AA(ISTI)=O. F3RES035WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.191 EOELTI c7 no 20 jj=1,IT.1 F3RFS036
I91 FORMITI53H NODAL STRESS COMPUTATION IS DELFTED DUE TO PRFCFDING) F3ELT2 C REA TI E OATITIES FOR ELEMENT 3JJ ERESOO7
GO TO 00 FtELTOq3 50 READ TAPE ITAS.M.ITTTITTM,NAV,IMS. S.10 DS2,INlI).I=1.IMS).(S(1).E3RFS038
20 00 21 I=l,;N F3ELTOP4 11=1,1052), (lI).CF.I=. nS) 
FRFSO39
ISNI=ISN+-1)IELM+I F3ELTOR5 C COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE NODAL FORCES OF ELEMENT JJ F3RESO4
EIAI SN1 F3ELT0O6 1I NAV-2) 91,92,92 E3RFS0
IF) l 2,2024 F3ELTO7 91 CFI. 3RFSOES42
24 DO 22 J=IIE F3ELTOP8 GO TO 93 E3RESD43
ISNN=ISNI+J F3ELTOP9 92 CF=O.5 3RE5044
22 MNT(J)I I (IS
N
N) F3ELT090 9o IF (0-JJ) 100.9,110 F3RE0445
WRITE TAE ITASI,IE.(IMNT(J).J=I,IE FELT091 9 0 010 =,IS F3RS 046
50 T0 21 E3ELT92 KK=-IOSI F3RESO473
23 WRITE EAPE ITAS,IIE.IE EBFLTO93 00 1 KI.IDS E3RESO8E
21 CONTINUE F3FLT(394 KK=KK+4S9 F3RPSO9
0DO 25 I=.N E3ELT095 KEG=( IK-1)/IMS1)+ F3RFS050
Po BACKSPACE ITAS F3ELT096 KNID=K-(KDEG-I)*IMS E3RFS51
100 RETURN F3ELT97 KNOD=NIKNOD) E3RES052
END F3FLTO98 IDEFK=IDEF+(KNOD-)*IIDEG+KDEG P3RFSO53
11 P ) =P( ) -S(KK) AA(IDEFK) F3RESO54
KDEG= (I- )/IMS)+1 F3RES. 55
KNUD=I-IKDE-I)IMS F3RES056
KOD =N(KNO D) F3RFSO57
N0 =KNOD- )*IDEG+KDEG F3RES958
ISTI=IST+ND E3RES059
AA(ISTI)=AA(ISTI)-P(I}*CF F3RFS06O
10 CONTINUF E3RFS061IF (ITTT-ITT ) 50,21,21 F3RFS0N2




GO TO 31 F3R S067
ENO F3 6RFS07
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C WRITES RESIDUAL FURCFS AT THF NOIDES E3REW02
DIMENSION I A(1).AA(1),S(1),N(B) D21(21),D33(3,3),E22(3.3) F3REWO03
1P2).UV(2 4).X) YI 7),Z( . ,XD17),Yn7I),T(7) F3REWO04
COMMON IAAA F3REW005
EOUIVALENCE(IA,AA),()21,033), 1(10) ,E,22),(D21(19).E), D21(20),G F3REW006
EQUIVALENCE (IA(l ) IN) IIAI2),IBN), IAI3). IT),. IA 4),1 I ), IA15), E3REW07
1IPRS)I IA(6),ITYPE ),(IA(7) ,IMAT), IAI) ,IDEG) IA191 NX), IA( 1 I ),F3RFWnO 8
21I),(IA II).I8),(IAi12),IMMX), (IAa 13),MMY), IAI 14), IM IZ), IAlI).F3REWO09
31MFI), IA(I ),I ARE),(IA 17 .N(1)),( IA 25), ),11 AI26), ITY) (IA(27),E REHOIO
4ISTR).(IA 28),IELT),(IA(29).ITEM),) IA(30 ,ITIC) I(Al 31),IMET), F3REW011
5(IA(32),ISUM),(IA(33),IND)()IA(34),IMS), IA(1 36),IDS), IA(37), E3RFW012
610RD),(IAf38),IORD1),I IA(39).ACEL I)lIAS50).JIl ), A(51I.J2), F3REW013
7(IA1152).J3),.IAI 53J4) (IA(1 54) .J5). I55) .J6) .AI 56 J7), IA(E3REW14
8),J81,1 A(58).JTY),IAI 591,IBB), IAIf ),nIRO), (IAI 61),I D).(IAI 2),E3RFWOi5
911A), IA(63),ODT),IIA 64),IlY),(11A(5),ITF),IIA 1 41). ITAP) F3REW016
EQUIVALENCE (IA(66), CAR),(lIA 67),ICIX),(IIA(6 ),ICIY).(IA(69). E3REWOI7
IICIZ),(IA1 70).ICFI),(IA(71),IXXI.(IA(7?2). YY). (IAl 3).IZZ. E3REW018
2(11A 74), IC) ( IA(75),IDEF),(IA( 11 7 ) I ST).(IA( 77 ) IIS) F3RFWOI9
3. IA(78).IGEM), IA(79).IERR), AA1 )80 ).TF)(AA(IP ).T),)(AA(8?) ,G) , F3REHP
4(AA(83),ALl)1(AA(84).AL2) (AA(B ),AL3) , AA(8R),21),( AA(107),P). F3REW021
5AAI131).,UV) ,AA(155 X),(AA(163),Y).(AA(171).Z I AA1179),X )I, F3RK W027
6(AA(186).YDl),(AA(193),ZD),(AA(351).SI.(AA(40) ZGEM) F3RFWO23
7.(AAI42).INP).)AA43)1IPBG),(AA(44),IPEN),IAA(45).CONS).(AA46),1IUE3REWO24
B),(AA 47),1 G1IAA481 .GI2.AA149).G3) E3RE025
EQUIVALENCE IIA 349),NTIC),(IA(34R),ISDT) ,IA(347),IS Y),(IA(346) E3REWT2
I, 15A)).(IA(345) .J9) l IA344).J O), IA(343),JPRS).(IA1(347 ).JS)Y) F3REW027
2,1IAI341) 1,J50Z),A11340),JARE).IA 1339) .J~ .IIA( 1338).JNMy) E3RFWO2B
3.(IA)337),JMMZ),(IA(336,JFII)IA( 335).ITASIIA334),IDI E3RFWO?9
4,IIA(333),IPR) (AA 332),0GY).IAA(331),GZ),(AA(330) PRFS) E3RE W 30
.)(IA1329),I1IR) F3RE 031
IELT=IELT E3RE032
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6b74 F3RFW033
74 FORMAT (II.,40X.?6HFORCES ACTING AT THE NODES//5H NODE,SX13HFNRCEE3REWn34
I ALONG X.5X13HFORCE ALONG YSX,13HFORCE ALONG ,4AX.14HMnVLENT ABO)UF3REW035
2T X,4X.14HMOMENT ABOUT Y.4X.14HMOVENT AeROUT 7//) F3RFWn36
DO 71 i=1,6 F3RFWO37
71 P1I)=0. E3RFW03
0O 75 I=1,IN F3REW039
ND=I1-1)*IEG F3REWOG
ISTI=ISTNI) FREW 041
OD 72 J=,IEG F3RW042
L=J F3RFWO43
ISTJ=ISTI+J F3RFW044
GO TO (72.2,3),ELT F3RFWO4S
2 L=J+2 F3EW046
GO TO 72 F3RW047
3 IF (J-3) 72,4.72 F3RFWOA4
4 L=J+3 F3REWO49
72 PIL) AA1ISTJ) E3RFWn05
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE h676,hIPIJ),J=1,6) E3REW051




Table VII-51. Source program listing of subroutine TICK (Link 3)
* FAP IICK000
COUNT 25 TICK001
LBL TICK I ICKOO
ENTRY TICK T7ICKO3
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Table VII-52. Source program listing of subroutine VELAS (Link 3)
SIF (KB-I 1) 116213,13 F3VFL061
CE3VEL E3VFLOO 1162 DO 131 K=KBIEI 
F3VEL2
SUBROUTINE VELAS (NN,IERRIST.IDEF)I E3VELOD1 I=I1U+K 
E3VFL063
C SOLVES THE GOVERNING EBUATIONS BY VARIABLE BAND-WIDTH CHTLESKI MTDE3BELO2 KD=IA(IUK)lIST
DIMENSION A(ll,IA(1) FVE 3 VEL003 IK=+- E3E65
COMON A E3VEL0T4 JK:KD+J-K 
F3VLO66
EQUIVALENCE (A,IA) E3VELOn5 131 A(IJ) =A(IJ)-A(IK)*A(JK) F3VELO67
I = ERR E3VELOO6 IF IJ-I) 100,12,13 F3VFL06
IJ=IST+1 E3VEL007 12 IF (A(IJ)-El 100,100,122 E3VFLO69
Z=1.E-16 E3VELOO 122 AIID)=SORTF (A(ID)) 
F3VEL070
IF (NN) 101,101,I000 E3VFLO0 9 GO TO II) 
F3VFL71
101 IERR=-1 F3VFLO 13 A(IJ(I:(IJ)IIi 
0300lVF1O072
GO TO 106 E3VFLO11 112 CONTINUE 
E3VELO73
1000 N=NN E3VFLOI12 11 CONTINUE 
F3VEL74
N1=N+1 E3VEL013 IM=IU 
3EL075
C FINO THE SMALLEST DIAGONAL ELEMENT. E3VFLO 4 C U IS NOW AVAILA 
LE COMPLFTELY. F3VEL076
1001 E=bSF(A(1ST+I)I EVELOI5 C SOLUTION IS REAUESTED. ST0T FORWARD SWEPFP. FIRST 
B(l) F3VFL077
DO 77 I=1,N F3VEL016 1009) AIIDEF+)=A IDEFl+1 )/A(IST+1) E3VFLO
IUI 10+ E3VFL017 C THEN THE REST OF B. 
E3VFLO79
ID=1AllO)+11 ST E3VFLO81 00 21 I=2,NVELO
76 IF (BESFIAIID)I-E) 771,77,77 E3VEL019 L IDEF+I E3VFLDI
71 E=ABS0(BIO)) E3VEL020 IUIoItJ+I 
E3VEL02
71 CONTINUE F3VELO21 I=IA(IUIl)+IST F3VFL03
C SET ALL0WALE MINIMUM ON DIAGONAL ELFMENITS. E3VEL022 IE1=I-I 
F3VFLA4
E=E*Z F3VEL023 JJ1=MAXI 
F3VELO5
C OBTAIN U1,1) F3VEL024 KB=I-lAbJJ) 
E3VFLO6
IF ( IST+1 I -F) 100,100.10 E3VFLO25 IF IKB-I) 3521,21,21 EBVLOR7
IO IF IN-i) 1072,104,107 72 E3VEL026 3521 DO 22 K=1 1 
6KBIE VELO
1U4 A(IEF)=AEF1 F+I1) (151 +1) 3 EFLO27 =IUKIK+ E VELnR9
GO TO 105 VELD20 KOD=IA(IDK)+IST 
E3VFL09O
1012 A(IST+I)=SQRTFIA(IST+1)) F3VFL029 IKKO+1I-K 
E3VELO91
C OBTAIN THE REST OF FIRST ROW DF 0. F3VFL030 JK= IDEF(+K F3VFL0
II=IU2 F3VFL031 22 AIL)A(L)-0(IK)(A(J(K 
F3VFLN93
I= A(1IU)-I 63VEL032 21 AILAL6/A(II 0E3VLO
IF (IW-I 1317,1312,1313 F3VEL033 C FORIWAR SWEEP IS COMPLETED. START BACKWARD 
SWEEP. BIN) FIRST. E0VFLO95
1313 00 1311J.21w F3EL034 
L= I EF 
+ N F0EO
1"' F A F3VELD97
1311 AIIJ=A(IJ)/A(IST+I) F3VL036 C THEN THE RES OF B IN BACKWARD DIRECTION. 
F3VEL099
C OBTAIN THE OTHER ROWS OF O SEQUENTIALLY, F3VN37 00 31 L=2,N10
1312 IUI=1U+N1 F3VEL030 1=NI-L 
E3VFL100
MA 111[+1IST E3VEL039 J=I+IDEF 
E3VF1101
00 7 01 J=IN E3VEL040 J1=J-1 F3VEL102
JJ=A00 +J F3VFLO41 11=1+1 E3VEL103
7Ul IA(JJ)=O F3VFLo42 1IU =U+I 
E3VEL104
0011=2 630EVEL043 10=I(1U1 3VEL05
311 J S R TEF3VFL6
C PREPARE FOR THE I TH ROW. E3VFL044 IOEIAII+1 
3l)F0
IU=I+I E3VELO45 JX=IDE-ID 
E3VFL107
II=IA(I: (ll 3 E VELO46 1 =D+IST F3VLT0
IDE=III+1 F3VELO47 1DID-_I 
03VEL09
JMX=IDE-ID+I-1 F3VELO4 IF (JMX-11 31,31,321 
F3V+ 110
Io=I0+IST F3VFL049 321 
DO32 =2,6J0X 301
11=ID-1 E3VELN50 M=JI +K F3VF112
IF (IW-I) 15,16,16 F3VEL051 IK=D10 K 
E3VELII3
lb 00 702 J=I.IW F3VFLO52 32 AlJ)=AJ)-A(*A(1IK) 
E3VEL1114
JJ=MAX+J FVF3EL53 31 AIJA(J)IAIIDI 63VFL115
702 IAJJ) 4 C TH OJTION IS OBTAINED SUCCESSFULLY ON B. 
03VELll1




F3VELO56 C NOW GO HOME. E6VFL 1
KB=I-IA(JJ) F3VLO60 E ND 
F3EL122
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Table VII-53. Source program listing of main program of Link 4 (stress link)
CHAIN 14.21 399 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3991,ICN ELAS4096CELAS BEL 3991 FORMAT (IS,13X,43HNO NON-ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENT AT THIS NOOF) FLAS4097CELAS4 ELASA4000 GO TO A00 FLASO98R
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR STRESS LINK ELAS40I C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE NON-ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENT. FLASO99C OBTAINS STRESSES AT MESH POINTS ELAS4002 C PREPARE NELII,Jl,MAC(IJK) TABLES AND COMPUTE IMFL.ICLAS ELAS41TODIMENSION IA(1).AAI.ySI).N(IDI21I21,D33l3,B31,F21(3.3l ELAS4003 401O CALL GENE FLAS4I01
AP(241,UV 24),XI8),Y{),Z(B),XO7,YODIT).ZO(7),I() ELAS4004 C SET INDICATORS TO NON-BONNARY NODE ELAS4IO2COMMON IA.AA FLAS4005 INBON=O ELAS4IO
EOUIVALENCE(I A.AAI,121,D33I,(D21110),E221,(D21(19),E),(DI 120),G)FLAS4006 AST=7H A ELAS4I04
EQUIVALENCE (IA N)IAIIIN 2)IBN,l1A3),1IT)(IA(14),P),(IA15), FLAS4007 C SEE IF THE NODE IS ON BOUNDARY ELAS4 05
1IPRS),IIA6),ITYPE),(IA(TIIMAT),IA(8),D1EGI),(IAI9),Ix),(IA(10)FLAS40 C IF S MAKE INAON=1, AST=1H AND COMPOTF RIR(1) AND ARF ELAS4 621H),(IIA(l I ,18),(IA(12 IMMX),(I A( 13 ,IMMY),I IA ll 4).IMMZ) IAI I 5),FLAS4009 CALL BOFI
IFI,(IA(16) IARE), I) A25,).(IA(2) Y,IIAII),E LAS40O C COMPUTE STRESSES FOR EACH MATERIAL GROUP ELAS41nT41STR),(l A128. IELT), IA1129) .ITEMl 1(A0OITICI),(IA(11311),IMET), FLAS401 DO 599 IMIIMEL ELAS4I09N
5(11A32)ISUM),(IA1A331,IND)(IA(341),IMS),(IA(3)S),IlT AIT), FLAS4012 IM=IM FLAS4110
6I1R),(1IA(38),IORDI),(IA(391,ACEL .,1IA(501)J1),l. I .I),J2), FLAS4013 IMET MACIIM,1,2) FLAS4I11
7(IA(52,J3)l 1A(53.1),JAI, 11A541,J5), IAII55I ),J),IA561,J7),IIAI57FLAS4014 IMET=NELIMET.3: FLAS4112
8),J1),(1A(58),JTY),(IAIS9).IB),(IA(60)A.IRO),IIA(I 1),1I,(IA(621,ELAS4O15 C COMPUTE STRESSES FOR EACH CLASS ELAS411391]A),(I b31),IDT),(IAIA64 10Y),1IA(65),ITE),(IA(41).ITAP) FLAS4016 ICLA=ICLASI M) LAS( 14EQUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(IA67).ICIX),(IA ),ICIY),(IAI69), ELAS4017 DO 580 IC=1,ICLA ELAS411IICIZ),IIA(I70 ,ICFII,(IA(71).IXX)l IAIT2),IYY). IA(73),IZZ), ELAS4018 IC=IC FLAS4116
21lA74I),IIC),(IAI75),IOEF),(IAITNI,IST),IIA(77),IIS) FLAS4019 C FIND THE CLASS TYPE FLAS4116
3,1 IAT78)IIGEMI.(IAI79IERR ),AA(BB,TE ),(AAl1) .DT),(AA(R2).DG)I ELAS4020 ICAS=MACIIM,IC,2) FLASA411
4(AAB3I.AL),IA(84)I,AL ),(AA5,AL3),(AA8),21),(AA( ) ELBAS401 ICAS=NELI ICAS,4) ELAS4I
5(AAI13IU V ),AAII 55)X. ,AA1 3,I.(A1 171)). A(9 FLAS4022 C INITIALIE ICON.ANGLF,BAS,OIN,IRT,ST,IERR,TE,T,DGNFS ANO ELAS41706IAAI80i6),YD),(AA1193),Z0 ,IAA(311),S) ,1AA(140)ZFM)I FLAS403 CALL INLZ FLAS4 127.1AA(42),INPI,1AA143),IPBGBI(AA(44)IPENI),(AA45)1CONSI),(AA(146) IIIFLAS04 C SEE IF THE GROIP IS OF SHELL TYPE ELAS41228), .AA47G1 ).,IAAI48),GSIAA 1 49),0 ELAS425 IF IICAS-N) N,7,7 ELAS4123
EQUIVALENCE 1IAI349),NTIC),(IA(348),15IT),(IA347BlISDY),IAI346) FLAS4026 C YES, IT IS OF SHELL TYPF, RE-DFTERMINE LOCAL AXES IDIN) ELAS4 241,ISOZ),(IA 5 345).J 3441J 1A(3431,JPRS)IIAI342),JSOY ELAS4027 7 IROTI2,1 A(341).JSDZ),(IA(340),JARE),I (IAI39JMMI A1338).JMY) FLAS4028 BST=2H FLASI 5'J'". A 0) '3; : ST=FLASI26
3,(IA(337),JMMZ),(1A(33) ,JMFI),(IA(335),ITAIS),(IA334).ITT) ELAS4029 CALL OINA FLAS4127
4,(IAI3333)IPR),(AA332)DGY),(AA(331),DGZ),AA(330),PRES) ELAS4030 C IS LOCAL AXES IN) TO BE ROTATFD ELAS4I285.1 IA1329),IPIRI FLAS4031 6 IF IINBONI 71,70,71 FLAS4129DIMENSION BIR(3),SIRI(3),IN(3,3),SRI.BXNI3,FI3F1,BN(6),OF(6), FLAS4032 C IF NECESSARY ROTATE BIN 50 THAT KSI IS IN ZTA-RIR PLANE ELAS OL3IRES6) ,REO(6IbARS13,ICLAB 4),;NAN{I( AlN13 ,NESI3) FIAS4033 71TI CALL MODIN EL 4131
E IVAL ENCE AA(200 ,IONE ,A( 201 CNI AA( B L A 03),ASTELAS403 C GENERATE MATERIAL MATRIX DD IN LOCAL SYSTFM (DIN) FLAS4132I)l.1120
4
).INBNI,IAA205)IARE),(AA(BO),ICLA,(AAI20) IMFLI), ELAS4035 7 CALL META FLAS4 332(AAI2081 IM), IAA(20 ,ICI, AAI21O,ICON) (AAI21I),ANGLF),(AA(2I ) FL AS4036 C CLEAR THE A AREA ON WHICH ABED AND SETA WILL OPERATE FLAS4 343CASI,(AA12132,IE),(AA214),NR),IAAS215)IRI FLAS037 00 72 -1,9 FLA S4A354,(AA 216),IROTI,IAA(217),BST) FLAS4038 DO 72 J=1,7 FLAS4135
EQUIVALENCE (AAI220),BIR),(AA(223),SIR),IAA(226),IIN).IAA(235).SRIELAS4039 72 A(ll,J=0. ELAS4137
1,(AA(2
4
1),XN),(AA(244),XF),(AA(247T),olN)AA253)IF),(AAIM259),RFS)FLA4040 C CHECK IF THE NODE 15 ON BOUNDARY EL.AS413
2 AA(265 ),RFD) IAA271) BA).( AA(274),ICLAS),(AA278) NRANI ELAS4041 IF (INBON) 521,520,521 FLAS4I 393,1AA(292),N).(A1295),NESI FLA40542 C YES IT IS ON BOUINDARY. GENERATE FOS FOR STRESS B.C. FLAS41440
DIMENSION NELI20,IT ),MAC(4.4,20,IWG1901).D(,6). A(907),IAR,R),. FLAS4043 521 CALL ABEA FLAS 441
IC8 2),FFI ,NS TIO EIIO ,4043,3F 0 C2 G ENRATE STRAIN FQS FOR NUDAL LINES OF ELEMENTS SF CLAS IC ELAS4142EAUIVALENCE IA{140001F),XF),LII01)JP 1,N2)I.JII),(NU(3),JS1I) FLAS405 520 IE=MACIIM C + FLAS41 43EQUIVALENCE (IFFII),NEL), FFI341).HAC),(FF(661),IWG),(FF1751 ,DD), ELAS406 DO 579 IL=2.IF ELAS4I44
I IFFIT71) . )FF11417),B),I FF(1481),C),IFF(1497).NSFTI ).IFFiI597), FLAS4047 IF IINP-2) 5201,5202,5202 FLIAS4I52MSET .1FF14971 7 I FLAS4O4A 5202 WRITE OUTPBT TAPE 6.;203RST.NESI,NES(?) FLAS414AEOUIVALENCE NESIII),ICOL),INESI2IIRIG),INES(3I.IDRI ELAS4049 5203 FORMAT (15AX, ,B 13X HSTA IN EOUATInNS ALONG NODAL LINES FOLLW,14.FLAS4I47C START THE CLOCK ELAS4050 13H X ,111 FLAS44CALL TICK(ITIM) FLAS4051 5201 CONTINUE FLAS 4149
INPT=INP ELAS4052 IL=IL FILAS415
C SCRATCH TAPE ITAS NFCFSSARY, SEE IF IT IS GIVEN ELAS4 053 IELT=MACIIM.IC,I L)ELAS4190IF (ITASI l000.10.1 ELAS4B4 CALL SETA FLAS41511000 WRITE OUITPOT TAPF 6,101 ELAS4055 57 CONTINU FLAS4152
1001 FORMAT (46H NO SCRATCH TAPE. STRESS LINK IS NOT FXFCBTE.) ELAS4056 C PRINT OUT DIN MATRIX AND OEFLNS. IN LOCAL IF NECESSARY ELAS54GO TO 1002 FLAS4057 IF IIROTI 81,8ORI1 FLAS4155
C SEE IF THERE IS ANY NON-ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENT ELAS4058 81 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,R
3
,ICNI((DIN IJ).I 3),J,3)1L,31,ICN,RST,(X(I,ELAS4 56I IF IIT-INEI 2000O,20002 ELAS4059 11=4,91 ELAR41T
C N-ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS EXIST. PRINT THE TABLE PFADING FLAS4060 83 FORMAT 115,10H DR.COSINS,5X 
.3HKSI,2X,3F7.4,5X,3HFTA.?X,3F7.4,XFLAS4 582 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,3 ELAS4061 0I3HZTAA,3F7.4/15,IOH OFFLECTNB.A2.I.6E15.5) FLAS4 13 FORMAT IIHI.lX .THSTRESSES AT THE NODES SF TWO- OR THREF-XIMENSIOFLAS4062 C EQAITIONS ARE AVAILABLE, SOLVE WITH LEAST SOUARFS FLAS416ONAL CONTINUUM BY BEST FIT STRAIN TENSORS/X,14HALL QUANTITI FS ARFELAS4063 80 CALL LEST ELAS4 1
2 IN OVERALL SYSTEM, UNLESS *- APPEARS INOICAT INO DATA IN KSI. FTA FLAS4064 C SEE IF ENOUGH INDEPENDENT EBOATIONS FXIST PFLA41623AND ZTA LOCAL SYSTFM/45X,2RH* INDICATES NOF (IN BOIIONDARY FLAS4065 IF I IERR I 522,523,522 FLAS414 //SH NOIDE,2X,3HMAT,H CLAS 7,I IHFIRST CnMP,4X IIHSECFLAS4066 522 WRITE OITPIIT TAPE 1,5221ICN.AST, IMET, ICS EFLAS 41450ND COMP4,11HTHIRD COMP,4X,IIHFOIRTH COMP.4X,11HFIETH C FMP,4X,ELAS407 5221 FORMAT (15,A1I14,I5 EX,44HNOT ENOEGH I.NOEPEDSENT INFORMATIN AVAILFLAS4185IIHSIXTH COMP//) FLAS4 09 TABLEI FLAS4I 6IF 14BOBT-IST-IND) 22.22,21 ELXS48BN ABAT FLASW 44 00 1 T INO) 22,22G2 TO 580 
F AS 622 WRITE OIITPIIT TAP ,E 6 221 FLAS4Y7 C COMPATE STRESSES FLAS 416221 FORMAT 18TH SCRATCH AREA FF OVERLAPS WITH RESIDIIAL ARFEA. PUSH FF FELASA071 523 CALL STRS FLAS4I RlETHER DR BY RELMPILIN LINE4) FLAS4072 C PRINT OUT STRESSES FLAS4170Go TO I002 
ELAS4070
RTO I S ELAS4073 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,5231,ICN,AST,IMETICASBRST,(SR(l),II=)6I ELAS4TI71C START STRESS COMPTTIT AT NODES ELAS4XB 4 5231 FORMAT 5IIS.A,14,I,A2,1X%Ei.11 ELAS47221 DO 400 ICN=IIN FLAS4n75 C PRINT STRESSES IN THE OVERALL SYSTEM IF NECESSARY ELAS4173ICN=ICN ELAS4076 CALL SAME FLAS4I4
INP=INPT FLAS4T07 IF IINP-2) 5TH523:,523T FLAS4T75CALL CA4 FLASB4078 5232 WRITE OTPUT TAPE 645233 PLAS4417C INITIALIZE AA AND FF AREAS FLAS4079 5233 FORMAT IAH .11 FLAS41 7TO 10 1:202,300 FLAS40 O 5B0 CONTINUE FLASOI47IO AAII)=O. FLASA40 I 599 CONTINUE FLASI 79DO 0 I ITB ELAS402 400 CONTINIE ELA4SIo20 PEII)=O. FLAS4083 IF (IONE) 1002.1002,2000 FLASIRC GENERATE THE COORDINATES AND THE DEFLECTIONS OF NODE ICN ELAS4BR4 C READ THE CLOCK ANO PRIND THF ELAPSED TIME ELAS I 412C ALL EINDIICNHNI ELbS4085 1002 CALL TICK I ITIM) FLAS4I 83CALL FINOICNAONI FLAS40Rb6 CIT=ITIM FIAS4184C READINTHE ELEMENT SET E.AS4Y087 CIT=C1T/60. ELS41R5READ TAPE ITASKLHINELII11,IJILMI EL S408 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,99BCIT ELAS4tI6
F (ICN-K) 0041003 FLAS40R 95* FORMAT IIX,16HSTRESS LIKK TOOKF7.T.,IH SFCONnS.) ELA OSPT1003 WRITE OIITPUT TAPE 6,1004,ICN,K ELS4090 GO T TO THE FIRST LINK FLAS4IRRI004 FORMAT I(8BOH ERRIR IN READING ELEMENT SETS FROM TAPE ITAS. STRESS LILASLO4I CALL CHAIN IITAP) FLAS41X9lINK EXECUTION IS DELETEII.,211) FLAS4092 20D0 CALL IMI(IK) FLAS4 90GO TO 1002 FLAS4093 IF (IERR) 1003,1002.1003 FiAS4191C SEE IF ANY N0N-ONE-OIENSnNAL FLEMFNT AT THY CIIRRENT NODEF FLAS4094 FN419/
ELASO5 095
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Table VII-54. Source program listing of subroutine ABEQ (Link 4)
LARFL C PLATE BENDING 
EIAIO9n4
CF4AR FAAOOOO 2 IRE8=2 
F 4ROOR5
SUBROUTINE ABFO FAAROONl IREN=3 F4ABR6
C GENERATES EQUATITNS FOR STRFSS ROUNDARY CONDITIONS AT A NODE F4AnR002 NEK(1,11)=2 
F48A088
DIMENSION IAI) ,AAI ),SI L,N()18D2121 ),03313.3),E2213,3) FAARn003 NEKI2,1 )=I 40
1,P(24),UV(24 .),X I) I Y ),Z(8),X 7),Y (7),Z0 7 , I(1) 4AA0004 CR CR/ CT 9
COMMON IA,AA E4AROnO5 REK(2,1)=-1. 4A0BOOI9
EOUIVALENCEIIAAA) .21,D33)ID121110),E22.I 021)19),E)I.(02120I),G)F4A8An06 GO TO 15 F4AB009
EUIVALENCE IA(II).IN),)lA(2),IN).1IA(13) ,I1T(IA(A),IPI.IIA5). FAAB0007 C SOLID OF REVOLUTION F4A0093
11PRS), IIAI61.ITYPF),( IA7),IrMT),(IA. ( ),II)EG) , IA( ), INX).1IA)ll1 ). A800 8 3 CR=ARE/(xxA D(1,1 ) F4809
21H),(IAl), IB),IA(12), A),( 3).IM ~X, I Y),(A11 I4) IMMl), (IA(IS).F4Ao009 Gu TO o 15F4P885
31MFI)(. IA(16),IA F) . IA(17),N(1)),( 25),M ,(IA(26).ITY),(IA7)( 27) ,F4AR0 D C SOLID
41ST ).( IA(2A),IFLT),(IA(29).ITEM).(lA(30).ITIC), ( A(31) .MFTI, FL4ROO11 4 IE=3 F 88007
51lA)32).ISOU ),(IA(33),IND),( IA(34),IMS),(IAI36),IDS) , IA(37), F 001 012 IREN=3
610RI)),(AI(38). RDI).(lA 391.ACEL )( A J(II.J1 1 I51 ),JP), FA O013 CR=1./I DD(I 09
7(IA(52),J3),( IA(53),J ). IA(541),.I ) IA 55) J6). (IA(56)J1 7), IA(57E4APQ014 CL=ARE/DD(1.1) F4ABR 100
8),J8.I IA)5),JTY( IA(59),1R.IA(601 ,IM IIA,(). 1 !61),In), (1(62).4EA48015 GO Tn 15 F40I0
91IA)1.(IA)3),1IOTA),(IA 164)I 1).)I lE) IE) (1A1), IT AP) F4ABOn16 C SHELL 1P REVOLUTION, MEMBRANF CASF F 2A48101
EOUIVALENCE lA(66.ICAR),( IA(67),ICIX).(I(868), ICIY),(l A(69), F4ARO LI7 5 IE=1 080103I
IICIZ ),)IA(70),ICFI.l IA(71),IXX). IA( 2) IYY).(IA(73), IZZ), E AROO 18 CR=CR ARE XX E
21A I74 ),I C),I IA(75).IDFF)(IA 1 76)1.IS ),(IA 77). IS) FAR01DI9 GO TO '5 EROIO
3,llA(78),IGEM),(IA(79)1IFRR).(AA80),TF)(AA(RI),oT)i.(AA(R2),DG), 4AAR0020 C SHELL OF REVOLUTION, MEMBRANE AND BENDING CASE 048(818
4(AA(H3),AL I),(AA(84),AL2),)AAI( 5),AL3).(AA(8 ),I1). (AA(107),. ),, E48A00521 6 IEO5=iF 106
5IAA(131),UV),IAA(I55),X),(AA163,Y AA(171). ( 17 , F(b90022 NEKI,2) 3 ELAROIT
6(AA(186),YD ),IAA( 93).,Z).AA(351), S).(A(40) FA8AOO23 CR=CRARE/XX FA8nin8
7.1(AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),(AA(44),IPE),(AA(4) .CNS), AA(46),IUEAAB0024 GD TO 15 FARO 109





6) E4ARO026 7 IREN=3 A8OI11
lISDZ),IlA3451J91 ,340,I181343(,JPRS)lIA)3421.JSDYI PR027 G TO 0 15 F490112
2,(IIA341),JS3n Z)JIIA34),JAR0 ,(11A339),JMMX)IA(338),IMMJY) A R0028 C GENERAL SHELL MEMBRANE AND RENDING CASE F4I40113
3,(IA(337),JMMZ),(l IA(336),J1F)(I(335).ITAS),A334) FAO8a029 8 1REN=3 
F4aR0114
4,(A11 333).IPR), IAA(332).0GY),(AA(331).DGZ),(AA)330),PRFS] F4ABOO30 NEK(1,2)=2 
FAARQ1 5
5, (IA(329).IPIR) I F4ARO31 NEKI(2,2)= 
F4AR0116
DIMENSION I81131SIR(3),DIN13,3),SRI6),XN(3).XF(3),ON(6l),OF6), FAAR0032 REK(2,2)=-I. F488117
1RES6)I,REO(6,BAS13),ICLAS(4),NBANIO).NI(13),NES(3) E4ABO033 C ESTABLISH THE EOtlATIONS 
E48AO118
EO)IVALENCE 00.I),NE) 201), ),(AA202)LM),(AA(203),AST 34 1 D020 J=1,IRIG F4AR0119
I1, AA(204)INBON), (AA205).ARE)(AA(206),IGLA),AA(207),IMFL), F4AARO35 0(DO 151 l,6 FA0120
2(AA208),IM) I(AA(209),I), (A (210) .IC0 N) AA 211).ANGLE),(AA(212).F4AR0036 151 RE (1)=0. F4AROI)21
31CASi,(AA(213),IE),(AA(214),NR),(AA(215),MR) FA480037 K=O E4A80122
4,(AA(2I16,InTI,(AA(217) ,BST) F4aFOO38 DO 16 I:IRERIREN F4AB0123
EO(UIVALENCE AAl(220),BIR).(AA223),SIR) ,IAA226)1N(AA(235),R) 039 K=K+I FAR 124
1,(AAl 241),XN), AA(244),XFI,IAA(247).ON),(AA(253),0P),(AA(259),RFS)F4A0040 Is RED(K)=RES I) FA01 25
2, AA265),RE ),(AA(271),BAS),(AA(274), CLAS),(AA(27R),NRAN F4AR00 41 DO 7 I=1,3 E4AR0126
3.(1AA292) .I). AA(295).NES) F480042 SIR(I)=0. 81ABO27
OIMENSION NFL)20.1),MACI(.4.20 ,IWG(90)0I,OD(6.,),A(90,7).B)(8,)I F4 BO003 DO 18 K=1,3 FPAB0128
IC(8.2) FF)1 NSETI100),MSET( 1001)W 3.3) F4AR0 044 1I SIR( )=SIR(1)+REOIK)-DIN(K, I) .4ABQ129
EOlIVALENCE (AA'14000),FF),(N (I),JPl),(NU(7),JMI),INLi3),JSI) F4AB0045 17 CONTINUE FAROL 0
EOUIVALENCE (FFl1),NEL),(FF341I),MAC), IFF1661,1WG)I),(FF751)0), F4AROO 6 DO 19 =1.1IEQ F ARQ131
I (FF(787),A),(FE(1417), B),(FF1481),),(FF(1497),NSET),(FF(1597), E4ARQ047 ICON=ICON+I 
F4ARQ 32
2MSET),(FF(1697).W) E48048OO K=NFK(IJ) FARo0133
EOUIVALENCE (NESII),ICOL),(NES(2),IRI ).,(NESI3),IOR) F4ARD049 LLN( I) F4AR0134
DIMENSION RFK3.,21,NEK(3,21 F4AAB050 Il:ICOL+J 
F4ABO135
EOIAIVALECE (X(1),REK),(Y(1),NEK) F4ABD051 AICON, II)=REK(,J) . CR*SIRIK) E4AB0136
ICOL=ICOL F40A8052 IF (J-I) 1 92.19, FARI137
IRIG=IRI1 F4AR0053 192 DO 191 L1,ICnL EAR0138
C GENERATE THE RESItlE VECTOR F4a80054 191 A(ICON,L)=CL*DD(LL,L) E4AR0139
ISTI=IST lCN-1)"1I1FG  F4AR005 IGI(100 FA4RO14
DU 9 I=.IDEG F4A0056 19 CONTINIIE 
E4AAR0141
ISTI=ISTI+1 FLAR0057 IF (J-IRIG 19420.20 E4AB0142
9 RESII)=AAIISTI) F4AROO58 194 IREB=IREN+I FAQROL13
C INITIALIZE F4ABR009 IREN=1NEG 
FAeR 144
IE0=2 F4AROO60 CR=CR/CT 
F4Ab0145
5)(=1 0880061 ICON=0 
F488C146
NIl1 3 F48A0062 20 CONTINUE 
F4AR0147
N(3)5 FAR0063 C PLACE THE PRESCRIBED STRESSES INTO SR IN SUCCESSIVE 
ORDER F4A8148
1RE=1 E4AR064 L=O 
E4AR8149
IREN2 FAbOO65 no 26 J=I,IRIG 
FAR0150
CT=-TEA3/12. EAOO66 K=ICO+J 84AR011I
CR=ARE/D(1,1 I E4AR0067 IF J-l) 26,40,41 E4AB01I52
CL=CRARE EAB4068 40 IF (ICAS-2) 45,41.45 
F4ARI53
00 1? J=1,2 EARO069 41 CL=CL/CT 
E4AR0154
00 12 I=1,3 E4R80070 4 DO 24 1=1,[EQ 
F4AR155
REKI II,J1. F4A8R071 L=L+1 F4AB0156
12 NEKIJ F4AR0072 24 SR(L)=A(I.K)/CL F4AR157
IF (XN(l() 31,30,31 F4AR0073 26 C1INTINUE 
F4AR0158
30 XX=. E4ABo074 IF (INP-2) 100,25,25 
FdAR1O59
GO TO 32 F4AR075 2o IREN=ICL+IRIG 
FAROI160
31 XX=8NI) F4AR0076 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,251,BSTICOL,RIG,((AII,J),J=1,7),IWG(1).I= , F4A8016131 IC()=0 F4AB0o77 11Eo) F4ARO162




EAT S AS F4ARQ079 1 I20X,7F3.5.I ))I 
4PA80164
5O TO 1I,2,3,4,S,6,7.B),ICAS F4ABOO80 WRITE DIITPT TAPE 6,252 .BST.ISR(Il=1,6).CL F4AB0165
C PLANE STRESS AND PLANE STRAIN E4AROOP 252 FORMAT 
(15X ,A2,3X,13HPRSCRBD.STRS..3.7E12.4) F4ABQ166
S C=C /TE F4ARO02 100 RETURN 
EAR 1 6L
GO TO 15 FAROR83 EN0 5480 
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Table VII-55. Source program listing of Table VII-57. Source program listing of
subroutine AGEL (Link 4) subroutine BOFI (Link 4)
LABEL
LABEL
CE4AGEL E4AGFL0O C F FROFODnO
SUORRoUTINE AGEL F4AGFL SUBROUTINE R0FI F4BFOO1
CF D 4FROTI NE FG 2 C TO FIND IF THE NODE IS nN BOUNDAR Y E4BOF002
RETIIRN FIAGFL03 DIMENSION II)) A1)(l S ).N1 ) .2(211)033(3.3),F2213,3) Eo1003
END E4AGEL04 1.PI24).UV'24).X I),Y(8) .Z(I),X17)71.Y7).OT 7),G1 FBFO004
CUMMON IA.AA F4ABnF05
EQUIVALENCEI 1AAA). i D21 33) 1.(121 10)F22) .II)1(19),E) D10 1(210 ),G)F4AoF0 0
EQUIVALENCE (IAll, IN .(IA(2)., IBN). (IA(3), IT), A 4) , I, (IA ), F 0B F007
1 IPRS) . IA(6 l, TYPE) ,(IA(7) A IAT) I ),ID O G) (IA(q), INX) (IA ( 10) EAROFOO
21H)I. A(11 ). IR ,(IA(12, IMMXr .(IAI Il3) ,IMMY). (14).IMMZ) (IA(15) .E41 F100
31MFI , IA(I ), IARE).(IA( 17) N(II)I I A(251. ).(IAI26) .TY).(IA 11 27) ,E4Rn F010
,ISTR),1 H IA2BI.I LTI, 1IA29).IT EM), a130),ITICI. A( 31).IMFT), FOBOFOll5)IA32 ), (S IA(,) )331,INOI)II.AC34). IS),)l ) ,)IIA3111)1, E4RDFOII
Table VII-56. Source program listing of 61ORI), IA(3.Ol .II '.A A EL.I)AHi;J)i IA ),si ) nFi I
JOI,I I13). IORY) ,)I0)39).1E . ).(0a150),J100I,(5121.11 FRDFPIO
7(IA(52).J3).I I IAs3),J , IA(54),J5)1.1IAi55)r ,J)IAI 5 ,J7),( IA(57F RBnF0 14
subroutine BEST (Link 4) 9.1).. I0)3)IT,) ... I) .l O.,) IA I. . ..) IR),161.)I,.A I 1(4.F.OF010
D1l A),(IA o63) .1)T;,"IAi 64 1, )Y).(I A I 6 )1 1F), I IA41 ,ITAp) FAHOF 16
EOATIVALENCF IA(6b),ICAR) (IA 67).ICIX).(IA ) ,ICIY).(A1 (9), F4AR FD17
IICIZ).( A(70). ICFI ,(IA(71 .1 XX).(IA 72),IYY).IIA(73),I77), F4ROFOIR
2LABE
L  
1 A174).IIC), 1A 759).IDFF),(IA (76).,IST),I A(I77), II ) F'RnFOI9
CEAST FARST000 3.11A(78).IGFM.IA(79).11RR),(lAA(L),TE)(AARITI. (AA12),0G), E4BFOO7
SUBROUTINE BEST(CIR.JBAN,IMZ) 4BTOOI (AA(3)AL)AA(4)AL2. (5)AL3)(AA(),21).(A(7)P), EABOFO21
C OBTAINS BEST FIT PLANF AT A NODE EARST002 5AA(A(1
3
1).OVIAA)1551),IDAA(1031),Y I(AA)17 I.M1791,xnD FROF022
C TO OBTAIN NIT NORML OF BEST FIT PLANE PASSING THRODUGH MZ NODES F4BST003 E )AAF42) NPIA0I.Y3 193) ,D),(35AA(41,.11I.( CNS)4FAA(A. 023
C OF JAN SET ON AECTOR CIR E4R0TD04 
.A 1.()S)0 )Ao9, 4RF0
DIMENSION IA(i),AAl)S(1),NB),021(21),03313,3).0223,3) E4BST005 8).IAA(47),OG).(A46(),G2),(AA4O9),G3) EARIFOD25
IP(41,UV 4),X(I8).YI)BIZ).XD(7).YD77)ZO(7T,G(1) 34BSTOO Ii D), II345(.J1 ,I0344).JIOII 343,JSA.JS ) F 04DF7
COMMON IAA1A E BST00 7 1I1 IDZ)P4TA0 0JS ).( IAI 34)0JAR2(II ( 43) J PM I IIA nB3 ) MSy ) F4 OF027
EQUIVALENCE(IA.AA).(O21.D33),(D21(10).E221,(D21(19).E),(02120).GIFABST08 2,(A(341),JSTZ).(IA(340).JARE),.IIAi339).JMMxI)IAI33 ),JIIY E4BOFOR
EOUIVALENCE (IAI5lIN),(IA(21. BN). IIA(3).IT h IIA.4I P),(lA I I5 . EARST009 3.(IAi337),JMI .Z),IA)336).J Fl),I 1335).ITAS),I lA( 334).,IDI E4Rn0Fo?
IIPRS). lAlE),ITYPE) (IAIT).IMAT), II B),IDFGI) (IA(9 INXI (IA(I10 .FBST 10 4(l IPR) f31 32 Y ,(AA 13330.P ES FROF30
21H)I) IA(11).IR).( IA(12) IMMX ), IA(13),IMMY),(IAll4),IMMZ),(IA(15), EARSTI 51 329 IPIR E4BF31
3IMFI) (IAl ),IABRE).(IA(17) ,N(1 ),) IA(25 MB ,(IA(26),ITY), IA(27) E4BST012 DIMENSION IRI3).SIR(3 ,) 1IN(3.3),SR(6 XN I3),XFi3),0QN1 ), F(6), F4RF0 32
41STR),(IA(28I,IELT).IA129).ITEM),(30),TIC),1(A31),IMET) , E4RST013 IRES(6). RED(6).HAS(3 .ICLA(4),NBAN(10 ,111(3),NES(3) FA1F033
5(IA(321 ISUM),(IA33),IND),(IA(34),IM0), S,(A130)DS)11IA1371), EBSTO14 EOIIVALENCE (AA(200).IUNE).(AA(2011.ICN),(AA202),LM).IAAI20
3
),AoTF4B1FO3410RD),( IA38),IORDI),(IA( 39).ACEL ).(IAO50).J).(IA 51),J2). E4BIT015 I),(AA1204).,INON),.AA(205),ARF),(AA10,IICLA),(AA4207) 
.IEL). EBUFO30
7(IA 52),J3).IIA 53),J4).(IA 4),JS). IA(5),J6). IA56),J7) (IA57E48ST016 2fAA20 ) I, A(209),C) .AA2MIO),ICN),(AA211 ),ANGLFI),(AA(12).EABOF036
B).JB),(IA(58).JTY),(IA(59)9 ,IB ), IA(60 ,IBO), IA(61),II0).) IA(62),E4BST017 31CAS ,(I'AA213).IF ,IAAI214,NB), (AA) I215).MB) F4ROF037
911A).(IA(63),IDT),(IA(b64)IDY),(IA(65),ITE).(A(41).ITAP) E4BST0I8 4 (AA2)1 6  )IROTI,(AAI2I 7),BST) E4ROFO38
EQUIVALENCE (l]A66),1CAR) (lA(67),ICIX),(IAI68)41CIY)C ,(IA69). EARST019 FUIVALENCE (AA(20)B,RIR), (AA(2213,SIR,)AAi 26)),IN),.(AA(235).SR)Ell FO39
IICIZ), IAI70 ) 1CFI), IA( 1).IXXl,(IA(12),IYYi) ( IAI73),IZZ), E BSTO0 I ,(AA(25 I),XN),I )A 244),XF).( AAi 247 ON) (AA(253),0F). AA1 259) .RES)E4RBOF04
2(IA(174 ,IC),IA7),ID1FF 0).IAI761,IST),IIA77),IIS) E4RSTO21 202AAl265).RED)I,AA(271i),AS)I. A(274),ICLAS),IAA(278.NBAN1 E4ROF4I
3.(IA(78)1 GEM),(IA79),IERR),( AA(80).TF)I(AA(),DT)(AA(82),DG), E4BSTO22 3.1AA(292).NLI)IAA295),NFS) E4TFOA2
4(AA(83),AL1 ,IAA(84),AL2),(AA(85),AL3iI(AA 6),D21).(AA)1071.P), E4ST23 DIMENSION NELI201i7) MAC(4,20),IWG(9D0).DD(66),A(90.7) B(R,A), E4BOF043
5(AA(131),.V),(AA(155),X),(AA(16b3)Y) ,AA(171 2), (AA(1179),XD), E48STO24 ICIR,2),FF(1},NSET(DIO ).MSET(IOO).W(3,3) E4ROF0 446 (186),YDO),(AA(I93),ZD) (AA51),S),(AAI40),GEM) F4ST FO TIVALENCE (AAR14000).FF).INU(1).JPI),iN12).JPI),(NU(3).JS1) E4ROF045
7,IAA(42). INP),( AA143. IPBGr)IAA44).IPEN),(AA45),CONS)(AA 46),ILIF4BSTO2 EQUIVALENCE IFFI1),NELI).FF1341),.AC).IFF161) ,IWG).IFFI751),D ). E4BOF046
)I ,AA(47),1 ),(AA48).G2). AA(49) .3) E4BST 27 I(FF78 7), A) .FF( 1417),B) .(FFI(1481) C),FF(1497).NSFT),IFFi 197), E4ROF047
EQUIVALENCE (IA(349)NTIC).IIA(340).ISDT),(IA13471.ISDY)IlA, 36) FRST028 2MSET), IFF(1697).W) EB4DFO4I
I.ISDZ),(IA1345).J9ll),1A 344)J10),)(1A343),JPRS).,IA1342),JSDY) E4RSTOR9 C FIND MINIMIIUM CONECTIVITY OF INTERNAL NODES (ILIM) E40FO0492,l(A(341).JSDZI IA(340),JARE) (IAI339),JMMX),(IA(338),JMMY) E4BSTO30 IC=4 FBF00
3, (IA 337),JMMZI,(IA(336),JMFI), IA(33 5).ITAS).(IA(31 4),ID ) F4RSTO31 Ib =0O ERoDF051
4. IA(333),IPR), AA(332),DGYI,fAA(331 .0GZ). AA(330),PRES) EB4ST032 14=0 E4BAF52
5,(IA(329), PIR) FnRST033 IMS=2 FRnF053
DIMENSION BIR13),SIR13),DIN(13,3),FSR6)XN3),F 3).0NI I,0F(6) , EBRSTO34 LM=LM E 10FOS054
IRES(6),RE(6).BAS(3),ICLAS(4 ),NBAN IO),N(3),NES(3) E4BST035 00 10 I=1,LM FROF1055
EQUIVALENCE AA(Z200).IONEI).(AA(201).ICN). AA(202).LM), AA(203),ASTE4 ST03 IF IIC-NEL(1,4)) 15,11,15 E40OF056
1) ,AA(204) NBDN) IAA. 205),ARE), AA(20 O).ICLA),I AA(207),MEL). F4RST037 L. 14=14+ E4HnF0 57
2AA(208), IMi. ),(AA2),IC),(AA210), ICON), (AA(211,ANGLF(,(AA(712),EABST038 O TO 10 PF4aBF09
3ICASI,(AA(213),IE.)IAA(214),NB*I.AAI215).MB) EABST039 AS IF (IMS-NELII.5)) 10, 9.10 E48nF059
4,1AA)216),IROTI).(AAI?717,BST) ERSTO40 9 156=1561 ERDFOO60
EQUIVALENCE (AA220)1BIR),IAA22B3) SIR).(AA226),DIN) ,AA(235).SR)EBST041 10 CONTINUE E4BnFO61
I.(AA(241)XN(),(AA(244),XFI),(AA247).ON).(AAI253),F),(AAI259).RIS)EBSTO42 IRES=LM-14-156 F40R4FD62
2,(AA(265),RED).(AA(271),BAS),(AA(274).ICLAS) IAA27 ).NBAN) F4BST043 IF )LM-14) 13,12,13 E43OF63
3.(AA(292),NU),(AAf2954,NES) F4AST044 13 IF (LM-156) 01.14,16 EABF064
DIMENSION NEL(20.17),MACI4.2)O,IWG(90),DD(6,6),A(90,7),R(8,R), E4BSTD04 16 IF (LM-IRES) 90,17,90 E4RDFO65
IC(8,2).FF(1),NSET(100),MSET(100),W(3,3) E48ST46 C THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONTINUUM E40OF06EQUIVALENCE (AA( 140001,FF) (NU1).JPI),INI(2),JMI).INU(3),JSI) EART047 12 ILIM=3 P4B0FO67
EQUIVALENCE (FFII),NEL),(FFI341I.MAC).(FF(6610,IWOG),FFI751)I.D), E4RST48 GO TO 18 F4RDFOS6
1(FF1787),A),IFF( 1417),B).(FF(1411 )C). FF(1497).NSET),( FF(1597), E4RST09 C SHELL OF REVOLUTION F4RnF069
2MSET),FF(1697),W)I FaRST050 14 ILIM=1 F BF070
DIMENSION CIRI3).JBAN1O),VE113),VE2(3) F1BST05 GO T4 I F RBF071EQUIVALENCE (III),VEI)IBI,4)VE2) FBST052 C TWO-OIMENSIONAL CONTINUIIUM FARF072
L=0 FABST053 1 ILIM=2 E4BF073
00 i0 I=1.MZ F4RST054 C GENERATE LIST OF NODAL LINE SET VIA NODES INSFT) F480F074
KJRBAN( I E40T055 1 NB=O F4BnF075
CALL FINDX (K,XF) E4BST056 DD 19 II=,LM E4RF076
L=L+I FRST057 C FIND SEOUENCE NUMBER DF NDI)F ICN IN I TH FLF!PFNT E4ROF077
AIL,1)=XF(1 )-XN (1)+1.15 EBSTO58 IMS=NEL( 1.5) F4ROF078
AIL,2)=XF I)-XNI+2)1. 6 EBSTn9 00 20 J=IIMS EBOF79
A(L,3)=XF3)-XN3l)+1.17 ERSTO6O IF (ICN-NEL(IJ+9)) 20.21.20 E4ROFORO
A(L 1=1. 20ASTO1 CONTINUE E4RFO0R1
10 CONTINUE ERST062 G0 TO 19 F4RO DFD2
DET=O. EBST03 C FIND SEQUENCE NOS OF NODES AFTFR(JPI),BFFORFIJMI),AND ARnVE(JSI) E4AROF83
IF IL-3) 45.14,14 F4TO 2 IF (IIS-) 27.22 E48F08
14 DI 2 1L+13 21 JP1 EJI 2FRST0L =SBDFO5
1O 20 1J=.3 F4BST076 IF (J11-1MS) 23,23.22 FRBOFOR6R(I,)=J 14. 147ST07 22 JP1=1 E4BOFOR7
DO 30 K L ERST 3 JMIJ- F4BIFORR3U 8(IJ )IIJIARK.I A)KJI EB0ST09 IF JI 24,24,20 E 4BFO9
IF (J-3) 40.40,41 FRBST070 JMl=S FanFOO40 RJI)(IIJI ERST0 JSI=JPI+1 F4BOF091
GO TO 20 E 4BST072 IF (JSI-IMS) 28,28,21 ERBnFO92
41 CIRI T IRSri3 F4BRST273 0S F4 AROF 09320 CONTINUE E4BST074 GO TO 8 F4 RF09a
CALL INVIRB,3CIR.1,DET) F4ST075 2b KKII J-I)/4)4 FRF095
IF (DPI) 50.4550 FAST076 JPI=JI 0F4ROF09C POINTS ARE ON ONE PLANE, COMPUITE NORMAL AS VECTOR PRODUCT E4RST77 JPI-4-KK) 29.29.30 F400097
4 U D 46 1=1,3 E4RST07R 30 JP1I+KK E4RnF098
VEIIIA F4RST79 29 JMIIJ-I BIFO099
46 VEJ)A,) F-STI-KOK) 31.31.32 F RPF100D
CALL VECT (CIRV.E1.VE2) E40SIORI 31 JMI=4+KK FBF,0 1
5U 0=1. F4RSTOR2 32 JS]=9-JPI FP 4FlnCAII IINIT I.5l 04RST03 iEnAES NT0aL0 LIN -1 NSEbT F4OF103
IF fII-21 00, 9 FRSTO 20 D0 300 KI=.ILI 40011
5b WRITE O TPT TAPE 6.57,XNI1).XN(2),X3(BIoI(, CIR BR()CIR(3) F4BSTO KK=NUK) F4BOF5
57 FORMAT'20X.12HCOOI INAES ,312.4,4X.7HNnIAL .3F8.5) EP4RST0R6 NBNB1 ESRF100
5 RETURN EISTOR7 NSET NO}NEL(.KK) F4RO07
END FRSTO8 300 CONTINE E41100
EI CONTINUE E4BF19
C GENERATE LIST OF NODFS ON BOIUNDARY. NIbN ARRAY E4RnF110
G0 TO (601.SDEI,02),ILIM FIF]II01
C T"OE EDIMENSINAL MESH CASE F4QF112
602 K=O F4ROF113
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Table VII-57 (contd)
DU 603 I=1,N.3 FROF114 461 NBAN(1):O 
E4n0F179
00 604 L=1.6 FBF05 NRAN OOFI
K0K+1 FFII6 IF (MB- 1 44,47.90 EB
JdL/2 F6R l17 462 IF (0-2) 4,47,440 EROFR2
IF J-3) 6031,6032,6032 4BFI C OTHER T AN 2 NE0GHBORING BOUNDARY NODFS P(ISSIRLF IF 
IGFM 1I FBnF13
6032 JO F4rOFI19 448 IF (|GEM-I) 44.90.44 E4ROF14
6031 IJI+J FAPDOF120 463 IF (MB-3) 44.47.47 FROF186
604 MSETIK)=NSET(IJ) EROFL21 C THE NOIIE IS (N BOUNDARY F RD187
603 CONTINUE E4RiFR122 41 INON I EBAROFR0
KR=K F4R0FL23 AST=1H
MR=0 EAROF124 C ESTABLISH OTER NORMAL nN 0IR AND AREA ON ARF 
E0OFIR9
DU 605 I=1,KB,2 e64H0175 GO TO (48,49,501,ILIM ERF190
12=1+2 F4OF0126 C ONE-DIMENSIONAL CLNTIN)111M, SHELL OF REVOLTIITIN 
64F191
IF I2-KB) 6051,6051,605 ERDF127 4o CALL INER(BIRI FROF193
6001 IF (MSET(I)) 605,605,6052 40F2 0=-i. 461
b6U2 IJ=O FRF129 CALL ONIT(BIR.l 
F4RF194
DO 606 J=12,KB,2 4ROF1 30 AEO 
41(F195
IF (MSET1I)-MSETIJ))I 6061,042,6061 F40131 GO TO 90 
F400106
6061 (F l6SET1)-SET(J+I) 606,6063.606 F RF132 C TWO- OMENSIONAL CONTINUUM F46IIF19R
6063 IF (MSET I+) -MSTIJ)) 606.6064,606 E4RF133 49 CALL INER(SIR) 40RF199
6062 IF (MSET(I+1)-MST(J+1)) 606,6064,406 64RnF134 K=NRAN I) E OF06
6064 MSET(J=O F400F(35 CALL FINOX(K.X) 
6460200
MSETIJ1)=0O 4RnF136 K=NRAN(2) 
F4F2
IJ4IJ+1 F6RFL37 CALL FINDXIK,Y) F4RDF202
606 CONTINUE F4R(Fl38 DO 49)1 I=13 F4RlF2034
IF 1 J-1) 6053,605,44 IIFF19 491 lRI )=X( I)-Y(1 
)
6053 0MMB0MB 4RnF40 ARE=1. RnF205
00 6054 J=I,MMB EAROFL41 CALL UNITIBIR.ARE) FAROF207
IF INBAN(JI-MSETI1I) 6054,6055,6054 E BOF142 ARE=AR/2. F4ROF708
605h4 CONTINIE E4RF143 o=SCALIR, SI.0(R) 6 0
MR=MB+1 F4 nF44 DO 492 I=1.3 E4nFO209
NBAN(MB)=MSET(I) E4ROF145 492 RIR(1)=SIR(II-0AIR(1) F46F210
6055 Do 6056 J=1.MMB FAROF446 IF (SCALBIR.5SIR)) 493,441.494 F4RnOF21
IF (NBANIJ)-HSET(I+1)) 6056,605,6056 E4ROF147 441 INBON=O E4RnF213
6056 CONTINUE EBOF140 GO TO 44 F4ROF214
0=001 F4RBnF140 493 0=1. 6 214
NBAN(M )MSET (I+1 E4OF 50 G0 TO 495 6400F216
bOo CONTINOE 640)16151 40. 0=-. 
FOF21
60 N 607 F4ROF152 49o CALL UNIT(BIR,O) OF217
601 00 4 =1.0 E48nF153 GO TO 90 F460F2
4 MTI ETI) F4RF154 C THREEDIMENSIONIL CONTINIIIll 6 21
40 061(=O 004Rll155 50 CAIL NER(11SR) 
F 220
=0 36 -1,NB E4RnF156 CALL BEST(BIR,NBANMBI EBnF221
00 30 IIBI A I E4RDF222
S T 39,39,42 E4ROF157 IF ISCL(BIR1SR)) 501,441,502 040O222
42 N D=06MSET) 6E4ROF158 501 0i=. 4ROF223
KLIM=0 64BF159 GO TO 503 P4024
0 38 J(i.NB E4F160 502 0=-I. 
F4F225
IF INOOE-MSET(JI) 38,37.38 E48F016 503 CALL UNIT(BIR,O) FBF226
31 0SET(J(0 64006162 0=0. 
F40F527
KLI=KLIM1 6 13 0 504 I=16,M 
RF22
38 CONTINUE 64006164 K=600N(11 
RF0229
IF 1IM11-21 411,412,602 E40OF165 CALL FINOXIKXF) 
4ROF230















RE THAN 2 REPETITION IS POSSIBLE IF IGEM1 E4BOF10 0E:3.14159(0/(2.ARE))2 ERF233
449 IF IGEM-I) 44,39,44 E4ROF169 90 IF ( 0NP-2)1 1 0, 91 E4BROF234
43 MB=0 I F410170 91 WRITE 6UTPUT TAPE 6,2,ICN,AST,MB,(N8AN(I) I1IM) 
F4ROF235
N43 BANM 1N0 E0F0671 92 FORMAT (5,A1,14X,21HB01(N0ARY NDOFS FOLLOW,120/(20.X2015)1 F460F236
NB ( 3B)=NODE EBOF172 WRITE OTPT TAPE 6,93,NB,INSET(I),1=,NB) 6 23
GOT 6961,BOF173 93 FRMAT (20X,1HNSET ARRAY FOLLOWS, I20/(20X2015)) E4BOF238
961 FORM T .15,44HERROR IN MESH TOPOLOGY.NODE ASSUMED INTERNAL) E4ROF74 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,94,ARE ),(1 l I,13) E4BF23900 0 0 4E F175 94 FO0T I(20X.HRE ,E15.5,00,12HOUTER NORMAL,2X,3E15.61 E4ROFO40
S EnF176 LOO RETURN
39 CONTN 64 100 6 0RN4(124
60 17 IF MB) 90,90,45 F4ROF177 END
45 GO TO (461,462,463),ILIM __7A
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Table VII-59. Source program listing of Table VII-60. Source program listing of
subroutine CODI (Link 4) subroutine DIMI (Link 4)
S LABEL * LABEL
CECUD E4ICUIOOO CE4IM E4DIOC
SUBROUTINE COOl E4tcn001 SUBROUTINE 0IMIK) E4UIMORIC TO GENERATE LOCAL-OVERALL COURDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX E4CODOU2 C TO GENERATE AND OUTPUT STRESSES OF ONE-OIMENSIONRL ELEMENTS FADIUOn2DIMENSIUN I(I I ).A I) .S)1.NI8),D21121 l.D3313,3).E2713,3) EAC0003 "IMENSION I1,14( ) ,AA 1)I I8) .N8 .2121 .0X331T.T).E224.31 EADIMO031IP(124 ,UV(124), (8)IB) ,ZI).XD(7) .YD(7). 7I), 1( E1) C00004 1.PI *24.UVI2 ).X(81)YB) .Z(8) .XD(71YT(?).ZT(71 .01 1 E4DIMo4COMON I.80 E4C(H(DOS5 COMMON IAAA E401D905EOUIVALENCEIRA( A,(12.D33 .21110( .21021191 El. (021(20),(4C(0006 EGUIORLENCEIAAA).(d121,03)1 
.(2110).F22)1 .(211 .E .(D 1(2014OI D4IMtE6
EOUIVALENCE I I0Il). IN). 10(21.IBN)) IA(3).IT(.110(9, IP). 118(5)1. FACODO07 ESUIVALENCE I I1RI.INI .I 1R2IN{I (131.).Al 01) .MI:l)IRIS) . 2DI800
IIPRSI, 11A6) ,ITYPEI.(IAIT), MAT), (AIR), 10G).(IA9), INX). IAIIO).E04CU OOB ITPRSI.I 1A61 TYP I A1 7).IMAT II (IP)In i A 1191 o0!)IIAIInl.8ADIMn BRIH),(IA I ),18),(IA( 12). IM X) (IA(13),IMMY) (A 14), MMZ), IA(15),EC00009 2I ) (I, A( 1).II). IIA l )1) I .M'I.1 * v Itl1 (t8 i18 i.A 0 DI. UU9
31 1 (MF I A(6),I 1 A RE), ( 1 17),N(1 )),( 1 IA125).M),(!A26), ITY),(IA(27),E4C0010 31FI ).( IA 16) lA RE),lIA(17),N(II) (IA(5 ) . IA1Z6) ITY).lA 1 27),F DIMO T41STR1) (II12), ILT),( (29). 0ITEM).) I(301ITIC(A 11131),IET)1 E4CODI1 ,ISTR)I(281)IELT1IA)29).10(I. 1 1)1431.IMT). MADIMOT
5A1132) ISU). (IA33RIN) D1 34) A A6)IS). )() 311 7) E4C0Dn12 511A121A.ISU . IA33) N I D) I A1341 I I. IA(36),I!)(AEDI M 0126100RDI.IA(3I,1ORI I.3) A039).ACEL 3.11I50)J1). IA( lJ2 .RCOD013 610ROI 3  (381IOR .11 A131).ACEL ). (IAI014 .II A JI.2) F4DIM0137(11152),J3).(1(53),J4).(4118).J51. 1 ) 711A)9 6 6216  1 ,J3 I I 57 EC538 I 1 JJ31 10I(5).3J)4) ,l A IJ51r, I1A51,6 101561 .J7:; A(57E45D 10114
81J41) IARIO).JTYI (A(59 ,RB) I IbO)(60 Al).IBOI, (10 6 ,( E I(62.O4 CUOO15 RI 88, AIA( 81,4R 6JTY I 1A 59).1O3 18691I .1O 1.1461.rIITI). 11862 IM15g911 1,(IA(63),ITI ,( IA(641 1IY,) I 65), ITF),(1 A() ITAP E C ID 016 RII1A)1 IA(63)IDTY I A 1(64) .10 ). I 1 165)ITF) .141 I ITAP I FAIMO6
EQ IVALENCE (IA( h )ICAR).IA67).ICIXI . I( CI) EC(00017 EUIVALENCE IA(166),!CAR .(IA)67),!CI% ( 1A(681.ICI I A 1069). FADIM0 17
IC IZ) ,IA(70).ICF1 I)1A10 71,1 01(.I (2IA 172)l.YY) I 731. 1 ), E4CRD018 IC Z).( IA (01).ICFI.),IA(71).IXX),(10A) ).1 0yy),(IA7 ) , DIu 018
21 IA(74.IIC) ,(IA 75).OFF) .I 1 61 ST) I 1771,II) 04CD0019 211( 741.1 IC). (Ia151 .1) F,(7611 . 1 IM.(MII:III1 1U1 U13,(8178)A10PIGEMI), (79) IERI08AAOI 801TE), I(0II,0T1.AA(8B).IG). E4CI002 3.(A1 1 (7881 .IGEM(1 A11(791 ,IERRITAABSOI.TF), I(AAI811.DT)I , ( ,TG)I * 4I O204
1F(A(AA(831.ALIIJIAAI4 L,) ,(AAIBS).AL3),AA06 .o21),lAA107O) 0, E4COD021 Z 1A418.AL1I . AAI M ALTIAR)(S(3AL.I).lRp( ,1)I. (7.p. F4D!1n2I51AA(1311,UV , IAII),IA41631.). (A271), 72 5 011I31 .NUV l(AA 155),X.(AA(11630) I 1 12 AA 1.09,0 43IO2
6O( b.YD )AA1 I 193).Z0) (AA4351 ),SF4C40)OD43 61AA( 186). T(AA(I 193).Z) .(AA( 151 ESD ),IR(AAMI.M( 04aiu0237,)(AA(42(INP). (A(43).IPBG).AA(44),IPN:(,AA(45) CON).(AA4 U4C0DO24 7,1(AA(142 2 INP) , (AAI143),IPBG),(AA14).IPFN).44145I.CONS 
.114 1 1UE41O4
,)AA(47).G1I),AAIR)48),2).(AA(49).D3) A E4C00025 81AA (Ii47)G I).(AA(BI ,G2),(AAI .0q)G3; F41M2
EOUIVALNCE (IA91349)1NTICI.IA34 8).IT).ll 3471 YI,A361 E0026 EOUIVALENCE 10A1340) .NTICI.IA(l 341.1I).II1 1 .10,1C.T .1 18) 04b E40D809l.ISRZ I.IA
1 3 4
51,J41) (13441,J18O).R343)JPRS)(, 342).JSDY) E4COD027 1.1SZl,(11013451 Jq9)11A344,1Jl oI II43JM). IB.0JPR ;LA4,%
1
4-,I 841-UL81
2,1 A(341)1.JSDZ.( A1l 401JA , 10.(3391 ,JMX).IIA(33R). My) ECOIIO2R . 13 11.S01 .1 4ZII 0 JA1RE. II3O) .JY).(A31 .J ) E4DIM0283.,IA(337)JMNZ),(IA(336(,60 11(33 ITAS) ECO29 3)IA(1337)JMZ1.(IA1963),JMFI).(1A1(35),ITA).,IA(33AI.IDI F40DIO294, IA)333),IPR,(8AA(332).DGY, 11)AA331 .GZ), (A(330) ,PRF)I F4C0030 4.( 1IA333) ,IPR.)(AA1(32) ,D3Y)1.(R(31 I .'SZI.)(AAIUI.PRS) F41DM3n




0 0 0 34  1,1 +E1264I IRI31 PT1203 M  342' oAI
3
06(. UGI.(IA)291 .PI). AA(294)(,PN)9,;A297(,O 1)AA(30o0,T)E4CD035 C COMPUTE STRESSES Al IHE NODES OF ONE DI"N+IONAL LMEN. t4UIM035EL=SOBRTFI(UI).(1}+IYD(;1OtYDI(+m1) () F4C00036 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1 EDI1036IF EL) I1,10'100.10 1(C7037 1 FORMAT IH1.29X.70NSTERESS AND MOMENT REULTAOTS AT THE NOTES OF OE4D1 M03
110 IF RILT-31 115,250,115 FCD03R 0NE DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS/30X.7 HOUANTITIES ARE IN THE LOCAL CORDINEODI03115 DIR(11==XD(I)/EL E4C00039 B2TE SYSTEMS AT THE ENDS OF ELEMENTS/IBH EL NO. NODF TP X 3HN--F40I039DIR1.2)=YD(I)I/FL E0COID04O 3X8 I2X,3HO-Y.12X,3SO-Z.12X.3H-X.12X.oPH-Y.IX.3H-Z) 4D To4DIR(13)=ZD11)/EL E4C0O0041 10 RFWINo T1S F00D I401IF IJMFI) 10.1021.130 
F4CO042 IFRR O04
210 IF (IGEM) 1010,22U.1010 F4Cn0043 1=21 00DFG F4DI.M43130 ICFIJ=ICFI+JMFI DDnnn44 G.ilD 
.0430 1014 1(0040 0I41 C(0074 008=13 E40DIM 44SISFIAAIICIJ)-R. 140,140,010 4C45 00 10O M1,T E4DMO
DIRtI2L 1 0 15. F C 0036 J1*M EADIMO1
140 FIAA( ICFIJ13.1415926/10O. E4C1(0046 102 READ TAPE ITASMITET.ITTSNAV.I TO.10M2.INI1.1=1.I8S1,1S111, E4DM04610IF (FI) 144,144,146 F4CD047 =I1 IDS2) .IPT(IIPIIIa=IDS ?144 SIGNF -I. FC(nn048 IF (ITTT-IETM) 102.105.105 E4DIM0480(1 TO 148 F4Cn}1049 105 IF INAV-2) 106.12,106 E401R04
146S FII. (C]0 106 IF MM-MI 1100NI11 .11 E4DIMO14B IFAIRSFIOIR1.1I))-.IE-3) 10.150.160 4(D0) 111 JIM JI2M E 00D 1IsO IF(IBSF( IR(1.3)-.IE-3) 10U.IR0,170 E4CO"02 IFLT=IA(1JI I DIM105
10 DI1R(2,)=COSF(FI)1 ECA 053 IF IIELT-31 10,110 ,000 E4D01053
A-,1 1),31001( 1.3 /0C 
E4)IMS11
SODR OIR05 n DO 4n ID=5.S E4DI1054
GoO90IM J=N() 
E4DI1060
OIRI2,231 -IROIR(E2,2/S, (D6 IF JIX- 200,200.12J E4DIu056
CXDR(2, o II)1U 2 DIR I . I 2)DIR(2,2 P)DIR1R )2/ASO-I. 4(00 120 Iyy-j= I-yy I l) +4j
DIRI 2.3)=(-BXFI 
.ISRTFI X.RX -AXX4- E0 I4co - E D1N06
3R2.71)=(-DI)R1.12)0 R 2,2 1 R( R(2320 1 3 3))/DIR(. E COD059 2 X( ;)=8A XXJ F4DIM
GTO 190 F4 1 00 300 E13 D401071228 OIRI12.1-:I1.) 4C08)AA2 OIRT IIRIIZJ)*ZEM 40106101DR2,3 =OIRIR IRIII F4(C00362 IF I=2002001 I E4DIM07362
D18 R(2,3)0400 ICOSF(FID I)=0IRT ED4010M74IR(2,2=0. 
FCI1066"5 3 N CO TINUE 
410






DIR(13,31=. IR(, DIR2.2-DI(I2) IR(2.) E4cn07 DO 300=O E401 07
GU TO 1000 
EDIM070
210 0111F4C1D071 
DO 370 J=1.3 1DLI071
20 2,1 (C0.04 0 72 IRT=DIR(IE I.J I 14 DIM072
D 2,2 =IO I 4C 0073 OIRI.JID RI F4DIM078030lR(2,
3 
1=/o F0C4 0 74 DI LI =DI RT 4D 0 4 4
08R(3,1)=O. 04CDD075 360 CONTINUE E4D05
DIR(3,2)=Oo F2C 076 CA( (LL 5TRA I E4DIM070 IR(10 1 31 = 4 0 089 0 FI=0 ID4F1F + D 070
ENDIR(2, 1Oo F0C4 DO( 9O 3 70 1 =I GS E4DItM 8
F1C3DO03 LV6LV1 ED401083
IR(3,1)=O F4 C05 360 CONTINUE EP4D01M085
4I13DIR(25.3 FCOI)OR6 370 CONTINUE F40DIO86
IR(33=DIR(2,2) F4CnDO7 CALL TRAN(VF,0. ) 4DIMORS
GO TO 1000 E4C00)0R9 0=15 I=IIDS FAD MOR
END LR P401F 0
EECODO91 00 4l1 J I.IDS 
E4D091
IJ=I I+J E DI092
DOMII)=DUM(I S(IJI)*VDEJ) E DIM093410 CONTINUE E40DIM094
415 CONTINUE F4DIM095
CALL TRAN (P.0) E4DI 096
L=O E4DIN097
DO 418 I-1:6 
E401Mn9800 417 J= 12 EADI099
L=L+I E DIII0
PV(IJ)= DUY(L)-P L) E4DIMIOI
417 CONTINUE E4DIMIn
418 " NTTIIIF FADI I0
IF IIELT-2 500,420,430 4DIMln4




GO TO 500 4 IDvO7
430 IF I IELT-3) OO,440.500 E4DIMll1
440 DO 450 J1,2 EDM110
DO 1 1=13 E4DIM12
Im=6-I F4DIU113






00 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3 E4DIM11B
3 FORMAT (IH E14IM119
DO 510 I=l,6 
E4 IMI?0
510 PVII,I)=-PVTI,I) E4DIM21





, 2  
E401M122
2 FORMAT I1 ,14,216,3X,6E15.51 E4D M123




IAl (201 )MM 4DMI128
GO TO 1010 E4DM1129
END E 1M130
Table VII-61. Source program listing of
subroutine DINA (Link 4)
CEIN
A E L  F4nlN000
SURROUTINE DINA F4(INOO1
C OBTAINS LOCAL COORDINATE AXES AT A NODF IN SHELLS F4DIN02
C TO GENERATE 8AS VECTOR, DIN MATRIX AND ANGLF FAlIN003
DIMENSION IA(II,AA(1I),1.)N(BlO21121),033(3,3),E22(3.3) F4DINO00
P1,(24),UV(24),X(8),Y(8),ZI 8).XD(7),YD 7),Z 1().G0(1) FOIN005
COMMON IAAA F40I6NOn6
EOUIVALENCEI IA,AA),ID21,033)O (021(10)IE221).(D21(19).E).I (21(20 I,G) F1NOD07
EQUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN),(IA(2),IBN), tIA 






P )(. I A( )8 E I)INOon
IIPRS),(IAI (h),TYPE ),IA(T ).IMAT),l( R)10I. EG).IA(9),1NX {IA(1 0),E4(IN(009
21H),(IA(11),I ). (IAl121,IMMX),(IA(13),IMMY , IlA(141),IMMZ1 IA (15),E1 IN010
31MFI), ( A(16).IARE .FI A(17).I(1l)t,(IA(25),M).(IA(26),1ITY). IAI121),E411INO11
41STR)I. A(2B),IELT),(IA(.29 ITEM ),IA(30).ITIC),(IA(31).I(ET). F40N I2
511IA 32),ISU ),(IA (331),ND) .IAI341,11MS),( A(36),IDS).IA371. F4ADIN01 3
61ORO) IA(38),IORD1),IIA(391,ACEL). IA(50,.lP).(IA((51),J7,1 EAIN014
711(A 52) ,J31,(IA(.531,J ),lIA(541),J .(l(55),J6),lIA(56).J7),(IA T57E D NO 1 5
I),J 8) ,. l(581,JTY), IA(59).1IBB (IAhI60 ,IB0),(IA(61 ),I ),( . IA(62),F410 N 166
911A ,(IA(63 IDT), (IA 64),IDYI,(IA(65),1 TF),((IA(411).ITAPI FAOIN( 17
EQUIVALENCE (lA66)l,ICAR),(IA(67).ICIX),1. A181,ICIY),( Ia(69), F4DIN018
IICIZ),(IA(17 )1 FI I, A(71 .1x1x1),(IA(72),IYYl, IA(731)IZZ), F4OIN019
11IA(74),IIC), I A(75).IDEF. (I A (7 ),IST ),(IA(7 .7 I) F1DINO20
3, (IA(78),IGEM),IA( 91,IERR),A O(801 ,TF I, AA(1 ,0T ,(AAIA2),0G), F 4 IN021
4(AA183),ALI I), (AA(84),AL2)(A(85),AL3),(AA(86).021) (AA(107T)P), F40IN022
51AA(131),UlV),AA(155),X),1 AA(163),Y),(AA(171).Z).(AA(179).X ). E4 INO23
6(AA(18R YDL. (88 1931.D1AA(351.S,(A 1 (401,Z0 F40INO24
7,(AA(42),INP),AAI43),IPBG,AA'(44)IPEN),(AA(45)8CONS).((AA(4A).IUEI0.25
8),IAA( 47),G1) (AA(48),G2),(AA(49)1,G3) F4 DI62b
EQUIVALENCE (IA(349,NTIC),(IA13481.IS01T),(11A3471, SDY),(IA(14) F4DIN027
1 1 Z),1(IA(345)1,J9),(A11(344).J10), A11 343).JPRS),(IA(342),J0YI E4DIN 02
2,(IA(341),JS Z).(IA(3401,JARE),(lIA 339),JPMX),(A1 338),JM Y) 4E DINO29
3,(IA1337),JMMZ)I lA336 ,JMFIr),(IA335).1TAS) 11334)11DZ) F4DIN030
4, 1A(3331),PR),(AAI332),DGY),(AA(331),DGZ),IAA(330),PRFSI) F4D0IN0
5,11 A13291, 1PIR) F41(IN032
DIMENSION 81R(3),SIR(3),13 1 I13,31).SR(01 ).N(3),XF(3).N(6).OF(1, F4DIN0 33
1RESI6),RED(6),BAS(3 ,ICLASI(4 )NBAN(10 ),N113),NFS(3) FADIN03
EQUIVALENCE (AA(200 ),0NE), (AA201).ICN).IAA(202),LM),(AA( 203,AST4 IN0 35
II, (AA 204),INON. I(AA2
0 5 
),ARE). (206),1 ICL A),(AA(207,IMFL)L F4 1NO036
2(AA(208),IM). (AA(2091 ICI.(AA(2101),ICON),(AA(211)ANGLE).(AA(212) E D N0 37
31CAS 1(AA(213 IF)l,AA8214).Nl8),(AA215,9' P4016038
4,I0A)2141.IROT;,(AI,8U2121STl P40(6839
EQUIVALENCE ":(RIl .188(2231 IO(R , 108102410I .10(351 ,SP401640
1,(AA(241),XN) .(AA(244),XF),(AA(247),0N) (AA(2531),GF) ,(A (259),RES)E40(INO41
2,IAA1265),RED ),AA(271).BAS)I AA(274), ICLAS),(AAi(27 ) .NRAN E40IN042
3,l(AA(292),NI) .IAA(295),NES) 
F4 IN043
DIMENSION NEL12017(),MAC14,420),IWG(90),DD(6.6),A(90.71 ),(B,R), F DNn44
1CI8,21 ),FF(1 NSET( 100),MSE T 01.(3,3 F4DIN045
EQUIVALENCE (AA(14000),FF)I,(NU()I,JPII),IEII2.JM1)N 1131)JSI) F4n(N046
EQUIVALENCE FFil),NELI.)(FF(341 I,MAC)I (F (661),IWGI,(FFI751).00), FADIN047
1(FF(787)A),(FF(I1417) ,B),(FF(1481),C),IEF(14 7INSFTI (FF(1597), E DIN048
2MSET),(FF(1697W) E4IN049
C SEE (F DIN N) ANGLE ARF T( BE OBTAINED VIA SUBRDUTINF ASFL F4DINO50
IF (IPIR-LI 3.3. EA4 IN051
C CALL SUBROUTINE AGEL FOR DIN AND ANGI.F F D N052
4 CALL AGEL F40(N03
GO TO 5 EoI04
C IS IT SHELL OF REVOLUTII N F 4iIN055
3 IF (ICAS-6) 20,20,21 FDIN056
C SHELL OF REVOLITION FAOIN057
20 CALL REVO 41)N05
GO TO 5 F411)1059
C GENERAL SHELL. DFTERMINE DIN AND ANGLE BY REST FIT OlOADRATIC F4ADIN060
21 CALL QUAD F4(N01
5 IF (INP-21 7,6,6 EA4)IN062
6 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,61,ANG L E,((DIN(I.J),I=1,31,J=.I3) E4OIN063
61 FORMATI20X .5HANGLE.2XF10.3/ E4DIN064
120X,3HDIN,5X,3HKSI,2X,3F7.4,5X.3HETA.2X,3F7.4.5X,4HZETAX,3F7.4) FADI4N065
7 RETURN 4D I N06
END P41) 1N067
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Table VII-62. Source program listing of subroutine EPAN (Link 4)
E LABEL 
nO 20 IIN8 ESEPNOEbCEFoON F4EPNOO K=NSETI I -KK E4EPN07SUBROUTINE EPAN E4EPNOD I IK 1 19.20,19 E4EPN068C INCREASES NODE SET BEYOND 9 IN SHELLS AT A NODE F4EPNOO2 19 K-1 
ETO INCREASE NODE SET INSET) POPULATION NR BEYOND 9 FOR QUAD F4EPND03 IF (K) 191,24.21 E4EPNO70
DIMENSION IA1),AA(1),S(1).N(B).D2121),D3313,3).E22(3.3I E4EPNO04 191 K=-K E4FPNO71
IP24). V24),X(8),Y() Z),X(I7),YP 7D(7),G 11) F4EPN005 DO 22 J=1,K E4EPNO72
COMMON IA.AA FIEPNO06 BACKSPACE ITAS F4EPN073EQUIVALENCE(I1,AA).l(D21,0331),D21II10),E22).,(121119).E)I(D 21(20OG)IF4EPNO07 22 CONTINUE E4EPN074
EOUIVALENCE (IA 1),IN). A(12),1N I I3)11.I I(4,1P. (A FEPNO GU TO 24 E4EPN075
IIPRS.(IA(b16ITYPE).IA(7),IMAT), IA(B), lDEGC.(IA(19)INX.(IA f I10.E4EPNOO9 21 DO 23 J=1,K E4EPN076
21 H),(I AI11 ),1 ) 1 A(12).IMMX)I (IA( 131 .IMY).(I A 14),1MMZ)(I 11 5) ,F4EPN010 READ TAPE ITAS E4EPNO77
31MFlI,(IA 16)1. IREI),lA(1170 .(1 )1 ,IA25).M)(A1(26).I0TY),(IA(27).E4FPNnII 23 CONTINUE E4EPND78
41S TR). IA(2R).IELT, I A29),ITEM)(IA ), IA1 ),IET). 4EPNO1 24 READ TAPE ITAS.KKNN.IMELFIJI .JI.NN) E4EPN079511A(321).ISUMI).(IIA33),IND),I . A 1341.IMI,( IA41DS1).(IA(71), E4EPN013 IF INN) 0,20.26 E4EPND00
6
10RD1,(A1130).IORD1).lA(39).OCEL I.IA50) 1}JI).lIAbS)l.J2), F4EPN014 26 IF (MLIN) 252251.252 E4EPNOI
7
1IAI521,J3)(1IA053).J41,1 541.JBIIA 101551.J61., (151.J7),II1A(157E4EPNO i DO 21 0 53 J=I.NN F4EPNOR8).JB),IIOBI .A1JT 1Y) 16, 1.A0)IBB)I AD, 0. 0.I IAi611.ID1,(IA1i62)1 EEPNOI6 2o7 NELE(J)=0ELEIJI E4EPNO83911AI,A11631),IDT ,II11641Y),I I;IA ITEI.1 .1411 TAPI E4EPND17 NN=N 4NNN4
EQUIVALENCE IA(66).,ICAR.)(IA(67),ICIX).(IA( b),ICIY).(IA(69), E4EPNn18 MIN=1 F4EPNO 4
IICIZ , 1 (70),1 ICFI)I A 71), IXX), IA(72),IYY),(IA(73).IZZ ), FAFPN019 GO TO 20 E4EPN085
2(IA(74).IIC), (75).IDEF),(I(7)ST)S ,(IA(77),ISI E4EPN02O 2)2 DO 254 J=1,NN E4EPN086
3. IA(78),IGEM),(IA(79),1IRRI).AA 8I),TE), AA(I1),DT), A 1AA 1).OG, FE04PN021 DO 255 L=1.NNN E4EPNO88
4(AIA 83),ALI),(AA(84),AL2),(AA(85),AL3),(AA(861 ).21 ).I AA 07)p, ), F4EPNO 2 IF INELEIL)-MELF(JII 255,254,255 E4EPN0 895(AA(131 .UVIr)AAI1551),I(AA11163.YI),IAAI171).Zt)(AA(179).XDI, F4EPNO23 255 CONTINIIE E4EPN090
6(AAB(16) YOD).AA(193),ZD),(AA3511)S . AA140),Z0FM) E4EPN024 NNN=NNN+I F4EPN090
7, IAA(42), INP),(AA(431)IPBG I,(AA(44),IPEN)( AA(45),CONS),IAA(46), IlE4EPNO25 NELEINNN)=MELF(J) E4EPN092
R),(AA(47),G1 )AA(48),G21. AA49),G3) E4EPNO26 204 CONTINUE E4EPNO93EUIVALENCE II A(349).NTIC).(A1348),1SDT, I IA347)IS0DY) 1IA(3461 F4EPNO?7 20 CONTINUE EEPN093
.IS0).I(34,J91 (IA334,JIOI ( 3 JP5) 
3
42) JSY) E4EPND2 C NEIGHBORING ELMTS ARE (IN NELE, THE COUN'T IS NNN. REPOSITION ITAS E4EPND952.IA1341 1Y))) 1 401),J0RE (I(339),JMX).lI1(33R).IMMy) F4EPN029 K=ICN-KK 04EP0963., IA13371)JMMZ), 336(IA M II 3 )JMF )(IA(335),ITAS),(IA 334),ID ) E4EPNO30 IF (K) 291,30.31 F4EPNO9
4.I(A333),IPRl)(AA(332),DGY),(AA(331),DGZI),(AA330),PRES) F4EPN031 291 K=-K E 4PNO95111A(329), IPIR) 4EPN03 DO 42 J=1.K E4EPNO99
DIMENSION BIR(3).SIRB) 3)DIN(3,3).SRI ),XN(3).XF(31.NI 6),016), E4EPN033 BACKSPACE ITAS 4EPN00
RES(6),REO( 6),BASI3),ICLASI4).NAI N( O0)N1131NFS(3) E4EPNO34 42 CONTINUE E4EPN100
EQUIVALENCE 1(AA 2001),I NE.(AA201).ICN),(AA202).LM).IAA(203),ASTE4EPNO35 GO 1O 30 E4EPN101
1),(AA(204),INBON),(AA(205),AREl,(AA(206),ICLA),(AA 207),IMFL), E4EPNO36 31 DO 43 JI1,K E4EPNI03
21AA(208)1 IM)(. 1A(2091.IC),(A (2101 ICON), I((21)IIANGLE), (AA212) ,E4EPN037 READ TAPE ITAS 4EP0431CA1 S).(AA(213),IE).)AA214),NB)(AA(215),MB) FEPN38 47 CONTINUE EAEPN1054,(AA(216),IROT),(AA(217).BST) E4EPN039 C UPDATE NB AND NSET E4EPN106
EQUIVALENCE (AAI220),BIR),(AAi223).1SR), AA2261),DI1N),AAI235).5R)FAEPN040 30 00 3 I=1INNN 0EPN410




)I.REOI(A11271I),BASI.AA(2741)ICLAS) 10270) 800NBN) E042 j=+K E41EPNI09
3,(AA1292.,NU)l(AA(295),NES) E4EPN043 NN=IAIJII)1100 E4EPNI10
DIMENSION NEL(20,17) .MAC14,4,20)I, G(90),DD6.6)l .A90.7).BI8,0). E4EPN44 K= lAJl -100NN E4EPN11lC( 82),FF(I).NSET0IOO),MSETI100).W(3,3) E4FPNO45 IF (IMET-K) 3,32,3 F4EPN12
EOUIVALENCE (11AA(0001.FF N ,E I ( lI1) .JI, (N(2,JI)N 
3
,JS F 4EPNO46 32 G O 133.3.3. 3,3.3.3,3,3,33.3,34.3,3.3.
3
),NN E4EPN113EQUIVALENCE (FFI).NELI (FF1341I.MOC),(FF(061 .IWG.IF17510). F4EPNO47 33 IMS=3 4 01PNI14
i1FF1171 .Al FFIT17),B) .IFFI141)C),(FF(1497),NSET),(FF(5197), E4EPN040 GO TO 35 04EPN1152MSET.(FI697,W) F4EPN049 34 M15=4 E4EPNI16
DIMENSION MELE(25).NELE (200) E4EPN050 35 JlJ3KK E41EPN117
EOQUIVALENCE I(AMELE),(A(26),NELE) E4EPN051 DO 36 JOIB IS EEPN11B
C ORDER THE NODES IN NSET AS INCREASING F4EPN052 JII=J11 +0N=0 F4EPN053 KIA(JII) E4EP170010 I=I,NB F4FPN054 C SEE IF NODE K IS ALREADY IN NSET E4EPNI21MIN=NSET(I) EEPN055 D U 37 L=1N F4EPN122DD 9 J=INB NO D4EPNI22IF (MIN-NSET(J 99 E4EPN05 I(NSETIL)-K) 37,36,37 E4EPN123IF IMI -NSErJ) 9.9.8 E4EPN057 3 CONTINUE E4EPN24
NS EIII ) 060EPN068 C3 THIS IS A NEW NODE, UPDATE NR AND NSET EEPN 125
NSETI=MIN F4EPN059 NB=NB= 04EPNI 6
MIN=NSET(I) F4EPNO60 NSETINBI=K E4EPN1279 CONTINUE E4EPN6 36 CONTINBK EFAEPN1210 CONTINUE F4EPNO62 3 CONTINUE E4EPN129
C LIST ELEMENTS MEETING AT EACH NODE OF NSET IN NELE E4EPNO63 C NOW GO HOME E 4PN130KK=ICN 4FPNO0 RETURN 4EEPN131
MIN=0 F4EPN65 END E4EPN132
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Table VII-63. Source program listing of Table VII-64. Source program listing of




GEM-NO F4FN500 SUBROUTINE OINDXIKQ) E4FNXOSI
SUBOIJOINE INOIKO F4FN001 C OBTAINS OVERALL 
CORDINATES 0F A NOnE E4FNXO02
C OBTAINS DEFLECTIONS OF A NODE IN OERALL COORDINATES E4FN0002 C 
TO GENERATE THE CBORDINATES OF NODE K AN VECTOR 0 E4FNX03
C TO GENERATE THE DEFLECTIONS OF NODE K ON VECTOR D E4FNO003 DIMENSION 
I0)l.AA(II,.S(IIINIABI,021121,0T313.T.E2213.31 04FNX004



















1.PI(24), (24).XIB)I,, .IlHIXD(7T.YDI?OII.O II l F4FN005 COMMON IAAA 
E4FNX006
COMMON IA,0A FFNODD EQUIVALENCEI (AAA}.D1021.D0331.10O211101 .E21.2)0211 ). EIT1(201 ),IG)E4FNX07
EOUIVALENCEI IA.A I).l21,33.211101.0E22.1 9.E)1I21(20).G,4FN007 EQUIVALENCE 11A1 10. 1IA12,IBN,.IA),TA4,1.IA5 
E4NB008
EOUIVALENCE I AI),INI 10121.IMNI A1111 .1T.I 10141, IPII615, ENOO11 1 IRI) 1111. 
lOT. 11F4 P . E IAE6, ITYP ,I.IFG.I9. i I Il0l.E4FNX009
111 P I1A61I0000PE 1 1101,1,0101.~T IIP 1000DGI110191. INSI) I 1S01 F40059 2I111 bA ) I. . 1121 M .1M) 11111 I*MOI * I1 IAI4I. IMOOI l IAIISI4500N 
IS
2 .I1PR1 I ,RIb1T,1 IIAl 21 .10, 1a0131,I).IG 2)IA141) 0.II151 .IE4 FNO10 31H0)II16.B IAEII2M0 1710I
II II3)0.MI 41.I0M . TIE 4F SOI2 1, A I ). B . IA(I2),I'MX).(IA(13)'I Myl,(IA 49.I NZ . A I B}. FN') 1O I1MFI) II A(l6}.IARE),(IA 17).N (I})II 
AI25) M),(IA(26),ITY),(IA(BT) E FNX0I1
31MFI )IA( A16),IARE), IIAII 17) 1 .))(IA1 1 .25 1). 11IA26 1 ,ITY)1 11A271 .F4FN011 41STRI 020.IELTI 
A291T EMI. I130),ITC IA(31).IET), EFNXn 2
41STR).IA12P),IELT).IIA291.ITEM .111A301 ITIC).IA31 F4FN0012 511 132, l SUOOM), 1331 IN O, 
1 341 ,IMSIF I , 1U3I). F4FNX013
511(AI32)1.ISU.),(IAI33),IND) 1034.!S.l 1 I36.0 1, 37) FN3 4 I3 61ORD) (IAI3B)I,IR OI)1,(11 
39),ACEL 1.Il (SO. JOI .IA1511.32). E4FNOI 4
h10RD),IIA(BB).IRD),IIAI3 9).AGEL ).(IA 50 A )J JISI (51),J2). F4FND0J4 7(IA(5 2),J3);(A 11 3B. J4:,(IA J54 ),JE).(IA(5BIJB)(IAI5),J? IA(57E4FNX0,5
6: .JIR 5);;5R (3lr jA1ORD1 IR, I IAI39 ) A L Ibla l IA , . a .A, IXE I7 11(152 1.J3 1B.IA531 .J4)1 (1 1 A4)J I). 11A551,Jb. (IA(156)1 .J2),I 57F 4FNO 25 I 15J ,3 .I 5 .( O O).IA(A)5. 
ID)1 . IIA(6 )E40FNXOI6
TI IlO~.33,110531341l 1154135  11155,3611 1156,32. I AISEROSAI 01311100131 T1. h IlO), lOB),I 1 1161.1001,11 1611.1 1 01E2.E40001
1.J8, 1 I A, 3 .11A(59)1 .IRB)I.l 1A(60),1blO .I A6I),IID)l IA62) ,E4FNOOI 9 1A).IIA(3), DT. (IA 64 
ID .IA65 ITE .IIA141). ITAP) F4FNI
9111 * I 1I1b3),1DT I 1i641I, IAIS5 , TEl 1061411, ITAP) E4FNOOI EOUIVSALENCE IA )64,ICABRI.(I1 7)1 
ICIX)AI A 1 1. ICElU.ILE69C. E1FNXAI8
EOUIVALENCE (IA(b66),ICARl ,(IA(b7)1.ICIX)*lI1A6b ,ICIY),(IA(691, E4FN0018 IICIIIIA1.5 .ICFI .I(71 1,1IXX01 
1 A1 721,I.YYST IA 1113. Z), E4FNX019
lICZ),(IA ) .ICEI) IAI ).II 1 .1, 0121),I1Y.1 0I173).IZZ). E4FNOI9 2I11074)1 IC. IA 1T751IIDEFI 
A 101 ). ISTIi 1(771. I F1FNX100
21 1141IIC),I 1I75),IDEFI 1176. ISI,1 1171. 1IS) EFNOSO2 3,1 1171).GE0II. 111)0IRR)IAAIBO) .IATF(IIb 
}.OT}l,00(A21.DSl, E4FNXO2I
3.IIA(70)LIS.IIA(079 'IEORBI .AA1 .TE)1.(AA 1 ,DT. IAA(1102 :DG1). E4N0521 403(AI183). ,LA l. A(4 1 ),ALZI. A 851 ),AL31,(AAB6),0 21) .1 1(AAI 1O7),P), F4FNX022
4 AA(B3IA I (AAI84) IAL2;,( A(B5).AL3T I,( A() ( 1I 4AAI OT I I E4FN022 5(AA131 ),UVI.V IAA(8115E X ),X AI )IAA(1,(AAI1?I}. (179),YD). E4FNXn23
"(41yD31OLI I,1 41'3.0L2(5,05(1 A1010602, 
EN1079,D, 146N2 11 . I J 2
51AAB1311).Vl),IAAIISI.55 1X),(Alh313,.Y),I7AA(17.Z1 A19 E4FNI0023 (TO6 .AASI. , (00 131, 0BI311ESl A3 I1A(4),CZM1 6) FNX024
6bAA(I6Bb).YDI(I 193),ZD).I AA(35,S) (AA(401,M E4 44 F FN.OI2 7 N 042 01J(A431,11001IA10014).I , 4C .04611E4025
7.(AA1421 IN EP),0143}.l0 1441. 0N).11451CONSI .00401.I04FN0 25 ).1471,.G I ).(AA14BIG21).(AA1149).)31 
E4FNX026
A.l10 14 .0I)I 1AA140).02) .(AA(4911B) F4FNO026 EOUIVALENCE I 
IA349),NTIC.1 A(034B,.ISDl .(111317). 101)IIA. 341 E4FN 027
EOUIALENCE 111349.NTICiI111348)1.ISDT)(A111347,.ISDY).lIA134) F4FN0027 IISDZ.II1A1345)JS,11A,34).J 
IO1,30)1, 33)1,JPRSOIIIA341,0SY) F4FN0XOB
IISOZIIA013451) J.91. 1A13441J1IO,( 113431),JPRSI,II 1A(3421JSDY) F4FN0020 21 1M34 
IJSD)IIAI3401).JRIIAI103391.MMX, 330.3 E4FNX029
2,1IA(13411),S.lZ)1.(IA(340,JARF) 1(13391 .JMX0.1 14N33A .JMMY) E4FN0029 3.1A(3 .J .I(3371,30 AI0336 .A(13351,ITA.(IA334).IT) 
0F4FNX030
IA337 1.1M103361,JM. 1133 5 I01 TAS.A334, lDZ) 4FN0030 .1 11333)1 
IOI.1A3321 .0C) ,(Aa13311,002 I AA3301 ESI FNXn3
4.(IA(11333),I0R)I AA(332) .DGYI AA1 33 1.0 1DGZ), I1AA(330),PRESI F4FN0031 5,1 1013291)IPIR) 
E4FNX032
5 IMA(329),IPIR) F FN 032 DIMENSION BIR13).SIR(131.DI13.31. SR()XN31),XF)3) 
.0N(6).0F(6) . FFNXn33
BIMESII.06N .0013) C1R LO3) SDIN13 ) ,05111.N1 3 131 0 R 0F O F4FN033 IRESII).RED,),BA51(3.ICLASI4INBANN(IO),N131)NES (3) 
EFNX03L
DIMFS ENIO BI R 3);SIA I )DIA N1N S( ). NII(B N4. 9FN034 EOUIVALENCE l(AAl2O).IONEI}lIA 
(2011I (GN) .01201 .LM)I .I0203),A0STE4FNX035
EBUIVSLENCE Al(200)1IONE) .020I .ICN).(AA I202).LM)I ,AA12031,ASTE4E035 IA 00120 . ( 21512001.SBEI.I I 10421  ICL 
I M 17 2214003
I.(AA204) .]NBONI.01(AA(205).ARF ),IAA2061) ICLI1)1(AA(207)IN.L), FFNl. 00036A 2 D0I20.11A A'129I.IC(A1121 .ICONN1.A )I A ANSLI. 22.4FNX03731.A(2O IM) ( ) IC12131 IE.N 1A2 R A21T B41 .l ( . 1 F4FNX038
21C2S) I2I13IE9)1.II .1021 210,II 1).I211 
ANLE 151.02 F4FNN37
3ICAS2.A);(2131 I.2141NBI11111) 045038 4, 10012161.IR00l10012171.BIST)0400
4.AA,(216).IRST),. 0 2I ).BST) S 4FN0039 EOUIVALENCE (A022)0 ,BII.IAA(223)1.SIRI R ,1 2261.OIN), 
IAA235),SR)F4EFN XO
EOUIVALENCE iAA012201.IRI. 120R), A 6),DI N).(AA(2351).R1E4FN0040 100241.N .A012441.F '1%247.EN) AA1153,. A 
,F0111 . )004FNX041
1 ln14 L) XN. 16241 XF) ,J A A 24 , D ' .lA ,53 1 OF8);( AA259) RFS) F4FN041 :;AA 24LR nl (A17 I ';XBS ItIni241.Is, A 
4 42,.Nn
11AA1241 1AAI2 4 2
21A2B651REOI(A271. ASI.(274,ICLAS,'A(27),NRAN) FFNXO4
2,AAI1261):XN},l AA1 12 ."1.(AA(274). IO) , 1AA 27. NRAN).I F4FND042 3,(AA112921.NUl.( AA1295),ES) 
EFNX043
3,AA(12921,NIL. 1A112951NFSI E4FN0043 1IENSION NELI20.71.MA1C(4 ,.4.20. IW190rO)DB16.6) 
A(190.71,R.B(,R), F4FNX044
DIMENSION NELIO.1).A1,C14.4,20W1. I0190),DD(6.),A1. 19.71 .BIA., E4FN0044 1b .)'1 (,NSETIIO ,00SETI OOI.W3.31 
E4FNXO45
C(0.2 ,I ) 1FNSFT)100 ) SF I (101),1W( 331 E0FN0045 E UIIIVALENCE 1A4114.000) .FF1. 
NI0 ).J011,(NIN)12) .JMI).IN1 J(3),JSI E0FNX046
EUDIVALENCE 1AA14000),IFF.( I51).JP,1INI1121.11JM 1N 3).JSOI F4FN0046 EOUIVLENCE (Fl) NELI F 341 .MAC .lFFhb)1. IW). FF175 11i)D), 
EFNX04
EOUIVALENCE lFFI I .NELI, MFF1 3411MAC IFF , IW IF61 , F 11D) E4FN0047 0IFF1707 1,S1,IFF 1 )4171,BllFFI 14 0 C. 
FF 14971,NSETI,IFF(15971. E4FNX0 4R
1IFF(787 .A),IFF1 14)71)B), IFF(1481 I.CI.(FF114971.NSFTI, IFF(11 597), E4FN0048 2MSET) IFF(IO97lWI 
F4FNX0 49
2MSET),( FFI16971 0W) 4FN1049 DIM0NSION 0(3) 
FFNXOO0
DIMENSION 06) F4FN0050 1XXI=IXX+K 
FFNX5OI
IDEFI=IDFFIK-I)EIDEG FFN0051 IYYI=IYYK FFNX02




F4FNO53 01100 Ixxi E4FNXO9A
I I )= ( IDEFI) E4FN 0 54 QI2):AAIIYYI; 
E4FNX055
10 CONTINUE E4FN0055 B13I0A(ZZI)0ZGEM 
F4FNX56
RETURN FFNO56 RETURN 
F4FNXO57
END 04FN0057 END 
F4FNXB
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1240 147
Table VII-65. Source program listing of subroutine GENE (Link 4)
LABEL 13 IC=3 F4GEN076CEAGEN aGEENO00 GO TO 6 E4OENO77
SUBROUTINE GENE FAGENOO lb IC=5 E4GFNO7R
C GENERATES NEL AND MAC MATRICFS OF A NODE FO4GNOO2 GO TO 6 E4GFN07
9C TO GENERATE NFL(IIJ).MAC(IIJ.KIIMEL AND ICLAS I) F4GENO003 16 IC=6 F4GENR08
DIMENSION IA(1)AA(1)(1)N(8)D2A121 1),3313.31,E2213.31 E4GFN004 6 NELII,2)=IELT F4GENORL
1,P(24),.UVI24)X(B),Y(IB),Z(I)IXD17),YD171)ZD(7)GI(1) EAGENO05 NELI1,3)=IMFT F4GFNO82
COMMON 1A.AA E4GENOA6 NELII,4)=IC F4GENOP3EQUIVALENCE A,A1A),(21,033),(D21(0)E2 21G )E)(212),G)4GENOO NEL I,5i=1MS F4GENOR0
EQUIVALENCE (IA 1).IN),(IA(2),IBN) ,IA(3)] 1T), (IA.1 ),IP),(IA51 ), E4GENO08 NEL (I,6)ITIC E4GFNORS
IIPRSI .(IA(6). ITYPE),(IA(I 7), MAT) (IA 8I).DEl), 11A9)1 INX) IA(In),F4 ENOO9 NEL I,I7=JSDZ FAGENO8621H)( ,IIA II 1), . IAI 2),IMMX)(IA(13),IMMY),(IA(14), IMMZ) 1.IA( 15).1 F4GEN 0 NEL I,B)=JPRS EBGENOR
3IMFI) ( I I 6). IAR ),1 IAI 171),NI )),(IA(1 1 251 M).(IA (26), ITY.(IA1 1127 ,F4 ENOI NEL( I,9)=ITEM E4GENORB
41STR),I IA(28),IELTI ,IA(29.ITEM), I A30) .TIC, (IA(31) .MET), E1AENI12 DO 7 J=IMS ErGENO 951IA(32)ISUM). 1A(133).IND). I A1 34),IMSI , (IA(36),IDS),IA1(37). F4GENOI3 7 NEL( I,J+9)=NI(J) E4GENO90
610RD),(IAl3),IDRD ),IA(39), ACEL ),I A(501), J ),(IA(51),J2), F4GEN014 IMS=0 E4OEN091
7(IA3 52),J3),(IA (53),J ) A(54 J5)1 A(55 J ),(A 5 )J7) 57 N 15 JSDZ=O EAGEN092
),J8),I 11A(58).JTY),(IA i9 .IBB .( IA(60),IB ) .(IA(61hiID), .( IA(62) ,F4GFNOL6 ITIC=O E4OENO93
911A),(IA(63),IDT I (IA(64),IDY), 1A(65).ITE),(IA 1 1411, TAP) E4GENOI7 1C=O E4GENO94
EQUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR),(IA(67)1.CIXI,(IAIB6),ICCIY).(A1691, E4GEN01O I CONTINUE rFGEN095
IICIZ). IA(701,ICFI),(IA(71),IX1 X) (IA(72), YY),(A(73)1IZZ), E4GENO19 IF (INP-2) 70,71,71 E4GEN09521 .174 )0 II A 0(561 I1FF) IST IA(177IIS) E4GEN00 71 WRITE OTPT TAPE 6,72,ICNLM,.((NEL(I.J1,J=1.17TI=I,LIM) E4GEN097
3, 0IAl78l1IGEM)(I1191,I4IR).lAAl6OTE),I TAA I).O I(AAl82),0I), EGENO21 72 FORMAT (15,15X.18HNEL MATRIX FOLLOWS,120/(20X.1715)) EGENO98
41AA(83),AL1),(AA( I R84 L21, AA(R 5),L3),(AA(RI),021).(AA1107 P), E4GEN022 70 IMEL=1 F4GFNO99
5(A A1311,.UV).(AA(155),x)0 , A(163),Y), IAA(II71)Z) ,AA(179),Xn). E4GENO73 DO 210 I=1,LM F4GENIL0
6(AA1186),YO),(AA(193),Z1D)(AA(351),5),(AAI40) ZGEF) E4GENO4 NELC(I) NELl 1,4) E4GENI017,1AA(42),INP),(AA(43),1PRBG),(A(44),IPEN),(AA(45),CDNS).(AA(46),.1 F4GENO25 210 NELM(II =NEL( 1 3) EAENIO02
8),1 AA 47),G ),(AA(481 ),G2 ),(AA 49)G3) E40ENO26 LMT=O E4GEN103
EQOIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC),(IA( )ST(IA34 0  11 471SDY),(IA(346 EGENO27 DO 21 I=I,LM E4GENIO4
1,ISDZ)1(A131451 .J9).(IA(344) J10).(IAI343).JPRS), (IA 3421.JSDY) EGENO28 IF (NELM I I) 21,21,211 EAGENIO 5
2,(IA(341),JSDZ).Il I340),JARF).(IA(3391)JMMXI, IA(338),JMMY) E4GENO29 211 LMT=LFT+I F4GEN106
3,1IA13371 JMM)II 1 13361,JMF.1.(IA3351),ITAS),IA334),IDZ) F4GEN030 IF ILMT-4) 212,212,213 F4GENI7
4,IA(333),IPR).(AA(332).DGY),(AA3311),GZI),(A(330),PRES) E4GFN031 213 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,214,ICN E4GENIOR5. A1 329 .IPIRI F4OEND32 214 FORMAT 15,15X.41HMORE THAN MATERIALS, FIRST 4 CONSIDERFD) E4GEN109DIMENSION BIR(3)SIR(3),DIN(3,3(),SRI 61XN3X13 1 13).ON6),OF6), F4GEN033 LT=LMT-1 E4AFNI IO
1RES(6)REDE(6l)AS(31),CLASA).NBAN(IO),NI131,NES13) F4GENP34 GO T 21 F4GFN111EOUIVALENCE (AA 200),IONEI AA(201). IN), IAA(202),LM),(AA b203),ASTFG4EN035 212 IMETNELMI II FGENI 12
),(AA(204) ,INBON),(AA(205),ARE),IAA(206),ICLA) 0(AA(207),IMEL), E4GENO36 LCL=0 E4GEN113
2(AA(208 )IM), ((209),IC.)(AA(210, ICON),(AA(211 ).ANGLF (AA(712),E4GEN037 00 22 J=I.LM E4GN114
31CAS),(AA 213),IE (AA(214).NB)*(AA(215),MB) F4GEN38 IF (IMET-NELM(J)) 22,220.22 E4GENil54,AA6(2161,IROT),(AA 217),BST) EG4END39 220 IF INELC(J)) 22.22.221 E4GEN1 LEOUIVALENCE (AA220O),BIR),(AA(223),SIR),lAA(226),DINI),AA(235).SR)E14EN040 221 LCL=LCL+I E4GFNII7
1,1AA1241 ).XN( IAA(244). F),(7AA1(21)ONI.(AA 253,FI, (1AA12591).RS)E1GEN041 IF (LCL-4) 222,222.223 E4GENB11
2,(AA(265),RED),AA(271)GBAS),I AA274) ,CLAS),(AA(27A),NBAN) E4GEN042 223 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ,224, ICNIMET F4GEN119
3. (2), 9(09N,( 1AA12950S F4GENO43 224 FORMAT (215,10X,39HMORE THAN 4 CLASSFS. FIRST 4 CONSIDERFDI E4GENI2ODIMENSION NEL(2OIT( .MAC144.,20), IW(90G).,DD(6,61).A(90,7)I IRR), E4GEN044 LCL=LCL-1 E40EN121
ICl8B,2).FF,)IINSET(100),MSET(100.W13,3) 4GEN045 GO TO 22 F4GFN122
EQUIVALENCE lAA( 14000 ).FF),(NU1),JP L),N1 12).J1)(NU113),JS1) E4GEN046 222 ICLA=NELCIJI E4GENI23EQUIVALENCE IFF(I ).NEL),(FF(341),MAC).(FF661,IWG),(FF(751) ,0 ), E4 FN047 L= F4GENL24
I(FF(787),A) , FF(1417), 1, 1F 1481),C).(FF) 4971)NSET) ( FF(1597), E4GEN048 MAC(LMTLCL,1 =O F4GEN125
2MSETI),(F(1697),w) F4GEN049 DO 23 KJ,LM E4GEN126DIMENSION NFLR(20),NOLC(0) F 4N0505O IF IIMET-ELM(K) 232331,23 E4G527
EUIVALENCE (NSET,NFLM),(MSET(21).NELC) F4GFN051 231 IF ICLB-SELC) 23.23223 E40EN120
LM=L FGENO52 232 NELMIK)=0 E4GENI29DO I 1 ILM FGFN053 NELC(K)=O 40ErEN130
MNFL I,1) F4GFN054 L=LI1 04EN131CALL T OPO 4FN055 IF (L-20) 233,233,234 F40EN132
KELT=IELT E4GEN056 234 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ,235,1CN,IMET.ICLA E4GEN133
GO TO II.1,1,1,34,4,3,. 4,,3.4,3,4,3,4,2,2).KELT F4GFNO57 235 FORMAT (315,5X,42HMORE THAN 19 ELEMENTS. FIRST 19 CONSIDFRFD) E4GEN1343 IMS=3 040EN058 L=L- E4OENI 35
GO TO 5 F4GEN059 GO TO 23 F4GEN1364 IMS=4 F40ENO0 233 MAC(LMTLCL,Ll=K EG EN137GO TO 5 F4GFN061 MACILMTLCL.1)=MAC(LMTLCL,1I)1 F4GEN1388 IMS=8 F4GENA2 23 CONTINUE F4GENI39GO TO 5 EGFN063 22 CONTINUE F4EN1402 IMS=2 F4GEN064 ICLAS(LMT)=LCL E4GENI41
5 00 T0 (11,,1,11,11,12,12,14,14,1R,1,T17,17,1,13,1315,16),KELT E4ENO5 21 CONTINUE F4GEN542
11 IC=1 F4GFNO6 IMEL=LMT F4GFN143
GO TO 6 E4GEN067 IF IINP-2) 90.81L81 E4GEN14412 IC=2 E4GEN068 81 DO 83 I=I.LMT F4GENI45GO TO 6 E4GEN069 ICLA=ICLAS(I) E4GENI4614 IC=4 E4GEN70 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2,ICN,I, (ACJ,IMRII,K),K=1,20)oJ=IICLA) E40EN647GO TO 6 F40EN071 82 FORMAT(15,I5X,36HMAC MATRICE(S) FOLLOW(S). MAT.SF0.=13/ E4GFNL48Is IC=8 E4GFN072 1117X,13.2015)) F4GEN149GO TO 6 E4GFN073 83 CONTINUE E4GFN150II I=7 E4AGEN074 90 RETURN E4GENS5100 T0 6 4FGFN075 END F4GENI52
Table V11-66. Source program listing of subroutine INER (Link 4)
1LABEL 
4, 101A333).IPR)(AA311321, GY).( 1AAI331),DG1Z).AA330),PRES F4INRO31C NR E4INROOO ( 11(329),IPIR 4NR02SUBROUTINE INERICIR) EA41NRO DIMENSION ....035 SII 3R)33),D(3,3,SR(... 3 .B03(,096.OIF(6.. 041NR03





C 0 GENERATE A VECTOR HEADING INTO THF STRUCTURE ON CIR( I ) E41NR003 EAUIVALENCE AAI00O.IONE.AA 20DICN). AAI202),LM).AAI203.A)STFINR0T 5DIMENSION IA(1I),AA(1.))1 SINIB),21)0 33 3 ),;21313) E41NR004 IIIAA)2041INBON) .AA205),ARIF.(A C206)IOLA),1 (2T01IMOL) E41NR036
1 P24),UV4),X 8 ,Y(B ),Z XD(7), D(7)ZDI7),G I L E4INRO05 2(AA 20 1), AA(209).IC(I A1t210),ICON),.AA(211),ANGLE), lAA12),E41NRO37COMMON IAAA E41NR006 31CAS0), (A(2131IE)I IAA214).NB .IAA215).MB) E41NR03
EOUIVALENCEI IAAA).(D2,DI33.(D21(10),F22),(021(19),E),(D7120),G)E41NRO07 4. A0 A6).IROT),(A2217(.BBST) E4INRO39
EOUIV LENCE IA( (.IN AI )oIRN).IA0(31,1IT1( 10(4), IP),.( A), E4INR08 EQUIVALENCE (AA(220),BIR.,IAA(223).1SIR),(AA1226),DIN),(AA(235),SR)E41NR040
1IPS),lAlll),I (I E).l1 71.IMT).IIA8),8,IDEG 1IA19).0INX),(IA IOIE41NR009 1,(AA(241,XN)AA(2441,XF)( AA(1247).A0N) AA 01531),F),I(AA 259),RFS)E41NR041210), 1111), 1. JIA l1 .101 2I (Rl I) M) IAII 4  2 ED6)(AA(2O .A 7) .0 )274,IoLAS),100127B),NBol E 4INR02
31MFI),(IA(16).IARE),(IA(17),N( )) IA(2 ), )(A 2 )ITY), I M(IA(27),E INR011 3.A 6()292,)NUI. IAA 2921.)95), NES  E4INR043
41STR(.)A)(218),IELT),(IA( 291,ITEM)1,1 IT). T) EINR O2 DIMENSION NEL)20,7).MAC14,,20) 
.IWG1901 ),DD(,6),A(90,7).B(8,.8) E4INRO44
56101(321 1 UM(,IORI ),IND)1 ),ACELI ,) IA)(,J1 (,ID51),127). 41NR014 IC(8.2),FF(1),NSET(I100),MSET100),W(3,3) E41NR045611RD2I A 3), 1RD 3I),( A(5 . L 1I A15.)1J,6). Af151),J7 .(I 5 F1 NR015 EQUIVALENCE (AA(140001)FF) . I(NU(I)JPI) ,(NU(2)JMI ),(NU(3).JSI ) E41NR046
7)1 152),J3) (IA(53)J 4),(IA(54).J5),( IA(5,B ), 1561),7I), (I]A()57 F4INR 15 EOUIVALENCE (FF(1).NEL ),FF(1341),NAC), FF(661), IWG),(FF(751l),DO , F4INRO4701)'J8),( IlA(5,),JTY) 1(59) .IB),I 1()60.IBD), 1 I00 I 61 , IO) ,(11621,F41IN16 1FF(T 87 1A)(FF411417,B),IFFI 1401) .C),FF 1497).NSET),. IFF115911, E41NRO4
911A), (IA(63).IDT),(IA(64),IUY), 1A(651 ITE),(A(41 .)ITAPI E41NR017 2M1SET)1(,FF IhT71 ,7I E4INR049
EOUIVALENCE IA(66),lAlR),1167.CIX). 6(.R).ICIY ,IA)69), E41NRO18 DIMENSION CIR3) FINRO501ICIZ).IA(70) .ICF I)( (711 I(72)Iyy),(IA 73).I , 4INR019 IRII0. 410512(IA( 11741),II )(11A75) 1IDEFI 1 6) 1ST)I ((77).11I) E41NR020 rPIf=n E41INR05d
3,11A 78I0)...1A0 . ... 0 D0 ,T[i; Ai iJ0,tAA 1aB21DG0IO) EINR02 CIR(13i=O. eINR053A)AI83)B ALII ,0AA 04),L2A2), ( A185 )AL3) ,(AA(1861,D21 (1(AA1071 .P)I. E41NR022 00 1=.0 415R05451AA(131.U l ,oA(3('),)(5)AAII I , (AA)1791.OI. F4)NR023 K=NSET1) F4IN6( I(86 ,YD).,AA( I93)I IZD) ( A35!. S' A(40 ) FZGEM ) 
FAINR055
00(16) .00  10) 11, AA3SI,  4NR024 CALL FINDX(K,XF F4I056
7,(AA(421, INp),(AA(43),1IPB'( (44IPEN)(AA45)CONS)(AA (46), IUE4NR025 C1)CIR 1)XF 1 -0NI) FI1NR578IAAI47)G1 AAIEN4) ,2 IAA5249),6 3) F41NRO26 ClRI )=CIR(2)+XF(2)-XN(2) E41NR05
EOUIV a LENE (IA349) NTIC).( IA(348),ISDT). IA(1347) 1ISDY)(.11A346) E41NR027 1 CIR(31=CIR(3)+XFII3)-XN) E41NR059,ISDZI.) IA3451,J9).(IA(1444) JIA0(1133),JPRS). IA(342)JSDY) F4INR02 RETURN F41NRO62,111341),JSDZ)IIA{13401,JABRE)I(IA(335),oJMMX}I (, MY 0INR029 END 4INROO61
31 A333).JMMI JFI I3,336).000),(AS3TI) E 334)41NR030 1R
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Table VII-67. Source program listing of subroutine INLZ (Link 4)
S LABEL 1 CONTINUE F4INZO63
CE tNZ E41NZ00 C COMPOTE AVERAGE THICKNFSS,TFMP.INCREASF.TFMP GRADIENT E4INZ064
SUBROUTINE INLZ FLINZOo1 TE=O. E4INZ065
C INITIALIZES SCALARS, VECTORS AND MATRICES AT A NODE EAINZO02 DT=0. E4INZO6
C TO INITIALIZE ICON.ANGLE,AS,OIN,WIROT,BST,IERR,TE,TT,DG,AND NESF4INZ003 DG=O. 
E41NZO67
DIMENSION IA(1),llAA(1),(1 ,N(),D21121),D33(3,3),E22(3,3) EINZnO4 IM=IM 
EAINZ068
IP(24),UV(I ),X(8),Y(B),Z 8) ,XD7),YD( ),ZO 7),, 1(I) INZOS IC=IC E41
COMMO 1.aAA E4NZOn6 IEMACI(IM,ICI) I E4INZO70
FOUIVALENCEll1 AA, D121,D33).1021110),E22),(I1 21(191 ),F)(D21120),G)F41 NZN00 00 10 IL=2,IE FAINZO71
EUIVALENCE (IA)I) INI, IA2),IBNI ,IA3.IT). IA()N, IPA(5 10, E4INZOOB K: AC IM,IC, ILl E41NZO7
IIPRSII A16)ITypEI I ), A)IAT). IAIB),IDEGI ,1 IA9).INXI, 111101 .AI E' NZ009 K NEL(KI6) EI4NZO73
21H),IA(I11 ,1IB,1 IA(I121),IMMX ,I I(3),IMMYI.(IAI 141,IMMZ) ,(IA 51),E1NZ010 IF (K1 11, 11,12 E41NZ074
31MF.),(IAII6),IAREI),IA(17),N(1I 1)),(I A1251),M),(IA(26),1 TY), IA 217),E4INZO 11 12 Kl= llE KI EN IELN 75
4ISTRI, IA(28),IELT),(IA(29),ITEM ,(IA(1130) ITIC),(IA(31),.IET), E I4NZ012 TE=TE+AA(KI ) E41NZ076
51lA(32),ISUM),(IAI33),IND),(IA(34),IMS),(IA(36 ,I S). 1IIA1371, F4INZOl 3 11 KL=NEL(K,9) EAINZO77
61ORD0,(A138),IOR01 ,IIA(39).ACEL ), IA(50),JL),I IA()51.J2), EAINZOl4 IF Kl) 3,13.14 EAINZ078
7(IA(52),J3I A()531,JA3), (IA541,J5),(IAISS),JN),(IA.S6),J7),(IA(5I7E41NZ015 14 KLIDT+K1 E4INZ079
8),J8 ,( IAISR ),JT ),(IA( 1 591),IBB),( lA(60),IBO ),l A 61 ), ),{IA(hz2 ,E4INZ016 )DT=DT+AA(KI) EAINZORO
91IA),(IA 63),IDTI ),(IAI64),IDY)I A( ),ITE), 41),ITAP) E INZ017 13 K=NELIFK, ) F41NZO l
EDUIVALENCE IIA(66),ICAR),(IA(67),ICIX),(IAI(6 ),ICIY),(IAI69), E41NZ018 IF (Kl) 10.10.15 EAINZOA2
IICIZI,(7IA )70 ,ICFI),(IA71I ),IXX),(I(72),IYYI.(IAIT3),IZZ ,. E41NZ019 b KO=IDZ+KI E4INZOB3
2(IA(74),IIC),( IA(75),IDEF)(I A( 761,ST),(IAI771,IIS E41NZ0 20 DG=DG+AAIK I E4INZO84
3,(IA(78),IGEM),IA7 1 9),IERR) IbAA(O),TE),(AA(IIDT),(AA(12),DG), E41NZ021 10 CONTINUE F41NZ08R5
4)AA(83),AL1),AA(84),AL2),(IAAIS),AL3),(AA(6)D21),(AA IO ) 1 P), E41NZ022 CC=IE-1 E41NZ086
S AA(131),UV),IAA 1551),X1 ,(AA(163),Y), AA(ITI), Z),(AA(17 ),XO), F I4NZ023 TE=TE/CC E INZOR7
6(AA(IB 6),YD) ,IAA(193),ZDI ,(AA(3511 ,S ),1AA140),ZGEM) EINZ024 DG=DG/CC E4 INZOB8
7.,AAl 21,IN).I(AA(43IIBG),IA(44), IFNI AA(41),CONS),( AA(46),IF4NZ025DTT/CC EnINOR9
IIAA(TI.GI).I,((48 ,G2 ,AA 49, G3) E41NZ026 C DETERMINE NECESSARY PARAMETERS ACCORDING TI) CLASS E41NZO90
EQUIVALENCE IIA(349),NTIC), ( IA(348),1IST), (IA(3471,ISDY),(IA(346 E41NZ027 IC L=3 FAINZO91
1,ISDZ),(IA(345),J9I,A0344),JI0),l(A1343),JPRSlIAlT342),JSDY) E41NZ028 IRIG= E41NZ092
2.IA(341),JSZ)(IA(340),JARE),(IIA339),J.MMX) (IAI338).JMMY) EAINZ029 IDR=0 E41NZO93
3,(IA13371,JMMZI ,(IA 336),JMFI),(IA 335),ITAS)I,(IA(334),IDZ) E41NZ030 ICAS=ICAS E4INZO94
4,IA(333),IPRI, (AA332),GY),I AA331),5GZ],(AA1330),PRESI E4INZ031 GO TO (69.62,69,64,65,66,69,68),ICAS EI4NZ095
5,(I 1329),IPIR) E41NZ032 62 1DR=1 EAINZO96
DIMENSION BIR(3),SIR(3),DIN(3,3 3,SRI6),XN(3),xF )I,0N(6),F(6), E41NZ033 GO TO 69 E41NZ097
1RES(6),RED(6), BA5 3),ICLAS(4) ,NBAN 10),NU(I3), NES(3) EFINZ034 64 ICOL=6 EAINZO98
EQUIVALENCE (AA(200,IONE),(AA(201),ICN),(AA1202,LM),(AA203),ASTE4INZ035 GO TO 69 E41NZ099
1),(AA(204),INBON)IAA20),ARE),(AA20 .ICLA),(AA12O7)IMEL), F41NZ036 6 ICOL=I E4INZ00
2(AA(201),MI,(AA(209), ICI),1AA210), ICONI,(AA(211),ANGLEI,(AAI212),41NZ37 GO TO 69 EAINZI01




4,(IAA(21),IROT). IAA217),BST) E41NZ039 IRIG=2 E41NZ103
EQUIVALENCE (AA1220),RIRI(AA(223),SIR),(AA226)1,IN ).IAA(235) .SIENINZONO GO TO 69 E41NZ104
1,AAI241),XN),IAA(244),XF),(AA(247),ONI,(AA(253),FI, IAA)259).RESIFAINZ041 C6 IRIG=2 EAI4NZ105
2,(AA(265),RED),(AA(271),BAS).IAA(24),ICLAS),(AA(278),NBAN) E41NZ042 C INITIALIZE THE OTHER CONSTANTS E41NZ106




IC,2),FF(1),NSETI 100),MSET(1001,WV3,31 E41NZO45 IERR=O F41NZ109
EQUIVALENCE (AA(14.D000),FF),(NU(1),JP NU12),J I),(N(3),JSI) E4INZO46 C GENERATE BAS VECTOR FINZ110
EQUIVALENCE (FF11 ,NEL),(FF(341),MAC),FF(661),IWG),IFF(751),D0 ), E4INZ047 IE=MACI MIC,2) F NZII1
11FF(87),A),(FF(1417),B) ,FF(14011 CIIFF 1497),NSET),(FF11597), E41NZ048 K=NEL(IEIO) E4INZII2
2MSET),(FF(1697),W) E41NZ049 CALL FINDX(K,X) F41NZ113
EQUIVALENCE (NES(1) ICOL) ,(NES(2),IRIG),NES(3),IDR) E4INZ050 K=NELI IE,11) FEINZ114
C SET INDICATORS TO LOCAL=OVERALL E4INZ051 CALL FINDX(K,Y) EAINZ115
IROT=O FAINZ052 BAS 1)=Y(II-X(1) F4INZII6
BST=7H A E4INZ53 BAS(2)=Y(21-X(2) F4INZ117
C GENERATE DIN AND W TRANSFORMATION MATRICES FOR LOCAL=OVFRALL E4INZ054 BAS(3)=Y(3)-X(3) EFINZ118
DO I I=1.3 E4INZ055 CC=I. E41NZ119
DO I J=1.3 E4INZ056 CALL UNIT(BASCC FI41NZ12O
IF (I-J) 2,3.2 E41NZ057 IF (INP-2) 20.21,21 FAINZ121
3 OIN(IJ)=1. E4INZ058 21 WRITE OITPUT TAPE 6,22,TEOT,DG,BAS(1),BAS(2),BAS(3) E4INZI22
W(IrJII. E41NZ059 22 FORMAT (20X.5HTHICK.2X,E11.4,3X,11HTEMP.INCRSF,2XE11.4,3X,1IHTEMPE41NZ}23




E41NZ061 20 RETUIRN Elh225
W(I ,J)=O. EAINZ062 END E41NZ: '
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Table VII-68. Source program listing of
subroutine INV (Link 4)
Table VII-69. Source program listing of
LIsEL subroutine LEST (Link 4)
E4INV E41INV00
SUIROUTINE INV)A,N,R.,METERM) E4INV001
C INVERTS MATRICES )PTO TRDER 8 RY GAUSS ELIMINATION E41NV002
OIMENSION IPIVOTI 81).A 8. R).BI 8,2).INDEX( ,2),PIVOT( 8) EAINV003 V LAEL
EQIIVALENCE IIROWJROW). ICOLM,JCfLLUM), (AMAX, T1 SWAPI F41NV004 CEALST EALSTonoC E41NV005 SUBROUTINE LEST F4LSTOnT
FAINVOn6 C OBTAINS STRAIN COMPOINENTS BY LFAST SOUARFS AT A NODE F LSTO2C INITIALIZATION EAINV007 DIMENSION IA(l) AA( ).S(1),N(8),P21(21),D3313,3),F22(3,3) E4LST003
F AINVOE IP 24 ) )V 24).1 X(8).Y(I8).Z(8) .XD017YD(7) ZDI7)1(1) 11 EALST00410 OETERM=I.0 E4NVD09 COMMON I0.40 E4LSTOTS
15 D0 20 J=1,N FAINVOI0 EQUIVALENCE(IA,AA),DID333 ,( 1021(10)IOlE27),)21 191),)TDII(2Oll ),G)EALST00620 IPIVOT(J)= E41NVOII EQUIVALENCE (IAiTlf,IN),(IA(21.IBN),(IA(3),IT),(IA(4),IP),(lA(5), ER LST007
BB=l.E-30 F4INV012 IIRS)l IA(6).ITYPF), ( A(7),IAT),(IASR).IDEG),IA(9) .Nx),(I010) E LSTOop
GO TO 9003 EAINVOI3 21H),(IA(11). l8), IAl2) IMMX). IA(3 ).IM yY), IA(14).IMM7I)(IA(151.E4LSTOV99002 DETERM=0. FAINV 14 31MFI).1 A(116).IARE)11A(I17).II1)). A(25),M).11A)26).ITY) IA 1 (27),FALPTO 1o
GO TO 740 E I4NVOI5 1STR),( IAI28).IVLT),( IA(29).ITEM),( IA 30),TIC),(IAI31).IMET). EALST0119003 CONTINUE FAINVOIl6 5(lIA32), ISUI).IA(033),INl ),(IA134),IS),)IAI361),1S) 1.A37), EALSTOI30 00 550 I=1.N FAINVOI7 610RD),A1 38) .I)IR01),(IA(39),ACEL )(IA(50),J1),(IA(51),J2), F LSTOI3C F 8AINVI 71AI52),J3). IA(53 )J ,(IA(54).JS).(A I I ),Jh)I. (I56).J7), IA(57 FI LSTOIA
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT F4INVO9 81),J8), IA(5),RJTY),(IA(59).IBB)(IIA60.I).)IA(61),IID),(IA(62),FALST1
C 141NVOO 911A).111(AI63).IDT). IA(64), 0IDY) (IA(65).ITE)l I A(A1 L ITAP) EALST1640 ANAX=0.0 F4INVO2I EQUIVALENCE (IA1I6),ICAR).(IA1 67).ICIX).(IAI68),ICIY).,(IAb 9). FALSTOI140 DU 105 J=I1.N E41NV 2 1ICIZ),(A(T70),ICFI),(IA 71),IXIX),lA1 72).IYY),IIA(73).IZZ), FALST01IO I I IPIVOT J)-I) 60, 105, 60 E4NVO23 2(IA(174). IIC). (IA1(75) IDE).(IA (6),IST),( A(77),IIS) FALST019
f0 IF IPIo i KII N NV024 3, ( 71T ),IGEM) (IA I 79).IERR).(AA IO) ,T) .AA(RI).DT) ,AABI ),DG). EALSTn?01 F T(PI4ITK)-I) 080. IO. 9002 E41NVO25 4(AA)83AL1 ).)004)1,L2I,)AAI)5).AL3),OAE86),D.10)(AA(IODIP), F4LSTO2I
bO IF (ABSFAMAX)-ABSF(AJ.K))) 45, 100. 100 EINVO026 5 IAA 13 TUV ), ) 155)AX)IAII631.Y9)).IAAI171).Z).A479),OIXD, ELST0O2
45 IROW=J I41NVO27 6(AA(186),YD), IAA(1),Z1).(0AA351),S),(AA(401),ZGFM EALST230 ICOLUM=K EAINV02 7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(143). IPGA(144), PEN) (AA(.451)CONS) (A4A(A), IUF4LST2495 AMAX=A(J,K) FI4NVO29 B).(AA(47),G1). AA48)GI.D AA49),G31 EALST02510U CONTINUE F41NV030 EUIIVALENCE (IA(149),NTIC),(IA(34R).IS)T),IIA13471.1SDY),IA(346) FALST026105 CONTINUE FAINVO31 1 SLSDZl,.A345 1J9) ,lA4344) JI0),( IAI33)JPRS.l A32).JSOY) F4LSTO27IF IAB)SFAMAXI-R 9002.9002 0 E41NVO32 2.11A(341),JSOZ)IlA(1340).JARE),lIA(339).1 MMX)(IA(338),JM Y) EPLST028
110 IlVOT) ICLII)M IPOT ICO LIMI.) E4INO03 3,(IA(337),JMMZ),IA(336),JFI). lA(335)1,ITASI1A(1334),IZ) 4ALST029C F41NV034 4, 1 A333),IPI 11(AA(332).,DGY). (AA(331,GI) I AA(30) .PRES) E9
4
LST30
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELFMENT ON DIAGONAL E4INVO33 5(AIA(329),IPIR I F4LST031
C NV36IF IROWICOLDIMENSION BIR(3),SIR(3).DIN(3,3),5R(16),N3).XP(3).0N(6),OF(6), EALSTO3230 IF EIROW-ICOLM) 140 260. 140 F41NV37 1RES6),RED BAS3).ICLA ) AN(I10).N1(3).NES(3) E4LST331 O DETERM0=-ETERM FAINVO3 EQUIVALENCE (AA200) , IONE) I(AA201).ICN) (AA(202),LM). AA(203),ASTF4LST034
1I0 D 200 L1AIN FPINV039 Il),(AA2041,INRON),(AA(205).ARFP, AA206ICLA) (AA.L 207) .IELI), EALSTO351oO SWP )=A(IROW.L) FAINVTO 2(AA208). IM).(AA( 11209.),IC) ,lAA(210). ICON),AA211),AI.NGLF)I AA(212),FALSTO36
li0 A(ICRO,LI=AI ICOLIM.L) 4INV041 31CAS),(AAI213),IF).IAA)214).NB).AA215 
.MR) E4LT037
205 A(ICFOLML=S AP FANV042 4,(AAI216),IROT),(AA(217).ST) ELSTTO3820 IF(MI 20;, 260. 210 FINV043 EQUIVALENCE (AA1220),BIR),IAAI223),SIRI ,1 AA2?1).DIN),(AA(23)1 SR)E4LST039210 00 250 LIR L F4AINV044 1,(AA241),XN) ,AA(244),XF), A(AA247).ON),(I12531).FI,(AA( 59).RFS)FILST040
220 SWAP=B(IROW.L) F41NV045 2,(AA(265) RED) .AA(271).BAS).(AA(274),ICLAS),(AA127),NB N) EALST041
230 B(IROW.L)=) ICIILII,L) E41AVINV 3. (AA292),Ntl.)(AA12951,NES) F4LSTO42250 BIICDLU1.L)=SWAP FiNV4o7 DIMENSION NEL(20.I7).MC(4,.20) .WG(o90.00(6.6), .90.71).RIR). E4LST043
2O0 INDEX(I,I)=lIRLV F4NVT4P IC(B,2)FF I).NSET( I0).SET01 100)W( 3,3) E4LST044
210 INDEXI2I1)=ICOLO F4INVo) 0 EOUIVALENCE lAA 14000),FPF)(NU(1).JP1),1N (2).JMI).(NI3), JS1) E4LST045
10 PIVODT( 1=0 ICIJLM . ICOLM) FAINVO1 5 EQUIVALENCE (FF(1),NEL).(FF(341),MAC).(FF661),IWG).( FF(75I),00). FALSTOA320 DETERM=1FTERMFPIVDT(1I F41NV 51 1 (FF1787),A)( FF 14171)) FF(141I .C).IFF(1497) NSFT)I FF(1597), E4LST047C F41NV052 2%SETI lFFI 497).W) F4LSO4B
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW EY PIVOT FLFMENT F4NV053 OIMENSIDN U(3,). CDISI3).CROT(3),ODIS)3).DROT(3).DCOR(3) E4LST049C FP INV054 EQUIVA)LENCE (X(I).U.DCOR).(X(4),CDIS),(X(7),CRIIT),(X(IO),TDIS), E4LST0 50330 b(IC()ILU.ICnTlM)=I 
.0 E419V055330 DI 30 LIN FIN,5IC m IX(13) ,DROT) F LST5140 DI) 3 10 L-1 NF41N0 EQUIVALENCE )(NES(1).JMM)(NESI2).JMR) FALSTO 2O A(I COLUM.L)=)/ICIILJP(.L/PI T{I I F41NV057 M JMM JMR E4 T
35 IFIM) 380, 380, 360 F4INVOS58 ICA=ICAS E4LST054
31 00 370 L 1 . F41PNV59 CONCASICON FALSTO5
310 RI ICOLIIM,L)=B(ICOLOML)/PIV)T I1I) I E41VO0 IER=ON FALSTOn5
C F41IV06 DO 6 I=,JMM F4LST097
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS F4INVO62 O 6 J=I JMX FALSTO58
-C NV 6 3 0 .21 0.
380 00 550 LI=IN F N064 D 1 F4LSTO59
390 IF(L1-ICLIJ0) 400, 550, 400 F410NV65 DO 7 KM I CONN LST061
400 
T
A ILI ICLlM) E I4NV06 L A(K, )A KJ) LST 63
900 AILI ,=A L .L)-A(ICILUM,.L)T E41NVO69 IF (-8MI 61.61.6 F4SO S40 01I 500 L=0, 40 4NV07 61 R)IJ.l=B(I.J) PLSTO6640 L 00 L1,L)M LL)V071 6 CONTINUE F4LST0O 710 RIL1,L) B)LlL)-91CnL00,LIVT FPINV072 DO 10 1=1,JMM 4ALST06-,O CONINIE F41NVO73 DO 10 J=I.JMR F LSTOh9C F4INV074 JC=J+JMM FLSTT070
C INTERCHANGF COLUINS FINV75 10 CIJ)I. RIJ CI E4LST071
Sn 0 N INV07 CALL INV(RJBM.C.JMR,DET) 4LST07261O D 710 1=1, F41iNV077 C REARRANGE STRAINS FALST073010 L=NI-I E41NN n78 GO T DII.I3.1,20,15,16.20,20),ICAS E4LST074620 IF (INDEX(L.11-INDEX(L,2)) 630, 710, 630 OT41NV079 II C14, ). FELST075
o30 JROW=INDFXIL.1 41INYO 1 C(4.1)=0 LST075
640 JCOLUM=INDEXIL.2) F4INVORI GO TB 20 F4LST077
O DU 705 K=I1N FINVOR2 GU TO 0 FLT7
b66 SWAP=A(KJROW) 12 DO 121 L=1,3 FALSTOTB
970 A(KJROWI=A(K.JCOLUM) EAINVOR4 (1 CII.2)=C(.O FALST079
100 A(K.JCLUM)=SWAP FAINVO 121 CR = F.LSTORO
1U5 CONTINUE JMR=2 FALSTO81105 P4INV086 GD TO 20 FALST82210 CONTINUE FAIN41V7 13 IFIXNI1)) 131.131,132 F4LSTO8314Q RETIR F4INVORB 131 C(4.1)=C(1,1) FALSTOn4END EINVO09 GO TO 133 FLSTAA5
132 C(4.1)=N(1)/XN(I)-DT*AL3 E4LSTnP6
137 JMM=4 E4LSTOOO
GC TO 20 FALSTO
Ib IF (XNI1)) 152,152.1551 FLSTOR9
I1I C(2.1)=(CDSIS 1) 1,11-C 3) (2.1))/XNi)-OTAL3 F4LST090
GO TO 153 F4LST091
I02 C12.11001=(DDISI)lOIN(1I)-I) 31) 1)INI2,1)I/DCOIR(1)-PT-AL3 F4ALST92
1,, JMM=2 E4LSTO93
GO TO 20 F4LST Q4
16 IF (XN11) 162,1l2,161 FALSTO9
141 CI2,2)=-ON(318DIN91 I )/XN(1+DGAL3 V4LSTO96
GO TO 163 FLSTO97
1b2 CI2 2=-DROT13)*01N(I1. 1)/I)CR(1)+DG*AL3 F4LSTO9
16, GO TO I5 
-L-
20 CONTINUE FALSTOI0
IF (DET) 1010001,105 F4LSTl1I
1U, IF (INP-2) 205,706.206 CALSTIO2
206 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE .207,BSTT.JmJMR."ETI()ClI, .I.I=I 1 ),J=1.JMR)F4LSTIO3
20( FORMAT (15X.A2.3X,4HAEST FT STRAIN TFNSIIR COMPONENTS FLLOW,14, FALSTI 4
13H X ,I ,5X,4HOET=.E15.7/19X,6FL5.5) EALSTIO5
2> RETIIJRN F4LSTlOo
10U0 IERR=i FALST07
GO TO 105 9L "TInR
EN) F4LSTln9
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C ORIENTS LOCAL AXES PROPERLY AT A BOUNDARY NODF IN SHELLS FAMnNO02
C TO ROTATE LOCAL AXES (TIN) S11 THAT KSI IS IN 7TA-IR PLANF E40MN003
DIMENSION IAll ),AAI(I1)S1).N(),D2121) .033(3.3),E22)3.3) E4MON04
1,pI24),UV(2 41,) ).IY(B).Z(H),XT)7) YD(7,.ZO(7).G I(I F4MDNO05
COMMON IA.AA FMDN000
EQUIVALENCE'IA,AA)2(.0D21D313)21110).,F22),(F21(191.E).EI 1(2O).G)F4N00NO7
EQOIIVALENCE I( 1I ),(I)(l A 2)I N),)( 13),) I 1 PI,(IA5), F4MON) OB
1IPRS) ,(IA( ,l ITYP I),(I 7). IMAT) (IA( )IDEG) (A1 9),1 INX).(I A (I ).E4MDN009
21H) (IA( 1 1),1 )I, A(12), M X),(IA(13). IM Y) IIA(14 ),IM Z) ,(IA( I ),EAMDN00I
31MFI)iA(16).IARE),(IA(17).Nl1))1 . IA( 5),M),(IA12 ),ITY),(IA(27),FAM40N01
41STRI). IA(281.IFLT),(IA(29 .ITEM),(IA 30),ITIC).(IA(311,IMFT), F4 M NI012
5(IA132),ISUM(IIA(33),INO).( A(34),1 S).)IA(36),.IDS( , lA(37), E4M0NT13




),J3),(IA(53),J4),(IA(54).JS).IA(55)1.J6),IIA(56)I J7).(IIA 57F4MDN0 1 5
8 .JB) ,(IA .58 ),JTY),(IA( d59), B ),(IA)(60) B R ),(IA(61),IID) ,IA(62),F4M N0 16
91IA),(IA(63),IDT I ), A 4),1IOY (lA(651 ,ITE).( I IA(41 ,ITAP) F4M N017
EQUIVALENCE (IA(66),ICAR).(IAI67),ICIX),(IA( 8),ICIY),(I A(9), E4MON018
((CIZ)I A(070).ICFI),( LA(71I .1). (IA(17 ),1YY), (IAT3),IZ), E
4 M
ON019
2( A1 74),1 IIC), (IA(75),ID F).I (7 ,IST), (77 ,IIS) F4MON0 20
3.IA(78T ),IGE M).(IAi79),IRR),(AA(0) TEl. AA{II) .T) (AA192).0 )., F4MDNn21
4(AA83),AL I).((AA(84),AL2),(AABS),AL3),(AA(86)021).(AAI107),P), F-M0NO22
51AA(131),ODV) IAAl155),X). (AA I1 3),YI ,(AA(171),7).IAA(179).XD) FAMDNO?3
6(AA(186),Y), I(AA1931,ZD),(AA 3511).)(AA(40) .ZGEM) E4MDN024
7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),(AA(44),IPEN),1AA4'5),CN ),AA(4 ), I
F
4 
M O N 0 2 5
B), (AA(11471),)l I AA14B ) ) 1G, 14A1,G3) 4MDN026
EUISVALENCE (IA( 341,NTICS), 40)10T),(IA) 347) .IS0Y),(IA(34) F4DN027
1,ISDZ),(IA(345),J9)1 IA1344) JI0), IA(343),J RS), (IA(342),JSIDY) 4MDNO28
2, (IA1341),JSDZ)(IA(1340),JARE),(IA1339),J-XRI A33B).JMMY) F MON029
3,(IA)337),JMZ).(IA(336),JMFI). IA335),(TAS). 1A(334) IDZ) F4VDN030
4, A(11333),IPRI,(AA332),DGY)(AA(1331 .G I ,(AA(330),PRESI EMONO031
51 IA(329),IPIR) E4MDNO32
DIMENSION BIR(3),51R(3).DINI3.3), SR(6),XN(3),XF(3),0N(6). Fi6), F MONO033
IRES(6) REDI6).BAS3),ICLASI4),NBAN( 1),N)I3),NFS(3) FAMONO34
EQUIVALENCE IAA(200),IONE I )AA201).ICN),(AA?0O2),LMI .RAA)o03).ASTF4MON035
1),(AA(204),INB N),(AA(205)ARE), 1AA(206). ICLA) (AA1 207).'IEL) F4MONn36
2(AA(208) IM), AA(209), (IC).(AA(210), ICON),AAI )I,ANGLEI,(AA 212), MO N0 37
31CAS),(AA(213),IE)I (AA214)1,NB).AA)(B15)R) E4MDN038
4,(AA(216), ROTI),AA(217).BST) E'4ON039








EQO IVALENCE (AA(14000),IF)(.NUll ) JP (N1(2).J(1I),(NU(3),JSl ) F4MDN04b
EQUIVALENCE (FF(),NEL),(FF(341),MAC),(FF( I ),IWG).(FF(75 I),DO), E
AM NO 
047
1(FF(787),bA),FF(I1417) , IFF(141R ),C),(FF(1497(,NSET) .FF(1597)* E4MDN048
2MSET), FF(1697) .) FAMN049
DIMENSION XII3),ETA(3),ZTA(3) FMDNOSO0
EOUIVALENCE (DIN(1),XII).DIN(14).ETA),(DIN17 1.ZTAl F4AMN051





C SEE IF A SOLID F4MDN095
IF IICAS-4) 33,31,33 F41MNn56
C SOLID CASE. FIND THE AXIS WHICH MAKES LARGFST ANGLE WITH RIR FMN0N057
31 IF (ABSFIBIRI1))-ABSF(BIR2))) 315,315,31 F4MDN058
315 IF (ABSFIBIR(1))-ABSFBIIRI(3)) 311.311 313 F4MDN0 59
316 IF (ABSF(BRIR(21)-A8SF(BIR(31)) 312,31,313 EMONn0O
311 CALL VECT(ETA,BIR.XII) F4M 1I061
GO TO 35 FM N062




GO TO 35 F40NO07
313 CALL VECT(ETA,BIR,ZTAl E'MDNA
35 CC=1. F MNO 0
CALL UNIT(ETA.CC) EDNO70
CALL VECTIZTA.BIR,ETA1) F41)N71
CALL UNITIZTACC) E MDN072
CALL VECT(XII.ETA,ZTA) FaMDN073
CALL UNIT(XII.CC FAMDN074
Go TO 22 E4nMnMO5
C NON-SOLID CASE F4MN076
33 CC=I. EMON077
CALL VECT (ETAZTA,BIR) E4MnN078
CALL UNIT lETA.CC) FAM0N079
CALL VECT (XIIFTA,ZTA) F4MDNO80
CALL UNIT IXII.CC) FM4ONORI
22 RETURN FAMO 4)72
END F4MDNOR3
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Table VII-71. Source program listing of subroutine META (Link 4)
CErMET EFMET000 208 IF IICAS-4) 207.210,207 E4METO70
SUBROUTINE META E4METOI 207 EI=E/I1.-PU PO) E4MET071
C TO GENERATE MATERIAL MATRIX DO IN THE ORDER OF 1,2,12.3,13,23 EAMETOO2 E2=EIPU EAMET072
C IN LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM EMFETOO3 K=2 F'MET073
DIMENSION IA1l),AA II).SI1),NI),O21121),D3313,3).E2213,3) E4METDO4 GO TO 220 E4MET074
1,P(24).UV(24),X(8),Y(8),Z( ),XD(7),YI(T7 ,ZD(7),GL I E4MET0 05 210 K=3 E4MET075
COMMUN IA,AA EUMET006 EI=E*(1.-PU)/(II.-2.*PU)~*(.+PU)) E4METO76
EQIIVALENCEIiA,AA),1(DD2IID33) 121110E22 021( 19),E),IE D21(D),G)EMET007 EZ=E/P1/I I.-2.*PU)*I.+PU)) EUMET077
EQUIVALENCE (IA(1),IN),(A1 2),IBN),(IA3),IT)(IA4),IP),. IA(5), ERMETOOR 22 DO 201 I=1,K E-MET078
1IPRS),I A(6),ITYPEI, IA 7),IMAT.,IA(8). IDEG) (IA9), INX),(IA(I0),FMETOO9 DO 201 J=I,K EUMETO79
21H),IAIIII8),(l IA112),IMX),(I A(13,IMMY),(lIAl4).IMMZ ,(IA15),EMETOIO IF I(-JI 203.202.203 EMFTORO8
31MFI),( A(16),IARE),IlA(171,NI 1)).1 1 25).M),(IA(26),ITY), IA127),EAMET011 202 DDIIJI=E1 F4METOR 1
41STR),(IA(28),IELT),1IA(29),ITEM)IIA(30).ITIC).(IA 31 MET), E4MET012 DDII+3,J+3)=G E4METOB2
5(IA(32),ISUM),(IA(33),IND),(IA(34),IMS), I A 36),IDS).(IA(37), E4METD13 GO TO 201 E4METOB3
610RD 38)IRD)IA1380 D1),IAI39) AC EL ),(IA(50),J]I),IA 51J),J2) E4METOI4 203 DD(IJ)=E2 E4METOR4
7(IA(52 ),J3). , IA(53),J4),(I)A(54)J5).( A SS),J6), (IA 56),J7),(IA(57TE METO15 201 CONTINUE E4METO85
8),J ), IA(58)1 JTY),(IAI59),IBB), IA(60),IO), (IA(61), ID),(IA(62) ,E4MET 16 IF IFK-2) 60,204,h0 EMETO086
911A),( IA(63),IDT),l IA(64),IDY). (IA(65),ITE),(IA(41),TAP) EUMETOI7 204 DD(6,b)=G E4METO 7
EOUIVALENCE (IAI66),ICAR),(IA(67),ICIX),(A68),ICIY),(IAI69), E4METOI8 GO TO 60 EMET088
IICIZ),IIA(70),ICFII,1IA1711.IXX)I(IA(72) IYY).(IA(73),I ZZ), E4METOI9 C ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL E4MET089
2(IA(74),IIC),(IA175),IDEF),IIA(76),IST)(A177),115) EMETO20 30 IIAI=IIA+IIMET-I1)2 EUMETO90
3,1IA(7T),IGEMI,A(179),IERR)I.AA(80).TE), AA(I1),DT),(AA(82),OG), F4METO21 ALI=AA)IIAI+1) E:METO91
4(AA(83),AL1),(AAI84) .AL2),IAA(R8),AL3),(AAIRb6),D21),AA(107),P), EAMETO22 ALZ=AA(I A+2) E4METO92
51AA131 ),UV),(AA(155I),X),AA(163 ), I,(AA(171),Z),IAA(179),XD), E4METO23 IIDI=IIU+(IMET-1)*9 E4MET093
6(AA(186),YD),(AA( 193),ZD),(AA(351)S), IAA(4d),ZGEM) EFMETD24 DD( 1 1 =ARA(II ) E4METO9
7,(AA(42),INPI, AA(4 3),1PBG). AA(44), PEN) ,(AA(45),IONS)I,AA I(4 ,11)EMETO25 DDII,2)AAI IDI+2) E4METO95
8).(AA(147)), )AA48G2), AA(9,G) FMETD26 DD 1,4=AAI 11DI3 EM ETO96
EOUIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC),(IA(348)ISDT),1 IA347),ISDY),(IA346) E METO27 DD(2,2)=AA(IIDI+4) E4METO97
1.ISDZ).(lIA345),J9),(IAI344) ,J1O),(IA343),JPRS),IIA(342),JSDY) EMETO?B 0D(2,4)=AAII01I+5) E4METO9O
2.(IA(341),JSDZ),IIAI34O),JARE), IA1339),JMMX),IA(338),JMMy) EUMETO29 DD(4,4)=AA IIDI 6) EAMETO99
3,(11A337),JMMZ),.IA336),JMFI1,(1IA335),ITAS,I IA13341),IDZ E4METD30 DD(5,5)=AAIIDI+7) E4METIOO
4,A11A333),IPR),(AA(332),DGY) IAA( 331),OGZI)(AA1330).PRES) EMFTO31 DDI5,6)=AA(IIDI+8) EAMET101
5,(A11329),IPIRI E4MFT032 DD 6,6)=AA (IIDI+9) 14MFTIO
DIMENSION BIRI3)SIR3,DIN(3,3),SR(6),XN13),XF(3),RN(6),OF(6), EMETU33 IF I(ISR-i) 60.301,60 E4MET103IRES(6),REDI6),BAS(3),ICLAS(4),NMANIIINUI3)3,NESI3) E4MET034 301 D 11,3)=1DD1,2) F4MET104
EQUIVALENCE (AA(200),IONE),(AA20I),ICN),( AA(202),LM),(AA 203),ASTERMET035 DDI2,3)=DDII,2) EMETIS05
1),(AA(204),INBUN),(AA(2005,ARE),(AA(206),ICLA),,(AA207 ),IEL), F4MET36 GO TO 60 EAMETI06
2 AA208),IM), IAA(209),IC),IAA210),ICON).AAI2IOANGLE),(AA(212) ,EMETO37 C GENERAL HOOKIAN MATERIAL EMET1O731CASI,(AA(213,IE),I AA(214),NB),(AAI 215),MB) E4METO38 40 IIAI=IIA. IMET-I) 3 EMETIOR8
4, AA(216),IROT),IAA(217),BST) E4METO39 AL=AAlIIAI+I E4METIO9
EOUIVALENCE (AA;220),BIIR),(AA1223)1SIRI, IAAI226 .DIN)I,AA(2351 SR)EMETO40 AL2=AAIIAI+2) E4MET10O
1I(AA(241).XN),(AA(244),XF),IAA(247),N),AA(253),OF),(AA(12591),RES)E4METO41 AL3=AA(IIAI+3) F4METIII
2,(AAI265),RED),(AA12711)BAS),(AA(274".ICLAS ),AAI2T78)NBAN) EMET042 IIDI=IID+IIMET-I)r21 EHMET112
3,(AA(292),NU(I'AA (295),NES) EUMET043 DO 401 I=1,6 EMET113
DIMENSION NELI20,17),MAC(4.4,20).IWG(90),DD(,6),A(90,7R)BRIA8), E4MFTO44 00 401 J=I,6 EUMETI14
1CI8,2),FF I ),NSETI OO).MSETI 100),W3.3) E4MET045 IIDI=II1 E4MET115
EQUIVALENCE (AAll4000),FF),(NlI(1),JPI ,(NUI12).JI ),(NU(3),JS) E4MET046 401 DD(I,J)=AAIIIDI) EAMETI16
EOUIVALENCE (FF(l),NEL),(FFI341).MAC1I.FF1661),IWG),IFF(751),DDI, E 4ET047 C OBTAIN THE SYMMETRIC HALF E4MET1171IFF(787 .A),(FFI1417,B),IFFI1481 ,C),(FF(1497),NSET),(FF 1597), EUMET048 60 DO 61 I=1,4 EMETIB82MSETI,(FFI97).)W) F METO49 D00 61 J21,6 EMETII9
C INITIALIZE ED ALPHA CONSTANTS E4MET050 61 DOJI =DDO(IJ EAMETI20
00 10 1=1,6 F4MET051 C ROTATE MATERIAL AXES IF NECESSARY SO THAT THEY COINCIDE WITH DIN EUMET12100 10 J=1,6 FUMETD52 IF (IROT) 71,70,71 E4MFT1?2
10 DO(IJ)=0. EUMET053 71 CALL ROTA EUMET123
AL1=O. EMET054 C SWITCH COLUMNS AND ROWS 3 AND 4 TO GET THF ORDER 1,2,12,3,13,23 E4MET124
AL2=. FUMET055 70 00 62 I=1,6 E MET125AL3=O. F4METO56 El=DI(4 I E4METI26
C INQUIRE THE TYPE AND GENERATE DD IN THE ORDER OF 1.2,3,12.13,23 E4MET057 ODDOI ).DD(3.I) E4METI27IF I TYPE-I) 20.30.40 F4METO58 62 DD(3,1 I)=E1 EMETI2A
C ISOTROPIC MATERIAL E MET059 00 63 I=1,6 E4MET12920 IIDI=IID+( IMET-I )2 EMET060 EL=DD(I,4) E4METI30
E=AAil DI+1) E4METo61 DOD(,4)=DDI13) F MET131
G=AA:IIDI+2) E4MET062 63 DDI,3)=EI EUMETI32IIAI= IA+IMET EM ET063 IF (INP-2) 100.91,91 EMNETI33ALL=AA(III) EAMETO64 91 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.92,ICN,BST,IMET,((0011,J).J=1,6),1=I,6) EMETI134
AL2=ALI EUMFTO65 92 FORMAT I15I10X,A2,3X,57HMATERIAL MATRIX (IN 1,2,12,3,13,23 ORDER) E4MET135
ALBALI E4MFT 06 1FOLLOWS, MAT.=,I3/2OX,6EI1.51 E4MET136PU=E/12.G)-I. EMO4TDT7 lO RETURN F4METI37
IF IISTR-1) 209.210,209 FUMET068 END FUMFTI38
209 IF (ICAS-3) 208.210.208 F4MET069
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Table VII-72. Source program listing of subroutine QUAD (Link 4)
LAHEL U=2 II1)*2+ZTA2)2+ZTA(3)102 
E40AD099
CE4 AU F-ADO00 IF (0) 172,171,172 F4AOADIO
SUBROUTINE 01)AD 4OA0001 III ZTA(1)=ZD(1) F AD10
FINDS LOCAL COURINATE AXES BY REST FIT OADRATIC IN SHELLS F40AD02 ZTAI21=ZA(2I E40AD103
C TO ESTABLISH DINI3.3 AND ANGLE BY BEST FIT OUADRATIC SURFACE (9PI)F4OABD3 ZTA13)=Z013) F400AD1
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1},S(1),N(1),D21121)D33(3.3)E22(3.3] E4ADY04 C GENERATE FIRST APPROXIMATION FOR DIN 6400104
I.P 1241,V(24)x. IB( ),Y( ),Z(8),XO I(7),YD O7),ZD(7), 1(1) F4QA0005 1,2 ICAT= S FAOA)1 05
COMMON IA,AA FOaDOo XllI)iBASII) F4IAD 0Y
EAUIVALENCE(IA.AA. 1(D21.0331), 21(10)TE22),(1rI )191)E),(0211201) ,)OAD007 XIII)=BASI(2) F4ADI07
EQUIVALENCE (IAII),INI),IA21.1N)IIA(3),IT).I A141.IP).IIA 111. EOAADOR XII13)=BAS3) F4OAD19
IIPRS I (IA(b l.ITYPE).(IA(71. IMAT)(IA(IB), DEG I(IA(9),INX)AI. A(10 ).F40A00 9 203 0=1. F 10
21HiIA(I11).18),iI IA(12),IMMX),.I A131.IMHMY).I1IAI14IMMZ1IA( 15) .EOSDolo IF (SCALIZD,ZTA)) 201.201,202 FASAITO
31MFII I IA(16),IARE)I, IA(17),N(I1)) (IA 25),M),(IA(26),ITY)I IAI 27),F4 ADOII 21 0=-1. FAA 11
4ISTR)IIA(281),1ELT)IIA(29)1ITEM)I(IA130),ITIC).(IAI311 .MET), EOADOOI2 202 CALL UNIT (ZTA,A) F A0112
5(lA32),ISUM)I. IA133 , INOI),IA(34),IMS).(IA 1 36),DS) (IA(3 E4AD00 13 CALL VECT (ETA,ZTAXII)I ,AA 113
EIORDSI, I38IIIIO1RDI A 391,ACEL (IIA0II).1, AII(51JT)IA. 4ADO1Y14 CALL NIT , _e,O) F4oAD514
7(I 1520J31,I1A53 J14)1 IA 514)J5).I 1A551. I A )5(.J .IAI7EAAO15 CALL VFCT IXII,ETA,TA)I .OAD115
8 .J8),I IAI58),JTY),(I A(59).IBB)( IA(60).IBn). AI611 ),I 0ID) IA162),4E 0AD I6 CALL UNIT lXII.)1 F00AD 176
911),(I 1A63)1,TTI11A4164)IDY). IIA(EI.ITE), 11(1A(41)1,TAP) E4AADOI7 IF NB-9)N 19.2020 
F'1117
FOIIVALENCE I11(B6(lICIR).IA067).ICIX),(IA6).ICIY).(IA069). F40A00IB 19 WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 6.IB1,ICN E4011B
IICI0,lIll7OAI.ICF3II,11171 7 Y 7 E4AOO19 191 FARMAT II15,3X,71HNOT ENOIIGH 
INFORMATION FOR REST FIT IQUADRATIC. BE4A119
2(A174)1IC).IIAI(75),IDEF), IAI7),IST),IIA(77).IIS) F4QAD020 IEST FIT PLANF IS USED. ) FAAD121
3.1 IA(T7 1GEM).I, IA791)IERR) IAA(BO ),TE),(AA(. I),DT. (AA(B 2),TG), E ADO21 GO TO 00AD 2
41AAB3)l.,ALI.10 4,AL2) AAB5),1L3[,IAAIH6,211.IAA0IIT7IP), F4OA0722 C SEE IF THIS DIN IS ACCEPTASLF F44AI?
511211311,A AS. B.1001 A A A FAEATS23 20 IF IICAT-2) 204,205.205 E4OD123
6b (AA6(Ib),yI. A193).ZD)(AA(I3I)I.S).IAA4SI).G;'A) E40D04 C NOT ACCEPTABLE, CONTINUE ITERATION 40A124
7.AAI42),INP).(AAI1431,IPBG).A 144). IPEN)., IAAB45 1CNSI. AA(B)4. 111F4AD0025 204 L=O 
F4012
8,1A(4), 8,2(AG4. A I49)G.3) E4TAD026 C GENERATE EQUATIONS FOR THE 
COFFFICIENTS OF BFST FIT IQUAPRATIC EODAD126
EQUIVALENCE (IA1349),NTIC).IA1134 1)ISDT).{1A(347).ISDYI),IA
3 4 6
) E0AD027 00D 25 1=1,NB EA4AD127
1.0SZ),(IA(1345),J91. 1,A3441,JPS 1 343 ,JPS),IIA342).JSDY) E4OAD07? NODE=NSETI II) E400129




4).ID ) E4000030 21 CALL FINOXINOEXBFI E4000130
4.1IA13331 IPR)I,AA1332),DGY),(AA(331) .GZ),(.AA(330),PRFS) E 04ADD31 0O 211 J=1,3 ELODAI31
5.11A1329 " IPIRI FO0AD032 XIJIO. 
F40ADI32
TIMENSION BIR3)51R13),OIN(3.3)SR(B6)XN(3,F13 .ON(6),OF() F40AD033 U 212 K=1,3 
E40D133
IRESIb)R8OIE,RA SI3. CL ASI.NBANIO.NI3,N () F 34 212 XIJ)=X(J)+IXF(K)-XN(K))*I INIK.J IO4AD0134
EQUIVALENCE (AA2001,IONEI ,(AA201).ICNI). 1AA202)1 LM,(AA(203)1 .ASTEAD00035 211 CONTINUE F4 AD135
I) AA204),INBN). 11AA(205).ARE), (AA(206),ICLA). AA 207), IMELI , F4AD1 03 L=L+1 E40AD136
2(AA(208),IM),(AAI2091 .1 ),I(AA(210),ICON).(AA(211) ,ANGLE ).AA212).EA4AD037 DIL.,I)=x(1 1 * 
F40 D137
31C AS), (AA213 IIE),(AA(214)NHI).(AA215).MB) FA00DT38 D(L )=X0 2l 2 E40AD139







40 DIL,4)=X(1) X(2) F40AO140
1,AA12411),XN), 1AA244),XF),AA 247), 1N),1 AA 251.0) 1F),(AA(1259),RES)E40ADO041 OL,51=X(1)*X(3) 
E40AD141
?.1AAI2651,RED),(AA271),BASIIAA1(24).ICLAS) (A278),NRAN) E040)042 DIL,6)=X(2)X[31 E40AD142
3,(AA(292),Nl).N.AA29 ),NFS) E40OO043 ID(L7)=X(1) 
EA0143
DIMENSION NFLI20,12),.MACI4,4,20).IW(1901)DD(6,6).A(90,7), B(IBA) F40A0044 D(L.1)=X(2) F40AD144
ICI.21),FFI(1I),NSETIIOO 00 SETI1001,13.31 E40AD0045 DIL.9=X31 EOD145





U 3 ) ,
JSI) Eb O0046 25 CONTINUE F 400146
EQUIVALENCE IFF1),NELI,'FFI 341),MIAC)IFF(661).lIG)(IFF7IIDD), EOAD047 C OBTAIN THE LEAST SQUARE EAUATIONS 
6400D147
IIFF(787)A)IFFI417,B), (14))(FF14BIC F114971)NSFT, IFFIl597), E40AD048 Do 28 I=i.8 
F40AO14B
2MSETI , (FF(16971).W EaA049 00 27 J=1,8 FaOAD149
DIMENSION XI11131),ETA(3),ZTA(3),1(5,9) FOA0050 RIIJ =O. F400150
EOUIVALENCE (DINI I ),(1N(4,FETA],(DIN(7).ZTA).A,d) E40AD051 DO 291 K=1,L 
FTQA0151
C FIND THE SET OF NODES TO BE USED ANO LIST THEM ]N NSET ARRAY E4OADO52 231 B(IJ)=H(ll J)O+D(K, I)D(KJI FAD112
IC=IC 40AD053 27 RIJ.1=B(I.J) F4QAD153
IMIM 64010054 C(II11=0. FA00154
IE=MACIIM,IC.1)+1 EA400055 DO 26 K=1,L 
FO4AD155
K=O FA4ADO56 26 C(II)=C(II)+D(K,I)ID(K,9) 
640A0156
DO 10 I=2,1E 640D0057 2d CONTINUE 
44016157
IELT=MAC IM, ICI E40ADOB C SOLVE FOR THE COEFFICIENTS 
E00158
IMS=NEL(IELT,5) F0QAD059 CALL INV(IHR,C1,OET)I E4AD159
DO 9 J1IlMS E40A0060 IF (DET) 29,19,29 
E40AD60
K=K+1 F40A0061 29 ZTAll)=XII(1)*C(71)+ETA(1)*C(I.1)-ZTA(1) E40AD161
9 MSET(K)=NEL(IFLT.J+9) 640 O062 ZTA(2)=XII(21C1T,1+ETA(2)RC(IlI-ZTA(2) FAOADI62
10 CONTINUE FOAD)Oh3 ZTA3)=X11(31*Ci7.1)+ETA(3)*CIP11)-ZTA(3) E4OAD163
C OBTAIN GENERAL DIRECTION OF MIDDLE SURFACE NORMAL ON ZD E40AD064 ICAT=ICAT+I 
ElAD 64
I=MSET I Fa40D065 GO TO 203 
E40AD0165
CALL FINDX(I,X) FaOADO66 C DIN ACCEPTABLE. SEE IF PRINCIPAL CURVATURE DIRECTIONS ARF REQUIREDFAnQ0 
166
I=MSET(2) EQADO67 205 ANGLF0. 
E0AO1 67
CALL FINODXI,Y) FAA0068 IF IIPIR-I) 100.206,206 400A168
XD()=YI1-X(I11 E40ADO 9 C YES, ROTATE DIN AROUND ZTA UNIILL XII,ETA PRINCIPAL 
E40AD169
XO(2)=Y(2PX2) F0AD070 206 FC=C(III-C(2.1) EAQ00170
XD(31=Y( 31-X1(3 E0AD0071 ER=ABSFICI 1,1)+ABSFIC(2,1)) F0AO0171
I=MSET(13 EA4A0072 ER=ERI.E-2 F60AD17?
CALL FINDXII.X) F4D00073 IF(ABSF(FC)-ERI 24.24,34 F40AD173
YD640=XII)-Y(I1 F0AD0074 34 ANGLE=ATANF (C(4.11/FC)/2. FOAD174





y0(3)=X(3)-Y(3) F40AD076 24 ANGLE=O. F40AD176
GALL VECT (Z0XD,0YD) FQA1)077 341 CES=COSF(ANGLE) 
FQAO177
NAO F40AD078 SEN=SINFIANGLE) E4ADI178
0 13 I=I,K Ea4AD079 C COMPUTE CURVATURES 
F4ASI79
IF (MSET(I1) 13.13,131 F40 D0A 0 X(I =CESICES*CI11)+SENSENCI2,1I+2.CESSENICI4,I) 
F
Ao A D IbO
131 NDE=MSET(II E40aD081 XI2)=SENASENCII,I)+CESACES CI2,r-2.OCES SEN*C(4ll) 
E40A0181
1NB=NI1 E40DB2 C FIND SMALLER CURVATURE DIRECTION F40A01B2
NSETINBI)=N0E E4OADOR3 IF (ARSF(X(1I)-ABSF(X(2))) 343.100,342 
F40A0183
00 12 J=1,K E40A0O84 342 FC=CES 
E40A0104
IF INODE-MSFT(J)) 12,121.12 E40AD0O5 CES=-SEN FGOADIBS
121 MSETIJI)=0 F40 R6 SEN=FC E400IRB6
12 CONTINUE F40ADO7 C BRING XII ON SMALLER CURVATURE DIRECTION 
E40(JA0187
13 CONTINIE E408ADO8 343 00 35 I=1;3 
E4QADBRR
C SEE IF THERE ARE ENOUGH NODUES F40000n9 XIII=CES*DIN(1I)+SFNADIN(I.2) 
FOAOI0B9
IF (NB-9) 16,15.15 F4OAD090 YII=CESDIN(I.2)-SEN(DINI0I) FOGADIG9
C NOT ENOUGH. EXPANID THE POPILATION F OD091 35 CONTINUE F40AD19
lo CALL EPAN FOAD92 00 36 Il,3 F1,"D192
10 IF (INP-?) 17,18.18 Fi4AD093 DIN I1,I )=XI1) F0AD193
10 WRITE OUTPOIT TAPE b,11,NB(NSFT().I=II ,NB) E4QAD094 36 DIN II,2)=Y(I) E40A0194
181 FORMAT (20X,47HNOE SET FOR REST FIT UIODRATIC SHRFACE FLLnwS,110E40A0
0 9
5 ANGLE=ANGLE*10./3.14159 E40AD195
I/(20X,2015)) I FAD096 I00 RETURN E4aAD196
C FIND CR1DE DIRECTION FOR MIDDLE SURFACE N)RMAL F401D097 END E640D197
II CALL BESTIZTA.NSFT.NR) F400AD09
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Table VII-73. Source program listing of subroutine REVO (Link 4)
LABEL 3'O J4B=J+(J-1)IIT ERFVO94CERrEV ELRFVOOO J4C=J4+(2-J)R)T F"REVO95
SUBROUTINE REVO E4REV001 L +ODEO FREVO9C FINDS LOCAL AXES BY REST FIT 4 TH ORDER POLYNUMIAL IN SHELLS OF RVFAREVO02 DO 355 K=IIT E4REV97
C TO FIND DIN(3.3) FOIR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION RY 4TH RDER PLYNML FIT EAREVO03 L1=J40 K E4REV09DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1).S()I,N(),21(21I),D333.3),F22(3.3) E4REVon4 L2=J4C+K F4RFV099
IP(24).t,V(241 ),X I),Y(BI,Z(l).XD(7)y f1(7),ZD(71),G (Il F4REVO05 L3=J +K F4RFVI9 9
COMMON IAAA E4RFVD06 IF (IA(L3)-II7M) 358,356,358 E4RFVIOIEQAIVALENCE(IA,AA),I.021,033).(0)111),F221),(1 l9),E), 0212),)E4R V07 3b8 I L ( I-11) 355.356.355 E4RV0IO2EOUIVALENCE (IAIIIN})(IA)2),IRN).II.ITA).I )p).)I0), E4REVO8 3E6 IF IIILI-NOD) 355.357,355 F4RFVI03IIPRS).)IA6).ITYPE),I(I7),I AT)(lIA(BR),IFG).II) INX) (IA(1O),E4REV09 307 LODE4l(L2 F21H), I0III ,I) IHIA(12),IMMX), IAIt13,IBMYI,IAI4).IMNZ),IIA 115),F4REVO10 GO TO 359 E4RFVIT
3IMFII,(lA(1).IAREI ,1Al7), II6)), A11(25),M), IA(2 ),ITY),T 1A(27),EREV11 355 CONTINUE FREVI5641STR),)IA)28),IELT),1IA129),ITEM),1A(301)ITICI),IA(31),IMET), EARFV012 3 IF (LODE) 360,360,370 F4REV107
5(IA(32),ISUM), (IA(33),.IND),(IA34),IMS),(IA(36),IDS), IA 37), E4REt013 360 IF (LL--1 365.390,365 F4REVIO610RD,(IA(38), 1IORD1),( IA39).ACEL ),IA(50),JI),(I (5)1.12), E4RFV014 36) NR=KR-KL+1 EARFVl09
7 1A(52),J3),1IA(53)J1.),IIA(541,J5)( IA(55),J6), IA(56).J7), 1IA57E4REV015 DC H66 L=1,NR 4REV108),J1), IA(58)1JTY I IA(59),IBB),I A(60),iO),O)I061)10), IA(62).E4REVOI6 IF (J-1) 362,362.361 F4REVI10
911A),(IA I 63),IDTI),( IA64)IOY),I . 5).ITFI, 1I41).ITAPI EAREVO17 361 l=L FREV112
EQUIVALENCE I 1b66),ICRI,IA(67).ICIX),(IA(ER),ICIY),1IA(
6 9
). ERREVO8 L2=KL+L-1 FARVI13
IICIZ),l IA70).ICFI I 111A(I71),IXX),( IAIT2).IIYY), 1 3),IZZ), E4REV019 Go TO 366 F4RFV113
2 1A(74),IIC), (IA  ),IDEF). IA(76),1 ST),(IA(77),1IS) E4REVO20 362 L1=6-L 4RFY11
3 (IA 781),IGEM),(IA(79),IERRI),(AA( O) TE ),(AAIRI) DT) ,AA(B2),DG), EAREVO21 L2=KR-L+1 E4RFV115
4 1AA(3),ALI),(AA(84),AL2),(AA(5),AL3),(AA(86),T21), (AA(107),P), E4REVO22 366 NSET(LI)=NSFT(L2) EARFVI
S0(AA31)U) (AA(195), AA1113I)Y ,(AA I71 ),,AA(179).XD), RE023 IF (J-) 364,64,363 F4REVIIRh(AA(816),YD), )A19.Z), 301 ,S).I AAlD)I ,ZGEM) EAREVO24 363 KL=1 FREV11
7,(AA(42)IN ,(AA(43).Pg),A)A(4), IPENI.(AA(5),CONS),AA(46),IOE4REVO25 KR=NB ERFV1208 1)(AA147) ,G1 ),IAA(4081,G2),)(AA(49),G3) E4 EV026 LL4I E04REVI
EQUIVALENCE IIA(349),NTIC).(IA34R).ISDT),(IAI347).ISDY),(IA(
3 4
6) FREVO7 GO TO 390 E4RFV1?2
l.ISDZ),(IA 5I345),J9) I IA(344)J0) 343).JPRS,(IA (3421,JSDYi E REVO28 364 KR=5 E4RFV123
2,I11A341 ,JSDZ),(IA(340).JARF), IAI3391),JMX), 1A338).JMMY) E4REV?9 KL=6-NR ERVI 24
3,1IA(337)1JMMZIAl 1A336),JMFI),(IA(335),1ITA),(A1334,IZ FRVO3 GO TO 390 FRV125
4,(IA(333),1PR),AA(332),DGY),IAA3311),DZ).(AA(330),PRES) F4REVO31 370 IF (J-1) 375,375.380 FAREVI265.(101329),1 IPIRI E4REV032 37 KR=KR1 E4REV127DIMENSION BI1R13).SIR(3) .1DN(3,3),SR(6),XN13),XF)3),N(6)OF(6), E4REV033 NSETKR=LDE E4R12
IRES6I1,REDIE6),AS(3),ICLS4),NRAN01I NU(3)N"(3) E4REV034 GO TO 390 E40REV129
EQUIVALENCE (AAI200 1.)INE),IAA(201),ICN).(AA(202).L) AA(203), ASTE4REVO35 360 KL=KL-1 E4RFVI30),(AA(204),INBON). (AA(205),ARE). AA(216) ICLA), AA)2071.IML), FREV036 NSETKL)=LOE F4RFY131
21A20 1 ,I)I AA:209),IC),(I 210AA(  ICON ),(A(211).ANGLE) .AA212),ERV037 390 CONTINUE F4RV13231CAS),(IAA(2131, IF),(AA(214)N),(AA(2)1B) E4RFV038 400 NBRKR R4RPVI334.)AA1216),IROT,)i0A217),BST) E4REVD39 IF (INP-21 450,440.440 F4RFV134
EOUIVALENCE lAA(221.BIR),((223),SIRl I),AA221),DIN) (AA(2351),R) EREVO40 440 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,441,IE.NH,(NSETil),I=1,NH) E4REV 35I l2 , l),XN1.AA(244)Fl,(lAA247)O)0,(AAl25o31oI)AA2)59),RE)EREV0 441 FORMAT 1 20X.HNODE SET FOR FOURTH (OR LESS) DEGREE POLY IOMIAL FOLF4REVI32,1AA(2615),RE.),AA2711.6AS10274 A ICL .AS)AA)278) RAN) E4REVO42 ILOWS,21I0O/(G2X,20 )) E4REV1373, (AA292),N), 1 AA)295) .NFS) E4REVO3 40 IPONN=NB EFREVI3R
DIMENSION NEL(2O.T171PAC)4.4.2O),ISG(9O),DDI6,6),A90q.7),(UB), 04RVO1 C SET THE EAUATIONS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS E0REVI39ICI.2) ,FF ,1 NSFT(IGO),MSET I0). 3,3) E4REV045 14 IPPIPONN-1 04 1EQUIVALENCE IAA(14000),FFI),N(00).JPI).(NUI21,JMII),(NU(
3
),JSI) F4REV046 DO 15 =11IPONN F REV140
EQUIVALENCE (FF(1)NEL)(I FF(341) ,MAC).(FFI661 ),W ), FF 751) .,). EREV047 KINSET(1) AREV142
I(FF7871,A), 1FF17),B),( FFI1481),C),(FF(1497),NSET),(FF(1597) E4REV048 CALL FINDX KREDEV4
2MSET) ,IFF1 697)W F0REV049 DO 16 J=l,IPP 40E0I144DIMENSION XII113),ETA3),ZTA(3) E4REV050 L=IPNN-J 4 0REV145
EQUIVALENCE (DIN)l1TEXII),) 1N)41.TA), lOIN().ZTA) E REV051 16 OI J1=REO(I)-L F4RE V146C FIND THE FIRST AND THF LAST NODE TO RE CONSIDERED FOR THE FIT E4REV052 RIIPONN)=Il. F 7
I=IN F4REV053 15 CII.1)=RED(2) F4REV48
IC=IC 4EREV054 C OBTAIN THE CRUDE DIRECTION OF XII AND SET THF DIRECTION OF ETA E4REV149
117M=IMET.1700 E4REV055 RED(I1)=BIPDNNIPONN-1I)-tIIPONN-1) EREV50IBM:=IMET.1RO EREV056 REDI)2=C(IPONNI)-C(,1I) F4REV151LL=O F4REV057 REDI31)=. E4RFV152IE=PAC( IB,IC,1I PVO ETAI)=O. 4015IF (IE-l1 100I100,200 P4REVO58 ETA(1)=. 4RFEV153
100 IELT=MAC( IMIC,2) E4REV060 ETAI2)=-.- E4RFV155
IF(NEL(IELT,10)-ICN) 102,101.102 E4REV0061 0=. P4RFV156
101 KLE1 4REVO62 C FIND THE COEFFICIENTS F4RFVI57KR=2 FREVO63 CALL INV (B,IPONN,CIDET) E4REVI15LL=I F4REV04 IF IDET) 17,18.17 E4REV159NSET(KL)=ICN F4REVO65 18 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.181,ICN E4REV160NSET KR)=NEL(IELT. ) F4REV066h l FORMAT (15,13 1 89HNT ENOtH INFORMATION FOR MIDDLE SURFACE NORMALE4REVIIh4 G 7 F4RFV067 
. APPROXIMATE XII AND ZTA VALUES ARE USED) E4RFV12102KR=5 
E REV68 CALL UNIT IRED,0)I ERFV1635 4sREV069 XII I)REDI E4REV164NSET(KL)=NEL(IFLT.O) ERFV070 XII I2)=RED2) E4RE165NSETIKR)=ICN 40071 4REV166
S00 300 E RFV072 CALL VECT (ZTA.XII.ETAI E4REV167220 IEL=2MAC(IMICI F4RE0V73 CALL U T (IZTA,0) E4REV168220 T=MACI C F4REV074 GO TO 25 REV69
IF INELIIELT,0I)-ICN) 202 201,202 E4REV075 C COMPUTE DIRECTION COSINES E4REV170201 NET 3)=CN F D 6 I IF 1IE-2) 171,171172 F4RFV171SGO TO 21ELIELT,11) 4R077 112 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,18I,ICN E4R 72202 NSET 3)=I EREV078 171 ZTA 1i)=. E4REV173202 BO 3E T( C1N F4REV079 00 19 11l RVIPP174NSETI 2)NEL(IELT.I) E VOBO PONN-I F4RFVI 7521U IF 11-31 215,216,21 F4 REVORI C=K F4REV175GO TO =
F4REVOR2 19 ZTAII=ZTA(l)+CIoC(II)XN{I)*Bl (K-|) E4RFV177KL 220 E4E0VO3 ZTA(2)=-I. 
F4REV7R21 KR 2 F4RFVO4 ZT03=0. 
F0REV1790 0 1 
F43REVOR5 CALL VECT (XII.ETA,ZTA) 
E4REV1RO300  390 103F 4REV6 IF SCALIRED,XII)) 20,20,21 F4RFS 8
IF (KL-I) 301,301,302 ER4RFVR7 20 0-I. 04RV18232 3=24KL 
FREVOB 21 CALL UNIT (ZTA,Q) E0RFVIR3NODNINSETIKLI 040009 CALL 00CC I1.ETA.UTAI F R001B4GO TO 350 P4REVOR90 CALL UNIECT XIIET0 ZT) ) F4REVIRA53031 I - 303.400,400 P4REV09 25 RETURN 
E4APEV16303 = FRRE4V092 END FRFVIHT
NODI=NSETIKR) F4REVO92 FR
154
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Table VII-74. Source program listing of subroutine ROTA (Link 4)
0 LABEL IF II.-ABSF(Ai)-I.E-4) 20D,O200,10 E4ROTO5
CERIKOT FROTDO C NON-SOLID. MATERIAL AXES ARE (ZTAXRAS)XZTA,ZTAXRAS,ZTA 
F4ROTO66
SUBROUTINE ROITA F4ARTOO1 101 CC=I. E4ROT067
C EXPRESSES MATERIAL MATRIX IN LOCAL AXES ELRTOD02 CALL VECT (T,ZTA.BASI EAROTOb6
C TO ROTATE MATERIAL AXES IF NECESSARY S0 THAT THFY COINCIDE W. DIN E4ROT003 CALL UNIT IT.CC) EAROT69
DIMENSION IAl(1)AA.(1),S(1),N(),D21(21),D33(3.3),E22(3,3) FRTO04 CALL VECT (SI.T,ZTA) E4ROTT07
1,P 41, 4),X( ),Y( ),Z ),X0 ),YD1 .ZO(7),I01() E4ROT005 CALL UNIT 0SICC E4RROTOT
COMMON 1AA0 F4R0TO6 CALL VECT (RI.SI,T) EROT
EDUIVALENCE(IA ,AA),D21,033),(D1121(),E22), 21(19,E).TI21(20),G)E4ROT007 DO 14 I=1,3 E4ROT073
EAUIVALENCE IIA(1),IN), IA(12).IBNl,1A13),IT,1IA4).IPIIA(5), F4ROT08 D00 14 J=1,3 EAROTOT4
IIPRS),"(IA(),ITYPE),(IA 17),IMATI),IARI,IDEG). (IA9)IINX).I AIIl) ,ERnT09 WIJ, )= . FAROTOT5
1H),(IA(111), I),(IA)12),IMMX),(IA 1131IMMY),(IA3 1),IMM7I.(IA)1S),F4ROT10 DO 15 K=1.3 EOT076
31MFl ),(IAl 16),IARE),(IAI17),N(1)),(IA(25),M),(IA(26),ITY),(IA(27),E4ROTO11 1 W J,I) I W(J, II+DIN(IK,I 1 KJ) 
E4RROT077
41STR),( IA 28),IELT),(IA(29),ITEM),( 1A(30 ,ITIC),( IA(31 ,IMET), F4RnT012 14 CONTINUE E4ROT78
5(IA(32), ISUI .11A33) ,INDl IIA1 34 , IS),(IA (361),I ),(IA(7), E4ROT013 GO TO 16 E4R T079
61ORD),IA)301,IORDII.)lA)391,OCL )).)AIA50)JII),I4CIAIIJ2, FDROTO14 C SUOLID MATERIAL AXES ARE PARALLEL TOI OVERALL SYSTEM. 
E4ROTORO
7( 1A52),J3),1 . A 53),J4),(IA(54),J51, lA(55) ,J6 ,(IA(56) ,J7), (IA(TE4ROT015 11 00 13 I=1.3 E4ROTO81
R),JBRIA(58),JT),(IA(1159).IB), IAA(60I )BO), IIA(6l),II),(IA 62),E4ROT016 DO 13 J=1,3 E4ROTOP2
911A),1 IA163),IDT),(IA(64),IDY),(IA(65),ITE),(IA(411) ITAP) E4ROTO17 13 WI I,J)= IN(IJ) 
F4ROTO 3
EQUIVALENCE (IA(16),ICAR),(IA(67),ICIX),(IA(1 B),ICIY),(IA(69), E4ROTO18 GO TO 16 F4R TO4




),IIS) EAROT020 Ib 00 17 J=1.3 FRRTOR6
3,IA(I78,IGEM),I 1A(79) ,ERR),(AA(.O).TE) (AA(RI),DT),(AAI 2),DG), E4RDT021 00 17 1=1,3 
EROTOB7
41AAB31 AL1 I,AA(84),AL2),AA(I85,AL3, AAi861021 I ,AA()IoI,P), FAROTo22 II RlIJ)=W(I,J)*2 E4ROTOB8
51AA(131 ),UVIAA1 55),X),(AA(013),Y).(AA 171.Z), IAA(1791),XD1 EAROTO23 00 18 1=1.3 F4ROTO89
6(AA1 861 ),Y0DI,AA193),ZOI),(AA(351,S)( 1AA(401,ZGEM. F4RTO24 RI ,4)=W(1 ,1)W(I,2) E4RT090
7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),(AA(44),IPEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA(46),1 E4ROT025 R l .5)-IW ,1 I) E344ROT091




6) ERRTO027 R(4,I)W 1,II)* 2,I)2. E4ROT093
1,ISDZ), 11(345),J9),IIA(344).JIO(10lI A343),JPRS), IA34)1 .JSDY) FROTO28 R(S,1)=WI,I )*W3,I )*2. E4ROTO94
2,(IA1341),JSDZ)I(IAI340),JARE),(IA(339),JMMX),(IA1(33B)JMMY) E4RnTO29 18 Rb6,I) =W( I2.1 )W0 3,112 
E4ROT95
3,(IA(337),JMMZ)(IA(336),JMFI), IA 335),ITAS).('IA(334),IlZ) E
AR O T
030 R(4,4)=W1 ,1 1)*W(2 2) (2.1 IW( 1,2) EARnTO96
4,1 IA333),IPR) (AA(332),D1GY),[AA(331)1DGZIAA(3301).PRESI E4ROT031 R14,5)1,hl *W(2,31)W12,II)W1,3 E4RnTO97
1,1101329),IPIR ) E4RT032 R14,6)=W(I1 ,2)*WI2,3) WA2.21))W1,13 E4ROT09
DIMENSION BIR(3) .SIR(3), INI3.31.SR (6),XN(1),XF13)0NI 61b,0F(6), E4ROT33 R(S,4)W(,1) W(I3,2)+W(3.1) (1,2) FEROTO99
IRES16)1RED(61,BAS31 ICLS(4INAANBIO) 10I.N3),NS3) E0IRT034 R(5,5):W 1,I1 )*W(3,3)+W(,I 10013) E4ROT1OO
EOUIALENCE IAI2OO I ONE (1A201 )1ICN) ,(1)021 LM),(AA 1 203),ASTFARTO35 R(5,6)WI1,2}W(3,3)+W(3,2)W( 1,3) FRIT101
I),(AA(2041,INBON) AA11205),ARE).(AA206,b ICLA.(AAI12071,IMEL), E4RIT036 R 6,4i=W(2,II*WI3,21+W(3.1)* =2,21 E4ROT102
2(AA0IZ B ,IM)1,0(AA(209),IC) (AA 2 1 ),ICON).IAA(211)I,ANGLEI),IAA(1212),E4ROT37 R(6,5)=W(2.1) W(3,3)+W(3,11I(2.3)1 E4RO103
31CAS),(AA(213),IE),(AA(214),NBI ( AA21) .MR) E4ROT038 R6,6)=W(2,2 )*WI,31+WI3,2)#W(2,3) E4ROT104
4,(AAb216blROT),(AA(217),1BST E4ROT039 2U DO 21 l=1,6 E4ROT105
EQOIVALENCE (AA(220),BIRI.1AA(223),SIR),(AA226),DIN),(AA(235),SR)E4ROT040 00 22 J=1,6 F4ROT106
1,:AA)241 ),XN),IAA244 ),XF) .1(247),0N),(AA2531).FI,IAA(2591),RFS)EROT041 T(J)=0. E4RnT107
2,AA12651REDI AAI271).ASI,(AA(2741,ICLAS), IAA278,NBAN) E4ROT042 DO 23 K=l,6 F4RnT 1n
3,l1A(2921,NO),1AA12951,NES) E4ROT043 23 TIJIT10JI+DD I.KI*R(KJI E4ROT,09
DIMENSION NEL(20,171,MAC(4,4.20),1WG(190,D0(6,6),A(90,7),R(8,R1, E4ROT044 22 CONTINUE 
E4ROT110
IC(8,2),FF11 ),NSET(IOO1,MSET(100),WI3,3) E4ROT045 DO 24 J=1,6 EAROT111
EQUIVALENCE AA14r0001),FF),(NU( I),JPI)(N1(2),JM1 ),(NU(,JS1) F4ROT046 24 D0(II =TJ) E ROT112
EOUIVALENCE IFFI01 .NEL),(FF 3411 ,MAC),(FF( ),GI,(FF117511 ,DD), E4ROT047 21 CONTINUE E4ROT113
1(FF(787) Al))FF(1417),B),(FF1481),C),(FF 1497),NSFT),(FF(1597), R 
T o 4 DO 31 J=16 F4ROT114
2MSET)(FFII9r1W)I E4RnTO9 DO 32 1=1,6 E4ROT115
DIMENSION X1113(),EA3),ZT11A(31 E4ROT05 T111=0. E4RnT116
EDUIVALENCE {DINIIrXII,11DINI41,ETA),IDIN7I.Tl ER4T51 00 33 01.4 E4ROT711
DIMENSION R(6,6}.T(6,V I3,3,SI(33)R11 3 E4RT0 2 33 T(IIITIII)+R(KI)DD(K,J) E4RnTII
EQUIVALENCE I(AlI),R),( 37),T)1,(VI1 ,SI ). 1V(4),T),(V(7),RI) ERT0 53 32 CONT NUE F4ROT119
C NO ROTATION IF MAERIAL IS ISUOTROPIC E4ROT054 00 34 1=.6 E4ROT120
IF 0ITYE) 200.200,9 E4ROT055 34 DD(IJ)-T7II F4ROTI21
C SEE IF SOLID E4RnTO56 31 CONTINUE 
F4ROT122
9 IF IICAS-O3 10,11,10 E4RTO57 C DIRECTION COSINES OF NEW MATE.AXES IN THE OLD ARE IN W13.3) EAROT123
10 IF IICAS-41 12.11.2 F ROT058 IF (INP-2) 200,19,19 E4ROTI24
C IF SHELL OF REVOLUTION, DO NOT TRANSFORM E40TO59 19 WRITE 0UTPUT TAPE 6,191, R IJ) I 1,il ,6 1F A E4 RO125
12 IF ICAS-51 121,200,121 EROT60 191 FORMAT 20X.571POTMOLTIPLYING MATRIX IN MATERIAL TRANSFORMATION 
FE4R(T126
121 IF (ICAS-6) 41,200,41 F4RT061 LOLLOW1S/20X,6F12.5)) E4ROTI27
C COMPUTE THE ANGLE BETWEEN BAS AND KSI E4ROT062 20U RETURN 
EROT128
41 AG=SCALIRBAS.XII) FAROT63 END F4ROT129
C NO ROTATION IF THE ANGLE IS SMALL E4ROTOh
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Table VII-75. Source program listing of




C EXPRESSES STRFSS TENSOR IN OVERALL COUERDINATF SYSTEM FASAMO02
DIMENSION IA 1),AA(1) .S1 ),N(R), 02 (21),S 3(3,3) E22(3.3) F4SAM03
1,PI24)I.V124),X8).Y(I(1,X(I07),YO)7TZi7)1,G 111 FISAMOn4
COMMON IA.AA FSAMS05
EQUIVALENCEIlAAA),I(021,33),(02110).F2),ID )E l9),F).2120)2 ,G)SAM006
EQO IVALENCE (IA(1), N). (IAI 2),IRN),I IA(3), IT),(IA(4), P), A (S), FASAMo07
11PRS),I AI 6),I TYPE ) (IA(7),IMAT),il A(b ),I EG) ,(I( qINX) ,(IA(1O ),F SA on
21H),(I l l),IB), [IA(I 12)I. MX),(IA(13),iMMY) . IA(14). MI'Z) (IA(1 B) ,F4SAMon9
31MFI),(IAl ), IARE) A(I17 ),N( I)).(IA(25),M),(IA(26).ITY),I 1A 27),F4SAM010
41STR),(IA(2 ),IELT),(IA(29).ITEM).(IA(130) ITIC),IIA131),I FTI, F'SAMOll
5(IA(32), ISUM) (IAI33).IND),I A 34),IMS).(IA136),IDS,.(IA) 37), F Sa00I2
610RD L).(IAI 138),IORIDI ,fA(39),ACEL I,(0lSO) ,Jl ,l IA(51 ),J. ), F ASAO13
7(1 A(52),J3),(A)53),J4) I A(54)J5),(IA(55.J),J6),(lAI S ).J7),(IA 57FSXAMOI'
EI,JR),I I 5 ) .JTYI,(IA(1 59),IR B),. IAl0) ,IBAI),)IA( 1),IIf)),I IA(02),F450015
911A),(IA(63),IDT),(IA(64),IDY),(AII651) ,TE)I(I A(1)) .ITAP) O4SAMO1 6
EQUIVALENCE (IA(661,ICAR),(IA67),ICIX) ,IA6(RIICIY. 9), F4SAM017
IICIZ).l (A70),1 CFII,(I A(71) ,IXX), A(72),IYY),(IA(73),177), F4SAM01
2(IA(74). IC),(IA 75), IDEF) IIAI17 ),IST),(AI 7) . IIS) FLSAME)9
3.(IA(78),IGFM),(IA(79),IERR),(AA(0 ).TF),(AA(B1),0T),(AA( ), D ), R4SAMO70
4(AAH83),AL1 ,(AA 4) ,AL2), (AAI(5) ,AL3),(IAA(86), 21I)(AA1 07) ,P), F4SAMO21
5(AA1 31 ,UV),(AAl1 5).X),(AA(163 ),Y ,(AA(171 ZI),(AA(79),X ) F SAM022
6(AA(8 6),Y)),AA(193),ZD),(AA()351)S),(AA(4 ),ZGFM) F4SAMO23
7,(AA(42).INF),(AA(43).IPG)O.(AA 44 .I ),(AA 45),C N ),(AA(46),IF SAM 4
R),(AA(47)I ,I)(.AA I41,G),(AA(49,G3) E4SAM0025
FOUIVALENCE (IA1349),NTIC). IA1348),ISDT)1(IA(347), ISDY),(11346) F4SAM026
,ISDZI,IA( I 345),J9), (AI344),J I ),(IA(343 ,JPRS). (IA 3471,JSDYI F4SAMOP7
2,(1A(31) ,JSZ ),(IA);340),JARE). I1 339) JMMX),(IA(3381I.J Y) FASAt R
3,(lA(337),JMMZ ),( I 336),JMFI ,IlA(335),ITAS),( 1 (334),1117) F4SAM0 29
4, (A1(333),IPR),IAAI332),OGY),(AA(331 IDGZ),(AAI330),PRFS) F4SAM030
5,(IA(329),IPIR) E'SAM031
OLMENSION BIRI3).SIR(3),DIN(3,3),SR(6),XN3).XF(3),0N(6),OF(6), F4SAN032
IRES(6),RED1).BAS(3), ICLAS(4),NBAN IOX) N. 3),NFS(3) F45AM033
EOUIVALENCE IAA(200 )IONE),(AA(201 ICN)I. 1AA202 ,LM).(AA(203),ASTF4SAMO34
1), I(AA(204) ,INBON)( AA(205),ARE),(AA(206},ICLA),(AA(2E7),IMEL), F1AM0 35
2(AA(20 8 ),IM),AA(209),IC), (AA(21O) ICON), AA( 211),ANGLE),(AA(212),E4SAM036
31CAS),(AA(213), IF) (AA 214),NB),(AA(215),MB) FA AM037
4, IAA(216),IROT),(AA 217 I ,ST) F45AM03
EOUIVALENCE (AA(220),BIR),(AA 1223),SIR),(AA(2261,DIN),IAA(235),SR)FASAM039
1,(AA(241),XN),(AA1244),XF),(AA(247).ON),(AA(253),XF),(AA(259),RFS )F SAM 40
7,1AA(1265),REO),AA271I),AS), AA(274),ICLAS).(AA(278).NBAN) F4SAM041
3,(AA(292), NO),(AA{295 ),NES) E4SAM042
OIMENSI(N NEL(20,17),MAC(4.4.20),IWGI9DI,SOE'.)I,A9O,7) ,0(,B), ESAM04O3
1C( ,2),FF(I 1),NSETI) 10 ),MSETIIO0).W(3,3) E45rA044
.EAIX NCE , A..... ,.F, . ,JP... )...I.dM I),,,ONU ..,5) E S..... Table VIl-76. Source program listing ofEOUIVALENCE IFFI),NELI 3FF1341),MACI,IFF(6oI)WG),(FF751),D) E4SAMO46 pr a
IFFF(7B7),A I 1(FF(1417),BI,(FF 1481),C ,(FF(1497),NSFT),I FF11 597), F SAM047
2MSET),(FF(I697),W) F4AM048 function SCAL (Link 4)
EOUIVALENCE (NES(l),ICOL).(NES(2),IRIGI ,(NES(3),IDR) F4SAM049
DIMENSION DMM13,3).0MMM(3,3) F4SAM050
EOUIVALENCE A(1),DNM),AI 0)I),MMM) F4SAM051
C NO COMPUTATION IF OVERALL COORDINATES ARE IDENTICAL WITH LOCAL F4SAM052 0 LABEL
TESTE7H A FSAM53 CE4SCL F4SCLOX
IF IBST-TEST 1 10O ,1 00 , 054 FUNCTION SCAL(CIRR I 4SCL001C NO COMPUTATIQN IF IT IS A SHELL POINT 4SAM055 C PERFORMS SCALAR VECTOR PRODUCT F4SCL02
1 IF I ICAS-4) 11,1I,IOE E4SM056 C TO OBTAIN THE SCALAR POOUCT OF VECTORS CI AN nIR ON SCAL FSCLOO03
C IF IT IS A PLATE NOTE THF SHIFT IN RFD VECTOR F4SAM057 IMENSION CIH3(.IR(3R F4SCLO4
111 IF (ICAS-2) 112,113,112 E4SAM058 SCCIMENSIN CIRIC3DIR3) 1 ECL4S
112 MM(SCAL=CIR )*DIR )+CIRI2) IR 2 CIRI )DIR(3) ESCI005




OM M(, I RED(4) E S0M0 64GO 10 14 F0S 65
DMMII,2)=REDI6) EOSAM067
DMMI2,2)=RED(5) F0SAM068
DMM(1,3)=. EAS4MO9OMM(2,3)":O F SA1M0
DMM(,3)O 0. F4SMOT71
C OBTAIN THE SYMMETRIC PART F4SAM072
114 DO 200 I1=13 E SAM*73
DO 200 J=1.3 F4SAM074
200 DM IJ.I) D=MM ,J) E4AM075
C PERFORM THE TRANSFORMATION USING THF DIN MATRIX F4SAM076
DO 400 1I1,3 045AM077
Do 400 Jl,3 FSAM7OTO
DMMMIJ)=O. F SA M0 9
DO 300 Kl=,3 FLSAMO2
300 DMMM( ,J)=OIMM I J)D1INIIK)DMMI(J) FASAM 81
400 CONTINIIE 4SAMOR2
DO 600 11,3 E4SAM03
0 600 J1)0 13 E4SAMO8
DMM(I). O.SAMO05
DO 500 K=,3 F4SAM00R
SO OM(IJ):=0DMM(I,J)MOMMM(IK)IDINIJ,K) FASAM087
oo0 CONTINUE F4SAM O8
C REARRANGE SR NOTING THE SHIFT IN PLATE CASE E4SAMOR9





S R I =DMMI2 EA1 SAM096
GO TO 750 04SAM097
05 SRITEDMMII) 
=4 ESAM095S R I 1 ) = D M ( 2 F 4 S A n q ,,
SR13) = 1,33) F4SAMIO0
SR 141=DMM 1,2) FASAM 0I
SR(S)= t11,3) F4SA802
SRJ E=CMM(L3RPSl4C PRINT THF W-IILT'I A= ,oT,,:4SA 04
750 WRITE OIIOTPOT APE 6,1,ICNASTIMETC,IR) (1),I=
0
I,) F4SA105
1 FORMAT I5,A,14, 1,X6.EI5.5I F4500100
1o00 RETURN FASAMI07
E NO FSA M1 0
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Table VII-77. Source program listing of subroutine SETA (Link 4)
LABEL DROTIIK)=RED( F450T090
CErSET ESFTOO I, 
CONTINE FSETO2
SUBROUTINE SETA FaSFTOOI C TRANSFORM CnORDNTS.AND DEFLNS.INTO LOCAL IF NECFSSARY 
SET092
C GENERATES STRAIN-OEFLECTION RELATI}NSHIP AT A NODAL LINE E4SET002 IF (IROT) 25.24,25 F4LFTOT4
DIMENSIUN IA)IIAA(II,S(1),N(8),D21121).03313,3),F22(3,3) ESET003 2 0U 26 J=1,5 
F4SFT095
1 ,P(24 ),UV)t24),XI().Y(E),Z( IXD7),Y(71)Z0)1 7G(1 ESET004 00 27 I=1,3 
F SFTO9
COMON IAAA FSTos05 SIR 0i. 
F4SFTOb
EOUIVALENCE IA,AA),()21,033),DI21(10),F22),(DI2119).F),D21(20) ,G)F,4SET DT 2N L1.,3 E SFT97
EQUIVALENCE (IA(I),IN) ,IA(2),IBAN), IA3),IT), IA 4), IP).(IA(5), FAST007 2d SIR(I)=SIR II+DIN (L,)*UILJ ) 
FRSET99
IPRS), (IA(6 1ITYPE), IA(7),1MAT) 1,(IA(1),EG),(IA9),NX),9 AIO).EAETO 27 CONTINUE FSFTI00
ZIH(IA(I ),I8),(I A 12). IMMX),(IA13),1 MMY)I.A(14))IMMZ), 1A(15).F4SET00 9 00 29 1=1,3 F4SFTITO
I3MFlI. IA(16),IARE),(IA(1 ),N(1)),( A(25),M),(IA(2 1),ITY),(IA(1 ).E 4 ET0O1 2 U(IJ)=SIR(I) E4SFT10
41STRI,(IAI2R1.IELT).IIA29),ITEM),(IAI30),ITIC).(IA31).IMETI), F4SET011 26 CONTINUE E4SFFTI2
5)IA(32),ISUM),(IA(33),IND), (IA 34),IMS)I,(IA(36),ID 1),( (37), EASFTOI2 24 ICON=ICON+I EASFT103
6IORD),(IA(3R1),IORO),IIIA()3),ACEL ).(IASO),J)l. I IA(5).J2) 4SET013 ICOLICOL 
4T04
7)IA)52 ),),5)IA5 5,, J4) 4 ),I 5),JE.(IA5),JT) IA 5ET.OI4 C COMPUTE THE LENGTH 
AND THE UNIT VECTIIR OF THE NODAL LINF F4SET105
8A)J8), IAI58S.JTY), IA)59), lBB).I1hO1) IH) , 61 ,IO ) lI),(0Ia62) 1,E4SETOi5 DCAR )=DCO)1) 
FSETI06
911A),(IA(63),IDT),(IAI64),IDY).IIA I5),ITE)(IA(41).ITAP) F4SET016 DCARI2)OCOR2) FASET107
EQUIVALENCE IIA66).ICAR),(IA 67 ,ICIXI.)A1 ,ICIYI,(A169), E4SET017 DCAR(3)i=COR(3) F4SET
IICIZI) IA(70),ICFI), (IA(71))IXX' ), A(72IA ),IYY1, IA).(IA 73).IZZI, E4SETOIR CL=1. F4SFT109
'I C)' A(147; , AAI ;2STEOG), CT R5SFTI12(IA7r),IIC),()IAITS),IOFF). IA)76),IST .(A73),IlIS) ESETO19 CALL UNITDCARNCL) 
04000110
3.)IAT17),IGEM), IATT9),)ERR)(AANO ).TE),(AA(81),OT),(AA2),), 0 0 E 020SETO C GENERATE LEFTHAND SIDE 
FRONT)]1
4(AAB3),AL1). AAi84),AL2I,)AA(85IAL). IAA(R6),D21),(AAIIO 7),IP) EASETO21 00 30 I=1.ICOL F4SET 13
5)AA(131 )UV),AA155)),),(AA 163),Y).(AA(11T),Z.AA1 19).x ). F4SETD22 11=I F4SEI113
6AA1 IYD) TIOAAI193).ZI)(AI351), S),iA040).ZGEAI F4ST023 12=I; 
040T4
7,IAA(42),IN I, A 1 A43 ), IPB ),IA 44)1 ,IPEN)I 11(AA(45) ,CONS) AAI6) 4UE 0ST 24 1=1 
4ISTII
A) AA )470),GI IA. 8 ,) (A G 2 ) 9 ) E SFTO25 
GO TO 137,37,31,32,33.34).1S F4011SET6
E0UIVALENCE (IA 349).NTIC),(IA(348),ISDT),(IA(347),ISDY),]A3
4
E) ESET026 31 1=I F4SFT17
1,ISDZ).(IA(345)1,J9)(IA(344),JIOI, IA(343),JPRS),(lIA)342)1,JDY) E4SET27 12=2 040
2.(IA(341).JSDZ), IAI340),JARE),lIA(339),JFMX).IA(33),JMMY) E4SET028 GO TO 37 4SETI20
3, (IA337),JNMMZ).IA(336),JMFI).IIA)3351)ITAS),A(334),InZ) ES 4ET29 32 11=3 E4SFT121
4.(IA(333),IPRI .(AA(332), 0GYI),AA(331),DGZ),IAA(330).PRES) F4SETO30 12=3 F4SET12F4SET123
DIMENSION BIR3),SIR(3),DIN(3,3),SR(h),XN(3).XF(3),ONO).,OFh), ESET032 33 11=1 
4S
IRESI6),REDI6),BAS(3).ICLAOS4),NBAN( 1)N1(3).NFS(3) E4SETO33 12=3 F4SFT125
EQUIVALENCE (AA(200),IOINF)I.(AA201),ICN),(AAI202) ,LNAA(203).ASTE4SETO3 GO TO 37 ESET126




01 04ST035 34 1T=2 4SFT126
21(AAI 28 ,IM),)AA209),IC),AA(210), 1CN),(AA(211) ,ANLF),(AA221 .) F4SFT 036 12=3 
F4ST13
31CS),(AA 13),I) ,)(AA2714),N(AA(215),M 4SET037 37 A(ICONI)=DOCARIII)DOCAR(12) 
F 4SET128
4,(AA216),IRUT)(AA)217),BST) 0SFT03 30 CONTINUE 
F SET?9
EQUIVALENCE (AA1(22 .BIR),(AA(223)SIR),()A226),DIN).IAA(230),SR)E4SET039 C SET THE UNIT VECTOR.IN ZTA DIRECTION IN 
THE SYSTEM OF OCOR 4SET 30
A,(AA(2N1),XN).(AA(244),0FI, A012437XA ).ON).AA(23),QF), 1AA259), A ST14100040 REDI)0. 
4SET131




3,(AA(292)NU)U,(AA(295),NESI E4SET42 RE 3)=1. 
E4SET133
DIMENSION NEL)20,1, IT),MAC)4.4,2O),IWG(O)ToD) ,)A)9O7. ,8TNR o)A ESET043 C GENERATE RIGHTHANO SIDES) FST134
1CA82),FFII ),NSETI10O),MSET)IOO) ,WA3.3),OCAR3) E4SET044 IRG=IKIG 04000130
EQUVILENCE AA(l 000O),FF),NUI).JPEI)N I2).JN1).NL3.JSI ESET045 
DO 0 I=IIRIG 
4
EBUIVALENCE FF( ),NEL),( FF(341 ),ACI.I(FF61 i),IWG),(FF51 1),DD)1 , F4SET046 ICLICOL+I 
FSET37
L I FFIT ) . FF 1 1 CC),(F(1497),NSTI) 1 (FF11597), E4SET047 IF II-I) L5,45.50 
E4SETI38
2 SET 1 F697FS IF 1 IDR) 50,4,50 E4SET139
2 M SET I , IL( RWR I46 E4SET1
DIMENSION U13,5) CDIS13),CIIT)3).0DIS3),DROTT3),0DCOR 3).ZTA)3I F4SET049 C LINEAL STRAIN CASE 
E4SFT140
E UIVALENCE IXI1).UDCOR) (X4) C DIS), I7),CROT),I(XNI10,DIS)S , 4SET050 46 CC:O. ESET141
I(X(13),DROT),(DCAR.F) F4SET051 IF 
lOT) 47,49,:47 E4ET14
EQUIVALENCE (NESI).ICL),(NES(2),IRII),(NES(3)1,IR).(OIN(T),ZTA) ESE1TOS 40 
IF ITYPE) 48 471,48 401
C INITIALIZE F SFT053 471 CCALERDT 
4 SET144
IELT=IELT E4SET054 GO TO 49 4 14
IMS=NLIELT, F4SET050 40 CALL TEMPICCI 04SFT46
C GENERATE STRAIN-EFLECTION EQUATIONS FOR EVERY NODAL LINF F4SET056 CC=CCDT 
040T0147
D 12 I= I,IMS EASET057 49 A(ICON,ICL)=SCALDDISDCOR)/CL-CC 
E4SETI48
K=NELIELTI+9) F4OSFT00R GO TO 40 
FST149
IF IK -ICN 13,12.13 FSET059 C CHANGE OF CURVATURE CASE 
F4ET170
C FIND RELATIVE CDORDNTS.AND EFLNS.OF NODE K IN OVERALL SYSTEM 4RSET060 
00 CC=O. FSETII
13 CALL FINDXIKXF) F4SET061 IF I(G) 7.,59,57 
E4SET152
CALL FINDQOOKF) FLSETO2 51 IF (ITYPE) 58,571,58 
E4SFT153
D0 161 1=1,15 ESET63 571 CC =ALIDG 
F45ET154
21 X)=0. F4SFT06 GO TO 59 
F4SET155
DCOR 1)XF(I)-XN(I) E4SESTO5 5N CALL TEMP(CCI 
E45FT956
DCOR(2)=XF(2)0XN(2) E 4STO66 CC=CCDG 
E4SETI5R
DCOR(3)=XF3)-XN13) F4SFTh7 59 DC=SCLDR DTDCA 
E4SETI1
IDEG=IDEG ESETOR DO 592 J043 
ESET159
DO 14 I=IjIDEG F 592 _DROT4I-RT(J1 -OOCAR;J] E4SET 1  6S0T
00 14 i1)=NNO1-JNCI E40161
14 RED) ' I=D)I-ON)II E4SET070 
CALL VECT (SIR.REDOCARI E4S
C SEPARATE DEFLECTIONS INT )ISPLACEMENTS AND ROTATIONS F4SETT071 DC=io 
ErST 2
KS=O 04SET072 CALL UNITISIRDC) E4SETI 3
KB=1 FSET073 DCSCIAL SIR.DOTI/CL 
E4SET164
IF (ICAS-2 16,15,16 E4SET074 AIICON.ICL)=DC-CC 
F4SET165
Ib IF IICAS-6) 18,7,18 F4SETO5 40 CONTINUE 
E4SET1h7
1 5 K2 4F0SFT76 IWGICDNI)= I4 
1
GO0 TO 18 F4ST07 =MB 
E 4SFT168
1? EN3 O0SETOT8 IF INBON) 71,70.) 04SET169
KB S=03 FSFT079 71 DO 72 I=.MB 
F4ST170
IA O 19 I=I,I0EG FSET0 IF INBANII)-K)I 72,73,72 
SET
1 40FSFT0R1 72 CONTINUE 
E4ST172
IF I-KB)21,.20,20 F4SET 0 0 
F4SET)74
20 =IKIKS E4SFT 3 73 
IWGICUN)=lO E4SET17
21 IFIK-3) 22,22.23 E4SFTR4 70 
IF IINP-2) 126161 4 1
22 CD A SETO A El ANION 00 TPE 6,62.ICNK,)AICON.J),J13= 1),IAGICON 
E4 SET176
22 CDISIKN)=IONI1) EISETOA8 61 WRITE OUTPUT TA EXSET77
OTIS)I=RED(I) ESFTOR6 62 FORMAT )I,3,2HT0,15.S,3F13.5.l5) 
G4 7
GO 0 19 ESETOR 7 12 CONTINUE 
OSET 78
0ESFTO0 RETURN F4SFT179
C RDT(IK)=0N(1) FSETDR9 ENO E4SFTI U
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Table VII-78. Source program listing of
subroutine STRA (Link 4)
LABEL
CE4STA F4STA000
...... INE .......... 01 T ab le V II-79. S o u rce p ro g ra m listin g o f
C COORDINATE TRANSFORATIONN FOR STIFFNFSS ATRIX 4ST02TableV-79. Source program listing of
DIMENSION IAi I),AA(1 ,SI l.NI),02l21),D33(3,3),E22(3.Tl ESTA003
1,0P12 ) 4).x8).YII ),Z(),XD171)YD1(7),Z(7) I F400S subroutine STRS (Link 4)COMMON I.A E40TOn
EQUIVALENCE( I .AAA)(D21,D331),( 21(10) 22).D21(09).E),.((21(20),G)4 STA006
EOUIVALENCE (IA (1 )IN),(IA(2) ,IBN),(IAI 31 IT),(IA(41).IP( IA(SI , F4STA007
11PRSI (IlAb(6),ITYPF (IA(7) IMAT)t(IAIAR),IDFG)I(IA 9),1INX)I IAAB0)ELF STAOO
21HI,(IA 11),IR).(IA 1 12). IMMX), A 13),IMMY),[IA(14),IMMZ).(IA(15)1,F S AN009 LABEL
31MFI),(IA(16),IARE),(IA(17),N(1)),(IA(25),M),(IA(26) ITY),(IA(27),F4STA 0 CF4STR F4STR OD
41STR),(IA(28),I ELT).IA(291),ITEM),IA(301,ITIC),(IA 31) .IFTI, E4STAI01 SUBROUTINE STRS ELSTR001
5(IA1 32).15 UM).(1)A33),IND).1A1 34)1,IMS). IAI 36),10 l)1(A S37), E4STA0 I2 COMPUTES STRESSES FROM STRAINS F4STROO2
610RD)I 1A(3 ).IRDI), lA(39),ACEL ).(IA(50 )JI ) ,(10051),J22) F4STA0 13 DIMENSION IA(S) AA(1),S(I ).)1 (, .021(21).033(3.3),E22(3,3) FSTR003
7(IA(52) J3) .(IA(53),J4).IIA(54) J5).lIA(55).Jb6).(IA(56).J7) (IAI57F4STA014 P 24),UV(24).X( ).Yl ) Z( ),X0 (7 ),Yn(7),ZD(7),G1(1 ) E4STR 047) J),2 IA( S). 11JTY),(IA( 11 ), S(I ).I ] 60 0. I 2MI .IA(10 1),IIn.(2 ),4STAOI 5 COMMON 1AAA F4STR900 5
911 A)(IA63),IDT),( IA(64),IY0). IAT) 1 ) .10ITE)11 411 .100P)1 E4 TA000 16 EOUIVALENCE IA AA ,ID21 I.33), D21 D).E22),(O21(19),F).( 21120).G)E4STRO 6
EQUIVALENCE I( )66),ICARI.( IA 7),ICIX.) I IA 6 ,ICIYIIIA69) 4TAO IA) ( IA(6) I ,IN ( )( N I I I 1I P) I . FSTRD 7
'AIC] ESTA 2TPRS) (II(T.IAT). 18 bl),D)G)I A( 5) 4IN )I ( In} FSTR~nH210)A74) I ICl II1AI75 ).ID F)I 10761,1 tIST.I11(77). 1IS) F4ST001 9 21,) I10111 .IR) I III .l(,IMMX), I0I131.(M0I, i 0I) .I0z0 . I l1 ),040EaSTR00 9
2 (7A(3) 1 A DL FIA),L (F STAO'S1 3A A12 ) ,(A t),IA ),A .16) AD21 Y) (10 7 ) S4
-5(AE13TUV)1 ,(AA(1015)).A1 55)1 1,A,13,)D 10 120 1)10 ),)2 17 1001. ST111 0)27 0 FT STT1ROF 1RD).( I.I RD 1}.IIA(SR).ACEL )1I5) (50 1, l (l 1,l)J)3 F4STROL3
7.10AA S31 .011INP).(AAA43)L2IP G) ILAA( P N AA . )N.)1 I 1. J 0 4ST 003 ), ( 3), ( 4)) . 1 I 3 .I O S) ( 7 ), I7F0ST23),) (IA(C3M).I IT).lIA 91,ICBL.A(1D . 211,110(01 I A), 04000013
8A) T 47).GI. F4S)TAO35 8IIAAG4 3 0 0000 11T, ) 1D3(3IO I 3 (114) .I ).) 10( ), IT3( O TP F4STRI ( 6
E OIIIVLENCT E I 349)S.NTIC)EI3341 .ISD)) IA(347) 11 E STA OI LENC b 3 )7)IC ) 1 . 11) 9 F4STR01 6
71,10 IND1 )1 345).J9 A13344)J0),(10(343). JPS ).11(342  J SY I F4STA027 1EOUIALENCE II A( b)tl R) ,JI 0(0.ICX. I). A6).(ICA312. ) F4STR017
2,) II(341).JSZ) . AI(340 JR 1.I 3339).JMMX). I(33).JMMy) 04IC0)) A ), (IA(7) (IA(3) ) F4STR) I)74),1IC,(),I0T50.10 6 )IA7Y .ST}.10(77). F4STRO
3.O 1337)1.5J l )F) J .STO339 3.)1 7),J1)) J,. 311079 13.S ) A ) .)34 ,DIY) I ) F STR 0 2
4.IA + 333),STIPRD),I A332).oGY.lAl33311o).G) AI,)o 33 0PRFS Sn030 3 (A)A3),4IGE LI).IAIL).DG6),(AA(O3 T)Idol1(AA 3 A).D FSTRO30
B1 B EA TG4 ,IA(832)A1P(AIR)84 } .AL2 ) AL3)(AIb hlDII IAAD iO I) EASTRO21
.1A(329 * ) E4STA031 51E1 A1VI ),bI I155) .X ).. (011 rY1111),7( , 11,Z1().0(1791 .), . F4STR02
00= IS ,0 E04TA0n3 610(16), .YD),lAS93).L) , Ai3S1 ).S, i0 40)1.E(M) E4STR0 3
S5 J=II0S F4STA0033 7.IAL(42).INP IAA (0043).IPBG l),(AA0 1).I. PEN I l5), .CONS IIAA( 0h). F4STR024
0IA03=+IDS O)4TA 4I .4AAI47)G I)( 4 2 ), .20 A(AAI 0 6))0 ESTR 02
ICAIE1 0 04STA036 EAI 0LEN CE I)AAI349),NT IC, IIA()41).IT),(AAT6347),IS)YI. IAA(). F4STROh15I0(-IE 1 4STA 3 10S1T3451),1J) 1 361344J10.)I 31 .JP)S(I 11(3421 .J SyA0 F4STRO?7
I E =-IDS 3STA0437 ,(1AI 41) SDZ.I6), 1IAA 1347,2AR), 1 I33 9)1,2 1I ,l A()301TJ ) F4STR028
I E6 =.IAS 04 STA07 3. A1)3371J AZIIIA21 0)R33) .,( (I3) .I )33 ,TAS) ). ) ) SIR 0 RNO9
DO i I= IDS E4TA 1 3331AI. 0P), )AA(332).0DG )(AA2 33),11G) ,(AA (333)0 0.P )F0) FSTR030
CA C T IRAN E4STA(051 2 ,( 47)R ),(AA 2 ),(AA 22 F45TRO 5
l0=-IlD1S 0 0 0ST 3 0DIMENSION IR0301.SIR)3 DI3IN ),31. 0 )).R D.N (3,.F) .ON60) ). 400 FASTRO032IE=E1 I4S STA 3 1RES)0 1,RED)(1, S )3). IC L 4O) ,N00),1. l3) 131 F4STRo33
JE=J+IE EASTA0 ~ EQUIVALENCE (AA(200),FONE),(AA S1 ) N 0 20 L).L),((0 203), AS 4STR0 34
DL 7 JIIO(S FSTAOS6 EUIVALENCE [FF(1 ).L)*(FF(34 1,M C,(FF(6 ) I DI007IA1+IS F4ST0444 11.1(204,NNII205 ) .0I0.A12O6.ICLA A?07 .IMEL). 64ST35IBE0 I EI0 2)ST08)2 O II .AA 00 0, II .(A002IOI. iCONi. IAAi211 1ANGLF1 )(11).F4STDS3
1F IIR-I1 E 77.13 E3STA07 31CSI(,),A)213),(A1 ) ),I214).NBI() ( 1 ),2151 .) )) F4STR0 37
I F TETRSIIREI 7aSTn 4 A16),I (1ROTI.AIZ71,01ST0 FSTR0 8
ED IAEI 0STA04 9 EOUIVALENCE (N 2201).I IR).(AN(23).1IR1),(ASl).0D3n).1R3)1 3 S FASTRT0 9
SIIA ITE P E4STAPO G T CONST1ANTA 33 ), nZ E STRD0LA9=A 0 001050A 23AA265)LRED)A2711 01.IA12741.CS 27). F4 STR041
CONTINU4E E4ST070 33.12921.NI.3295NFS) 7 FASTR042
SCONTINUE 040ST02 DIMENSION NLI2OII ,MOC)4.201.IW90),0D6.6).A907)..0). E40STR043J2=I S 01 ATAST 31
Do (I4I0I0S F4STA04 1CI0,2) 1 NSETIOO).MSFT(I O, (3.3) ESTR044
J=J2IDS 0 BSTANS5 EOUIALENCE (00)14000),FF. 0) 1 1,2 1) (.0UI ) ) 2) 1.JS)3 F4STR045CALL TRN QSOJI FOSTI LENCE (FFI1).EL1 FFI341),MA)CIFF I)1 I1 . IFF151 ).0D), E4STRO46
CONTINUE ESTA57 LFFI7)0), IFI 1417)BI, FFI1401) C).IFF197 ),N SFTI. IFF5 971 ESR40 7
RETURN E4STAnSR 2MS0 .)IFFI B1697 RI ) F4STR40
END EDSTAUIVALENCE (N S(.I CIIL),INF1I21).I0I),)NE1S)D1,I FASTRO49
C COMPTE GEOMETRIC CONSTANT E4ASTRnS0
ICOLIC L E4STR SI
IR G=IRIG F4STR052
CM=TE F4STR73
IF IICAS-3) 1.2.3 F4STR054
3 I (IICS- ,l 1.2.1 F4STR0 5
2 CB. E4STR07 6
C INITIALIF STRESS AREA F4STR07
1 DO 6 I=16 E4STR058
4 RED(I)=O. F4SR059
C COMPUTE STRESSES FASTROBO0010 J=IIRIG F4STRO4
0O 15 I1.,ICOL E4STRO46
1IJ J-1l)3 4 ESTR03
DO 20 KI 1,ICOL FSTRO4




C MODIFY THE COMPIITE STRESSFS 4ITH THE PFSCRII ONES IF 4NY E STR069
IF IN0ON0 3. 1 334 EASTRn70
4 KRGI F4STROT9
KEN35 F4STRin20 SH= R E4STR03
ICOSIC3S E4STR74
G TO 61.62,hlb4,65.66l.6).ICS 4 FSTR75
2 K0EG4 0 F4STR07
KENI= FASTRO77
GO TO 61 STR074 KEN=5 F4STR0179
GO TO bE F4STRO66
60 KENI 4E0SIO1I1
GU TO 61 E4STR2
N6 KEN=1 F4SR03
KSH=2 F4STRO74
G TO 61 04STR0
0 KSH0=2 04SRO6
61 K E4STR07
DO 09 I=SH F4STR0





C 0RRNGE STRSSES IN ORDER oF 1,2.3.12,13,23 IN SR 0LO0 4STR095
33 00 30 l 4STRn9h
30 S II0RED1I E4TR09
0IF IISTR) 3131.40 F4STR9R
31 IF (I(CS-3) 50.40.32 F4STRO99
32 IF IICAS-41 S0,40.50 FS01(
O40 SR1310=ED4 F4T1nl
SR14) RE 31 F4STRI2
50 RETURN F4STR13
END FSTRD
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Table VII-80. Source program listing of Table VII-82. Source program listing of
subroutine TEMP (Link 4) subroutine TOPO (Link 4)
LABEL ' LAHEL
CE4TMP F4TMPOnD C41iOP 
E4T7PO0
SIBROUTINE TEMPICCI F4TMPO01 SUBROUTINE TOPO 
F'TIPO1
C COMPUTES NOL NF VECTOR IN ORIGINAL MATFRIAL AXFS E410Pnn0 C PREPARES ELFMENT PROPERTIES ET iPO2
C TO COOMPOT LENGTH CHANGE PER (NIT TMPERATUR PER ImlT DISTANCF F4TM PO 3 DIMENSION I (1).A1 ,S)I.)N( [21(2 3 (3,11 , 3)2(33) TnP 03
DIMENSION IA(1 ),(.1).)1).)). 2 1,313.31F22(3. 3 F4T4P04 I.P24) ,I24),X),Y,( .). D(7) 
T(7).D(,PI1) E004
IP241,124),XRIY)0).Ze.XO(7),OYD(T),ZD(TGI1I} FI TMP005 COMMON 10. 
E4T3 5
COMMN I,0A E 4MP00 6 
EO(UIVALENCE(I .AAA) .D21,.033) ,D21(10),E22),(D21(19).E).( 21(20),G)E4TOP006
EOOIAALENCE)I.AA (D21,033), (021(0110E22), (021)19) .E). I(0).,G)E4TPODO EUID VAL NCE I IIA AIN, (().IBN),I1(3.I A(4, ).((5). F TOPO O
EOUIVALENCE (I (I .INI) A) , ) ( ),3) IT).( ) I4), IP)( IA1(). E4LTMP02 II S ),( ) ),( ( AT), ) ,DE) ,IA( ), 0)1 0 .E4 00TPO02
IIP)RS) (IA(6),IT)YPE). IA(7I),T (I(0), IDEG1) . 9), INXIIi10) FATMPOO 2I A (11. M (13).IM .I)ETOPO09
21M),(VA(03 ,I ,( I ).IMYA(2 0() . 3 M I ( 4)9,( MM ),IA) , FTMPOI0 1 I A I, 1 16 lARE), (IA I1),N(1)). IA(25.M) 
,(IA (216), ITYI).(IA117).F40TP010
31MFI)( IA)16),IRE A, I  ) (1 ),( I),( IA(25),M). ,(1 (2 ).ITY ),(IA(27),E4TP01 4 1STR), IA(2) IFLT) (IA(29),IT(M),II 3 ),ITIC), I(0)31).OET). 
E4TOP 11
41STR)! L(0I A(2). 0EL 1 ),IA29),.IEM),(IIA(30).(TIC ), IA31),. T), E4TMP0I0 5) A(132 R .1A(33)1. 0 (( 4).lIMS).1 36), ).()30), F4TOnP0 1
51IA3 21.M). I),) A I(33),IN),( 11A)34),IMS)(5IAr0 ),0),I A( )F), E4TMP013 L T1RR. 3A( )/,IOR I)( 03) ECEL I A(0)50)J 1), 
5 )J( 21, E41OP013
610 D),(IA(38). IDRD10 ( I),(IA( ),3ACEL .(AI150 L).l)(IA 1 1),2) F4T0PI0 7I 152) .31 ( ) 53) 14), 4) 1 5). 55).7)4
7 A52).J13)(A(1 53)J4),( IA(54),15). I( (50 , J11) , ( ) . 51),) FIA( 457TMP0 O 5 ) 1 (1IA(5 ). , ) I(59) I ) IA( 0 I , IA(61), .) (IA)62),4TOP0 5
I V1IA(),JIT ),N) ( 10),) B ),60) . 1, I i , ( 1), A1 ),F4T MP06 SIA). IA(6 10 JT),(IA 64),I)YTI (IA65),IT ) (1A(41),ITAP) 0 TOPO4 1
911A), (IA(63).IDT) I(IA(64),IDIY), b1 65),ITE ),1( I41) T 0), I F 4 017 EOILENCE ( IA( 0 )/ ,C1R0(,I07),Id ),)I0 
),ICI ) 04(I001
EQUIVALENCE (IA66) ICAR), (IA67),ICIX),(IA(68), IC IY),(IA(69, F4T PO I CI Z),(IA(70)0 ICFI (A)01) .10 ).)10(721).1).YY)( 
A73).10 ), F4TnPOi0
(ICZ). (0701ICFI ,)(IA(71),IIXX),I(7 ),(IIA3 ) E4TMP019 2:1A(4) .1C). IIAI75D) IFF .I146) 
, iST0) (07). IIS) 04TPO1
2I(174).I(C.II AI75),IDE ) 6 ).S ) 771IIS) E4TP020 3. IA17 ),IGFM).)(IA(79).5IER0R).( (0) )( 
I T). A ) DG), FTP020
3,(IA(18), IGEM)., I()9. ERr),AI)0.TE).(AAD), ).(,DT()0(0,2)D) F* 4TMP01 4:0AA83),OL IAAA84( AL2).AIA H5),AL3), 
A(A6) D211)(AA() 1071,tP), E4TOP021
4)AAB3),ALI),I0(041,L , I ,A2A 1AA5),ALOI) ,AA E) 021). (AA)171P), 4TP022 0)0013(.1(0).(AA0(S0),.AA(163)1Y3,(AA0) (1701). 
, 1 2) .X). E4T0P022
1 ( 81 185),3 (8 F TM PO 4 
5(AA I),Z80(AA(I79),XD , F4T"P 
O 22
5AA1 131 )OUV I, (AA 1551,X.IAA(1631,Y) (AA(171) I ), (11791.XI)) F4TMP003 6(AlA(1 6.YD, AA(1)93) OI AA13 ), (0AA(40;)ZG 
N FTOP023
6 (AA(186) .yDI E ,(AT 193),ZD),AA( 3511 5)S. ( 40A4 , E 4TMPn 7 7 O (AA42)I NP ), (A(4),I G), AA44 IPEN),(A 45 CONS) (AA(46),IUF4TO O24
7,(AA(.42),INP),AA(43),IPBG).(AA44).,IP EN),(A(45),CONS), AA(46),II F447(4 0 PO 5(A ) 1G). 1AA 8)2), I IAF9).3( 
04TP025
R).AA(147)1G .(1 A48),GI2), A93,R3 E43)P00 EOI ALENCE I (3491.NTIC )(IA(34IITST.I 
113471,ISOY(,II0I346) F4TOP006
EODIVALENC IA( 349),NTIC).(IA1341,ISIT),I((3),47 0ISOY),IA( 4TMP0)4 I.ISD2 IA( 4)9.J19) .(IA1344) J.101 
I(343).JPRS)I(342) 1JSYI) 4TP027
1ISZ).( IA(34119),J) (IA(344),10,] I A343),MIPRSI A1342) .JSDY) F4T0P02 2,I (134)11).JS1Z), (1)3(40) .JRE).(iA339).JMx(. 
IA(330IJMMO) FT0P028
2) 1(A134111JSOZ),( 1A( 401),JARE, I A331)M I33.), 3.413337,J1 13361)IMII A 11)335), ITas 
)33).1) TOP0 9
3,: IA(137),MZ )1(A1336 ),JPIFI,(IA(335) ITAS1).(IA334),1I) 4TP030 4,) ()333),IP (R).AA (332).,GY.A33G1 ( 1) .0)A 13A30),PRFS) I 04TOP030
4, 1A(333) IP), IAA(33210GY), IAA(3310,OGZ). 1A330 .PRESI E4TMP031 5, 1IA(329),1IPIR) 
4TOP031
5, (1 A 329 ), IPRI F4TP003 IELT -O 
E4TP032
E4TOP033
DIMINSIION BIR31SIR(3), ( 3,1 3) .SR),XN(3 .X)3) .ON( .00(6). 4TMP 033 ITEM-0 
ET OP033
IRPSE 6,REO6 1B. 0 3) ICLAS4 ONN I0 ) N(3) F FIMP324 ITIC=0
EFUIVALENCE AA O),IONE( (20 I II C N),AlO2).LM),(AAO203),AST4TP035O IMET0= 1 
4TOP035
lN),AAU04),NINI0A, (I(.O.ARE ,(0()2h),: CLA)(0AA(207).MIFL), F4TMP030 0 1=1,8 
4TP36
2AA(208) IM) IAIA(209) tIC), ( (210ICON ). ()0(11) .NGL 0)(AA(12).0TMP007 I)O 
04003
3ICAS),(AA(2I3),IE) ,(AA(214) .NI .10AA(215) . ) FI40PO K=1335 
FT P038
4,TAA F216 ,IROT).A ;217),FS;1 P4TP030 10 IA )=I/O 
40TOP0039
E"UIVALENCE III20I ,).I ,AA23).SIRI, 1(AA226),DIN),(AA(23 ,S )F4TP04'0 JM=JI+ 
F 040
1 AA)241 .XN)1IAA(01244) ,XFO) .11247) ON) (AAl 253),OF),IA 0 R)9.FSI )TI040 IELT=IJ 10)/DO 
F4TUP041
A 5NIT E AA:JJM -00IF1D2,AA=265) . 1)21 1). (A(274),ICLAS)*(AA(27 ),N4 ) 4TMPO40 IMTET=I  -JM)OOILT 
4TOPO2
3(AA(192),N)(AA(2, )095,NES) F4 MPO043 0=1J2+M 
F4TOP43
DIMENSION NEL(20,1721.MAC(4.4,20), IW(09, O(E 6'6),A90,7),R,), 4TP044 I( I ELT-4) (00,100,450 
040PO44
IC(8,2),FF(1),NSET()IM.E0SI(IO()7,31 F4TMP045 100 IF (IELT-31 200.300?000 
TOP045
EAUIVALENCE 4AAO ; 1E). (1) .1 I (NO)2 01,10), (N)3)J F4T0P046 0o0 JR IA(JM)O 
04
EUIVALENCE (FF(1) NEL) (FF(341) .AC). FFI M '1G.( FF)EI7 .D1) E4TP047 TEM=(AJM)-OJARE 
E4TOP047
I FF7t8O). ,(FF 14(71,),IFF (141),C). (FFI(497),NSET) FF159 ), E 0
T M P
048 GO TO 400n 4TOP04
2MSE) .FI(1697) .W) F4TMP49 3O JP1S=IAI1M/10 
F4TOPO9
C COMPOTE THE NODAL LINE VECTOR IN THF ORIGINAL MATERIAL AXFS 4TMP0O50 JS IAJMI-I OOJPRS 
F4TO00
C XF,DCAR EOIVALFNCED IN SEiA, CONTAIN INIT VECTOR OF NODAL LINE 04TMP05 1 EO IF (IEL-3) 600O80.800 
E4TPI
00 10 (=1,3 052 4O0 IF ELT-I) 4710,'70500 
P410052
SIR(1)=O. F4T1P003 410 IF (IELI-) 500.500480 
E4TOP053
0O 9 K=1.3 F4TMP054 400JP0I(JM)1100 
704TnO054
9 RSIR)SR1.I)(K F 14TP405 ETM=IAIJM-)1O00 *PRS F4T055
0 CTINOE F 0TPO = E4TP056
C COMPTE THE REOIREl OUANITY ETPn57 GO TO 1000 
F4TOP057
CC=ALI*SIRI (**2+AL2*SIR(2(*42+AL30SIR(3)02 F TMPOSR 5UU ITIC=0 /IA 100I0 
FT4P058
RETURN F4TMP059 ITEM(AJM(-I1000'0TIC 
E4TOP059
END F4TMPOO J= J3M 
E4TnO060
JSIZ=IAJM)/IOD E4TO060
JPRS= AlJM)-OOJSZ E ATP002
L=2 E4TOP063
00 TO 1000 F4TnPo0 4
000 Jm=J3+M 4T0PO65
JPS=IIA(J M) F4T P066
Table VII-81. Source program listing of L2 (P02 .... .. . .. PIF IEL 100007004700 ETOP68
7uo JM 14+ M E4TnP 69
subroutine TICK (Link 4) JM01...1...1100
JSOY=I AJM)- *JMMZ 
Fn
L 3 F4TP0 
72
IF (IELT-4) 1000,9100,10 E4T)PO73
FAP JMMX-I AJM}/IO0 F T 075
COUNT C R00TICKnl 04TOP076
LBL TICK TI02 JM=AJ(IM-OO*MMX P076
ENTRY TICK TICKOn3 E4TOP078
TICK NT ON TICK 004 IF (IELT-l) 1000,700,1000
000 1 ONCE000 900 JMJS+M E40EP079
CDL FIRST 01 610=10 10 0/100
CAL 5 TICKOO6 
S ACjm/Ino E"TOPORO
S1( INITL TIC0 7 I=JM1 M)-1I0 0JSDZ 040000
ALS 10 TI0 J=J6+ 040000SW*0 1.4 ICK009 JPR 1s=IA(JM ETPD3
S 0,4 0 L-4 
F4
, 4 TCKOIO 
I U I4TUPO84
FIRST S0L ONCE 3100011 1040 I=1 P08
CA L ICKO12 GO TO (I100.1200.1300,14001,L E4000
LA INITL TCK03 1100 JFII=J3M 
4T0087
SLW I. T ICK014 N) I)1)AJM) 
P4TOPORB
4 TICKO5I F4TOP9
000OI 1200 JM J4+M 04TP 09
ONCo PZE TICK016 NII) =IJ 
4091
INITL PZF 0 )TICK1 7l (T1 )0
END 1300 JM=1J5+M E4TP093












N(I ) IA (JM) E04T(PI03
1=1 F4TOP0





IF (I-(1 100,1b00,1450 E4TII010
14bO IHP=H11 E4TOPi
00D 1500 1=I0P,8 E4T1(PI2
bO00 NII)=0. 4TnP113
1ibuO RETUR E4TO114
END E4TP 1 5
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Table VII-83. Source program listing of subroutine TRAN (Link 4)
* LABEL
CETRN E4TRN000
SUBROUTINE TRAN (A.IFS) EATRN001
C FOR LOCAL-OVERALL COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION FOR VECTORS E4TRN002
DIMENSION IA(1),AA(1 ,S(1),N(8),I02121),O33(3,3),E22(3,3) FATRN003





EQUIVALENCE A(1),1 IN ),1A(2),IBN),( IA 3),1T),(IA(),IP),(IA(5), E4TRNOn7
1IPRSI(1 (6),).ITYPE),(1(71IT)IT,(IA),IOEGI) IA(9,INXI,( IAIO),E41TRN008
21H) ,1(1A11), I ),(IA() 1) ,I MX ), 1 (IA 13) ,IMMY , (IA(1A141), IMMZ), I A(15) ,E4TRNO09
31MFI),( IA ),IARE),(IA(17),N(1)),(IA(25),M),(IA(26),ITY),(IAt27),E4TRN010
41STR),(IA(28),IELT)(IA(29),ITEM)I,(IA 30),ITIC),(IA(31),IMET), EATRNO11
5(1IA 32)1 ISUM),(1AI33),INO)(.IA(34),IMS),(IA 36),IoS),(IA(37)., EATRN012
b10RO),(IAI38),10R01), (IA(39),ACEL ),(IA 50),J1 I),(IA(51),J2), E4TRN013
7(IA(52) J3),(IA(53),J4),(IA54),J5),(IA(55),J ), 1IA(561J7),J )IIA(57ETRN0 14
8),J1),(IA(5 ),JTY),(IA( 59), RB ), IA(O).IBO) ,( lA(61 , II0),(IA(62),EATRN015
911A), IA(63 , IDT),(A(64),IDY ),(IA(65),1ITE), IA(41),ITAP) E4TRN016
EQUIVALENCE IlA(66),ICAR),(IA(67.) ICIX),(I4A68),ICIY),i IA(69), EATRN017
IICIZ),(IA(70), CF1),(IA(71 1,1XX),(IA(72),1 YY),(IA 73),IZZ), E4TRNOI8
2(IA(74), IIC), 1IA(75),1IOEF),(IA 76),IST),(IA(77). 111S E4TRN019
3, 1(A(78 ,IGEM), IA 79),IERR ),(AO(80 ),TE ),AA(lRI),OTI,(AA(P2),0G), E4TRN020
4(AA(83),AL1,(AA(A84),AL2),(AA(851.AL3),AA( ),021 ),(AA(107),P), EATRN071
5(AA(131),UV), AA(155 ),X)1 (AA 163 ,Y) ,(AA(171),Z),(AA(179),XO), E4TRNO22
61AA(186),YD),(AA(193),Z01 ),(AA(351 ),S),(AA (40).ZGEM E4TRNO23
7,(AA(42),INP),(AA(43),IPBG),(AA(44),1PEN),(AA(45),CONS),(AA(46),IUE4TRNO24
8),(AA47I),GI),(AA(481.G2),(AA 1 491),G3) E4TRN025
EQOIVALENCE (IA(349),NTIC),(IA (34 ).,ISDT),1 A(347),ISDY),(IA(346) E4TRN0 26
1,150ISOZ),(IA(345 J9),(IA(344),J10,l 101343),JPRS), (A(342),JS0Y) 4ETRN027
2,(IA(341),JSOZ),(IA(340),JARE),(IA 339),JMMX),( IA 338),JMMY) E4TRN028
3,1(IA337),JMMZ),(IA(336,JFI) 1 TA  FIIA335,TAS) A(334ID E4TRN029
4,(1A(333)IPRI ,(AA(332 .DGYI,(AA331 ,DGZ),4AA(33),PRES) E4TRN030
5,1IA(329, I IPIR) E4TRN031
DIMENSION EM(4,4),EN(4,4),Q(4,4),DIR(3,3),DTM(18) 4ETRN0 32







20 00 300 L=1,IGEMP E4TRN039
LK=LK+3*IMS FATRN040
30 DO 200 J=1,3 E4TRN041




40 DO 100 K1,3 E4TRNO46
LKI LK RIMS E4TRN047100 DUM(LJI(=TVM(LJI)+OIR(KJ)*A(LKII E4TRN048
200 CONTINUE E4TRN049
INI=3 GEMPIMS EA4TRN051




Table VII-84. Source program listing of subroutine UNIT (Link 4)
* LAEL
CEEUNT F0(NTn0
SUBROUTINE UNIT(CIR Q) E411NT001
C OBTAINS A UNIT VECTOR ALONG A LINE SGMET E4UNT002
C IF 0N0TIV, CHANOF IRECTION ND RFPLACE WITH UNITY, 0=LEN0TH E4ONTO03
C IF 0=O, MOK OLENGTHLENOTH AND RETIIRN E4NTOO4
C IF D=POSITIVE, REPLACE WITH UINITY, QLENDTH F4UNTO05
DIMENSION CIR(3) F4UNT016
R=CIR(1)*-2+CIRI2)*2=CIR(3*=2 E4UNT00
IF (0) 10,1920 F410NTOO
19 0=R F,1 NT009







CIR13 }CIR ( )/Q E4 N T01721 RETURN E4NTO118
END E4UNT019





C PERFORMS VECTORIAL VECTOR PRnDUCT E4VCTO)2
C TO OBTAIN A AS RXC Vrrnn
DIMENSION A3),R(3)1,C(3) EAVCTO04
A()1 R(2)*C(31-B3)*C(2) F4VCT005
A(2 B(3 CI(1)-B()I C(3) E4VCT006
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